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Abstract 

The thesis focuses on in two vital and interrelated aspects of modelling design 

support systems, they are: how innovative solutions may arise, and the 

knowledge-base's extension and maintenance. 

The dilemma 'reproduction versus creativity' is identified as one of the main 

deadlocks that the design methods' debate, research in Computer Aided 

Architectural Design, CAAD, and Artificial Intelligence, AI, have faced in the last 

thirty years. 

A hybrid approach is then proposed as a means of overcoming these difficulties, 

where a rudimentary evolving design support environment is developed. It draws 

inspiration from three areas of Artificial Intelligence: knowledge-base systems, 

connectionist models, and case-based reasoning (CBR). However, it differs 

fundamentally from conventional knowledge-base systems, connectionist models 

and CBR tools, in its architecture, although strongly inspired by these underlying 

theories. 

The main benefits and contributions of this hybrid system are an incremental self

extending feature able to minimise substantially the dependency on knowledge 

engineer intervention, and an interactive support to innovation by augmenting the 

designer's creativity. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The notions of 'creative', 'innovative' and 'routine' have generated inconclusive 

debate along the years, particularly in design theory research. The very formal 

definitions of these words expose the difficulties in establishing precise boundaries 

between these ideas. The 'Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English' defines 

the words 'creative', 'innovative' and 'routine' as follow: 

"Creative 1: producing new and original ideas and things; 2: 

resulting from newness of thought or expression ... " (Longman, 

1987:241) 

"Innovative 1: newly invented or introduced; different from, 

especially better or cleverer than previous ones ... 2: tending or liking 

to introduce new ideas or methods ... " (Longman, 1987: 541) 

"Routine 1: regular; according to what is always habitually done; 

not special ... 2: not unusual or exciting ... " (Longman, 1987: 912) 

In spite of not being difficult to distinguish intuitively between 'creative' and 

'routine' it is very difficult to establish precise boundaries between 'creative' and 

'innovative'. The description of 'innovative' might suggested something more 

incremental and perhaps lesser than 'creative', through the notion of "especially 

better or cleverer than previous ones". However, it is still difficult to suppose that 

a clear distinction can be established in practice from these definitions. The 

attempt to clarifying the meaning of some of the used words such as 'new', 
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'original', 'different', 'better', 'cleverer' or 'regular' unveils how those 

descriptions are prone to produce continuous regression of context. 
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1.1 Creativity in design: 

Attempts have been made to define expressions such as 'creative design', 

'innovative design' and 'routine design' in the recent history of research in design 

theory. Gero and Maher (Gero et aI, 1993) suggest two basic categories of 

design: routine and nonroutine designs. Nonroutine design would have two 

subcategories: innovative and creative. 

"Routine designs may be defined as the ones that are recognised as 

not being different from previously produced designs in their class in 

any substantive way ... What makes these designs similar, it can be 

argued, is that they all exhibit the same properties with different 

magnitudes. More formally, we state that these designers all chose to 

use the same design variables to work with and produce different 

values for those variables dependent on their perception of the 

situation" . (Gero et aI, 1993: 2) 

UNonroutine design may be defined as ones that are recognised as 

being different from previously produced designs in their class in 

some substantive sense ... It is convenient to draw a further distinction 

within nonroutine design. We label these two subcategories as 

innovative and creative design". (Gero et ai, 1993: 2) 

"In innovative design we recognise that the substantive difference has 

come about from a particular set of values for the design variables 

that are outside the commonly used range. For example, in designing 

a camera with a zoom lens, the focal length of such lenses is normally 

35 mm to 105 mm, however a designer may wish to use a range of 28 

mm to 135 mm. This is likely to result in a longer, heavier lens but 
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may well not produce any other changes. The camera would still look, 

feel, and work like any other similar zoom lens camera. This design 

could be considered innovative". (Gero et ai, 1993: 2) 

"In creative designs we recognise that the substantive difference has 

come about from the introduction of new design variables. For 

example, in designing telephones, the normal way of allowing the 

user to move away from the location of a telephone cradle has been 

to provide along, extensible cord connecting the handset to the 

cradle. The introduction of an alternative means of connection of the 

handset to the cradle based on radio waves produces a design that is 

seen as being creative". (Gero et ai, 1993: 3) 

Regardless of how abstract these assertions may be, this kind of formalisation is 

as prone to generate continuous regress of context as are the Longman 

definitions. The expression 'substantive difference' is one evidence of this. 

The notion of 'difference' also raises another problem that is not mentioned in the 

definition above: 'different' is always a notion relative to the known referential 

domain. A designer or a design team will always have as reference a particular 

known sample of precedents to distinguish between 'routine', 'innovative' and 

'creative' design. This sample rarely matches the entire population due to the 

known and obvious limitations of memory, regional contexts and historical data 

sharing and conservation. Also, it will always vary from one designer or design 

team to another. 

The sample of architectural precedents used in the experimentation described in 

Chapter 8 of this thesis uses a fixed set of descriptors or variables. The creation of 

new solutions, as it will be explained in detail in Chapters 5 to 8, does not imply 
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the introduction of new variables, but configurations or combinations of features 

different from those known in the original case-base. In this sense what is referred 

to as 'new' in this research would be closer to what Gero calls innovative rather 

than creative. 

However, these new configurations can present, in a significant number of times, 

features that were not present in the closest existing cases. Although their variable 

labels were pre-existing somewhere else in the case-base those 'new 

configurations' do not match any particular case in the sample and represent 

useful solutions for present problems. It is not just the situation of having the 

same variables with different values, but having cases with different defining 

variables. In this sense the definitions above turn out to be of difficult application 

because those 'new configurations' could also be taken as creative. 

It is not my purpose to propose a new and conclusive definition of 'routine', 

'innovative' and 'creative' design. My main objective here is to show that things 

are not as 'black and white' in the real world as it may be suggested in the last 

citations. 

I would prefer to accept these categorisations as simple 'guide marks in a 

continuous scale' rather than as self-contained and distinct 'boxes'. This scale 

would range from a hypothetical full 'routine' design to an also hypothetical full 

'creative' design. The word 'hypothetical' is employed here because it seems that 

a design is very rarely either completely 'routine', in the sense of having 

absolutely nothing that distinguishes it from others, or completely 'creative', in 

the sense of having no inspiration drawn from previous experiences. 

Therefore, the word 'innovative' in this thesis will be employed from a relative 

point of view: I will be referring to the design that differs from all other designs 
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previously known in a particular sample. This 'innovative' quality will be relative 

and variable as well: some designs will be more or less 'innovativ,e' than others if 

they are closer to or further away from the hypothetical full creative status. A 

simple method will be described and employed in Chapter 8 of this thesis just to 

provide some analytical criteria for assessing levels of innovation. 
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1.2 Creativity and previous knowledge: 

The relationship between creativity or innovation and the use of previous 

knowledge in design has also generated controversial debate along the years. The 

modem movement assumed that the act of designing was largely independent 

from the thing being designed. The focus shifted from the emphasis on tradition 

that prevailed during the 19th century, to the emphasis on procedure, almost to 

the point of denigrating any kind of recourse to past experience. 

However, with the uncertainty that emerged in the post-modem era, and due to 

research undertaken in design theory and cognitive science, these assumptions 

have been deeply questioned. 

The notion of design, as a form of knowledge, not relying only on methods but 

also on a process of adaptation and transformation of previous design 

experiences, has found increasing acceptance among theoreticians. Oxman (1990) 

suggests that the experience of the designer, expressed as design knowledge is 

dependent on how knowledge is structured and organised in memory. She 

suggests that the design process would start by recalling either relevant 

typifications or cases from memory. 

Several models and systems have been developed or are under development with 

the aim of formalising and making precedent design experience accessible and 

useful (Koutamanis, 1993; Kuhn et al, 1993; Oxman 1990; Oxman et al, 1993a, 

1993b, Schmitt, 1993). 

Those attempts have been often referred to as Case-based Design, or CBD for 

short. CBD is a specialised application of the broader technology Case-based 

Reasoning, or CBR for short. It is not the only approach that may prove useful in 
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the problem of modelling experience in the design process. It may provide an 

important framework for the analysis of the topic. 

However, other approaches such as knowledge-base systems and connectionist 

models also find relevance in modelling prior knowledge or experience in design. 

All of these approaches rely, in greater or lesser degree, on some sort of previous 

knowledge representation. Therefore, I shall examine, in more detail, the 

relevance and efficacy of all those techniques in the next chapters. 
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1.3 Objectives: 

The design activity is an evolving process: while relying in previous knowledge, 

this domain knowledge is changeable, that is, what is known about the design 

objects changes as more knowledge is acquired, new techniques and paradigms 

are introduced or as the design context changes. Therefore, the modelling of the 

design practice claims some sort of precedent-based, self-extending, innovation

supportive model. 

However, research in design theory and artificial intelligence, AI for short, has 

produce models and systems that provide either interactive interfaces, but with 

static knowledge-bases, hard to be extended, or knowledge-acquisition tools with 

awkward interfaces leading to little usability. Moreover, they have failed to 

deliver integrated models capable of handling previous knowledge and supporting 

innovation. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

Therefore, this thesis concentrates in two vital and interrelated aspects of 

modelling design support systems, that are: how innovative solutions may arise, 

and the knowledge-base' s extension and maintenance. 

The necessary conditions to implement that precedent-based, self-extending, 

innovation-supportive model, are the ability to support the emergence of reliable 

new solutions in a knowledge-representation scheme that allows the continuous 

extension of the knowledge-base while at the same time preserving its original 

consistency. The testing of these conditions and the pro to typing of a hybrid model 

that complys with those requirements are the goals of this thesis. 

The proposed model draws inspiration from three approaches from artificial 

intelligence: knowledge-base systems, case-based reasoning and connectionist 
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models. It is important to emphasise that a hybrid approach does not necessarily 

mean the acceptance of failure and the impossibility of moving forward with the 

techniques from which it draws inspiration. In fact, it can also bring innovation to 

those paradigms. 

What is going to be proposed here is not simply the gathering of three well

known processes, but a hybrid approach that also makes contributions to 

knowledge in the three original techniques. In its architecture, it differs 

fundamentally from conventional knowledge-base systems, connectionist models 

and CBRs, although strongly inspired in their underlying theories. 

Firstly, the knowledge-base system module is not a rule-based one. It is a unique 

implementation hosted on an innovative pattern-recognition-based shell 

developed at the University of Strathclyde (Mustoe, 1990, 1993). 

Secondly, the connectionist model works in the background receiving input 

controlled by the knowledge-base system, which acts as a front end. It does not 

aim the classification of cases it has not seen before. It aims the learning of 

general trends to produce suggestions of new cases. 

The third, and the most important contribution to knowledge, are its results. 

Although the connectionist sub-system uses a standard learning algorithm while 

training, it adopts an innovative hybrid procedure in the running mode. This 

architecture provides important user's interface gains. Moreover, this integrated 

model offers an incremental self-extending feature that minimises substantially the 

dependency on knowledge engineer intervention, and provides interactive support 

to innovation by augmenting the designer's creativity. 
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1.4 Thesis structure: 

This thesis is divided in four parts. The first one is composed of Chapters 1, this 

'Introduction', Chapter 2, 'Design Theory and Design Practice', Chapter 3, 

'Design Computing, Previous Knowledge and Innovation', and Chapter 4, 

'Neural network paradigms'. It sets the theoretical framework with the critical 

analysis of design theory and research in CAAD and AI. It leads to the definition 

of the problem and to the explanation of why existing research has failed to 

provide a solution. 

The second part is composed of Chapter 5, 'Cortex and neural networks: stand

alone performance and integrated operation', Chapter 6, 'The plan of a 

precedent-based, self-extending, innovation-supportive environment' , and 

Chapter 7, 'Proto typing'. Chapters 5 and 6 develop the main thesis, goals and 

describe an algorithm for the problem Chapter 7 describes pro to typing 

objectives, strategies and a loose coupling scheme. 

The third part, composed of Chapter 8, 'Experimentation and data analysis', 

describes all the methodology and procedures developed with the objective of 

verifying the main thesis and the algorithm reliability. It also assesses the results 

of this experimentation. 

At last, the fourth part, composed of Chapter 9, 'Contribution, Applications and 

Further Research', identifies the implications of the proposed model and its 

contributions. It also establishes a critique of the model and prospective further 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

Design Theory and Design Practice 

The design methods debate and Computer Aided Architectural Design, CAAD, 

are inherently related and this relationship has steadily grown in importance in the 

last three decades. Therefore, a historic framework of design theory is necessary 

to properly understand research and development in CAAD. 

2.1 The design methods debate: 

Accounts on design theory developments often refer to 'generations' of design 

methods (Logan, 1987). Alternative categorisations prefer an approach based on 

'paradigm shifts' instead (Levy, 1981). Whatever is the categorisation adopted, 

both group researchers and their ideas according to some time-based trends and 

preoccupations. 

Logan (1987) identified four generations of design methods named as: A 

Systematic Methodology, Participation in Design, The Nature of Design Activity 

and The Failure of Method. 

The first generation of design methods searched for a systematic methodology. 

According to Logan (1987), two basic assumptions underlie this generation's 

literature: 

"1. Designers were, by and large, not equipped with adequate 

methods. 
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2. Designers could be helped by the introduction of more self

conscious and systematic procedures from disciplines such as science 

and systems engineering". (Logan, 1987: 25) 

The early days of research in design theory were driven by the search for what 

design methods should be, rather then an in depth attempt to verify and 

understand what design is as a phenomenon and process. 

Several models resulted from this approach. Markus (1969) and Maver (1970) 

devised models where the design activity was seen as a sequence of defined steps 

involving analysis, synthesis, appraisal and decision that is repeated at an 

increasing level of detail. This sequential view of the design process can be found 

in the work of other researchers (Asimov, 1962; Jones, 1970). 

Alexander (1964) adopted a Cartesian view of design, in which the problem is 

broken down into fragments and each of which is solved separately before being 

synthesised into an overall solution. 

Logan (1987) maintains that all these models were based in the assumption that 

the design process is systematic, that is, it follows a linear sequence. However, 

this kind of model turned out to be unmanageable in practical design problems. 

On the other hand, if those models were inadequate as descriptions of design, 

they were successful in revealing some of the complexities of the design activity 

and in setting the foundations of the research in the domain. 

The cycles of analysis, synthesis, appraisal and decision formalised by Markus 

(1969) and Maver (1970) would echo, in some ways, in the work of later 

generations as far as early 80's. Lawson (1980) adopts similar repeated sequences 
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of analysis, synthesis, appraisal and decision. However, he introduces feedback 

loops between each stage and all preceding stages. Logan (1987) argues that 

Lawson's model (Lawson, 1980) does not show any clear route through the 

design process, but at least becomes a more realistic representation of the design 

activity, since the attempt to represent it as a logical sequence has been 

abandoned. 

The first generation of design methods did not find significant acceptance in 

practice. In fact, some of their authors later revised their positions, abandoning 

the idea of decomposition as a means of improving the quality of design solutions. 

Alexander (1966, 1971) is one example. 

Logan (1987) argues that the problems faced by those methods or models have 

their origin in the assumptions made by the first generation. Page (1963) argued 

against the idea of design process as a linear sequence of well-defined steps, as 

follows: 

H ••• in the majority of practical design situations, by the time you have 

produced this and found out that and made a synthesis, you realise 

you have forgotten to analyse something else here, and you have to 

go around the cycle and produce a modified synthesis, and so on. In 

practice you go around several times". (Page, 1963) 

This endless sequence of feedback loops led to Rittel's (1972) argumentation of 

design problems as 'wicked'. He argues that the relevant criteria will change 

along the life of the designed artefact. Wicked problems have no definitive 

formulation, that is, at any time a formulation is made, additional questions can be 

asked and more information requested. This feature has come to be known in the 

context of artificial intelligence as non-monotonicity: 
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"Non-monotonic logical systems are logics in which the introduction 

of new axioms can invalidate old theorems. Such logics are very 

important in modelling the beliefs of active processes which, acting in 

the presence of incomplete information, must make and subsequently 

reverse assumptions in the light of new knowledge". (McDermott and 

Doyle, 1980) 

Rittel (1972) also argues that one cannot simply first define the problem and then 

the solution, because solutions are continuously generated as the problems are 

formulated. Every formulation of the wicked problem corresponds to the 

formulation of the solution and vice versa. 

According to Rittel (1972) any design solution is appraised on a large number of 

ill-defined and conflicting criteria. Wicked problems have no terminating 

condition. Any time a solution is formulated, it can be improved or worked on 

more. For this reason there are no definitive tests for the evaluation of solutions, 

since proposing a solution modifies the definition of the problem A design 

solution is never 'the right solution' but only 'a good enough solution'. 

Therefore, the number of alternative solutions is so large that it is impossible to 

define a solution set that is not effectively infinite. 

Therefore, the most remarkable contribution of the second generation of design 

methods is the conclusion that, while existing as ways of approaching objects in 

other fields, analysis cannot be separated from synthesis in the design practice 

domain. For this reason the first generation design models did not provide a 

proper description of the design process. 
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However, if the second generation of design methods was able to provide a better 

description of the design process, on the other hand it failed in the formulation of 

proposals that could find lasting acceptance and application in practice. 

The problems of those models were generally related to the idea of participation 

in design. With this generation the objective shifted to externalising the design 

activity so that other people could contribute to it with insights that were outside 

the designer's experience. For this reason, argumentation as a process that could 

be procedurally improved in order to improve the products, was taken as playing 

a major role in design methods. This approach resulted in several methodologies 

in which the underlying paradigm is that of participation in design. 

Rittel (1972) developed a structure of argumentation with the objective of 

removing the 'artificial separation' between the expert who does the work and the 

client whose problem the work is supposed to solve. 

Another example is the later work of Alexander (1974) in which he abandoned 

the idea of decomposition and embraced the idea of patterns. Logan (1987) 

argues that Alexander's model was based on the following assumption: 

H ••• everyone is a designer with a considerable set of their own 

patterns, and that everyone makes design decisions no matter how 

inco"ect or ill-formed their patterns are. The role of patterns 

designed by specialists is to co"ect existing patterns that might lead 

to failure, or to add new and better patterns". (Logan, 1987: 32) 

'Participation in design' with its underlying assumptions was translated into the 

formulation of several models within this generation, such as 'citizen 

participation', 'advocacy planning' and 'charette'. However, the experiments 
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with participation in design have achieved a very limited success. Broadbent 

(1979) suggests the reasons for the failure of the design participation's 

methodologies: 

"At best they may identify a 'highest common factor' of user needs, 

but compounded by the existentialist designer's needs to become 

himself, they may mislead him into thinking other people want the 

same things ... It is quite impossible for either of them to avoid feeding 

their own preconceptions and values into the solution of design 

problems". (Broadbent, 1979) 

As an evidence of failure, Broadbent (1979) also mentions the work of Kroll at 

the University of Louvain where the architect's insistence on total participation 

resulted in severe environmental problems. 

The third generation of design methods, as described by Logan (1987) emerged in 

a rather different context of ideas. The main concern became the nature of design 

activity and design problems. As a consequence, research methodology shifted 

from the solely theoretical arguments to an increasing search for empirical 

evidence. The work of Lawson (1979) attempting to determine if in fact designers 

do adopt a consistent approach to design problems is one example. In this work, 

the strategies of:final year architectural and science students at a similar stage in 

their education were compared. He found that the scientists focused their 

attention on discovering a rule governing the acceptability of a solution by 

studying the problem specifically. On the other hand, the architects concentrated 

on learning about the nature of the problem by trying out solutions to achieve a 

'good' one. 
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Logan (1987) argues that the models that emerged from this empirical approach 

characterise design as driven by interests, approaches and strategies of individual 

designers. Therefore, they legitimise the role of the designer's intuition as an 

essential part of the design activity, rather than propose any prescriptive 

methodology. Several other studies have been developed giving support to this 

tendency of exploring the problem through the creation of solutions (Foz, 1972; 

Lera, 1982; Willey et al, 1974). 

In spite of having different theoretical bases, Logan (1987) argues that these so 

called 'third generation models' show a high level of functional or procedural 

similarity and draw heavily inspiration from earlier work in cognitive psychology 

and artificial intelligence: 

HThey may be broadly characterised as 'rule-based', in viewing 

design as a series of problem transformations governed by 'rules' or 

'codes' linking design solutions and abstract requirements" . (Logan, 

1987: 47) 

Hillier et al (1972) have attempted to formalise the designer's contribution to the 

design activity as a system of informal 'codes' or 'rules' acquired through 

education and experience. They have drawn parallels between the design activity 

and the methodology of science developed by Popper (1959). They rejected the 

view that solutions should be derived from an analysis of the requirements of 

users and suggested a paradigm based on conjecture-analysis. Darke (1979), 

drawing inspiration from Hillier et al (1972) and using empirical evidence, 

proposed a model of the design process based on generator-conjecture-analysis. 

However, it has been argued that design models cannot be based on scientific 

methodology. March argues: 
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"A scientific hypothesis is not the same thing as a design hypothesis. 

A logical proposition is not to be mistaken for a design proposal. 

There has been much confusion over these matters, hence the 

illusions about scientifically testable hypotheses and value-free 

proposals". (March, 1976) 

The objective of science is the study of existing phenomena, whereas the design 

method is a pattern of behaviour employed in inventing things that do not yet 

exist. Mustoe (1990) argues that the assumptions that Popper (1959) formalised a 

methodology of science, and analogous methodology of architecture can 

therefore be fonnulated, are misguided. He provides the reasons for this: 

"A wicked problem cannot be definitively formulated, and it will be 

found that in consequence it cannot be empirically falsified". 

(Mustoe, 1990: 8) 

Mustoe (1990) also stresses that the lack of agreement about the meaning of the 

expression 'scientific method' and raises doubts if improved clarity in design can 

be achieved by reference to a notion that is itself 'cloudy'. 

Logan's (1987) fourth generation is one of disillusion and uncertainty. The failure 

to arrive at a generalised description of 'science' has undermined the validity of 

the third generation models. Cross et al argue that: 

"any attempt to equate • design' with 'science' must logically be 

predicated on a concept of science that is epistemologically coherent 

and historically valid" . (Cross et al, 1981) 
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However, Logan (1987) stresses that the history of the twentieth century debate 

on the philosophy of science shows that such a concept does not yet exist. 

Therefore, any attempt at analogy between design and science cannot succeed. 
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2.2 The critique of design methods generations: 

The first generation models were essentially procedural Perhaps because of a still 

strong modernist paradigm As mentioned in Chapter 1, the modern movement 

assumed that the act of designing was largely independent from the thing being 

designed. Therefore, it placed a strong emphasis on procedure, disregarding 

almost any kind of recourse to past experience. The early design methods debate 

followed a similar trend: the role played by previous knowledge, its representation 

and manipulation are by large and large ignored as an important topic of research. 

The second generation of design methods made progress particularly in the 

formulation of a more realistic description of the design process through the 

notion of 'wicked' problem, but it was as procedural as the first generation. It 

advocated the controversial importance of popular knowledge in designing. 

However, it still placed heavy emphasis on procedures related to participation and 

argumentation rather than on a deeper investigation of the role played by 

specialised previous knowledge in the design process. 

The third generation of design methods is different from the previous two for 

having adopted the search for empirical evidence to support its hypothesis. It also 

differs in the sense of bringing the role of previous knowledge into the scenario of 

the design models. However, as the first two generations, it still persisted in the 

use of otherwise well established models as· analogies for design, in this case the 

popperian model. 

If the first two generations models were essentially prescriptive in their proposals, 

the third generation models legitimise the designer's intuition as far as to become 

essentially descriptive. Therefore, models such as those proposed by Hillier and 

Leaman (1974) may provide explanations for how things may be reproduc,ed, but 
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offer no explanation for how new ideas may arise (Bridges, 1986). This dilemma 

'reproduction versus creation' is central to this thesis as it has strong implications 

in the performance and maintenance of design support systems, particularly in 

those models drawing inspiration from research in artificial intelligence and

cognitive science. 

The next chapter will focus on the present generation, particularly on research 

developed in the domain of CAAD from the late 80s onwards. It will focus on 

models related to computer vision, knowledge-base systems, case-based 

reasoning, learning and connectionist models, and hybrid systems. This may seem 

a very broad variety of techniques or approaches. 

However, all those models have in common the use of some sort of previous 

knowledge representation. Moreover, they all have in common the fact of facing, 

in one way or another, the dilemma of 'reproduction versus creation'. Next I will 

discuss the specific implications of this dilemma in each approach, and some of 

the reasons why research in CAAD has so far failed to overcome it. 
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Chapter 3 

Design Computing, Previous Knowledge and Innovation 

In the earlier stages of research in artificial intelligence, AI, it was assumed that 

mundane human tasks such as vision, speech, language understanding and 

common-sense reasoning should be tackled first. It may be that the basic 

assumption was that those tasks should be easier to model because every normal 

human being was supposed to execute them without much difficulty. 

Other human tasks that required expertise in specialised areas, ie., engineering, 

scientific analysis, medical diagnosis, financial analysis, were perhaps naturally 

regarded as more difficult to tackle. 

However, as research on AI progressed, it became evident that, paradoxically, the 

so called mundane tasks were more difficult to model because they required a 

greater amount of knowledge than the specialised tasks. The modelling of those 

tasks required the representation of a large amount of facts, objects and ideas. 

The things that are normally taken for granted on the human minds, for instance 

notions such as gravity, space and time, need to be modeled precisely in a 

computer system, and are much more difficult to be isolated from a wider net of 

external conceptual dependencies. The problem faced in the development of 

computer vision models and techniques is one example. 

In more specialised tasks it became evident that it was easier to reduce external 

dependencies and the continual regress of context. The development of 

knowledge-base systems, which is driven by the concern with the use and 

representation of previous knowledge in specific domains, fits in this context 
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Research in CAAD has thus seen in recent years a growing interest in the role 

played by previous knowledge in the design process. The design methods debate 

has shifted from a solely 'procedural' approach to a 'previous-knowledge-based' 

one, as it was shown in Chapter 2. Several models have been developed in 

CAAD, particularly by specialising paradigms of artificial intelligence and 

cognitive science. 

This process of specialisation was firstly focused on the representation and use of 

generalised knowledge in design, as seen in the work carried out in CAAD 

research with shape grammars and knowledge-base systems in the 80s and early 

90s (Stiny, 1980; Flemming, 1987; Schmitt, 1987; Oxman and Gero, 1988; 

Oxman, 1990a; Oxman, 1990b; Mitchell, 1990; Coyne et ai, 1990). 

From the late 80's onwards another shift seems to have happened. The main 

preoccupation still seems to be with the representation and use of previous 

knowledge in design. However, a growing number of researchers place their 

emphasis on the use of precedents as a means of designing rather than on 

generalised knowledge representation (Coyne et al, 1989; Coyne and Newton, 

1990; Coyne and Postmus, 1990; Coyne, 1991; Rosenman, 1991; Oxman, 1991; 

Coyne and Yokozawa, 1992; Kuhn et al, 1993; Oxman et al, 1993a, 1993b; 

Schmitt, 1993; Coyne et al, 1993; Maher et aI, 1995). 

A series of those models is analysed in the coming sections with the objective of 

assessing their contributions and failures. They have been grouped according to 

the general techniques they inherited from from AI and cognitive science. 

Particular emphasis will be given to the dilemma 'reproduction versus creativity' 

as mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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3.1 Computer Vision: 

Computer vision has been suggested by some authors as the natural way of 

capturing and manipulating architectural knowledge (see Koutamanis, 1993). 

However, it has shown to be one of the hardest tasks to be fully achieved. The 

reasons are those mentioned above and because the techniques developed so far 

turned out to be extremely computationally intensive. 

Rich and Knight (1991) faISe some particular problems in the process of 

converting a bit-mapped image into useful information about the world. First, 

they argue that some information is necessarily lost when an image is created. 

This happens because an image is two-dimensional, while the world is three

dimensional. 

Second, some objects may be partially obstructed by others in an image. Also, 

there are several effects over each pixel that are hard to be disentangled such as 

colour, source of light, the angle and distance of the camera, pollution in the air, 

etc. 

Nevertheless, there has been some progress in the area of computer vision that is 

worth mentioning. The most known positive outcome may be optical character 

recognition (OCR) tools that are useful at the syntactical level of recognition. 

In the area of architectural design, Koutamanis (1993) suggests that automated 

recognition may playa crucial rule in transforming the computer into an efficient, 

knowledgeable design assistant. The author argues that the relevance of 

traditional visual representations, specially orthographic projections, have been 

long neglected. 
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Koutamanis (1993) argues that this is due to long-standing prejudices such as the 

idea that the visual representations are a means of communicating decisions rather 

than an essential part of the design thinking itself. Another prejudice would be the 

subordination of orthographic projections to perspective and a "quite uneducated 

preference" for three-dimensional representations from which the conventional 

two-dimensional drawings could be produced. 

Koutamanis (1993) suggests that automated recognition of digitised architectural 

drawings can occur at three levels: geometric elements, building eleIDents and 

spatial articulation. At the first level, reco gnition normally makes use of chain 

coding and edge following techniques to identify line segments in the bit-mapped 

image. Afterwards these segments are grouped into two-dimensional shapes. 

The author seems to recognise that the use of a CAD document is always 

dependent upon semantic structure and that this first level of reco gnition does not 

solve this problem. 

Koutarnanis suggests that the weaknesses of this first level of recognition can be 

compensated by the other two higher levels. The recognition of building elements 

transforms the pixel array of bit-mapped image into an array of building element 

symbols. 

The recognition of spatial articulation, as opposed to the recognition of building 

elements, which deals with what bounds the space, concentrates on the space 

itself. This task is performed with skeletonized versions of the bit-mapped image. 

Koutamanis (1993) suggests, as an alternative to the present tendency in 

architectural research of giving precedence to three-dimensional representations, 

the use of several parallel design representations, as it happens on traditional 
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design practice. According to the author, this allows a single problem to be 

tackled at a time and subsequently the consideration of indirectly related aspects. 

Koutamanis (1993) argues that the consequent difficulty of design decisions' 

propagation taken regarding one partial representation to the others can be 

overcome by automated recognition itself. This would transform the computer 

into an intelligent design assistant able to interpret, structure and comprehend all 

the consequences of design decisions. He gives an example: 

"When, for example, the architect alters the spatial arrangement of a 

design in a floor plan, a CAD system equipped with recognition 

capabilities would recognise the changes and modify accordingly 

other visual representations of the design, such as elevations and 

sections. (In fact, by means of the so-called reconstruction algorithms 

the computer would also be able to produce automatically a three

dimensional representation of the design on the basis of floor plans, 

sections and/or elevations.) Moreover, it would be able to correlate 

these changes with aspects other than spatial articulation, such as the 

proposed load bearing structure, and warn the architect if and where 

the changes cause any conflicts" (Koutamanis, 1993, p. 55). 

Koutamanis argues for the necessity of visual representations in design. Certain 

approaches in design research tend to assume that drawings are only a means of 

communicating decisions taken at other levels and this can lead to the idea that 

thinking can exist in design completely apart from the act of making visual 

representations. This is not true because in design several problems can only be 

identified and solved during the act of drawing. 
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The tools proposed by Koutamanis (1993) may be useful for capturing and 

interpreting structured design descriptions. However, computer vision is still a 

very rudimentary technology in capturing unstructured information such as 

photographs and video, and these sources of information can not be regarded as 

secondary as Koutamanis suggests. 

Koutamanis (1993) also emphasises the orthographic projections' prevalence over 

three-dimensional representations. However, one thing is to argue that there is no 

thinking in design without the act of building a visual representation. Another one 

is to argue that if two-dimensional representations have prevailed in traditional 

design practice they should necessarily continue to prevail over three-dimensional 

representations under new technologies. Even in traditional design practice it is 

well known the resource of making extensive use of three-dimensional sketches to 

elucidate and solve problems in all different stages of the design process and then 

transfonning the solutions in two-dimensional representations. 

Koutamanis rises the well known problem of maintaining consistency among the 

different representations along the design process when he proposes the use of 

several parallel design representations under new technologies. He suggests that 

this problem can be overcome by automated recognition itself, as if the capability 

of recognising the changes in one visual representation and updating the others 

were naturally inherent to visual reco gnition. If even the human designer's visual 

perception is not able to automatically guarantee the perfect consistency among 

several different representations, why.should computer vision be? The solution for 

consistency maintenance is dependent upon other techniques outside the scope of 

computer vision itself. 
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3.2 Knowledge-based systems: 

A knowledge-based system, KBS, is an application that can store, retrieve and 

analyse vast stores of knowledge. In the past they used to be called expert 

systems since they were extensions of the early AI notion of building an 

application to simulate the role and behaviour of an expert on a particular domain. 

3.2.1 Conventional knowledge-base systems: 

Knowledge-base systems have been used to support and solve a broad variety of 

tasks such as medical diagnosis, stock trends forecasting, equipment fault 

diagnosis, engineering design, etc. In spite of dealing with such highly diverse 

problems, there are some general issues that arise across these domains. 

The first of these issues is related to the representation and use of domain 

knowledge. Although almost all techniques from AI have been employed on at 

least one KBS, the most widely used way of representing domain knowledge is as 

a set of production rules. This kind of representation has become almost a 'de 

facto' standard for KBS's. 

An example of this knowledge representation can be built from a door entrance 

classification domain composed of eight styles that are illustrated by the instances 

in figure 3.1: 
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Classic Gothic Art Nouveau 

Functionalist Brutallst Organic 

High Tech Post Modern 

Figure 3.1 • Door entrance domain: illustrations. 
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The knowledge of this domain can be represented as a set of rules as shown in 

figure 3.2: 

Has 
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Has top 
complements 
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Figure 3.2 - A rule-based representation. 
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In the graph above, the boxes represent conditions and conclusions, while the 

circles represent the 10 gical nature of these statements. For instance, if the 

entrance has a moulding that may be present either on top or in the lateral part of 

the entrance, and the lateral moulding is vertical, while the moulding on top is 

curved but not (xor) flat, then it follows that the entrance is a Gothic one. 

The control of a rule-base system will typically search for a solution by verifying 

the truthfulness or falsehood of each statement in the production rules. Therefore, 

if the statement 'has moulding' is falsified by a user's answer, the related 

statements 'top', 'lateral', 'flat', 'curved' and 'vertical' are also falsified and 

removed from the reasoning process. Because these statements are essential 

conditions for the solutions 'Classic', 'Gothic' and 'Art Nouveau', these three 

possible conclusions are also removed from the reasoning process. Moreover, the 

statements 'triangUlar pediment', 'pointed arch tympanum', 'tracery or 

steelwork', 'undulate top', 'lateral cylindrical section column', 'smooth stone' , 

'plain opaque', 'panelled opaque' and 'steelwork decoration' are also removed 

because they became irrelevant for the reasoning process. The resulting graph 

representing the reasoning state would be as in figure 3.3 bellow. 
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Figure 3.3 - The network of rules pruned. 
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If in a later stage the statements 'has a door leaf, and 'opening mechanism' is 

'revolving' are found to be true, then the solutions 'Functionalist', 'Organic' and 

'Post Modern' turn out to be false. Their removal from the network of rules 

causes the statements 'angular connection' with vertical glass tower, 

surrounding material: 'brick', surrounding material: 'timber', surrounding 

material: 'plasterwork', and leaf material: 'timber' to become irrelevant to the 

reasoning process. Figure 3.4 shows the network of rules after the latest pruning. 
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Figure 3.4 - Further pruning in the network of rules. 
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At last, if the statement surrounding material: 'concrete exposed' is falsified by a 

user's answer, then the solution 'Brutalist' is also false and should be removed 

from the reasoning process. This will cause the statement 'has a fanlight' and 

'squared' to become irrelevant to the reasoning process. Therefore, the solution 

'High Tech' turns out to be the only possible conclusion, provided that the 

remaining statements are also true. Figure 3.5 shows the network of rules final 

state. 
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3.5 - The rmal state of the network of production rules. 
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The second important issue is related to the explanatory mechanisms KBS' s must 

provide. Their results will not be reliable unless their users have been convinced 

of the accuracy of the reasoning process that produced those results (Rich and 

Knight, 1991). Therefore, it is important that the reasoning process used in such 

systems proceed in understandable steps and that enough knowledge about the 

reasoning process be available so that the explanations of these steps can be 

generated. 

The third issue is related to the development of KBS' shells. In their earlier stage 

of research and development, each KBS was created from scratch. However, as 

the number of systems built grew substantially, it became clear that they often had 

many similarities (Rich and Knight, 1991). Those systems were constructed as a 

set of declarative representations, generally rules, combined with an inference 

engine operating on those representations. Therefore, it was possible to isolate 

the inference engine from the domain-specific knowledge to create true system 

shells that could be used to construct new expert systems by adding new 

knowledge corresponding to the new problem domain. 

This leads to the fourth issue: the knowledge acquisition methods. The process of 

creating and developing a KBS usually starts with a knowledge engineer 

interviewing a domain expert to elucidate expert knowledge, which is then 

translated into rules. After a prototype is built, it is refined until it reaches a 

satisfactory expert-level performance. This process is expensive and time

consuming. For this reason a number of more automatic ways of constructing 

knowledge-bases have been object of research. 

However, no totally automatic knowledge acquisition systems yet exist. Rich and 

Knight (1991) mention several pro grams that interact with domain experts to 

extract expert knowledge efficiently. These programs provide support for 
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entering knowledge, maintaining knowledge base consistency, ensuring 

knowledge base completeness. Rich and Knight (1991) describe some of the 

characteristics of useful knowledge acquisition tools, and anticipate some 

limitations: 

"The most useful knowledge acquisition programs are those restricted 

to a particular problem-solving paradigm, e.g., diagnosis or design. It 

is important to be able to enumerate the roles that knowledge can play 

in the problem-solving process. For example, if the paradigm is 

diagnosis, then the program can structure its knowledge-base around 

symptoms, hypotheses and causes. It can identify symptoms for which 

the expert has not yet provided causes. Since one symptom may have 

multiple causes, the program can ask for knowledge about how to 

decide when one hypothesis is better than another. If we move to 

another type of problem solving, say designing artefacts, then these 

acquisition strategies no longer apply, and we must look for other 

ways of profitably interacting with an expert". (Rich and Knight, 

1991: 553) 

It is thus evident that while those programs may improve the communication 

between knowledge engineer and expert, they do not eliminate or even reduce the 

dependence on knowledge engineer intervention. Rich and Knight (1991) 

themselves acknowledged the difficulties related to knowledge acquisition: 

"Despite the development of the tools that we described ... acquisition 

still remains a major bottleneck in applying expert system technology 

to new domains" . (Rich and Knight, 1991: 557) 
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Therefore, in the context of wicked problems like design, where knowledge is 

incomplete and ever changing, the knowledge acquisition issue becomes even 

more vital in determining the performance and life span of the KBSs. 

A problem that has stigmatised rule-based systems and is central to this thesis is 

related to their knowledge-bases' extension and maintenance. The addition of 

new knowledge in a conventional rule-based system can make its knowledge-base 

inconsistent, requiring a complete review of the knowledge already in the system, 

particularly if it is a solution that represents an exception to a more general rule in 

the system A simple example can be taken from the same door entrance 

classification domain described earlier. Suppose we are about to extend that 

domain by adding a hybrid style to it. This style is illustrated by the instance in 

figure 3.6 bellow. 

Figure 3.6 • Hybrid style: Classic + High Tech. 

The addition of such solution has two major consequences for the knowledge

base maintenance, which are shown in figure 3.7 in a graph representing an 

updated version of the one in figure 3.2. 
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The first consequence was the need to change the logical nature of the statements 

'flat' top moulding and 'curved' top moulding. Those statements were mutually 

exclusive ('xor') in the initial knowledge-base. However, the added solution 

contradicts this rule because since it has 'flat' and 'curved' top moulding 

simultaneously. Therefore, the present logical statement 'xor' needs to be 

replaced be an 'and'. This update is shown in figure 3.7 through the greyed circle 

'and' in the top of the graph. 

The second consequence is a series of additional statements linking the new 

conclusion, that is, the added solution, with the conditional statements of network 

of rules. This update is shown in figure 3.7 through the segmented lines. 

Therefore, a complete updating of its declarations is necessary. Because the 

domain used as example is very small, this updating may seem also a small task. 

However, real life knowledge-bases are much larger and more complex than that. 

This makes conventional knowledge-base systems extremely dependent of the 

knowledge engineer intervention. 

3.2.2 Alternative Knowledge-based Systems: 

Alternative knowledge-base systems, based on pattern-recognition rather than on 

rules, have been devised (Frey, 1986; Mustoe, 1990, 1993). Mustoe (1990) 

argues that evidently the function of the network of rules in conventional 

knowledge-base systems is to place a set of individual productions into a correct 

relationship with a particular solution. In other words, solutions are classified 

according to their question set, while questions are classified by reference to the 

solutions they verify. His claims can be illustrated with a different representation 

of the same entrance classification domain described in the previous section. In 

this representation the multilayered network of rules has been replaced by a 
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network of only two layers: a set of conditions and a set of conclusions. This is 

shown in Figure 3.8 bellow. 

Top flat moulding 

Top cwved moulding 

Lateml vertical moulding 

Angular connection with glass 
tower 

Vertical glass tower 

Triangular pediment 

Pointed arch tympanum 

Tracery or steelworlc on fanlight or 
tympanum 

Squared fanlight 

Fanlight with undulate top 

I Lateml cylindrical section column ' 

Surrounding material: Glass 

Surrounding material: Brick 

Surrounding material: 
Smooth stone 

Surrounding material: Concrete 
exposed 

Surrounding material: TImber 

Surrounding material: Plasterworlc 

Surrounding material: Metal 

Opening mechanism: Swinging 

Opening mechanism: Revolving 

Leaf type: Plain opaque 

Leaf type: Panelled opaque 

Leaf type: Framed 

Steelworlc as leaf decoration 

Leaf material: Glass 

Leaf material: Metal 

Leaf material: TImber 

Figure 3.8 - Dual-layer network of rules 
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The graph above is used only as a means of demonstrating that it is possible to 

represent the same knowledge of the earlier entrance door classification domain 

by directly relating a questions' set (the conditions) with a solutions' set (the 

conclusions). If this knowledge were represented as rules the system would be 

less prone to inconsistencies, but would still require the updating of 'if .. then' 

statements to link new conclusions with existing conditions. Drawing from these 

facts, Mustoe (1990, 1993) proposes that the same domain knowledge would be 

better represented through a Boolean classification structure, instead of encoding 

that relationship through a dual-layer rule-based representation. Figure 3.9 shows 

the same door entrance classification domain in this kind of representation, where 

a feature present is encoded as a bit of value '1' while a feature not present is 

encoded as a bit of value '0'. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

II ~ e 0:1 

'5 1: I 
~ i II 

'~ '; .. 
'~ u 0 p., 

~ '- ~ ! ~ ~ ~ I: ~ ~ 1:: ~ ~ ~ '< 0 Q" 

top flat moulding 
2 top coned moulding 0 i 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
4 angular connection with glas. tower 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ! 5 verlic:al g .... tower 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
6 trlaaguJar pediment 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 pointed arch lympauum 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanli8ht or tympanum 0 1 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanli8ht 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 lateral cylindricalaection column 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glasl 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
15 sulTOUDdlng material: concrete Gpoaed 0 , 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
17 surrounding material: piasterwork I 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
19 opening mechanism: .winging door 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
20 opening mechanism: revolVing door 0 0 I 0 0 1 I 0 1 0 I 

21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leaf material: g1asl 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
26 lear material: metal 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leal material: timber 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Figure 3.9 - The door entrance domain in Mustoe'S knowledge representation. 
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At a first glance, this kind of representation may suggest that we actually went 

back to a relational database. However, there are substantial differences. The 

table above just illustrates how Mustoe's system, 'Cortex', maps questions 

(which verify conditions) into solutions (which describe conclusions). The 

solutions are classified independently from each other in a set of binary 

relationships with the questions that verify them These relationships are actually 

encoded in the system as true bit-strings and not as rules. Moreover, the control 

system will not operate on them through 'if-then' statements or a query language, 

but through a direct bit-string manipulation. Mustoe (1990) explains the reasons 

for this kind of representation and inference engine: 

"Bit-strings are a very compact way of representing information. By 

manipulating individual bits in the string, the presence or absence of 

8 facts, or the truth or falsehood of 8 assertions, can be stored in 

memory within a single byte. Furthermore, bit-strings lend themselves 

to rapid processing, since an alteration to the state of a variable is 

only a matter of changing a single bit." (Mustoe, 1990:154) 

Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) uses a Popperian (Popper, 1959) control algorithm 

that functions by rejecting falsified solutions. It will keep on presenting to the user 

the currently most frequent question among those still relevant. It will finish either 

with one or more unfalsified solutions, or with a confession that it cannot find a 

solution within that particular domain. It operates in a process of zeroing-in upon 

a successively shortened list of still-possible solutions. For instance, consider the 

domain knowledge in figure 3.9. The system verifies each of the conditions 

through a series of questions, which are listed bellow: 

1 Does it bave a top nat moulding? 
2 Does It have a top curved moulding? 
3 Is there lateral vertical moulding? 
4 Is the entrance door connected to a vertical glass tower tbrougb a plan in an 45 degrees angle? 
5 Is tbe entrance door under or within a vertical glass tower? 
6 Does it bave a triangular pediment? 
7 Does it bave a pointed arcb tympanum? 
8 Is there tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum? 
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9 Does it bave a squared fanligbt? 
10 Does it bave fanlight with an undulate top? 
11 Are there lateral cylindrical sectioncoluIDns? 
12 Is there glass among the surrounding materials? 
13 Is there brick among the surrounding materials? 
14 Is there smooth stone among the surrounding materials? 
IS Is there concrete exposed among the surrounding materials? 
16 Is there timber among the surrounding materials? 
17 Is there plasterwork among the surrounding materials? 
18 Is there metal among the surrounding materials? 
19 Does it have a swinging door? 
20 Does It have a revolving door with four leaves? 
21 Is the leaf plain opaque? 
22 Is the leaf paneled opaque? 
23 Is the leaf framed with one or more light cross panels? 
24 Is there steelwork as leaf decoration? 
2S Is there non-stained glass among the leaf materials? 
26 Is tbere metal among the leaf materials? 
27 Is there timber among the leaf materials? 

The most frequent question is the number 19: 'Does it have a swinging door?'. 

Cortex will accept the following answers: yes, no and don't know. If the user 

answers yes, then the solution number 5, Brutalist, is falsified and thus removed 

for the set of possible solutions. As a consequence, the question number 15 

becomes irrelevant and it is removed from the set of relevant questions. The 

resulting state is shown in figure 3.10 bellow: 
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1 top flat moulding 1 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 1 ! 

3 lateral vertical moulding 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment 1 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 1 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanHght or tympanum 0 1 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanUght with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column 1 1 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 0 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 1 1 , 

16 surrounding material: tbnber 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plastenmrk 0 0 
18 surrounding material: meta'i 0 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque i 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 1 
23 leaf type: framed 0 0 
24 steelwork as leaf d«oration 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass 0 0 
26 leaf material: metal 0 , 0 
27 leaf material: tbnber 1 1 

Figure 3.10 - Knowledge-base state after first question. 
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The question number 12: 'Is there glass among the surrounding materials?' is now 

the first most frequent one in the list and it is presented to the user. If he or she 

answers yes, solutions 1, Classic, and 2, Gothic, are falsified and thus removed 

from the set of possible solutions. This will cause questions number 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 

14, and 22 to become irrelevant and to be removed from the set of questions. 

Question number 26 became non-discriminating and it is also remove from the set 

of questions. The resulting state of the knowledge-base is shown in figure 3.11 

bellow. 
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3 lateral vertical mouldiog 1 0 0 0 0 
4 angular connection with gtasl lower I 0 0 0 0 1 
5 vertical glalliower 0 1 0 1 1 , 

8 tracery or steelwork on raniigbt or tympanum 1 0 0 0 0 
9 squared r800gbt 0 I 0 1 0 0 

10 ranlight with undulate top 1 I 0 I 0 0 0 
13 Surroundiog material: brick 1 0 1 0 1 
16 surroundiDg material: timber 0 0 I 1 , 0 0 
17 surroundiDg material: plutenork 1 1 0 0 , 0 

18 surroundiDg material: metll 1 1 0 1 I 1 
20 openiDg mechanism: revolving door 0 0 0 1 0 

21 leal type: plaiD opaque 1 i 0 0 0 0 

23 tear type: framed 0 1 1 1 1 
24 steelwork l1li lear decoratioD 1 0 

, 

0 0 0 i 
, 

25 leal material: glul 0 1 1 1 1 
27 leal material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 

Figure 3.11 - Knowledge-base state after second question. 

The first most frequent question in the list is now number 18: 'Is there metal 

among the surrounding materials?'. If the user answers 'don't know' then the 

system moves to the next most frequent question in the set, which is number 23: 

'Is the leaf framed with one or more light cross panels?'. If now the user answers 

yes to this question, the solution number 3: Art Nouveau is falsified and removed 

from the solutions set. This will cause the questions number 3, 8, 10, 21, and 24 

to become irrelevant and to be removed from the questions set. Question number 

25 became non-discriminating and is also removed from the set. Figure 3.12 

shows the state of the knowledge-base after the third and fourth questions. 
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4 angular connection with glallS tower 0 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 1 
9 squared fanllghl 0 1 0 0 

13 Surroundlrtg material! brick 0 1 0 i 1 i 

16 surrounding malerial: Umber , 0 1 I 0 0 
17 surrounding material: piasterwork 1 i 0 0 0 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 0 
27 lear material: timber 0 0 0 

Figure 3.12 - Knowledge-base state after the third and fourth questions. 

The first most frequent question in the list is now number 5: 'Is the entrance door 

under or within a vertical glass tower?'. If the user answers yes, the solution 

number 6: Organic is falsified and removed from the solutions set. Consequently, 

questions number 9, 16 and 27 become irrelevant and are removed from the set of 

questions. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 3.13 bellow. 
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17 

20 

angular connection witb glass tower 

Surrounding material: brick 

surrounding material: plasterwork 

openl~ mecbanlsm: revolvt~ door rnrnrn 
Figure 3.13 - Knowledge-base state after fifth question. 

There are now four questions left and there is no most frequent one. In this case 

the system will bring the first one in the list, that is, question number 4: 'Is the 

entrance door connected to a vertical glass tower through a plan in an 45 degrees 

angle?'. If the user answers 'no', then solution number 8: Post Modem is falsified 

and removed from the solution's set. This will cause question 13 to become 
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irrelevant and be removed from the questions set. The resulting knowledge-base 

state is shown bellow in figure 3.14. 

17 

20 
surrouoding material: plasterwork 

opeDiDg mechanism: revolving door 

4 7 

3.14 - Knowledge-base state after sixth question. 

Without a most frequent question the system will again present to the user the 

first one on the list, which is question number 17: 'Is there plasterwork among the 

surrounding materials?'. If the user answers no, the solution number 4 is falsified 

and removed from the set of possible solutions. The resulting knowledge-base 

state is shown bellow in figure 3.15. 

20 

7 

~ 
~ 
iij 

openin2 mecbanism: revolvina door m 
3.15 .. Knowledge-base state after seventh question. 

If the user answers 'yes' to the last question, 'Does it have a revolving door with 

four leaves?', then the solution number 7 is the right answer to the problem of 

identifying an entrance door style. 

It might be argued that this procedure does not actually model thought. However, 

it does simulate the behaviour of a human expert, who will begin by overviewing 

the scope of the problem before concentrating his or her attention upon the most 

promising of the remaining solutions. 
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The advantages of this kind of knowledge representation are two: firstly, the 

system will run faster than a rule-based one due to the direct bit-string 

manipulation. Secondly, the addition of new solutions will not require the re

writing of 'if· .. then' statements in this kind of representation. The addition of a 

the hybrid: classic+high tech solution will imply only the incorporation of another 

bit-string as shown in figure 3.16 bellow. 
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1 top flat moulding 
2 top curved moulding , 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral nrl\eal moulding 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 o I 0 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular pedlmen,l 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 pointed arch tympanwn 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o " 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanwn 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 , 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 fanUght with undulate lop 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 lateral cyUndrlcal8ectlon colwnn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 0 1 , 1 1 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth alone 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 0 0 1 ! 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: pluter'M)rk 0 0 1 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 1 1 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o ' 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 0 0 0 o , 0 o I 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 1 0 0 0 o ' 0 0 
25 leafmalerial: gIasa 0 0 0 1 1 1 
26 leaf material: metal 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leaf material: limber 

, 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 

Figure 3.16 - Knowledge-base extended with the addition of a new solution. 
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A drawback of this kind of knowledge representation is that, in complex domains, 

a huge number of conditions, or questions, can be generated by this approach. 

However, this is largely compensated by the control system, as described above. 

If no inconsistency is necessarily introduced on the knowledge-base already in the 

system with the addition of new solutions, new horizons are open for building 

systems in which the knowledge-bases can be consistently expanded. However, as 

the options must be manually set before hand, Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) has 

no inherent knowledge acquisition mechanism as any other knowledge-base 

system. 

Since generalised knowledge is not explicitly represented in Cortex (Mustoe, 

1990, 1993) it has some similarities with case-based reasoning tools, which will 

be described in the next section. 
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3.3 Case-based reasoning: 

Most of knowledge-base systems adopt first principles as a reasoning mechanism 

for solving problems. They usually explain their conclusions by referring to the set 

of rules that led to them However, in the real world we normally observe a very 

different type of explanation. An expert facing a new problem will often be 

reminded of similar cases of his experience. New problems will be solved 

considering old ones and explanations will be given referring to them. 

Computer systems that try to model this strategy of solving new problems by 

analogy with old ones are called case-based reasoning (CBR) systems. They rely 

on a very large set of cases rather than a set of first principles, as argued by 

Kolodner (1993): 

H Case-based reasoning emphasises the use of concrete instances over 

abstract operators. It regards large chunks of composed knowledge as 

the starting point for reasoning. Though there may be smaller and 

more abstract chunks of knowledge in memory, they derive from cases 

and are thus secondary to them". (Kolodner, 1993: 14) 

Rich and Knight (1991) suggest that CBR systems must respond to four problems 

in order to be successful. First, how the cases are organised in memory. The most 

obvious idea is to index past cases by their features, in a scheme that allows the 

distinction of important indices from unimportant ones. 

Second, how relevant cases are retrieved from memory. Kolodner (1993) argues 

that remembering is a process of retrieving a case or a set of cases from memory 

and that this consists of two sub-steps: recall previous cases and select the best 

subset 
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Third, how the previous cases can be adapted to new cases. In CBR problem 

solving, old solutions are used as insp:iration for solving new problems. However, 

new situations rarely match old ones exactly and, therefore, old solutions must be 

fixed to fit new situations. 

Fourth, how the cases are originally acquired. Actually, most CBR systems are 

based on a small library of cases that are entered by hand. Another approach to 

this last problem would be to start solving problems with rule-based search. Every 

time a problem is solved, it is automatically stored in a case library. As the library 

grows, it is possible to solve new problems by analogy with old ones. 

Kolodner (1993) argues that CBR offers several advantages: 

"Case-based reasoning allows the reasoner to propose solutions to 

problems quickly, avoiding the time necessary to derive those answers 

from scratch ... Case-based reasoning allows the reasoner to propose 

solutions in domains that are not completely understood by the 

reasoner... Case-based reasoning gives a reasoner a means of 

evaluating solutions when no algorithmic method is available for 

evaluation ... Cases are useful in interpreting open-ended and ill

defined concepts ... Remembering previous experiences is particularly 

useful in warning of the potential for problems that have occurred in 

the past, alerting a reasoner to take actions to avoid repeating past 

mistakes ... Cases help a reasoner to focus its reasoning on important 

parts of a problem by pointing out what features of a problem are the 

important ones". (Kolodner, 1993: 25-26) 

Kolodner (1993) also acknowledges some of the CBR disadvantages: 
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"A case-based reasoner might be tempted to use old cases blindly, 

relying on previous experience without validating it in the new 

situation. A case-base reasoner might allow cases to bias him or her 

or it too much in solving a new problem. Often people, especially 

novices, are not reminded of the most appropriate sets of cases when 

they are reasoning". (Kolodner, 1993: 26) 

I would go further and say that CBR, like KBS, provide the basis for the 

reproduction of things, but not for the creation of new things. It may even have a 

higher potential than KBS' s to prevent innovative actions by biasing users with 

cases. In the design domain this limitation does become a major problem. 

In the field of architectural research there has been a growing interest in the use of 

CBR techniques for building tools that might support the design process in a 

better way than the rule-based systems. Several models are currently in 

development and are worthy of mention. Each of them often places more 

emphasis on one of the four problems that Rich and Knight (1991) have 

suggested as the key features of a successful CBR. 

For Kuhn and Herzog (1993) and the Oxmans (1993a, 1993b) the main problem 

is domain knowledge structuring for memory organisation. For Schmitt (1993) 

the emphasis is on the case adaptation to the current problem, while Guena and 

Zreik (1993) try to tackle several of the main problems at the same time. 

Unlike what happened in the field of knowledge-base systems where a particular 

technique became the 'de facto' standard, that is, the rule-based one, there are no 

clear standards for CBR tools yet, especially regarding the issues of retrieval and 

adaptation (Hedberg, 1993a). For this reason, I have tried to summarise and 
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assess the most relevant research on the area in the next sections on a basis of 

specific works rather than on general issues. 

3.3.1 Kuhn and Herzog and the Language-game Abstraction: 

Kuhn and Herzog (1993) argue that the language we use for describing objects 

cannot be separated from the described entities. Words are used to describe 

objects, but at the same time there is the need for using objects to indicate the 

meaning of a word. They suggest a metaphor called language-game abstraction 

(LOA) based on the later work of Ludwig Wittgenstein's theory for the 

representation and exploration of a space of possible design. 

An LOA would comprise the following elements: 

- Information items that are containers of text, plans, pictures and video

sequences. 

- Descriptors that represent the vocabulary available for reasomng and 

communicating about the domain of interest. Descriptors may share a common 

generalisation. Some descriptors, called 'concepts,' are used to classify other 

descriptors. 

- The relations within the set of descriptors and information items: there are two 

kinds of links: those between items that are accomplished through hypertext 

techniques, and those between items and descriptors. At least one information 

item of a case has to be linked to a descriptor. It may be that one information item 

is addressed by several descriptors, and there may be items that are only 

accessible by way of item-item links. 
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The system could comprise several different LGAs representing different view 

points or particular preferences or interpretations. 

In a conventional database the retrieval of a case must match exactly the 

specifications given a query. In contrast Kuhn and Herzog argue that in an LOA 

the objective is to additionally explore similarities between cases and the 

relevance of cases regarding a query, respectively. A query would result in a list 

of cases ordered by their relevance. 

The model they propose would result in a system where the designer might start 

by searching for items that are described by a certain word within certain concept. 

By browsing through the retrieved items he or she will find one example explicitly 

linked to the word used in the initial query but also implicitly linked to a 

descriptor and a concept that are different from the initial ones. He or she may 

now ask for the consequences of the new descriptor and concept relating them to 

other contexts through other queries. 

Kuhn and Herzog's model focus on domain knowledge structure. It has a 

potential of facilitating the structuring of memory in the architectural area and of 

capturing more than one designer's view. Their model is a browsing system that 

allows for the exploration of not only explicit but also of implicit links. However, 

for being based on the exploration of the relation between the words and the 

objects described by them, it is a passive system in the sense that the user must 

always take the initiative of defining the problem exactly. I would regard its 

searching and retrieval procedures as a small improvement over conventional 

databases. 
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3.3.2 Rivka and Robert Oxman and the Design Stories: 

The Oxmans (1993a., 1993b) research places special emphasis on memory 

organisation. Therefore, they also concentrate on domain knowledge structure, 

leaving the utilisation of the knowledge derived for the human designer. The 

authors argue that precedent representation and indexing are key issues in 

enhancing the search and browsing capabilities of a case library system. 

The Oxmans (1993a, 1993b) argue that the main problems concerning design aid 

systems in precedent-based libraries are related with representing knowledge of 

past designs and making it 'searchable' and 'browsable'. Their research is an 

attempt at modelling conceptual reminding in the design process. They argue that 

the labeling of designs should be according to the unique design ideas and 

concepts that justifies its storing in memory, rather than according archival 

categories, such as name, historical period, style and location that do not reflect 

cognitive content of reminding. 

They suggest that the representation of design descriptions should comprise three 

separate chunks of knowledge: structural illustration; design stories., which 

annotate a holistic aspect, or part of a precedent description; and a vocabulary of 

high-level design concepts. 

The structural illustration provides for a complete graphical representation of the 

design solution. However, they do not provide explicit information about the 

concepts behind that graphical representation. 

The Oxmans (1993a, 1993b) argue that the holistic design is presented by 

graphical illustrations, while concepts are generally presented in textual 

descriptions. These annotations may be regarded as 'design stories', or chunks of 
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conceptual knowledge that reveal the uniqueness of a design. 'Design stories' is a 

specialisation derived from the concept 'story' currently prominent in CBR. 

Through the analysis of the contents of writings on relevant designs, these stories 

begin to form key concepts' cluster connected with the conceptual design, and 

building type design. The stories are indexed by key words within the texts, which 

become the concept vocabulary. These vocabularies are domain independent. The 

concepts may be common to stories of other design precedents in which the same 

concept occurs. 

The Oxmans (1993a, 1993b) argue that the phenomenon of reminding in CBR is 

connected with search and browsing. In searching, an explicit goal is known 

beforehand. In browsing, information is sought without the establishment of an a 

prior goal. They suggest that designers appear to be able to browse freely and 

associatively to make relevant connections in the course of design ideas' 

exploration within precedents. Therefore, the purpose of their proposed linkage 

system is to support cross-contextual browsing within the precedent library. 

The authors built a prototype of the precedent library named Memorabilia, which 

has the proposed memory structure built-in and operates in the following way: 

"In our approach, the user presents his design issues to the system by 

filling the indexing formalisms presented above. The system searches 

for relevant stories in the related design precedents. If the user wishes 

to investigate other related conceptual solutions, or to explore various 

concepts in a particular precedent, he may browse through the library 

by employing the 'indexing system' as a search mechanism. This will 

enable the exploration of new concepts and design principles from 

other building types" .(Oxman, Rivka and Robert Oxman, 1993a: 28) 
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As in Kuhn's approach, the Oxmans emphasise domain knowledge structure 

rather than other aspects of case-based reasoning. However, the main difference 

between them is that Kuhn is concerned with the mutual dependencies between 

the words used as descriptors and the objects they describe. His approach could 

be applied in any area that relates graphical representations to textual descriptors. 

The search in Kuhn's model is intrinsically dependent on key words because it 

relies on the relation between words and the objects described by them. 

In the Oxmans' (1993a, 1993b) research a more domain specific approach to 

architectural design is intended, where the acquisition of high-level design 

concept vocabularies is based upon knowledge acquisition through the content 

analysis of written descriptions of designs in the literature. 

One thing that rises from Oxmans' prototype is that it is still a passive system in 

the sense that the user must always take the initiative of either defining the 

problem exactly through key words, or browsing freely through the case 

structure. The authors argue that browsing seems to be the mechanism through 

which designers are able to make relevant connections and make the discovery of 

new, often unanticipated, concepts in precedents. 

However, I think that this computerised browsing is also only a partial 

improvement over either the manual one based on delving through magazines and 

catalogues or electronic databases. 

3.3.3 Case adaptation in Gerhard Schmitt's model: 

Schmitt (1993) places much more emphasis on case adaptation and case 

combination than on memory organisation and retrieval. He implemented a 
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system's prototype called 'Architectural CAse BAsed design System', ACABAS, 

to demonstrate the validity of this approach. 

This system performs the following tasks: 

- Appraisal of the selected case to identify topological and dimensional 

inconsistencies between the original context and the present design task. 

- In the case of dimensional inconsistency, the system identifies the discrepancies 

and defines a set of constraints on the local generalisation of the design. 

- In the case of topological inconsistency, the system calls transformation rules to 

adapt the topological graph of the selected case to the needs of the new context 

while preserving the functions. 

- The system defines all the variables in the local constraint network using 

constraints that are not satisfied in the new context and constraints in the local 

generalisation of the design. 

- The system varies the parameters of adaptation to ensure that no constraints are 

violated. 

- The system checks the validity of adaptation. If no constraints are contradicted, 

the process is terminated. 

- Or, the system fires topological transformation rules that relax constraints in the 

related constraint set. 
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The system proposed by Schmitt differs from the majority of those mentioned 

because it places emphasis on the adaptation process rather than on other aspects 

of case-based reasoning such as memory organisation, retrieval and knowledge 

acquisition. 

Schmitt (1993) argues that architectural design based on CBR places more 

emphasis on the adaptation and modification process rather than on storage and 

retrieval problems. This assertion is not proven. It seems that the retrieval and 

matching process are taken for grant. How the best set of cases is selected is as 

important as the adaptation process. Moreover, important research on the area 

places strong emphasis on memory structure rather then on adaptation. Memory 

and retrieval may be the most important issues considering the present stage of 

development on architectural design CBR tools. 

One thing that also rises from the Schmitt's description of ACABAS is that it is 

not clear how the sets of constraints are established and how the transformation 

rules are acquired. Are those constraints and rules only syntactic or also 

semantic? It is also not clear how the system deals with different designer 

preferences, if it does, and how the knowledge-base is updated and maintained. 

3.3.4 Analogy, Exploration and Generalisation in Francois Guena's model: 

Guena and Zreik (1993) propose a system that, starting with a project and a 

sketch provided by the user, locates analogous situations in the past and uses 

these to improve a problem's description. When a sufficiently improved 

description is reached a constraint-satisfaction mechanism is activated. Precedents 

are stored in a case-base where the descriptions of past problems are matched to 

the generic description of past solutions. 
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The system would comprise three mechanisms: 

- An analogy mechanism that has two stages: the first searches in the case-base 

for the solution schema that best satisfies the requirement of the current design 

problem in terms of a user's order of preference. The second stage adapts this 

precedent by combining it with certain aspects of other situations, producing a 

new constraint satisfaction problem. 

- An exploratory mechanism that searches over the solution space. This comprises 

a complete set of variables and hypothetical constraints. 

- A generalising mechanism memorises only what is needed to collect hypotheses 

from experiences. The objective here would be to improve on the explicit 

knowledge and to clarify the implicit knowledge present in the solutions. 

It must be noticed that, differently from other CBR approaches described earlier, 

there is no emphasis on a particular aspect of case-based reasoning process. The 

preoccupation of the authors seems to be the construction of a more holistic 

system by deploying several existing AI and computing techniques. 

Although Guena and Zreik (1993) state that the system would work by starting 

with a project and a sketch provided by the user and then would locate analogous 

precedents, it is not clear what this means and how it would be achieved. 
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3.4 Learning and connectionist models: 

3.4.1 Human learning and machine learning: 

The notion of human learning is perhaps not as difficult to define as creativity. 

Learning according to The Concise Oxford Dictionary could be defined as 

follows: 

HGet knowledge of (subject) or skill (art, etc.) or ability to do, by 

study, experience, or being taught (jrom study or of teacher) ... commit 

to memory... 3. become aware by information or from observation ... 

be informed of, ascertain... receive instruction ... " (The Concise 

Oxford Dictionary, 1988: 571). 

Therefore, learning consists of a broad range of phenomena that goes from skill 

refinement to knowledge acquisition. People improve their skills at many tasks by 

simple practicing. The more you playa particular game the better you get. On the 

other hand, we acquire knowledge through several means. 

The simplest way is through memorisation of experience. We also acquIre 

knowledge by taking advice from others. Another way we learn is through our 

own problem-solving experience. After solving a problem, we remember the 

structure of the problem and the methods we used to solve it. We then generalise 

from our experience to provide better solutions to related problems. 

On the other hand, we also learn from examples. We often classify things in the 

world without being given explicit rules or generalisations. This sort of learning 

usually involves a teacher who helps us to classify things by correcting us when 

we are wrong. 
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What lies behind all these ways of learning is that something new is introduced in 

our operational capabilities (skills) or in our minds (knowledge) which ,changes 

our behaviour or way of thinking to provide a better performance in our future 

actions. 

Having said that, the notion of learning can be applied to computing in certain 

ways. However, if it is not difficult to understand human learning, at least from 

the view point of the results it brings to our behaviour and minds, machine 

learning is more controversial. 

Firstly, it is a major bottleneck and challenge in the area of artificial intelligence 

(Rich and Knight, 1991: 557) with not so many successful models. Secondly, a 

great controversy does exist regarding the few models that have been so far able 

to exhibit some learning capabilities. Do these systems really learn? Some people 

thing they do (Rich and Knight, 1991). Other people thing it is just a manipulation 

of symbols (Searle, 1980). However, this controversy is not so relevant for those 

primarily concerned with applications. 

It is also suggested that learning and creativity may have some relationship and 

this relationship is particularly relevant in Artificial Intelligence. Rich and Knight 

(1991) argue that: 

"One of the most often criticisms of AI is that machines cannot be 

called intelligent until they are able to learn to do new things and 

adapt to new situations, rather than simply doing as they are told to 

do". (Rich and Knight, 1991: 447) 
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3.4.2 Connectionist models: 

Connectionist models are successful learning systems in specific domains. They 

have found use in several areas such as pattern reco gnition, language translation, 

process control and financial and credit analysis. They are based on some of the 

organisational and operating features of the human brain. For this reason they are 

also called neural networks. 

The main characteristics of connectionist models can be summarised as follows: 

they consist of one or more layers of neurons, also called nodes, units or cells, 

that are connected to each other. There are three kinds of layers in multi-layered 

networks: the input, the hidden and the output layers. The input layer receives 

information from the user. The hidden layer consists of all neurons in between the 

input and output layers. The output layer sends information to the user 

(Lawrence, 1993). The knowledge of a connectionist system is represented and 

distributed in the interconnections between neurons. The point where two 

neurons communicate is called a connection. The strength of the connection 

between two neurons is called a weight. The collection of weights arranged in 

rows and columns is called the weight matrix (Lawrence, 1993). 

The are many types of connectionist models, which I shall try to describe briefly 

in the next chapter. However, a basic network can be illustrated as in figure 3.17 

that shows, in two forms of representation, some of its features as described by 

Lawrence (1993). Signals 'a' through 'f are coming from the user. The actual 

neuron values are not indicated since they are dependent on the data presented. 

The values shown are the weights, or connection strengths, between neurons of 

each layer. These weight values are established by training. They perform the 

function of controlling the strength of the signal coming into the neuron. The 

graphic representation shows the weights, or connections' strength, from the 
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receiving neurons to the sending neurons as small circles with their values, on the 

larger ones, the receiving neurons. A weight that is a solid circle has a negative or 

inhibitory effect on the incoming signal. A hollow circle indicates a positive 

weight or excitatory effect 

Graphic representation 

layer 1 

a----+n 

h----+4~ 

r: ----+4rl 

rl-----+i_ 

e ----M 
f ----+ta 

Matrix representation 
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, G H 
. -1 +1 I 

k -2 +3 

layer 2 

c d e f 

, +1 -1 I 

+2 -1 

J 

-1 

+2 

Figure 3.17 Two network representations (Lawrence, 1993) 

The matrix representation of the same network requires one matrix for each layer. 

The columns represent the sending neurons and the rows the receiving neurons. 
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The neurons process input and produce output. Each neuron takes in the output 

from many other neurons. These incoming signals are summed to a net value. In 

most models they are simply added together. Figure 3.18, bellow, illustrates the 

functioning of a simple neuron, as described by Lawrence (1993). 

neuron Ui 

OJ 

from neuron' 

Wij 

Figure 3.18 Neuron functions (Lawrence, 1993) 

In this figure, Wij represents the connections, where 'j' is the receiving neuron 

and 'j' is the sending neuron. The neuron U i calculates its output by finding the 

weighted sum of its inputs (neti) and then applying an activation function that 

produces an activation level (ai) 'inside' the neuron. The activation is passed 

through an output, or transfer function, that produces the actual output Oi for 

that neuron for that time (Lawrence, 1993). There are several kinds of transfer 

functions, among them, the step function that provides the basis for binary output 

networks, and the sigmoid function for continuous output. 

The most appealing characteristic of connectionist models is their supervised or 

unsupervised learning capability. A supervised learning is that one in which a 

teacher is required. The act of teaching is represented in the training process by 

patterns pre-set by a domain expert that will be used by the network to achieve 

the desirable outputs. 

An unsupervised learning is the other way round. There is no teacher involved, 

that is, there are no patterns pre-set by a domain expert for the training process 
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(see Kohonen, 1988, as an example). The self orgaruzmg behaviour of 

unsupervised neural networks may involve competition, cooperation, or both. 

(Lawrence, 1993: 103). 

I shall provide a more detailed description of both supervised and unsupervised 

models in the next chapter. I will then explain why a particular neural network 

paradigm has been chosen for use in the experimentation described later in this 

thesis. 

However, these general descriptions of the internal mathematical models and 

training process of connectionist systems are intended as a framework for a basic 

understanding of their functioning and use. It is not the objective of this thesis to 

probe deep into the analysis of their inner procedures. The objective is to access 

experimentally the reliability and relevance of results provided by connectionist 

systems within a wider application framework as it will be described in Chapters 5 

to 8. Whatever is the inner mathematical procedure of these models, most of the 

supervised learning systems can be taken as the simulation of a process of 

behavioural conditioning. From this point of view the final assessment of their 

validity relies on experimental evaluation of results rather than by proving their 

inner procedures. 

3.4.3 Connectionism in architectural design: 

Connectionist models, as demonstrated by Coyne and Newton (1990), Coyne and 

Postmus (1990), Coyne (1991), Coyne and Yokozawa (1992), and Coyne et al 

(1993), can provide support for the exploration of implicit, therefore, unexpected 

connections among information. Moreover, it is also argued that they can provide 

the basis for creative design by providing the means of extracting information 
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from implicit knowledge representation that can be translated as new explicit 

solutions (Coyne et al, 1993). 

In one of these experiments (Coyne and Yokozawa, 1992), it is argued that 

combinations of features are the primary interest in considering design precedents, 

rather than combinations of examples into categories as it is common in 

conventional databases: 

"So the main concern is with connections between features rather 

than between examples. It is possible to construct a database with the 

features as the records instead of the examples. The fields would then 

be the examples in which the features occurs". (Coyne and Yokozawa, 

1992) 

This provided the basis, not only for the statistical analysis described in their 

paper, but also, and more important, for a connectionist experiment where an 

auto-associative network design was adopted (Coyne and Yokozawa, 1992). In 

this kind of design the inputs map into themselves, as opposed to a hetero

associative design where the input-output pairs are arbitrary. Masters (1993) 

defmes an auto-associative connectionist model as follows: 

"When a neural network has exactly as many output neurons as input 

neurons and is trained so that its outputs attempt to match its inputs 

for every member of a training set, it is said to be an auto-associative 

network". (Masters, 1993) 

Figure 3.19 provides a graphic representation of one of the ways in which an 

auto-associative network may be designed: 
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Input Output 

Feature A Feature A 

Feature B Feature B 

FeatureC Feature C 

FeatureD Feature D 

Feature E Feature E 

Figure 3.19 An auto-associative network 

The use of this design, with features mapping into features, may not be obvious at 

a first glance. However, after being trained through the exposure to a certain 

number of examples, represented by different sets of combinations of features, 

this network becomes 'aware' of what features are mutually excitatory or 

inhibitory. Coyne and Y okozawa (1992) suggested that if a designer used such 

trained network by selecting and manipulating features (neurons) on its input 

layer, the outcome would be not only combinations of features matching 

examples from the training set, but eventually the emergence of new combinations 

of features. 

For instance, a neural network could be trained with the same set of instances 

described in figure 3.16. If after trailling, the user chooses to make active the 

input units 'surrounding material: metal' and 'leaf material: metal', the output 

will be a binary string which represents the solution number 3, 'An Nouveau' , of 

the training set This is illustrated in figure 3.20, bellow. 
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1 top nat moulding 0 0 
2 top ~urved moulding 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 • 4 angular connedion with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 • 9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 • 11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 • 14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 • 18 Surrounding material: metal • • 19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 • 22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leal' type: framed 0 0 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 • 25 leal' material: glass 0 0 
26 leaf material: metal • • 27 leaf material: timber 0 0 

Figure 3.20 - The 'Art Nouveau' entrance description built by the trained neural network. 

However, if the user chooses to make active the input units 'triangular 

pediment', 'opening mechanism: revolving door', and 'lea/material: glass', then 

the output will be the one shown in figure 3.21, which is a new combination of 

features, but still represents a sensible solution from the architectural point of 

VIew. 
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1 top flat moulding 0 • 2 top curved moulding 0 • 3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass to~r 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment • • 7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 • 10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 

11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 • 15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 • 16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door • • 21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass • • 26 leaf material: metal 0 • 27 leaf material: timber 0 • 

3.21 - New solution emerged from the trained neural network. 

Connectionist models have two main drawbacks: they may take a long time to be 

trained, and they do not provide explanations for their decisions. However, as it 

will be argued later in this chapter, these problems may be overcome or minimised 

if these models are integrated to other paradigms in a wider framework. 
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3.5 Hybrid systems: 

There has been a growing interest on researching the potential of merging two or 

more approaches to exploit their strength and compensate for their deficiencies. 

As an example, Hedberg (1993a, 1993b) suggests that if KBSs are combined with 

multimedia and virtual reality the results are powerful interfaces for the KBSs: 

"Programmers can use KBS technology to manage and retrieve 

multimedia data sources and to create intelligent agents and objects 

in virtual reality. As a result, the computer inteifaces come alive" 

(Hedberg, 1993a: 107) 

Hedberg (1993a) argues that when a system combines two techniques it can 

intelligently process a wider variety of information than could be handled by ,either 

of the techniques it comprises. She suggests that a hybrid system can, starting 

from a general front end, select a subsystem to handle each problem through the 

front end, while the back end formats and consolidates partial answers from each 

subsystem. 

The computer technologies developed so far have tended to prove useful on 

restricted domains or circumstances and have shown a common inability to 

provide a holistic representation. Liebowitz (1993) argues that KBSs are 

powerful in well-defined domains. However, their reasoning is not adaptive and 

their performance does not increase with experience. Moreover, they require too 

much human input in their construction and maintenance. CBR systems are able 

to store, analyse and process previous experiences and decisions allowing the 

interpretation of open-ended and ill-defined domains. However, there is no 

standard yet for how cases are prioritised and how the system adapts them to new 

situations. Connectionist models learn and train themselves and provide high-
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response accuracy in certain domains. However, they often require prolonged 

training and do not provide explanations for their results, as already said in the 

previous section. 

Liebowitz (1993) suggests that hybrid systems can take advantage of each 

technology's best features. For instance, a CBR technology can add to a KBS the 

ability to reason from past experiences and intelligent system to store and analyse 

data. A connectionist system can add learning capabilities to a KBS, while this 

last may explain the connectionist system results. I would add the fact the KBSs 

can provide a better user interface to connectionist systems by providing an 

interactive and intelligent front end. 
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3.6 Conclusion: 

Knowledge-base systems, particularly those rule-based, and Case-based reasoning 

tools have found relatively successful applications in very specific domains. Once 

these systems are built they are able to provide useful support in particular 

domains. However, both models face three major difficulties already mentioned: 

firstly, the extension of knowledge-bases or case-bases is extremely labour 

intensive. Secondly, the consistency maintenance involved in their extension 

makes their updating extremely complex in that they require constant intervention 

of a specialist. Thirdly, and more important, there is the dilemma 'reproduction 

versus creation', mentioned in the previous chapter. Those models may provide 

algorithms for how things may be reproduced, but offer no support for the 

emergence of new solutions. 

A knowledge-base system based on pattern-recognition such as Cortex (Mustoe, 

1990, 1993) is not as prone as the rule-based systems to consistency problems, as 

already shown earlier in this chapter. Yet its knowledge-base extension is still 

labour intensive since the model does not have any inherent knowledge 

acquisition mechanism. As it happens with all other models, it does not provide an 

answer for how new designs may arise. However, I will explain in chapter 5, its 

integration with a particular design of connectionist model may provide the 

answers for this problem. 

Connectionist models are best known for their knowledge acquisition capabilities. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, they may also provide support to innovation. 

Their main drawbacks are their training time, and their user interfaces regarding 

two aspects: the lack of explanations and their passive character. 
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I believe that the training time is not a major problem, first because once trained 

the network responds in real time. Second, it is a circumstantial problem that may 

be overcome as more powerful hardware is developed. 

Regarding to the interface problems, the lack of explanations can be solved by 

integration of other techniques, particularly with knowledge-base systems 

(Liebowitz, 1993: 115). However, this is not the main interface problem of 

connectionist systems tackled by this thesis. The main interface problem dealt 

with is related to their passive character. A proposed solution, that is, using a 

network in the background, and a KBS as the front end, acting as an intelligent 

filter, will be described later in this thesis. 

Therefore, Chapter 5 describes an algorithm built upon the integration of a 

knowledge-base system, based on pattern-recognition (Mustoe, 1990, 1993), with 

a connectionist system inspired on the work of Coyne and Newton (1990), Coyne 

and Postmus (1990), Coyne (1991), Coyne and Yokozawa (1992), and Coyne et 

al (1993). This algorithm aims to provide the basis of an environment able to 

support innovation by augmenting the designer's creativity. 

However, it is necessary to provide a more detailed background of neural 

network paradigms before proceeding with the algorithm's description. 

Therefore, Chapter 4 describes the main neural network models. It provides an 

explanation of why a particular architecture has been chosen for use in the 

proposed system. 
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Chapter 4 

Neural network paradigms 

4.1 Introduction 

The history of neural networks' research goes back to the origins of Artificial 

Intelligence in the early 194'0s. The first relevant results were achieved with the 

work carried out by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). They demonstrated that 

networks composed of binary valued neurons were capable of perfonning simple 

threshold logic computations. 

In the late 1940s Hebb (1949) proposed a learning mechanism in which whenever 

two neurons are excited at the same time, the connection between the two 

neurons should be strengthened. This rule was the basis of most network learning 

rules. 

The research in the field would be dominated in the 1950s by Rosenblatt's work 

(1958). He proposed a model of networks, called Perceptrons, which he claimed 

was sufficient for pattern reco gnition, associative learning, selective attention and 

reca,R and temporal pattern reco gnition. The Perceptrons were designed to 

resemble a biological sensory model, with neurons of binary state ('on' or 'off), 

and used a variation of Hebb's learning rule (Hebb, 1949). However, the 

Perceptron was more limited than initially suggested by Rosenblatt, although later 

models did exhibit some of those capabilities. 

By the end of the 196'0s, Bryson and Ho (1969) developed new learning 

algorithms for multilayer networks based on back-propagation, which would be 

ignored for almost two decades. The main reason for this was an in depth study of 
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the capabilities and limitations of the Perceptrons undertook by Marvin Minsky 

and Seymour Papert during the 1960s. They argued that although the Perceptrons 

could be shown to learn anything they were able to represent, yet they could 

represent very little. Therefore, several problems could never bee solved by the 

Perceptrons. The results, published in the book 'Perceptrons' (Minsky and 

Papert, 1969) led to a virtual halt in neural network research in the field of 

computer science from early 1970s to early 1980s, while rule-based systems 

research flourished. 

Few researchers continued working with neural networks during the 1970s and 

early 1980s. Among them were Anderson (1972) and Kohonen (1972) that 

simultaneously developed the linear associator. In this modeL neurons could fire 

in varying frequency in response to incoming signals, rather than by simply 

turning 'on' or 'off' as in the Perceptrons. 

Although neural networks were neglected in computer science after Minsky and 

Papert's 'Perceptrons' book (1969), research continued in other fields, 

particularly physics and psychology. 

Research in neural networks saw a resurgence from mid 1980s for several 

reasons. Among them are: the appearance of faster digital computers on which 

the simulation of larger networks became possible, research in parallel computers, 

and the development of new neural network models and learning algorithms. The 

work of the physicist Hopfield (1982) was of particular importance in that 

resurgence. He demonstrated that neural networks were capable of some 

interesting behaviour, such as pattern recognition despite garbled input. 

The psychologists David Rumelhart and Geoff Hinton studied the neural network 

models of memory and reinvented the back-propagation learning algorithm first 
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developed by Bryson and Ho (1969). The algorithm was applied to several 

learning problems in computer science and psychology and the broad variety of 

results, published in the collection 'Parallel Distributed Processing' (Rumelhart 

and McClelland, 1986) caused a significant resurgence in neural network's 

research. 

During a long time neural networks and traditional AI, that is, rule-based systems, 

were seen as rival fields, rather than as mutually supporting approaches to the 

same problem. However, the limitations of the expert systems technology, 

particularly in relation to knowledge acquisition and maintenance, coupled with 

the resurgence of neural networks has led to more co-operative research and to 

the proposition of hybrid approaches such as advocated by Clark (1989). 
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4.2 Classes of neural networks: 

Attempting to classify neural network models into neat categories is a difficult 

task. since many combinations of characteristics exist between the several models. 

Yet I shall try to describe and classify the most common neural network models in 

the coming sections of this chapter in order to provide a better background 

against which the decision to adopt a particular model will be explained. 

Neural networks can be arbitrarily classified by their association paradigm, 

processing flow, neuron behaviour, and learning method. The classifications 

shown later in this chapter are an attempt to provide some understanding of 

similarities and differences among some of the most important models. They are 

not intended as an exhaustive and complete list. 

Neural networks can be classified according to their association paradigm: they 

can support either auto association, heteroassociation or both. These 

categorisations have already been introduced in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3. 

Associative networks map pairs of inputs (i) and outputs (0), where i = o. 

Therefore, they have the same number of input and output units. 

Heteroassociative networks map inputs (0 and outputs (0) arbitrarily, that is, i * 
o. They mayor may not have the same number of input and output units. Figure 

4.1 illustrates these association paradigms. 
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4.1 - Association paradigms. 
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Most of the network models support heteroassociation as shown in figure 4.2 

bellow. Hopfield (1982) and Bidirectional Associative Memory (Kosko, 1988) 

networks are inherently autoassociative. All the others may accommodate both 

paradigms. 
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(Anderson, 1972; 
Kohonen, 1972) 
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I (Fukushi.ma. 1982) I 

In general, but I 
I Kobonen '-- able to support 

autoassiatlve (Kohonen. 1982) 

designs 
Neocogoitron 

(Fukusbima,1983) 

Back propagation 
(Rwnelbart and 

McClelland, 1986) 

Adaptive Ressonance 
Tbeory (Grossberg, 1987) 

Figure 4.2 - Neural network's classification according to association paradigms. 
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The processing flow can contain feedback loops or not. If a neuron's output is 

never dependent on the output of subsequent neurons, that is, signals go only one 

way, the network is said to be feed forward. Otherwise is a feedback or recurrent 

network. This distinction will become clearer, later in this chapter, particularly 

through the differences between Hopfield networks, and Perceptrons and back 

propagation. Figure 4.3 shows a classification of the same models above 

according their processing flow. 

rl L Feed back 
J 

Processing 
Flow 

to-

Feed forward 

Neocognitron 
(Fukushima. 1982) 

Hopfleld (Hopfied,1982) 

Kohonen 
(Kohonen, 1982) 

Neocognitron 
(Fukushima,1983) 

Adaptive Ressonance 
Theory (Grossberg, 1987) 

Bidirectional Associative 
Memories (Kosko, 1988) 

Perceptron 
(Rosenblatt, 1958) 

dalln i w 1960 .-----. A e (W dro, ) 

Linear Assoclator 
(Anderson. 1972; 
Kohonen, 1972) 

Back propagation 
(Rwnelhart and 

McClelland, 1986) 

, 

Figure 4.3 Network classification according to the processing flow. 

Another general feature is the transfer function, which is applied to each neuron's 

activation value to generate each neuron's output. This function is based either on 

linear or nonlinear models. As stated in the previous chapter, section 3.4.2, there 

are several kinds of transfer functions. The simplest of them is the linear transfer 

function in which the output is a constant slope, such as shown in figure 4.4 

bellow: 
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Figure 4.4 - Linear transfer function. 

Another kind of transfer function is the linear threshold, in which the output is a 

constant multiple of the input over some range, possibly shifted left or right by a 

constant, such as shown in figure 4.5, bellow: 

1.: .... 

Figure 4.5 - Linear threshold transfer function. 

Linear transfer functions are reported not very useful for most applications 

(Minsky and Papert, 1969; Rich and Knigh, 1991), while linear threshold transfer 

functions can show a slightly more interesting behaviour (Lawrence, 1993). 

However, they also have been shown to possess severe limitations on what they 

can represent and thus learn (Minsky and Papert, 1969). 

The step transfer function, shown in figure 4.6, is the one in which the output is 

binary. Below threshold, the output is always low, and at or above threshold it is 

always high. This kind of function is used in neural networks designed to simulate 

digital circuits or to process binary symbolic knowledge. 

4.6 - Step transfer function. 
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Because the discontinuity in the function, step functions are quite nonlinear. 

Therefore, networks built with this kind of functions can present much more 

interesting behaviour than networks with partially or entirely linear neurons 

(Lawrence, 1993). 

Finally, the sigmoid function, also known as an S-shaped, semi-linear, or 

squashing function, is the one in which the output is a continuous function of the 

input, as shown in figure 4.7 bellow: 

:;~ f~:·I··:: -:··I.J.:::"I~-:F.-: ·:-:}:::·r:::r::~·t::::: 
o : .... : ...... 1.. ........... 1.. ..•. .: .....•. 1. .... .1 ...... . 

-h - 'i -4 -~ .7. -1 0 1 7. ~ 4 'i h 

Figure 4.7 - Sigmoid transfer function. 

Since sigmoid functions are both nonlinear and continuously differentiable, they 

exhibit many advantages when used to build neural networks. I shall try ,explain it 

better later on this chapter, particularly in the section describing the Perceptron 

and its limitations. 

Figure 4.8 shows a network's classification according to their neuron transfer 

function. The models have been grouped in two clusters, linear and non-linear, 

according to the type of transfer function usually adopted by each paradigm. 
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Figure 4.8 - Network's classification according to their transfer functions. 

Neural networks can also be classified by their learning algorithm, which is 

usually either supervised or unsupervised. They adopt a supervised learning 

algorithm when they are trained by presentation of cases for which the desired 

outputs are known. They majority of applications require this kind of training in 

which the desired outputs are known for each input contained in the training set. 

The pairs of inputs and outputs are presented to the network which will learn to 

associate them. 

However, there are some applications where a 'correct' association between 

inputs and outputs is not known. Moreover, an unsupervised model may be 

sometimes adopted because we may want to verify if the network can learn the 

'correct' outputs on its own, without the guidance of known associations. Also, it 

may be of interest to know the patterns a network can discover in data. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the network's classification according to their learning method. 

Perceptron 
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4.9 - Network's classification according to their learning method. 

I will not describe all the above paradigms. However, I shall describe in more 

detail four of the models mentioned in the classification above in the coming 

sections. These models are: the Perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958), the Hopjield 

(1982), the Kohonen (1982) and the Back Propagation (Rumelhart and 

McClelland, 1986). The description of these paradigms will provide a basic 

understanding of the main neural network's paradigms. 
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4.3 The Perceptron: 

The Perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958) was one of the earliest models of neural 

networks. It has been characterised basically as a two-layered feed-forward 

network (input and output layers, with no hidden layers) built out of neurons of 

binary output. Although networks of all sizes and topologies have been 

considered and described in the late 1950s by Rosenblatt and others, most of the 

research efforts were devoted to two-layer perceptrons. The main reason for this 

was the difficulty of finding a sensible way to update the weights between the 

inputs and hidden units (Russel and N orvig, 1995). 

The perceptron models a neuron by taking a weighted sum of its inputs and 

sending the input 1 if the sum is greater than some adjustable threshold value, 

otherwise it sends O. Since each output unit is independent of the others, that is, 

each weight only affects one of the outputs, they can be analysed separately. 

Figure 4.10 shows a Perceptron with many inputs and one output: 

Inputs 

y 

Output 

4.10 - Single output perceptron network. 

Learning is a process of modifying the values of the weights and the threshold. 

The perceptron convergence theorem (Rosenblatt, 1962), guarantees that the 

perceptron will learn. However, due to its linear model, this is true only for 
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linearly separable set of inputs as demonstrated by Minsky and Papert (1969). 

They also argued that most problems do not provide such nice data, and the 

perceptron is thus incapable of learning to solve some very simple problems. For 

instance, a perceptron can represent and learn 'and' and 'or' functions but not 
, , 
xor. 

This limitation was graphically illustrated as follows. Firstly, the 'and' function: 

given two binary inputs, output 1 if both of the inputs are 'on' and output 0 

otherwise. The 'and' can be seen as a pattern classification problem in which 

there are four patterns and two possible outputs as illustrated in figure 4.11 

bellow. The white circles represent 0 outputs, while the black circle a 1 input 

h 

11 1~ iland~ 
, 

0 0 0 , , , , , • , 
0 1 0 , , , , , , 
1 0 0 , , , , , 

1 1 , 1 , 
" , , 11 

1 
, . o 

4.11 - 'And', a linearly separable problem. 

Secondly, the 'or' function: given two binary inputs, output 1 if at least one of 

the inputs is 'on' and output 0 otherwise. The 'or' is also a pattern classification 

problem with four patterns and two possible outputs as illustrated in figure 4.12 

bellow. 
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4.12 - 'Or', another linearly separable problem. 

In both cases above, that is, the 'and' and the 'or' functions, it is possible to 

separate the different outputs in the graphs above by drawing a straight line 

between the two kinds of outputs. 

Finally, the exclusive-or (xor) problem: given two binary inputs, output 1 if 

exactly one of the inputs is 'on' and output 0 otherwise. The 'xor' is also a 

pattern classification problem with four patterns and two possible outputs as 

illustrated in figure 4.13 bellow. 

12 

. . 
11 12, 11 xor 1~ 

0 
0 0 0 

0 1 1 
? 1 0 1 • 

11 1 1 0 
0 1 

4.13 - The xor, a non linearly separable problem. 

It is impossible to separate the different outputs in the graph above by drawing a 

straight line between the two kinds of outputs. Therefore, the perceptron cannot 
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learn a linear decision surface to separate these different outputs since no such 

decision surface exists. It is important to stress that the this is not a deficiency of 

the perceptron learning algorithm, but of the way it represents knowledge. A 

perceptron algorithm will learn any linearly separable function, given enough 

training examples. Unfortunately, very few problems can be modelled as linearly 

separable functions. 

An example may be provided by the door entrance domain, mentioned earlier in 

this thesis. If a perceptron is designed for and trained with that domain, and the 

user makes active the input units 'triangular pedimen(, 'opening mechanism: 

revolving door' , and 'leaf material: glass', the resulting output will be as shown 

in figure 4.14 bellow. 
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ti ti 

.i .i .... - ::s ::s e. 
~ ::s .... C 

1 top 11at moulding 0 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 • 3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 • 5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment • • 7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanUght or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 • 15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 • 17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door • 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 • 23 leaf type: framed 0 • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass • • 26 leaf material: metal 0 0 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 

4.14 - Output of a Perceptron network trained with the door entrance domain. 

As it can be seen the perceptron was unable to learn that the features 'leaf type: 

panelled opaque' and 'leaf type: framed' are mutually exclusive ('xor') in the 

training set (see figure 3.16 in the previous chapter). 

It was argued that the construction of multilayer perceptrons would solve this 

problem However, it introduced a serious learning problem: the perceptron 
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learning algorithm could correctly adjust weights between inputs and outputs, but 

not between perceptrons. At the time of the P erceptrons (Minsky and Papert, 

1969) publication, it was not known how multilayer perceptrons could be made to 

learn, that is, how the weights between inputs and hidden units could be sensibly 

updated. It would be only with the invention of the back propagation learning 

algorithm (Bryson and Ho, 1969; Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986) that multi

layered feed forward networks became feasible. 
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4.4 Hopfield Networks: 

Hopfield networks (Hopfield, 1982) are probably one of the best examples of 

feed-back networks. The connections among their neurons are bidirectional and 

the weights are symmetric. All the neurons of Hopfield networks are 

simultaneously input and output units, thus they are single-layer networks. The 

processing units are always in one of two states, active or inactive. Each of the 

units may be either connected to all other units or just to few of them Figure 4.15 

bellow illustrates a Hopfield network architecture with four neurons, each one 

connected to all other neurons. 

Figure 4.15 - A simple Hopfield network 

A Hopfield network functions as an associative memory network. After being 

trained with a set of examples a new stimulus, or input, will cause the network to 

settle into an activation pattern generally corresponding to the example in the 

training set that most closely resembles the new stimulus. 

The network processes this response as follows: all the units are initially inactive. 

Once the input has been entered, a random unit is chosen. If any of its neighbours 

is active, the unit computes the sum of the weights on the connections to those 

active neighbours. If the sum is positive, the unit becomes active, otherwise it 
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remains inactive. Another random unit is chosen, and the process repeated until 

the network reaches a stable state. This process is called parallel relaxation. 

For instance, suppose that a Hopfield network is design for and trained with the 

door entrance domain described in the previous chapter. A stimulus, or input, 

containing few active units, such as 'triangular pediment' and 'lateral cylindrical 

section column' , may cause the network to settle in a complete activation pattern. 

In this case the pattern represents the closest example in the training set, that is, 

the 'Classic' one. Figure 4.16 bellow illustrates this process. 
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1 top tlat moulding 0 • 2 top curved moulding 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment • • 7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on faollght or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared faolight 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column • • 12 Surrounding material: glass 0 0 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 • 15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 • 23 leaf type: framed 0 0 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 
25 leaf materiai: glass 0 0 
26 leaf material: metal 0 0 
27 leaf material: timber 0 • 

Figure 4.16 - Running a Hopfield network that was trained with the door entrance domain. 

Recurrent networks, such as Hopfield' s, may take a long time to compute a stable 

state or end up in a oscillatory state. On the other hand, Hopfield networks 

deliver two of the most interesting theoretical results among feed-back networks, 

which are pattern completion and fault tolerance. 
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The first benefit is the retrieval of a complete pattern by only specifying a portion 

of it, as it was shown above. The second benefit, fault tolerance, means that if a 

unit fails, for instance by becoming active or inactive when it should not, the 

surrounding units will quickly set it straight again (Rich and Knight, 1991). 
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4.5 Kohonen Networks: 

The most popular neural network paradigm based on unsupervised learning is 

probably that developed by Kohonen (1982, 1984, 1988). In supervised learning 

all neurons adjust their weights in response to an input-output pattern 

presentation. However, unsupervised learning takes places without the 

supervision of a teacher, as mentioned earlier in this thesis. 

During the process of unsupervised learning, a sequence of input patterns x is 

presented to the network. Those patterns are generated by some usually unknown 

probability distribution p(x) (Patterson, 1996). The network responds by 

computing output activations, but there is no direct feedback given to the 

network about the correctness of the response to the input. The network must 

somehow learn by discovering and exploiting any structure found among the input 

examples. 

The nature of structures that a network may discover among a set of pattern 

inputs depends on the source p(x) and the learning method adopted by the 

network. Patterson (1996) suggests that the following types of structure might be 

found through unsupervised learning methods: clusters of closely related patterns, 

frequencies of clusters of patterns, relative ordering (for instance, length) among 

vector inputs, correlations among patterns, mappings which transform input 

patterns into structured coding of the inputs, and feature mapping which 

transforms the input manifold to one of different dimension through a topological 

preservmg process. 

The Kohonen network adopts a particular method of learning called competitive 

learning. In this kind of learning, units may be organised into one or more layers 

with the units in a single layer grouped into disjoint clusters. Each unit in a cluster 
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inhibits all other units within the cluster to compete for the winning position. The 

unit receiving the largest input achieves its maximum output while the others are 

driven to zero. Learning is thus achieved by shifting quantities of weights from 

the inactive to the active connections of the winning unit. No learning takes place 

among the loosers. Usually, weight values of the winner are shifted toward the 

input pattern vector. In practice, this kind of learning can produce results such as 

those shown in figure 4.17 bellow. 

The first graph (a) shows a scatter plot of an input that may have been generated 

by monitoring a physical phenomenon or may be simply statistical data. What is 

important here, is that the all the other inputs will follow similar pattern: a series 

of points distributed around the centre of the co-ordinates (x=O, y=O), all of them 

at a roughly similar distance from that centre . 
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(a) (b) 

4.17 - An application of Kohonen's competitive learning. 

(c) (d) 

The second graph (b) represents the beginning of the training process. The darker 

dots represent outputs from the network. The third graph (c) represents the 

process of learning after some training. At last, the fourth graph (d) represents the 

final state of the training process. Most of the weight vectors have been shifted 

toward the centres of the small clusters that form the unstructured dotted ring. 

The network mapped input patterns to output patterns in to a topologically 

coherent way, by discovering the circle shown in graph (d) above. 
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Kohonen's networks have found a number of applications such as vector 

quantization (the process of transforming an analogue or continuous valued 

variable into a discrete variable), data compression, robotics control, and speech 

and pattern recognition. However, it is reported that one of the most serious 

obstacles to a widespread use of the Kohonen networks is that its inputs are 

subject to several restrictions (see Masters, 1993, for a description of these 

restrictions ). 
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4.6 The back propagation model: 

One of the most popular connectionist models based on supervised learning are 

presently those adopting feed-forward back propagation algorithms (Rumelhart et 

al, 1985, 1986; Sejnowski et al, 1988). In this scheme, a multi-layered network, 

generally with continuously valued neurons, is trained to become a pattern 

matching machine. Figure 4.18 illustrates the basic architecture of such networks. 

Input Layer Output Layer 

4.18 - Back propagation network architecture. 

The central aspect of multi-layered feed-forward is the learning algorithm The 

learning takes place in the same way as for the Perceptrons: a training set is 

presented to the network, and if the network computes and output matching the 

pattern, the process is terminated. If there is an error, that is, a difference between 

the output and the pattern, then the weights are adjusted to reduce the error. In 

the Perceptrons this was simple because there is only one weight between each 

input and the outputs. 
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However, there are many weights connecting each input to an output and each of 

them contributes to more than one output. The proposed solution is them to 

assess the blame for an error and divide it among the contributing weights. 

Therefore, the back propagation network learns by making corrections to the 

connections, based on the error at the output. Correction signals propagate back 

through the network during training, thus the name. As training progresses, the 

amount of error is minimised. This learning algorithm was developed as response 

to the weaknesses of the Perceptron, as already mentioned. 

Indeed, a variation of back propagation network, with binary outputs, could be 

designed for and trained with the 'entrance door domain'. This network would 

provide the outputs shown in figure 4.19, if the user made active the input units 

'triangular pediment', 'opening mechanism: revolving door' , and t leaf material: 

glass'. These are the same input units made active in figure 4.14 earlier, which 

illustrates the outputs of a perceptron' s network. 
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.S' .S' ... ... ::: ::: So 
~ ::: .... ~ 

1 top flat moulding 0 • 2 top curved moulding 0 • 3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angUlar connection witb glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 
6 triangular pediment • • 7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 • 10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 

11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 • 15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 • 16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door • • 21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass • • 26 leaf material: metal 0 • 27 leaf material: timber 0 • 

4.19 - Output of a feed forward multi-layered network trained with the door entrance 

domain. 

The last example was already shown in the previous chapter, in figure 3.19. It is 

shown again here to highlight the capability of this kind of network to learn non

linearly separable functions. Given the same inputs, the back propagation network 

produced outputs without contradictions, while the Perceptron was unable to 

distinguish mutually exclusive features (see figure 4.14). 
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4.7 The model adopted in this research: 

The neural network architecture adopted in this research is itself a hybrid model. 

It is a consequence of four choices: the first one was related to the association 

paradigm An auto associative design was essential once the training set was 

described by a number of features that also described the outputs. 

The second choice was related to the neuron transfer function, that is, binary or 

continuous values. The need for a binary output network was driven by the nature 

of the knowledge represented: instance features that may be either present or not. 

The third choice was related to the learning algorithm: supervised or 

unsupervised. A supervised algorithm was adopted because of the objective of the 

application proposed. It was not the purpose to test either the network's 

capability to learn the 'correct' outputs without the guidance of known 

associations or to know what patterns it could discover in data. The objective was 

to build new combinations of features out of knowledge implicit in precedents. 

Another important reason for a supervised learning was that most architects 

acquired their skills through supervised learning. Even those self-educated 

acquired their skills referring to previous knowledge, that is, through books, 

magazines, precedent designs and the contact with other professionals. 

Human beings certainly may learn to perform certain tasks, such as basic visual 

perception, without supervision, that is, without recurring to either previous 

knowledge or who holds it. However, the role of previous knowledge and the 

skills developed by previous generations are central in a designer's training. 

Therefore, the primary choice was an algorithm supporting supervised learning. 
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The choice of a back propagation algorithm is important, but secondary, for the 

purposes of this research, and it is driven by its established success as a 

supervised learning method. 

The fourth choice was related to the processing flow: feedback or feed forward 

network. The main reason for the choice of a feed forward network was the need 

of an architecture that provided a clear distinction between input and output. The 

distinction was necessary for two reasons: firstly, the experimentation undertaken 

called for an architecture that could allow the precise monitoring of inputs and 

outputs. Secondly, the proposed neural network running procedure, which will be 

described in chapter 5, 6 and 7, called for a processing flow that could allow 

external control while running. The proposed architecture allows the computation 

of a stable state to be externally checked, step by step, against the initial user's 

input. It also allows the termination of processes in which the network reaches 

unstable deadlocks. These would not be possible with fully recurrent networks, 

where it is not possible to interact with the system between entering the initial 

input and achieving the fmal and stable output 

In the next chapter I will initially describe the stand-alone operations of Cortex 

(Mustoe, 1990, 1993) and the adopted neural network architecture. I will then 

describe a proposed integrated model. I shall provide practical illustrations of 

both their stand-alone and integrated operations. 
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Chapter 5 

Cortex and neural networks: stand-alone performance 

and integrated operation 

5.1 Introduction: 

Each section using Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) has two major consequences: 

firstly, the definition of a problem's partial description by the user's input, and 

secondly, the retrieval of a solution based on the closest match. The use of this 

last one has been already focus of extensive research carried out by Mustoe 

(1990) himself. I shall concentrate on the first outcome, that is, the partial 

description presented by the user, because an innovative hybrid may be built upon 

it 

The problem's partial description can then be run into a trained neural network 

providing three possible outcomes: the output matches with Cortex's, the output 

is a new solution, or the network cannot find a solution that is consistent with the 

partial description. 

I shall demonstrate these facts in the coming sections, particularly the generation 

of partial descriptions and their use by a particular architecture of neural network, 

which also will be described. Moreover, I shall explain how a hybrid system may 

be built out of the integration of those two models and what benefits it can 

deliver. 

A domain knowledge, the door entrance domain, which I will call 'small domain' 

from now on, was used in Chapters 3 and 4 to explain the knowledge 
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representation and inference engine adopted in Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) as 

well as to illustrate the performance of neural network paradigms. Although that 

domain is very small and thus unlikely to produce advice of use in a real design 

task, it will be used here again because it can make the application logic easily 

understandable. 

Therefore, the objective here is to demonstrate how problem's partial descriptions 

are generated at each section using Cortex, how they can be properly input into a 

particular design of neural network, and what are the possible outcomes. 

The results may not be rich enough to represent a real design task because the 

domain is very small. Nine cases are far to few to provide a neural network with 

the opportunity to learn and generalise properly. However, the focus of this 

chapter is on procedure rather than on the relevance of results. The illustrations 

that follow will show that the proposed integrated model is workable and is able 

to produce consistent results. The capability of producing results that are not only 

consistent but also relevant in real design tasks will be demonstrated in Chapter 8 

through the experimentation with a much larger domain, which I will call 

'extended domain' . 
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5.2 Cortex stand-alone operation and the generation of problem's partial 

descriptions: 

The small domain is composed of 9 door entrances styles, or solutions, classified 

according to 27 features, as described earlier in this thesis (figure 3.16 in Chapter 

3), and shown again in figure 5.1 bellow: 
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1 top nat moulding 1 0 0 o ' 0 0 I 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angu1ar connection with glaJs tower 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ' 1 0 
5 vertical glus tower 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ., 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 o I 0 1 
7 polnled arch tympanlUD 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or steehvork on fanlight or tympanlUD I 0 1 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 fanlight with wxlulate lop 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 lateral c:yllndrlc:allection collUDD 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glus 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 ., ., 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth slone ., 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 o I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 o I 0 0 o ' ., 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plasteMlOrk 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
19 opeaUJg mechaolsm: mioglog door 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 o I 

20 opeolng mechaolsm: revolvlng door 0 0 0 0 ., 0 1 0 1 I 

21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o I 

23 lear type: framed 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 

24 steelwork as lear decoration 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o I 

25 leaf material: glass 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
26 leaf material: metal 0 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 

27 leaf material: timber 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.1 - The 'small domain' • 

I shall now describe three examples of sections using Cortex. Three different 

pro blem' s partial descriptions will be produced. These partial descriptions will 
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lead to the three possible neural network1s output mentioned at the outset of this 

chapter. 

5.2.1 An example of a section consulting Cortex: 

Suppose that I am designing an entrance door. I do not have, from the start, a 

'complete picture' of a possible solution and my search is driven by some basic 

constraints: I have to use glass as a surrounding material to match with the overall 

building, I need to use a revolving door to provide environmental control to a 

high flow entrance, and the door leaf must be framed for safety reasons, that is, it 

should have one or more light cross panels. I have also some preferences: I do not 

want to use either mouldings or exposed concrete. 

The system verifies each of the features through the same questions mentioned in 

Chapter 3, at pages 43 and 44. Therefore, Cortex control (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) 

brings to the screen question number 12, which verifies the most common feature: 

Is there glass among the surrounding materials? 

The user will have always three options of answers: 'yes', 'no', and 'don't know' . 

Suppose that my answer is 'yes' due to the constraints and preferences mentioned 

above. This causes the solutions 'Classic' and 'Gothic' to be falsified and 

removed from the solutions set as it is shown in figure 5.2 bellow. 
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top Oat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

2 top curved mouldiog 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 Iatenl \'ertical moulding 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 auguIar coDDeClioo with gIau tower 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glass lower o i 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triaogular pedlmeot 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 poioted III'Ch tympanum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork 00 faolight or tympalllJDl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared faolight 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 (aolight with uodulate top 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 latenl cyliodrical sectioo columo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 Surl'OuodiDg material: brick 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surl'OUlldin8 material: smooth stone 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrouodiDg material: coocrete spoaed 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 I 

surrouodiDg material: plasterwork 1 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 
18 surroundiDg material: metal 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
19 opeDiDg mechaolsm: nriugiog door 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 opeoiog mechaolsm: re\'ol\'iDg door 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leaf type: plaia opaque 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 steelwork as leaf decoratioo 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
26 leaf material: metal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.2 - The 'Classic' and 'Gothic' solutions are removed from the solutions set. 

However, this also causes questions number 7, 11 and 22 to become irrelevant 

and be removed from the reasoning process since they verify features not present 

in any of the remaining solutions. Moreover, question number 26 is also removed 

because it became non-discriminating once it verifies a feature that is present in all 

the remaining solutions. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.3 

bellow. 
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1 top nat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 o ' 1 I 

2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateralnrtical moulding 1 o ' 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular colIDI!Ction with glass tower 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 tria .... r pediment 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8 tracery or steeh,ork 00 faolight or tympanum 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 fanlight with undulate top 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 Surrounding material: brick 1 0 0 1 i 0 o I I 
14 surrounding material: smooth .to_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete apoaed 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plastenork 1 1 a 0 0 0 a 
18 surrounding material: metal 1 1 0 0 , 

1 1 0 
19 opening ma:hanbm: .wiDgiog door 1 I 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 opening ma:haoism: revolving door 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leal type: plain opque 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 
23 leal type: framed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leal material: gIas. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leal material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.3 - The knowledge-base state after the first question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 23: 

Is the leaf framed with one or more light cross panels? 

Considering the constraints mentioned earlier, suppose that I answer 'yes' to this 

question. This will cause the solution number 3 'Art Nouveau' to be falsified and 

removed from the set of solutions as it is shown in figure 5.4 bellow. 
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1 top Oat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 
3 later.1 vertkal moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 .D&Ular conoec:tion with gIus tower 0 0 0 0 ! 1 0 
5 vertblglasa tower 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8 lr.:ery or steelwork on r.nlight or lJmp .... m 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squarell ranlight 0 I 1 1 0 0 1 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 I 

SumnmdiDg material: brick 0 0 i 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete opolled 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 i 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plasterwork 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 
18 surroundiDg material: metal 1 0 0 ! 1 1 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 opening meclaanbm: revolving door , 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leaf type: plaia opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 steelwork as lear deconUon 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5.4 - Tbe 'Art Nouveau' solution removed. 

The removal of 'Art Nouveau' from the solution's set causes the questions 

number 8, 10, 21 and 24 to become irrelevant, that is, they verify features not 

present in any of the remaining solutions. They are thus removed from the 

reasoning process. The question number 25 is also removed because it became 

non-discriminating, that is, it verifies a feature that is present in all the remaining 

solutions. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.5. 
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1 top Oat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 

4 angular connection with gIus tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical g .... tower 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular pedlmeDt 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 1 
9 squared fanlight 0 1 1 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 ! 1 0 1 0 
14 surroUDdIng material: smooth atone 0 0 , 0 0 0 1 
15 surroUDdIng material: concrete expolled 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1'6 surrounding material: timber 0 0 

, 
1 0 0 0 

17 surrounding material: plastenlurk 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: melal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
19 opening mechanism: awiDgiDg door 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 1 a 0 0 

5.5 The knowledge-base state after the second question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 19: 

Does it have a swinging door? 

The entrance door I am designing is a high flow one, that is, it will be in constant 

use by a large amount of people. It will also require an environmental control able 

to minimise heat loss under that high flow of people. A revolving door is a good 

solution for this problem and it can be accompanied or not by a lateral swing 

door. However, I am not sure about this yet. Therefore, my answer to the 

question above is 'don't know'. This answer does not cause any solution to be 

falsified and removed from the set of solutions. Only question number 19 itself is 
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removed from the question's set. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in 

figure 5.6 bellow. 
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top flat moulcllog 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulcllDg 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral verUcal moulcllDg 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glasa tower 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 squared fanlight 0 1 1 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: coocrete exposed 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plasterwork 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mecbanbm: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.6 - The knowledge-base state after the third question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 5: 

Is the entrance door under or within a vertical glass tower? 

Although glass is going to be a dominant material in the building's facade, I am 

not sure yet if this will imply in a vertical glass tower or not, since there are still 

other components to define in the rest of the building. Therefore, my answer to 

this question is 'don't know'. The resulting knowledge-base state, after the 

removal of question 5, is shown in figure 5.7 bellow. 
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top flat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top aarved moWding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 laleral vertJcal moWding 0 0 0 o i 0 1 
4 augular connec:tion with glau tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 .quared fanlight 0 1 1 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth atone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surroUDding material: coucrete exposed 0 1 o I 0 0 0 
16 surnnmding material: dmber o I 0 1 0 0 

! 0 
17 surroUDding material: pluter'flOrk 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opeoiDg mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5.7 - The knowledge-base state after the fourth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 9: 

Does it have a squared fanlight? 

Suppose that I am not sure about the presence of such component yet. Thus my 

answer will be 'don't know'. The resulting knowledge-base state, after the 

removal of question 9, is shown in figure 5.8 bellow. 
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top flat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 

2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 
4 aoplar connection with glass tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 i 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth .tone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: coacrete expoled 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 i 

16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plaster_r.k 1 0 0 0 0 i 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 Ie.r material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.8 - The knowledge-base state after the fIfth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 18: 

Is there metal among the su"ounding materials? 

Although I know that some metal components may be present in the facade, I am 

not sure yet how visible they will be to an outsider observer. Therefore, I answer 

'don't know' to this question. The resulting knowledge-base state, after the 

removal of question 18, is shown in figure 5.9 bellow. 
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1 top Rat moulding 0 0 0 , 0 o ' 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular c:onneclion with glaa tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: .mootb .tone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: c:oncrete expolled 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 
17 surrounding material: piaster1lOrk 1 0 0 0 0 0 

20 opening mecllanism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 le.r material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.9 - The knowledge-base state after the sixth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 20: 

Does it have a revolving door with four leaves? 

As mentioned earlier, the environmental control to avoid heat loss is an essential 

requirement. Therefore, my answer to the question above is 'yes'. This causes the 

solutions 'Functionalist', 'Organic' and 'Post Modem' to be falsified and 

removed from the solution's set, as shown in figure 5.10 bellow. 
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1 top flat moulding 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 0 

6 triangular pediment 0 0 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 I 0 

14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 1 0 0 

16 surrounding material: timber I 0 0 0 

17 surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 0 

27 leaf matelrial: timber 0 0 0 

5.10 - The 'Functionalist', 'Organic' and 'Post Modern' solutions are removed. 

The removal of these solutions from the solution's set causes the questions 

number 4, 13, 16, 17 and 27 to become irrelevant, that is, they verify features not 

present in any of the remaining solutions. They are thus removed from the 

reasoning process. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.11 

bellow. 
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1 top flat moulding 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 1 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 1 

14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 1 ! 

15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 1 0 0 

Figure 5.11 - The knowledge-base state after the seventh question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 1: 

Does it have a top flat moulding? 

Since mouldings are not among my particular preferences, my answer to this 

question is 'no'. This causes the solution 'Hybrid: Classic + High Tech' to be 

falsified and removed from the solution's set as shown in figure 5.12 bellow. 
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2 top curved moulding 0 0 

3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 

6 triangular pediment 0 0 

14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 

15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 1 0 

Figure 5.12 - The 'Hybrid: Classic + High Tech' solution is removed. 
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However, the removal of this solution from the solution's set causes the questions 

number 2, 3, 6 and 14 to become irrelevant since they verify features not present 

in any of the remaining solutions. Therefore, they are removed from the reasoning 

process and the resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.13 bellow. 

5 7 

15 surrounding material: concrete exposed m IT) 

Figure 5.13 - The knowledge-base state after the eighth question. 

Cortex thus brings the only remaining question, number 15, to the screen: 

Is there concrete exposed among the surrounding materials? 

Since 'exposed concrete' is not among my preferences to this particular design 

task, my answer is 'no'. This causes the solution 'Brutalist' to be falsified and 

removed from the solution's set while the 'High Tech' solution is confirmed as 

the closest match. Therefore, Cortex brings to the screen the textual description 

of the only solution that has not been falsified, that is, the 'High Tech' solution. 

This textual description is written before hand and contains the features that are 

present in the matching solution from all the 27 feature's descriptors: 

'The most likely solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a high tech door entrance, with the following 
features: 
-vertical glass tower 
-surrounding materials: glass, metal 
-swinging door 
-revolving door (withfour leaves) 
-leaf type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-leaf materials: non-stained glass, metal' 
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It is important to notice that Cortex had, at the beginning of this section, 27 

questions available for testing the presence or absence of 27 features. However, it 

used only nine because its control algorithm progressively removes from the 

question's set any question that becomes irrelevant or non-discriminating. 

The search for the closest match is guided by a partial description of the problem 

for the reason above and also because the user is allowed to answer 'don't know' 

to the questions. 

The process of defining this problem's partial description can be demonstrated as 

follows. Considering the user's answers, there are three possible states for each 

feature: definitely present, if the answer is 'yes', definitely absent, if the answer is 

'no', and neutral, if the answer is 'don't know'. The initial state is illustrated in 

figure 5.14, where the grey circles represent all the features initially in a neutral 

state. 
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top flat moulding ® 
2 top curved moulding ® 
3 laleral vertical moulding @ 
4 angular connection with glass tower Q 
5 vertical glass tower G 
6 triangular pediment 0 
7 pointed arcb tympanum ® 
8 tracery or steelllOrkon fanUghtor tympanum ® 
9 squared fanlight Q 

10 fanlight with undulale top ® 
11 Ialeral cyUndrical aec:tion column 0 
12 Surrounding malerial: glass ® 
13 Surrounding malerial: brick G 
14 Surrounding malerial: smooth atone 0 
15 Surrounding malerial: concrele oposed ® 
16 SurroundiDg malerial: timber ® 
17 Surrounding malerial: plaslerllOrk ® 
16 Surrounding malerial: metal ® 
19 openhag mechanism: swinging door @ 

20 openiag mechanism: revolving door ® 
21 leahype: plain opaque ® 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque G 
23 leaf type: framed ® 
24 steelllOrk as leaf decoration ® 
25 leaf material: g .... ® 
26 leaf malerial: metal ® 
27 leaf malerial: timber ® 

Figure 5.14 - The problem description's initial state. 

While consulting the 'small domain', as described earlier, the user answered 'yes' 

to the questions verifying features number 12 and 23. Then the user answered 

'don't know' to the questions verifying features number 19, 5, 9 and 18. Next, 

the user answered 'yes' to the question verifying feature number 20. At last, the 

user answered 'no' to the question verifying features number 1 and 15. If we 

assigned a black circle to the features receiving an answer 'yes', a white circle to 

the features receiving an answer 'no', and a grey circle to the features receiving 

an answer 'don't know' and to those verified by questions not used, we would 

have the partial description of the problem shown in figure 5.15. This figure also 

shows, in binary representation, the solution retrieved by Cortex as a result of that 

partial description. 
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1 top nat moulding 0 0 
2 top curved moulding ® 0 .. 

3 lateral vertical moulding ® 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower ® 0 
5 vertical glass tower ® , 
6 triangular pediment ® 0 .. 

7 pointed arch tympanum ® .:.: 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum @ 0 
9 squared fanlight @ 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top @ '.' 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 '.' 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass • 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick ® 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone ® 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber ® 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork ® ...• 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 1 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door @ 1 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door • 1 

21 leal type: plain opaque 0 0 

22 leaf type: paneled opaque @ '.' 0 

23 leal type: framed • 1 

24 steelwork as leaf decoration ® 0 

25 leaf material: glass ® ' .' 1 

26 leaf material: metal @ 1 

27 leaf material: timber ® .... 0 

5.15 - The problem description final state and the solution retrieved by Cortex. 

Therefore, this illustrates how a partial description of the problem is defined by 

the user at each section of Cortex. However, I would like to describe more two 

possible sections using the 'small domain' in Cortex, before going further into the 

use of these partial descriptions. 
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5.2.2 Another example of a section consulting Cortex: 

Suppose that I now approach the same design task of designing an entrance door, 

but from a slightly different point of view. As in the previous example, I do not 

have a complete description of the problem, but just some basic constraints and 

preferences: I know that 'metal' has to be among the surrounding materials 

because it is being used in other components of the building's facade, I have to 

use a framed door leaf with one or more light cross panels for safety reasons, I 

know that metal is among the door materials since it has been specified by the 

client, and I am not going to use brick because it has been ruled out as an option 

at earlier stages of the overall building design. 

As in the preVIOUS section, Cortex control (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) starts by 

bringing to the screen question number 12, which verifies the most common 

feature: 

Is there glass among the surrounding materials? 

Suppose that I am not sure yet to which extent glass is to be used around the 

entrance. Therefore, I answer 'don't know' to this question. This does not cause 

any solution to be falsified and removed from the set of solutions. Only question 

number 12 itself is removed from the question's set. The resulting knowledge

base state is shown in figure 5.16 bellow. 
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top nat moulding 
! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 1 2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 lateral vertical moulding 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
6 triangular pediment 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

10 fanlight with tmdulate top 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 lateral cyUndrlcalll!c:tion column 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 SurroUnding material: brick 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth atone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete expI*d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: tbnber 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plastenR)rk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 0 0 i 1 0 0 1 1 0 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
21 lear type: plain opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 1 o I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 

! 23 lear type: framed 0 0 o I 1 1 i 1 1 
24 steeiwor k as leaf decoration 0 0 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 lear material: Riau 0 0 0 1 1 I 1 1 
26 lear material: metal 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 lear material: timber 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 5.16 - The knowledge-base state after the fIrSt question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 19: 

Does it have a swinging door? 

Suppose it is not clear yet if the frequency in which the proposed entrance is 

going to be used. I do not know if a tight environmental control will be necessary, 

and I am unable to decide about the opening mechanism just now. Therefore, I 

answer 'don't know' to this question. Once again no solution is falsified and 

removed from the set of solutions, and only question number 19 itself is removed 
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from the question's set. The resulting knowledge-base state IS shown in figure 

5.17 bellow. 
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top nat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 
2 top tuned moulding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 lateral 'Vertical moulding 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
4 angular connection with glaas to_r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 vertical glaas to_r 0 0 0 1 o I 0 1 1 0 
6 trianguJar pediment 1 0 0 0 0 o ! 0 0 
7 poInted arch tympanwn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlIght or tympanwn 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 lateral cylindrIcal section column 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding materJaJ:.mooth stone 1 1 o ! 0 0 0 , 0 0 1 ! 

15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 1 o I 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: re'iol'ilng door 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 I 0 1 
21 leartype: plain opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 lear type: framed 0 ! 0 0 1 1 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leaf materIal: glass 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
26 leaf material: metal 0 0 1 I 1 1 ! 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 5.17 - The knowledge-base state after the second question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 26: 

Is there metal among the lea/materials? 

Considering that metal has been specified by the client as one of the door 

materials, my answer to this question is 'yes'. This causes the solutions 'Classic' 
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and 'Gothic' to be falsified and removed from the solution's set as shown in 

figure 5.18 bellow. 
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lop flat mouIdiDg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 lop curved mouIdiDg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical mouIdiog 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular colUleCtioO with gIa.u tower 0 0 0 0 0 1 o I 

5 verdcal gIMa tower 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triaogular pedimeDt 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 poiDted arcb tympanum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 tracery or s&ee111Orkoo faoligbtor tympaDUID 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared faoligbt 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 faoligbt with uocIulate top 1 0 0 o ' 0 0 0 
11 lateral cylioclrlcal sectioo columo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 SunoundiDg maSerial: brick 1 0 0 I 1 I 0 1 0 
14 surrouocIiDg maSerial: smooth stoue 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrouocIiDg maSerial: coocrete aJIOIed 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surroundiDg maSerial: timber 0 o I 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surroundiDg maSerial: pluter110rk 1 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 
18 BUITOUDdiDg maSerial: metal 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opeoiDg mecbaoism: revolviDg door 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leaf type: plaiD op*p! 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaf type: paoeled opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 steel110rk as leaf decoratloo 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 leaf material: glass 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 5.18 - The solutions 'Classic' and 'Gothic' are removed. 

However, the removal of those solutions also causes the questions number 7, 11 

and 22 to become irrelevant and be removed from the question's set since they 

now verify features that are not present in any of the remaining solutions. The 

resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.19. 
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1 lop nat mouIdlug 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 1 
2 lop wrved mouldlug 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 1 I 0 0 0 , 0 0 1 
4 aoguIar coDDeCdon with gIaSI "'wer 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glass 10 wer 0 1 o , 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8 tracery or sfeel~rk on fanllgbt or tJDlplUIUDl 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared ranlight I 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 ranUght with undulate lop 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 Surrounding material: brick 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surroundiDg material: smooth slone 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plaster~rk 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding material: metal 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 1 0 I 1 0 1 
21 Jear type: plain opaque 1 0 0 0 o I 0 0 
23 Jear type: framed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 sleehior'k .. lear decoration 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 Jear material: g1u. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
27 lear material: timber 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5.19· The knowledge-base state after the third question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 23: 

Is the leaf framed with one or more light cross panels? 

The need of a framed door leaf has been defined as a client's request, as 

mentioned earlier. Therefore, my answer to the question is 'yes', and this causes 

the solution 'Art Nouveau' to be falsified and removed from the solution's set, as 

shown in figure 5.20. 
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lop Oat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral yertical mouldiDg 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass lower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5 vertical glua tower 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triangular peclimeDt 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8 trace.., or steel_rk OD ranlight or tympanum 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 squared fanUghi 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10 ranUgbt with UIlduiate lop 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 SurroUDding material: brick o. 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surroUllding material: smooth slone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surroUDCllng material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plaster'WOrk 1 0 0 i 0 0 I 0 
18 surroUDding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: reyolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
21 leal type: plaiD opaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 steel_rk as lear decoration 0 0 0 0 0 0 

25 lear material: glass 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
27 leal material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.20 - Tbe solution' Art Nouveau' is removed. 

The removal of the 'Art Nouveau' solution causes the questions number 8, 10, 21 

and 24 to become irrelevant and be removed from the question's set because they 

now verify features that are not present in any of the remaining solutions. The 

question number 25 is also removed since it became non-discriminating, that is, it 

verifies a feature that is present in all the remaining solutions. The resulting 

knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.21 bellow. 
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1 lop Oat moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top curved _u1diog I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertical _ulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 o I 0 0 1 0 
5 vertbl glus tower 1 0 0 1 1 0 
6 triaofjUIar pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 squared fanlight 0 1 1 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrouodiog material: concrete es.po8ed 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: limber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrouoding material: plasterwork 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrouoding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 leaf material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5.21 - The knowledge-base state after the fourth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 5: 

Is the entrance door under or within a vertical glass tower? 

Suppose I know that glass is an important component in the building facade, but I 

do not know yet if the door entrance is going to be integrated in it under a tower 

glass. My answer to this question is thus a 'don't know'. This answer does not 

cause any solution to become falsified. The only consequence is the removal of 

question number 5 itself from the question's set. The resulting knowledge-base 

state is shown in figure 5.22 bellow. 
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1 top Oat mouldlog 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 lateral vertk:al moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 0 o , 1 0 
6 triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 squared ranlight 0 1 1 0 0 1 

13 Sunounding malerial: brick 0 0 1 
I 

0 1 0 I 

14 surrounding malerial: smooth atone 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surrounding malerial: concrele spoiled 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding malerial: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 sunounding malerial: piasler1lOrk 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surrounding malerial: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opening mecbanbm: revolving door 0 1 I 0 1 0 1 
27 tear malerlal: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 5.22 - The knowledge-base state after the fIfth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 9: 

Does it have a squaredfanlight? 

Since I do not know yet if this kind of component is to be used, my answer to this 

question is a 'don't know'. The only consequence of this is the removal of 

question number 9 from the question's set because no solution has been falsified 

by the answer. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.23. 
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1 top flat moulding 0 0 0 ! 0 0 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 angular con~tion with gIasa tower 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 triangular pedimeDt 0 0 0 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 ! 1 0 1 0 
14 surrounding material: smooth slooe 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 surroUDding material: coocrete es.poled 0 1 0 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 1 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: pluter'WOrk 1 0 0 0 0 0 
18 surroUDding material: metal 1 0 0 1 1 0 
20 opeDing mecbaDism: revolving door 0 1 0 1 0 1 
27 lear material: timber 0 0 1 0 '0 0 

Figure 5.23 - The knowledge-base state after the sixth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 18: 

Is there metal among the surrounding materials? 

Considering my initial constraints, I answer 'yes' to this question. The 

consequence of the answer is that the solutions 'Brutalist', 'Organic' and 'Hybrid: 

Classic + High Tech' have been falsified and are removed from the solution's set, 

as shown in figure 5.24 bellow. 
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1 lop nat moulding 0 0 0 
2 top CU"ed moulding 0 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 1 
6 triangular pediment , 0 0 0 

13 SurrouncUng material: brick 0 0 1 
14 surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 0 
15 surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 0 
16 surrounding material: timber 0 0 0 
17 surrounding material: plasterwork 1 0 0 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 , 

27 leaf material: timber 0 0 0 

Figure 5.24 - The solutions 'Brutalist', 'Organic' and 'Hybrid: Classic + High Tech' are 

removed. 

However, the removal of the solutions above causes the questions number 1, 2, 3, 

6, 14, 15, 16 and 27 to become irrelevant since they now verify features not 

present in any of the remaining solutions. They are all removed from the 

question's set as shown in figure 5.25. 
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4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 1 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 1 

17 surrounding material: plasterwork I 1 0 0 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 1 0 

5.25 - The knowledge-base state after the seventh question. 
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The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 4: 

Is the entrance door connected to a vertical glass tower through a 

plan in an 45 degree's angle? 

Since I do not even know yet if the door entrance is going to be integrated in a 

glass tower, my answer to this question is a 'don't know'. The only consequence 

of this is the removal of question number 4 itself from the question's set. Figure 

5.26 shows the resulting knowledge-base state. 

13 

17 

20 

Surrounding material: brick 

surrounding material: piastenrork 

opening mechanism: revolving door 

4 7 8 

Figure 5.26 - The knowledge-base state after the eighth question. 

The first question on the list verifying the most common feature is now the one of 

number 13: 

Is there brick among the surrounding materials? 
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The use of brick has been ruled out as an option at earlier stages of the overall 

building design. Therefore, my answer to this question is a 'no'. This answer 

causes the solution 'Post Modem' to be falsified and removed from the solution's 

set. The resulting knowledge-base state is shown in figure 5.27 bellow. 

17 

20 
surrounding material: plasterwork 

opening mechanism: revolving door 

4 7 

[IHTI 
Figure 5.27 - The knowledge-base state after the ninth question. 

Cortex then brings to the screen the current first question verifying the most 

common feature, that is, question number 17: 

Is there plasterwork among the surrounding materials? 

Since it is not clear yet if this kind of material is going to be in immediate 

neighbourhood of the entrance, my answer to this question is a 'don't know'. The 

consequence of this answer is just the removal of question number 17 from the 

question's set once no solution has been falsified. Figure 5.28 shows the resulting 

knowledge-base state. 
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20 opening mechanism: revolving door OJ m 
Figure S.28 - The knowledge-base state after the tenth question. 

Cortex then brings to the screen the only remaining question, that is, question 

number 20: 

Does it have a revolving door with four leaves? 

As mentioned before, it is not clear yet the frequency in which the proposed 

entrance is going to be used and I do not know if a tight environmental control 

will be necessary. Therefore, I am still unable to decide about the opening 

mechanism My answer to this question is thus a 'don't know'. As a result, none 

of the remaining solutions has been falsified, and they are both possible solutions 

for the current design problem 

Cortex will bring to the screen the textual description of the first solution in the 

set, that is, the 'Functionalist': 

The most likely solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a funcionalist door entrance, with the following 
features: 
-vertical glass tower 
-su"ounding materials: glass, plasterwork and metal 
-swinging door 
-lea/type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-lea/materials: non-stained glass, metal 
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The solution's description if followed by the notice: 

There is an additional possible solution available. To display it press 
Y, for 'yes'. 

Cortex then brings to the screen the textual description of the second possible 

solution.in the set, that is, the 'High Tech' one: 

The remaining possible solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a high tech door entrance, with the 
following features: 
-vertical glass tower 
-surrounding materials: glass, metal 
-swinging door 
-revolving door (with/our leaves) 
-leaf type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-lea/materials: non-stained glass, metal 

Again, it is important to notice that Cortex used only eleven of the 27 questions 

available because the questions that became irrelevant or non-discriminating were 

successively removed from the question's set 

As mentioned before, the user's interaction with the system results in a partial 

description of the problem This problem's partial description can be illustrated in 

the same way as in the previous section. There are three possible states for each 

feature: definitely present, if the answer is 'yes', definitely absent, if the answer is 

'no', and neutral, if the answer is 'don't know'. 

While consulting the 'small domain', in the last example, the user answered 'don't 

know' to the questions verifying features number 12 and 19. Then the user 

answered 'yes' to the questions verifying features number 26 and 23. Next, the 

user answered 'don't know' to the questions verifying features number 5 and 9. 

The user then answered 'yes' to the question v,erifying feature 18, 'don't know' 
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to the question verifying feature number 4, and 'no' to the question verifying 

feature number 13. At last, the user answered 'don't know' to the questions 

verifying features number 17 and 20. 

If we then assigned a black circle to the features receiving an answer 'yes " a 

white circle to the features receiving an answer 'no', and a grey circle to the 

features either receiving an answer 'don't know' or verified by questions not 

used, we would have the problem's partial description shown in figure 5.29. This 

figure also shows, in binary representation, the solutions retrieved by Cortex as a 

result of that partial description. 
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1 top nat moulding ® .... 0 0 
2 top curved moulding ® 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding @ 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower ® 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower 0 --- 1 1 
6 triangular pediment e 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 0 --
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum ® 0 0 
9 squared fanlight ® 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top ® .:.: 0 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column ® .... 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass @ 1 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 --- 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber e .... 0 0 

17 Surrounding material: plasterwork ® 1 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • 1 1 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door @ 1 1 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door @) 0 1 

21 leaf type: plain opaque ® 0 0 

22 leaf type: paneled opaque ® 0 0 

23 leal type: framed • 1 1 

24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 0 

25 leal material: glass 0 1 1 

26 leal material: metal • 1 1 

27 leal material: timber e .... 0 0 

Figure 5.29 - A second example of a problem's partial description and solutions retrieved 

by Cortex. 

Therefore, this is a second illustration of how a problem's partial description is 

defined by the user at each section of Cortex. I would like to describe one more 

possible section using the 'small domain' in Cortex, before going further into the 

use of these partial descriptions. 
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5.2.3 A third example of a section consulting Cortex: 

Now suppose that I have the same initial constraints and preferences I had in the 

previous example of consulting the 'small domain': I know that 'metal' has to be 

among the surrounding materials because it is being used in other components of 

the building's facade, I have to use a framed door leaf with one or more light 

cross panels for safety reasons, I know that metal is among the door materials 

since it has been specified by the client, and I am not going to use brick because it 

has been ruled out as an option at earlier stages of the overall building design. 

However, an additional constraint is added to those mentioned above: it is clear 

that the frequency in which the proposed entrance is going to be used is high. I do 

know that a tight environmental control will be necessary, and it is thus ideal to 

use a revolving door. 

In the previous section, Cortex used 11 questions, which verify the following 

features, in this order: 12, 19, 26, 23, 5, 9, 18, 4, 13, 17, and 20. The addition of 

the new constraint affects only the answer to the last question. This is because I 

approach the small domain with the same preoccupation of the previous section, 

except by the additional constraint mentioned above, and because the last 

condition was verified by the last question. 

Therefore, suppose that I have just answered the tenth question, the one verifying 

the feature number 17, in the last section. The current knowledge-base state after 

my answer is as follows: 
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Figure 5.30 - The knowledge-base state after the tenth question. 

Cortex then brings to the screen the only remaining question, that is, question 

number 20: 

Does it have a revolving door with four leaves? 

As mentioned above, in the present section it is clear to me that the frequency in 

which the proposed entrance is going to be used is high and I know that a tight 

environmental control is necessary. Therefore, a revolving door is an ideal 

solution, and my answer is a 'yes'. As a result, the solution 'Functionalist' is 

falsified and removed from the solution's set, and the solution 'High Tech' turned 

out to be the only possible one within the small domain. 

Cortex then brings to the screen the textual description of the 'High Tech' 

solution: 

The most likely solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a high tech door entrance, with the 
following /eatures: 
-vertical glass tower 
-su"ounding materials: glass, metal 
-swinging door 
-revolving door (with four leaves) 
-leaf type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-lea/materials: non-stained glass, metal 
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The problem's partial description in this section then can be illustrated in the same 

way as in the previous sections, that is, there are the three possible states for each 

feature: definitely present, if the answer is 'yes', definitely absent, if the answer is 

'no', and neutral, if the answer is 'don't know'. 

In this third example of consulting the 'small domain', the user answered 'don't 

know' to the questions verifying features number 12 and 19. Then the user 

answered 'yes' to the questions verifying features number 26 and 23. Next, the 

user answered 'don't know' to the questions verifying features number 5 and 9. 

The user then answered 'yes' to the question verifying feature 18, 'don't know' 

to the question verifying feature number 4, and 'no' to the question verifying 

feature number 13. Then the user answered 'don't know' to the question 

verifying feature number 17. At last, the user answered 'yes' to the question 

verifying feature number 20. 

By assigning a black circle to the features receiving an answer 'yes', a white circle 

to the features receiving an answer 'no', and a grey circle to the features either 

receiving an answer 'don't know' or verified by questions not used, we have the 

problem's partial description shown in figure 5.31. This figure also shows, in 

binary representation, the solution retrieved by Cortex as a result of that partial 

description. 
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top nat moulding @ 0 
2 top curved moulding © 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding © .... 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower ® 0 
5 vertical glass tower ® 1 
6 triangular pediment ® 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum ® .•.. 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum ® 0 .. 

9 squared fanlight 0 .. " 0 
10 fanlight with undulate top @ 0 
11 lateral cylindrical section column ® 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass ® ... 1 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone © .. " 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber ® .... 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork ® "" 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • 1 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door ® 1 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door • 1 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 .... 0 

22 leaf type: paneled opaque © """ 0 
23 leaf type: framed • 1 

24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 "." 0 

25 leal material: glass 0 .... 1 

26 leaf material: metal • 1 

27 leal material: timber ® .:.* 0 

Figure 5.31 - The third example of a problem's partial description and the solution 

retrieved by Cortex. 

I shall demonstrate in the coming sections the use of those three problem's partial 

descriptions and how a possible integration with a particular neural network can 

yield a system able to support innovative design. 
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5.3 A stand·alone neural network implementation of the 'small domain': 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, neural networks can provide support for the 

exploration of implicit, therefore, unexpected connections among information 

(Coyne and Newton, 1990; Coyne and Postmus, 1990; Coyne, 1991; Coyne and 

Yokozawa, 1992; and Coyne et at, 1993). It was also argued that they can 

provide the basis for creative design by providing the means of extracting 

information from implicit knowledge representation that can be translated as new 

explicit solutions (Coyne et al, 1993). 

For instance, an auto-associative, feed forward, binary network, and with one 

hidden layer of 6 neurons, designed for the 'small domain' may have the following 

architecture, as shown in figure 5.32. Since the limitations of no hidden layer 

networks (the Perceptron) have been already raised in Chapter 4, a multi-layered 

network is adopted here. 
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1 top nat moulding top nat moulding 1 
2 top curved moulding 0 top curved moulding 2 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 lateral vertical moulding 3 
4 angular connection with glasa tower 0 angular connection with glasa tower 4 
5 vertical glasa tower 0 vertical glus tower 5 
6 triangular pediment 0 triangular pediment 6 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 pointed arch tympanum 7 
8 traeery or steel~rk on fanlight or tympanum 0 tracery or steel~rk on fanUght or tympanum 8 
9 squared fanlight 0 squared fanlight 9 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 fanlight with undulate top 10 
11 lateral cy\lndrlcallectlon column 0 lateral c:yllndrlcallec:tlon column 11 
12 Surrounding material: glasa 0 Surrounding material: glasa 12 
13 Surrounding material: brick 0 Surrounding material: brick 13 
14 Surrounding material: smooth atone 0 Surrounding material: smooth stone 14 
15 Surrounding material: concrete expoIed 0 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 15 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 Surrounding material: Umber 16 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 Surrounding material: plasterwork 17 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 Surrounding material: metal 18 
19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 opening mechanism: swinging door 19 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 ,opening mechanism: revolving door 20 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 leaf type: plain opaque 21 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 leaf type: paneled opaque 22 
23 leaf type: framed 0 leartype: framed 23 
24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 steel~rk as leaf decoration 24 
25 leaf material: glus 0 leaf material: gIua 25 
26 leaf material: metal 0 leaf material: metal 26 
27 leaf material: timber 0 leaf material: timber 27 

Figure 5.32 - The 'small domain' neural network design. 

Only those connections between the input neuron number 1 and all the hidden 

neurons, and those between the hidden neuron number 1 and all the output 

neurons are represented, to avoid a cluttered graph. Therefore, each input neuron 

has 6 connections with the hidden layer, what leads to a total of 162 connections 

(6 times 27 input neurons), and each hidden neuron has 27 connections with the 

output layer, what leads to a total of 162 connections (27 times 6 hidden 

neurons). 

After being trained through the exposure to a certain number of examples, 

represented by different sets of combinations of features, this network becomes 

'aware' of what features are mutually excitatory or inhibitory. Its knowledge is 

stored in the weights between each unit of one layer and all the units of the 

subsequent layer. 
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These weights would allow us to identify which pairs of neurons were either 

mutually excitatory or inhibitory. However, it is possible to identify those 

relationships only between input neurons and hidden neurons, and between hidden 

neurons and output neurons. Since this is a multi-layered network it becomes 

difficult to understand the connection's strength between input and output 

neurons by simply reading these weights. This is because there are many weights 

connecting each input to an output, through each hidden neuron, and each of 

them contributes to more than one output. For instance, the input neuron number 

1 contributes with only one weight to the hidden neuron number 1. Nevertheless, 

it contributes to the output neuron number 1 in six different ways, as shown in 

figure 5.33 bellow. 

... ... ... .. .. .. .S' .S' .S' II I :; i ~ ... :tl Q 

1 lop nat moulding lop nat moulding 1 

2 top curved moulding 0 top curved moulding 2 

3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 lateral vertical moulding 3 

4 angular connection with glus tower 0 0 angular connection with g1a.u tower 4 

5 verdcal glass tower 0 0 verdcalglustower 5 

6 trlaugular pediment 0 0 trlalllUlar pediment 6 

7 pointed arcb tympanum 0 0 pointed arch tympanum 7 

8 tracery or steehlurk on fanUght or tympanum 0 0 tracery or steehlurk on fanUght or tympanum 8 

9 squared fanlight 0 0 squared fanllght 9 

10 fanlight with undulate lop 0 0 fanlight with undulate top 10 

11 lateral cyllndricaleedlon column 0 0 lateral cyIIndricallleCtlon column 11 

12 Surrounding material: pSI 0 0 Surrounding material: pIS 12 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 Surrounding material: brick 13 

14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 Surrounding material: smooth slone 14 

15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 15 

16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 Surrounding material: timber 16 

17 Surrounding material: plastenwrk 0 0 Surrounding material: plastenwrk 17 

18 Surrounding material: metal 0 0 Surrounding material: metal 18 

19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 0 opeDlng mechanism: minglng door 19 

20 opeDlng mechanism: revolving door 0 0 opeDlng mechanism: revolTing door 20 

21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 leaf type: plain opaque 21 

22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 leaf type: paneled opaque 22 

23 leaf type: framed 0 0 leaf type: framed 23 

24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 0 steelwork 81 leaf decoration 24 

25 leaf material: glalS 0 6 0 leaf material: glass 25 

26 leaf material: metal 0 0 leaf material: metal 26 

27 leaf material: timber 0 0 leaf material: timber 27 

Figure 5.33 - The connections between an input neuron and an output neuron • 

• 
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However, each input neuron has also connections with each hidden neuron. For 

instance, all the other 26 input neurons have connections with the hidden neuron 

number 1, as shown in figure 5.34 bellow. 

.. } to .. .s-.s- III 1 1 ~ 
=- l ... t:I:I 

1 top nal moulding top nal moulding 1 
2 top cuned moulding top curved moulding 2 
3 latenl vertical moulding 0 latenl vertical moulding 3 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 angular connection with glasatovre'r 4 
5 verUcal glass tower 0 vertical glass tower 5 
6 triangular pediment 0 triangular pediment 6 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 pointed arch tympanum 7 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 tracery or steehlurk on fanUght or tympanum 8 
9 squared fanlight 0 squared fanlight 9 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 fan1lghl with undulate top 10 
11 laten! cylindrical section column 0 lateral cylindrical section column 11 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 Surrounding malerlal:glass 12 
13 Surrounding malerlal: brick 0 Surrounding material: brick 13 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 Surrounding material: smooth stone 14 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 15 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 Surrounding material: timber 16 

17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 Surrounding material: plasterwork 17 
18 Surrounding material: metal 0 Surrounding material: metal 18 

19 opening mechanism: nringing door 0 opening mechanism: mnglng door 19 

20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 opening mechanism: revolYing door 20 
21 lear type: plain opaque 0 leal type: plain opaque 21 

22 leal type: paneled opaque 0 leaf type: paneled opaque 22 
23 leaf type: framed 0 lear type: framed 23 

24 steeh10rk as leaf decoration 0 steelwork as lear decoration 24 

25 leaf material: glass 0 lear material: glass 25 

26 leaf material: metal 0 lear material: metal 26 

27 leaf material: timber 0 lear material: timber 27 

Figure 5.34 - The connections between all the input neurons and a hidden neuron. 

The connection between the hidden neuron number 1 and the output neuron 

number 1 is thus influenced by 27 connections with input neurons and not only 

with the input neuron number 1. The same is true for each connection between 

hidden and output neurons. Therefore, it is impossible to identify which pairs of 

input and output neurons are either mutually excitatory or inhibitory by simply 

reading these weights. 

In the Perceptrons this was simple because there was only one weight between 

each input and the outputs, that is, each input neuron contributed to each output 
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neuron with just one weight. Therefore, the consistency and relevance of results 

of a multi-layered can only be verified through experimentation rather than by 

proof. 

I shall try to demonstrate experimentally the consistency and relevance of 

network's results in Chapter 8. I will now focus on the application logic of a 

stand-alone neural network inspired in earlier work led by Coyne (Coyne and 

Newton, 1990; Coyne and Postmus, 1990; Coyne, 1991; Coyne and Yokozawa, 

1992; and Coyne et al, 1993). 

Coyne and Y okozawa (1992) suggested that if a designer used a trained network 

by selecting and manipulating features (neurons) on its input layer, the outcome 

would be not only combinations of features matching examples from the training 

set, but eventually the emergence of new combinations of features. 

For instance, the ~sma1l domain' network could be used in the following way: all 

input and output neurons are inactive as I approach the system. Suppose that I 

have the same preoccupation of the second example of using Cortex, mentioned 

earlier in this Chapter, at section 5.2.2: I know that 'metal' has to be among the 

surrounding materials because it is being used in other components of the 

building's facade, I have to use a framed door leaf with one or more light cross 

panels for safety reasons, I know that metal is among the door leaf materials since 

it has been specified by the client, and I am not going to use brick because it has 

been ruled out as an option at earlier stages of the overall building design. 

Therefore, I start by making active the input neurons number 18, 23 and 26, 

which are the features I definitely want to be present. The input neuron number 

13 refers to the feature I definitely do not want present, but I leave it as it is since 
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its initial state is already inactive. Figure 5.35 shows the input mentioned above 

and the network's output. 

I } 
l I .... Q 

1 top nat moulding 0 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertlc:al glass tower 0 • 6 triangular pediment 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanUght with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cyUndrical seelion column 0 0 
12 Surrounding material: glass 0 • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 • 14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: dmber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • • 19 opening mechanism: swinging door 0 0 
20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed • • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration 0 • 25 leaf material: glass 0 • 26 leaf material: metal • • 27 leaf material: tbnber 0 0 

Figure 5.35 - The frrst set of inputs to the 'small domain' network and its outputs. 

The network replied by making active the output units number 5, 12, 13, 18, 23, 

24, 25 and 26. The act of making active the output units 18, 23 and 26 comes as a 

confirmation of my initial choices in the input layer. The added features, 5, 12, 24 

and 25, are neutral in relation to my initial preoccupation. However, the presence 

of feature number 13, 'surrounding material: brick', contradicts my initial 

constraints, as stated above. 
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Now, suppose that I accept features 5, 12, 24 and 25 by making them active in 

the input layer. Suppose also that I reject the presence 0 feature number 13 by 

keeping its neuron inactive in the input layer. The neural network output should 

be as shown in the figure 5.36 bellow. 

} I 
! I 

c 
1 top flat moulding 0 • 2 top curved moulding 0 • 3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower • • 6 triangular pediment 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cyHndrieal section column 0 0 
12 Surroundbtg material: glass • • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surroundbtg material: smooth stone 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plastenvork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • • 19 opening mecbanism: swinging door 0 • 20 opening mecbanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 • 22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed • • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration • • 25 leaf material: glass • • 
26 leaf material: metal • • 27 leaf material: timber 0 0 

Figure 5.36 - The second set of inputs to the 'small domain' network and its outputs. 

The network replied to the above changes in the input layer by making active the 

output neurons number 1, 2, 19 and 21, and by making inactive the neuron 

number 13. All the other units remained in their previous state. Therefore, the 

present state of the output layer has the following neurons active: 1, 2, 5, 12, 18, 

19, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 26. 
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Suppose that I accept feature number 19 by making it active in the input layer. 

Suppose also that I reject the presence of features number 1 and 2, because I do 

not want any kind of mouldings, by keeping their neurons inactive in the input 

layer. I also reject the presence of feature 21, 'leaf type: plain opaque', because it 

contradicts feature 23, 'leaf type: framed'. The neural network output should be 

as shown in the figure 5.37 bellow. 

} ~ 
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~ ~ ~ 
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1 top flat moulding 0 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertical glass tower • • 6 triangular pediment 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 f806ght with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cy6ndrical section column 0 • 12 Surrounding material: glass • • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • • 19 opening mechanism: swinging door • • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed • • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration • • 25 leal material: glass • • 26 leal material: metal • • 27 leaf material: timber • • 

Figure 5.37 - The third set of inputs to the 'small domain' network and its outputs. 

The network replied to the above changes in the input layer by making active the 

output neuron number 12, and by making inactive the output neurons number 1, 2 

and 21. Therefore, the present state of the output layer has the following neurons 

active: 5, 11, 12, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27. 
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Now, suppose that I accept the added feature number 11 by making its neuron 

active in the input layer. The network outputs will be as shown in figure 5.38. 

} } 
'S 

! t 
0 

1 lop flat moulding 0 0 
2 top curved moulding 0 0 
3 lateral vertical moulding 0 0 
4 angular connection with glass tower 0 0 
5 vertlc:al glass tower • • 6 triangular pediment 0 0 
7 pointed arch tympanum 0 0 
8 tracery or steelllVrk on fanlight or tympanum 0 0 
9 squared fanlight 0 0 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 0 
11 lateral cyHodrlc:al section column • • 12 Surrounding material: glass • • 13 Surrounding material: brick 0 0 
14 Surrounding material: smooth stone 0 0 
15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 0 
16 Surrounding material: timber 0 0 
17 Surrounding material: plasterwork 0 0 
18 Surrounding material: metal • • 19 opening mechanism: swinging door • • 20 opening mechanism: revolving door 0 0 
21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 0 
22 leal type: paneled opaque 0 0 
23 leaf type: framed • • 24 steelwork as leaf decoration • • 25 leaf material: glass • • 26 leal material: metal • • 27 leaf material: tbnber • • 

Figure 5.38 - The final set of inputs to the 'small domain' network and its outputs. 

This result represents a stable output set because it reproduces the input set 

exactly, that is, considering that no further changes are introduced in the input 

layer, no changes are observed in the output layer. It is also a new combination of 

features because it does not match with any of the original examples used for 

training the neural network. 

The above method, that is, usmg such networks in a direct input layer 

manipulation, has as main advantage the freedom of testing and of possibly 

'forcing' hybrid solutions by picking up pairs of input neurons otherwise 
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considered unusual in the training set. Another advantage is that such model can 

be implemented through simple multi-layered feed-forward networks, as 

demonstrated earlier in this chapter. 

However, there are disadvantages. For instance, the user may get an output that is 

actually not a stable state, since the process can be terminated arbitrarily. The user 

may also have to undertake a trial process in which he or she may get lost, once 

there is no inherent trace facility. Moreover, the user may end up in a dead lock in 

which the network cannot compute a stable state because the units made active 

are highly incompatible. At last, the method does not provide a plain English 

interface. 

Therefore, better interfaces and procedures must be sought for and I shall try to 

demonstrated in the next section how such problem may be overcorre through the 

integration of a particular neural network architecture with Cortex (Mustoe, 

1990, 1993). 
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5.5 - Cortex and neural network's integration: an automated and 'semi

recurrent'model. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) opens new horizons for 

building systems in which the knowledge-bases can be consistently expanded. 

However, as the options must be manually set before hand, Cortex has no 

inherent knowledge acquisition mechanism as any other knowledge-base system. 

Neural networks have become known as one of the most promising learning 

mechanisms. Nevertheless, their limitations are know, and some of them have just 

been described in the previous section. 

A solution to the limitations of both models might be the use of a neural network 

in the background, and Cortex as the front end, acting as an intelligent filter by 

providing, as network's input, the problem's partial descriptions. It would 

supplement Cortex with learning capabilities while the neural network interface 

limitations mentioned above would be removed by providing an interactive plain 

English interface. 

However, there are two main obstacles to the direct use of the problem's partial 

descriptions mentioned earlier in this Chapter in the input layer of neural 

networks. The first is related to some differences in knowledge representation. In 

the examples of using Cortex, three possible states for each feature were 

identified: definitely present, if the answer is 'yes', definitely absent, if the answer 

is 'no', and neutral, if the answer is 'don't know'. However, a binary neural 

network input unit has obviously only two states: active and inactive. 

The second obstacle is related to the way in which the neural network is trained 

and the amount of information provide by the problem's partial descriptions. For 
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instance, the 'small domain' neural network was trained with complete patterns, 

that is, it learnt to auto-associate 27 pairs of features. However, since Cortex 

usually finds a solution using few of the questions in the question's set, its 

problem's partial descriptions provide, by definition, limited information, which is 

rarely enough to produce a stable solution. 

Yet, we could overcome both obstacles if we used a plain feed-forward multi

layered network at training time and a semi-recurrent network, with limited feed

back, at running time. The question may then be raised: why do not use one of 

this architectures at both training and running time? Firstly, a plain feed-forward 

multi-layered network is a sufficiently effective architecture to train the kind of 

knowledge representation that has been described in this thesis. 

Secondly, the recurrent element that is added at running time, and will be 

described shortly, is used with the purpose of providing external control to a 

process of automating the search for a stable state that would otherwise be 

undertaken manually as in Coyne and Yokozawa's (1992) experiment. It is not a 

standard neural network component based in fuzzy logic, but an element that aims 

to emulate the role played by the user such as seen in Coyne and Y okozawa 

(1992). 

If we considered a network design in which each input unit had two attributes, the 

first specifying if it is active or inactive, and the second specifying if it is 

'clamped' or 'unclamped', the problem'S partial description could then be used as 

input. In other words, each input unit would have, besides two possible states 

(active or inactive), and extra attribute that could have a constant value, if the 

unit's status is clamped, or a variable value, if the unit's status is undamped. 

Therefore, the problem's partial description could be input to the network using 

the following conversion rules: 
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1- For each question answered 'yes' set its correspondent network input unit to 

the states 'active' and 'clamped'. 

2 - For each question answered 'no' set its correspondent network input unit to 

the states 'inactive' and 'clamped'. 

3 - For each question answered 'don't know' set its correspondent network input 

unit to the states 'inactive' and 'unclamped'. 

Now, suppose that we add a recurrent element between each output unit and its 

correspondent input unit at running time in which each output is checked against 

the clamping criteria described above. Figure 5.39 illustrates this feed-back 

process. 

top nat moulding top nat moulding 

2 top euned moulding 0 top curved moulding 2 

3 lateral vertical moulding 0 lateral verUcal moulding 3 

4 angular connection with gl ... tower 0 angular connection with &laaa tower 4 

5 vertlc:al glass tower 0 vertical glass tower 5 

6 triangular pediment 0 triangular pedimeut 6 

7 pointed arch tympanum 0 pointed arch tympanum 7 

8 tracery or steellJlUrk on fanlight or tympanum 0 tracery or .teellJlUrk on fanUght or tympanum 8 

9 squared fanlight 0 squared fanlight 9 

10 fanlight with undulate top 0 fanlight with undulate top 10 

11 lateral cylindrical section column 0 lateral cylindrical section column 11 

12 Surrounding material: glass 0 Surrounding material: glass 12 

13 Surrounding material: brick 0 Surrounding material: brick 13 

14 Surrounding material: smooth .tone 0 Surrounding material: .mooth ltone 14 

15 Surrounding material: concrete exposed 0 Surrounding materlal: concrete exposed 15 

16 Surrounding 'material: timber 0 Surrounding materlal: timber 16 

17 Surrounding material: plastenrork 0 Surrounding material: plutenrork 17 

18 Surrounding material: metal 0 Surrounding material: metal 18 

19 opening mechanism: lwinglng door 0 opening mechanlam: lwinglng door 19 

20 opening mechanlam: revolving door 0 opening mecbanlam: revolving door 20 

21 leaf type: plain opaque 0 leaf type: plain opaque 21 

22 leaf type: paneled opaque 0 leaf type: paneled opaque 22 

23 leaf type: framed 0 leaf type: framed 23 

24 steeJwork as leaf decoration 0 steelwork as leaf decoration 24 

25 leaf ma terlal: glass 0 leaf material: glass 25 

26 leaf material: metal 0 leaf material: metal 26 

27 leaf material: timber 0 leaf material: Umber 27 

Figure 5.39 - A semi-recurrent network. 
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In other words, all the output values of 'unclamped' units are accepted and 

successively re-entered as input. Also, all the output values of 'clamped' units are 

checked and reset to their initial state (if it has been changed), and successively 

fe-entered as input. 

The network could then search for stable states in which reliable solutions could 

be produced. The process would be terminated in two situations: firstly, when no 

further changes or mismatches are observed between the input layer and the 

output layer. Secondly, when the network reaches an infinite loop, that is, the last 

output equals an output of a previous of stage in the same running process. 

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, this process could lead to three outcomes. 

Firstly, it could lead to a solution that matches with the solution presented by 

Cortex. For instance, the entering of the first problem's partial description defined 

in section 5.2.1 of this Chapter, would lead to a neural network solution that 

matches with the solution 'High Tech' from the original set of examples. This 

process is illustrated in figure 5.40 bellow. The first column represents the 

problem's partial description. Each pair of input and output columns represents 

one running cycle of the process. 
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1 topo.&......wIaa 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 top~~~ e 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 !at .... herdcal_uIcIiDc e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• __ COIII*:a-wllhp..t_ GOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 ~.rtIaoI""'''''''r 0 0 0 0 •••••••• 0 0 ••• 
6 ~~ @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 p<U&edarcht,....... @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 ~crlt •• h."ri<oal'aallch*or.,.,..... Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 ~(d~ eo. • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 rarrl~wilb .......... tap e 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 
11 !atll"lli cylb"kia.a.ctloa coIIaa e a a 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 
12 SUI'I'IIUIIdia& _erW,..... • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 
13 s..n-IIac-.w,1ri:k ® 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 
1. S~.-w,_ootb_ @ 0 •• a 0 0 0 •• 0 0 a a 0 0 0 
15 ~-.w,..-n ... .....,... 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 
16 Sum>uadaa-..w.dabtr Q a a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 ~-.w,~ e 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 SurnMmdaa-...w.__ eo. • 0 0 • • 0 0 • • • • • • • 
19 ope ..... ~llWiJIIiaIdoor ® 0 ••••••••••••••• 
20 ope ........... , _ ..... door • • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • • 
21 leaftJPO, ............. @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 leaftype,paaeled ........ @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 
23 leaftype,rr-~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. Iteel""""" .. ...., .......... ~ 0 0 0 •••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 Ieaf-..ial: at- eo. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
26 leaf---' _1aI ~ 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
27 1eaf_erW:tiaber ® 0 •••••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 5.40 - The network computes a stable solution out of the first problem's partial 

description that matches with the 'High Tech' Cortex solution. 

Secondly, it could lead to a solution that does not match with of the solution 

present by Cortex. Since the solution found by Cortex is the only one in the 

knowledge-base able to satisfy the user's input, the network's solution will not 

match with any of the solutions in the original set of examples either. It is thus a 

new solution. 

For instance, the entering of the second problem's partial description defined in 

section 5.2.2 of this Chapter, would lead to a neural network solution that does 

not match with either of the two solutions found by Cortex, 'Functionalist' or 

'High Tech'. This process is illustrated in figure 5.41 bellow. Again, the first 

column represents the problem's partial description, while each pair of input and 

output columns represents one running cycle of the process. 
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18 ~-..w:1babw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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18 ~ __ • __ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1~ ope ............. , ......... door (i) 0 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
20 ope .................... tnadoor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••••• 0 0 0 
21 ..,,'JPe.pIaia......... 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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23 !coI.,... tn.ed • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
24 ateeI....-k.loIIIdoandclIl 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • • 
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28 IcoI ......... _ ............................ . 

27 ..".-w:tlalaer e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • • • • 

Figure 5.41 - The network computes a stable solution out of the second problem's partial 

description that represents a new combination of features. 

The binary string of such new solutions' can be converted into plain English 

textual descriptions composed of a list of the features present in the new 

combinations. For instance, the above solution could be presented to the user as 

the following textual description: 

A new solution may be possible with the following features: 
- vertical glass tower. 
- lateral cylindrical section column. 
- surrounding materials: glass, metal. 
- opening mechanism: swinging door, revolving door. 
- leaf type: framed. 
- steework as leaf decoration. 
-leafmaterials: glass, metal, timber. 
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The third possible outcome of the process of searching for a stable state would be 

the case in which the network is unable to find a stable state satisfying the 

problem's partial description. 

For instance, the entering of the third problem's partial description defined in 

section 5.2.3 of this Chapter, would lead to a situation in which the network 

could not find a stable state consistent with all the user's input. Figure 5.42 

illustrates this process. Again, the first column represents the problem's partial 

description, while each pair of input and output colurrms represents one running 

cycle of the process. 
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4 ........... _daawidap.. ___ ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 ft~~_~O •••• OOOO ••••• 
6 ~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 poiated....at,.. ...... Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 -,orsteel-'<011 ....... ort,.. ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q ..-at-~ e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 t ...... w1tb ......... (i;) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 bUrIII cyudria .... ct .... cobaa Q 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 
12 Sua10WM110t~:p.. Q 0 ••••••••••••• 
13 s..r-&ac.-ul:1ri:k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 S~.-uI:_oodo_ 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 
15 s..rr--. ........ :......n ............ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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17 s..",.......-.w:~ e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 s.n.-iaa.-.w:-.l ••••••••••••••• 
19 ope ..... ocbodIa: ............ ® 0 0 0 ••••••••••• 
20 ........ ect.oiIa: l'C'fotrlac door • • 0 • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 
21 Wi,.,. ...... ."...... 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 WI,.,.: .................. (;;) 0 • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 WIJpe: rr-~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
24 lteohoorl<.WcIecortdoa eo • ••• 0 0 0 0 • • • • • 
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27 W • .urW:.-"'" Q 0 0 0 0 0 ••••••••• 

Figure 5.42 • The network is not able to compute a fully stable solution out of the third 

problem's partial description. 

The network's oscillatory behaviour is noticeable in feature number 20, that is, 

'opening mechanism: revolving door'. This feature needs to be present in order to 
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satisfy the problem's partial description. However, the network keeps computing 

an output with the correspondent neuron inactive. Making it active in the next 

input by the campling control only leads to the network repeating the previous 

output. Obviously, there may be some situations in which the selection of pairs or 

set of features contains incompatibilities difficult to be overcome. In these cases 

the system will terminate the process and inform the user's that, considering what 

is known, it is difficult to think of a new solution. 

Although such solutions have no use, if the only criterion is to satisfy the user's 

input, it is important to notice that the solution of the last example does not 

contain internal inconsistencies. In other words, the solution does not contain 

mutually exclusive features in active state. Also, the process did reach 'a most 

possibly stable solution', because only one feature at the end of the running 

process was oscillating and did not comply with the user's input. These will be 

demonstrate to be very common in the 'extended domain' used in Chapter 8, 

where about 80% of the solutions not complying with the user's input were still 

'architecturally' sensible. For this reason, those solutions are suggested as one of 

the possible objects of further research in Chapter 9. 
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5.6 - Cortex and 'semi-recurrent' network integration: a user's point of 

view. 

Now, suppose that an integrated model is built upon the methods and procedures 

described in the previous sections. Suppose that a user approaches this system 

with the same preoccupation we had in the section 5.2.2 of this Chapter: he or she 

knows that 'metal' has to be among the surrounding materials because it is being 

used in other components of the building's facade, he or she has to use a framed 

door leaf with one or more light cross panels for safety reasons, he or she knows 

that metal is among the door materials since it has been specified by the client, 

and he or she is not going to use brick because it has been ruled out as an option 

at earlier stages of the overall building design. 

What this user will see on the screen and interact with will be as follows. The 

system starts by bringing to the first question to the screen: 

Is there glass among the surrounding materials? 

As the user is not sure yet to which extent glass is to be used around the entrance, 

he or she answers 'don't know' to this question. The system then brings to screen 

the next question: 

Does it have a swinging door? 

Suppose the user does not know if a tight environmental control will be 

necessary, and he or she is unable to decide about the opening mechanism just 

now. Therefore, he or she answers 'don't know' to this question. The system then 

asks the next question: 
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Is there metal among the leafmaterials? 

Considering that metal has been specified by the client as one of the door 

materials, the user's answer to this question is 'yes'. The system will then bring 

the next question to the screen, which is: 

Is the leafframed with one or more light cross panels? 

The need of a framed door leaf has been defined as a client's request. Therefore, 

the user's answer to the question is 'yes'. It follows then the next question: 

Is the entrance door under or within a vertical glass tower? 

Suppose the user knows that glass is an important component in the building 

facade, but he or she does not know yet if the door entrance is going to be 

integrated in it under a tower glass. The answer to this question is thus a 'don't 

know'. The next question from the system is: 

Does it have a squared fanlight? 

Since the user does not know yet if this kind of component is to be used, his or 

her answer to this question is a 'don't know'. The system then moves to the next 

question: 

Is there metal among the surrounding materials? 

'Metal' has to be among the surrounding materials because it is being used in 

other components of the building's facade. Therefore, the user answers 'yes' to 

this question. The system then asks: 
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Is the entrance door connected to a vertical glass tower through a 

plan in an 45 degree's angle? 

The user does not even know yet if the door entrance is going to be integrated in 

a glass tower, and thus answers 'don't know'. Next, the system asks: 

Is there brick among the surrounding materials? 

The use of brick has been ruled out as an option at earlier stages of the overall 

building design. Therefore, the user's answer to this question is a 'no'. The 

system then brings to the screen the following question: 

Is there plasterwork among the surrounding materials? 

Since it is not clear yet if this kind of material is going to be in immediate 

neighbourhood of the entrance, the user's answer to this question is a 'don't 

know'. The next question from the system will be: 

Does it have a revolving door withfour leaves? 

It is not clear yet if a tight environmental control will be necessary. Therefore, the 

user is still unable to decide about the opening mechanism The answer to this 

question is thus a 'don't know'. 

The system then brings to the screen the textual description of a first possible 

solution: 
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The most likely solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a funcionalist door entrance, with the following 
features: 
-vertical glass tower 
-surrounding materials: glass, plasterwork and metal 
-swinging door 
-leaf type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-leafmaterials: non-stained glass, metal 

The solution's description if followed by the notice: 

There is an additional possible solution available. To display it press 
Y, for 'yes' . 

The system then brings to the screen the textual description of a second possible 

solution: 

The remaining possible solution in the Small domain is: 
The solution may be a high tech door entrance, with the following 
features: 
-vertical glass tower 
-surrounding materials: glass, metal 
-swinging door 
-revolving door (withfour leaves) 
-leaf type: framed with one or more light cross panels 
-leafmaterials: non-stained glass, metal 

The text of the remaining solution is followed by a another notice: 

Double click the icon More.xls in the Project's folder to see if a 
suggestion of new solution is available. 

The system will then bring to the screen the textual description of a new possible 

solution, as follows: 
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A new solution may be possible with the following features: 
- vertical glass tower. 
-lateral cylindrical section column. 
- surrounding materials: glass, metal. 
- opening mechanism: swinging door, revolving door. 
- leaf type,' framed. 
- steelwork as leaf decoration. 
- leaf materials: glass, metal, timber. 

This proposed model can thus support innovative design by augmenting the 

designer's creativity. In other words, the system provides the user not only with 

precedent solutions, but also with new possible combinations of features that may 

lead to new solutions. It can potentially provide the user with ideas that he or she 

has not though of before. It builds upon the earlier works of Mustoe (1990, 1993) 

and Coyne (Coyne and Newton, 1990; Coyne and Postmus, 1990; Coyne, 1991; 

Coyne and Yokozawa, 1992; and Coyne et al, 1993). 

The main benefits of this hybrid model are: firstly, the system always reaches a 

stable solution or the most possible stable solution. There is no risk that a search 

will be terminated at an unstable state. Secondly, there is no risk of the user 

getting lost in the search for a stable solution, because all the basic choices are 

made prior to their entering in the neural network, the search is automated and 

the system itself keeps track of previous actions. Thirdly, there is no risk of 

getting into an infinite loop since the system filters features by guiding the user 

through the most promising path and controlling and terminating deadlock 

situations. At last, the system offers a plain English interactive interface 

throughout the process of solution search. 

The main technical contribution to knowledge is the integration between Cortex 

and a network inspired in the earlier work of Coyne. This coupling automates the 

process of searching for stable solution by emulating the user's actions through 

the semi-recurrent network described earlier. 
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The methods and procedures described in this Chapter will be generalised into an 

algorithm outline in Chapter 6 and an implementation strategy will be described in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 6 

The plan of a precedent-based, self-extending, 

innovation-supportive environment 

6.1 Introduction: 

As mentioned earlier, the dilemma 'reproduction versus creativity' is central in 

this thesis. One of the main failures or weaknesses of research in design theory 

and CAAD is related to the deadlock represented by paradigms, either based on 

pure procedure or previous knowledge, expressing the inability to provide 

explanations and models of how new solutions may arise and be incorporated into 

their memory representations. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the necessary conditions to implement models in 

which some of this difficulties may be overcome, are the ability to support the 

emergence of reliable new solutions in a knowledge-representation scheme that 

allows the continuous extension of the knowledge-base, while at the same time 

preserving its original consistency. 

Therefore, the objective of this thesis is the development of an incremental self

extending environment, thus minimising substantially the dependency on 

knowledge engineer intervention, and supporting innovation by augmenting the 

designer's creativity. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the addition of new knowledge in a conventional 

rule-based system can make its knowledge-base inconsistent. However, it was 

also shown that the addition of new knowledge does not necessarily introduce 
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inconsistency in the original knowledge-base, if within an alternative algorithm 

such as Cortex's model is adopted (Mustoe, 1990, 1993). 

It was also argued that connectionist models, as demonstrated by Coyne and 

Yokozawa (1992) and Coyne et al (1993), can provide the basis for creative 

design by extracting information from implicit knowledge that can be translated as 

new explicit solutions. 

In spite of their very different underlying theories and control algorithms, there 

are evident similarities among Cortex's model (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) and an auto

associative connectionist system such as that described by Coyne and Y okozawa 

(1992) and Coyne et al (1993). These similarities refer to the domain knowledge 

representation in Cortex's model and to the knowledge representation of the 

training set in Coyne and Yokozawa's (1992) and Coyne et al (1993), 

experiments. Both adopt representations that result in matrices where design 

precedents map into features. Their input and output structures are thus quite 

similar: they are both one-dimensional arrays of binary values representing 

solution's descriptions. 

The similarities of these input-output structures raISe the possibility of co

operation between the two approaches, as shown in Chapter 5. Moreover, it 

facilitates the information exchange and the development of a hybrid environment 

through their integration. 

An assumption of this thesis is that if an initial knowledge-base domain is 

consistently set by knowledge-engineers and experts, and provided that the 

conditions described in the next section are fulfilled, an integrated environment 

inspired on the works of Mustoe (1990, 1993), Coyne and Yokozawa (1992) and 
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Coyne et al (1993), will consistently self-extend through the emergence of 

consistent new solutions. 

As already mentioned, Cortex's algorithm (Mustoe, 1990), which interacts with 

the user through a dialogue, very often finds a solution with few questions, either 

without having to ask all questions in the question's set or without requiring the 

user to answer all the questions that were brought to the screen. However, what 

happens in both cases is that the user makes some basic, but definite selections 

among those features represented by the questions the system brings to the 

screen. 

For instance, the system may behave in the following way: for a set of cases 

described by the features A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, and given that the 

user answers by saying he or she thinks B and G are definitely necessary 

conditions, A and D are definitely not, and he or she does not know if F is 

important, at least for the time being, the system may reply by informing that the 

most likely solution is a case retrieved from the knowledge-base in which the 

features B, E, F, G, K, L, are present. 

Therefore, Cortex (Mustoe, 1993) would be able to find a complete pattern of six 

features present with two positive answers, two negative and one undefined. It 

thus works with what is known in its knowledge-base. 

If the same set of the user's answers given to the knowledge-based system is run 

on a trained network with a design such as that described in the previous chapter, 

new combinations of features may emerge and may be added to both systems 

providing the basis of a self-expanding environment 
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Following the example above, with B and G definitely activated, A and D 

definitely inactivated, such an environment may answer that the most likely 

combination of features is either that retrieved from memory, B, E, F, G, K, L, or 

a combination of B, C, E, G, J, L. Both satisfy the user's selections. The outcome 

depends on two factors, basically: the strength of the connections established by 

the network after training and on which features the user selected. 

Therefore, this integration may yield a precedent-based, incrementally self

extending, innovation-supportive environment, provided the fulfilment of some 

conditions that will be described in the next section. 
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5.2 Conditions: 

The feasibility of the proposed environment is dependent on some conditions. 

One of those conditions is related to the description of solutions in that initial 

knowledge-base domain. The knowledge representation of domains in Mustoe's 

model (1990, 1993) and the connectionist training set (Coyne and Yokozawa, 

1992, and Coyne et al, 1993) implies the breaking down of the solutions' 

descriptions into descriptors of binary range value. 

However, connectionist systems do have limitations, in spite of having their 

learning capabilities as their most attractive feature. A binary connectionist system 

knows nothing about the contextual meaning of those precedent features, except 

the values 'zero' or 'one'. Therefore, they cannot distinguish between features in 

different levels of abstraction, such as things like 'internal flat layout' and the 

'building overall style', if they are introduced as descriptors in the same training 

set. They will try to find some correlation between those features, even when they 

are not related in the real world. 

Coyne et al (1993) explores this problem and suggests it can prevent the 

emergence of new schemes. I would go further and say that it can also lead to the 

establishment of undesirable connections. 

Therefore, when a correlation between two descriptors, representing different 

levels of abstraction, does exist in the real world, a solution is the extension of the 

number of descriptors through the breaking down of features into lower levels of 

abstraction, so that proper connections can be established. Then the descriptors 

that became simply labels of sub-sets of others in the set are removed (see Coyne 

et al, 1993: 191, for a similar procedure). Their meanings are still represented 
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there implicitly and can be used if necessary without generating undesirable 

connections. 

The third condition refers to the necessity of having only umque cases or 

solutions' set. They should be represented in such a way that every solution is 

distinguishable from all the others. They may obviously have and will have several 

features' settings in common, but they need to have at least one feature 

distinguishing every solution from all the others. This is necessary because 

Cortex's model (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) works with a CBR-like knowledge 

representation that it needs to be able to discriminate among all the solutions. Its 

system (Mustoe, 1993) may either come to a unique solution or to a prioritised 

list of several unique solutions. Therefore, if two solutions have identical settings, 

they were either improperly described or they are actually the same solution, and 

one is thus redundant 
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5.3 Algorithm outline: 

Coyne and Y okozawa (1992) suggest the use of the input layer of those 

connectionist systems as the user interface: 

H ••• For example, the situation may be that I am designing an entrance 

for a brick wall. The 'brick' wall or any other features may be the 

starting point for the 'dialogue' with a trained connectionist system. 

The designer registers this interest by 'clamping' the 'brick wall' 

feature. In the manner outlined above, the system could respond to the 

clamping of 'brick wall' with a set of features that constitute a typical 

brick-wall entrance. The way in which the designer responds to this 

description could be to accept some of the descriptors as being of 

interest and to reject others. This is based on the designer's current 

understanding of the design task, which of course will change in the 

course of the dialogue with the system. So the designer may clamp 

certain features on or off, and the system throws back a new 

description in response to these changes. In response the designer 

may favour new combinations of features". (Coyne and Yokozawa, 

1992: 169). 

However, this raises a major interface problem that is related to the passive 

character of the direct manipulation of connectionist systems input layer. Mustoe 

(1990) suggests that passive systems require the user to know with a degree of 

certainty what he or she is looking for, prior to the start of searching, and to take 

all the initiative in defining those parameters. 
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Y·et the design activity, as a wicked problem, has no definitive formulation, that 

is, one cannot simply first define the problem and then the solution, as shown in 

Chapter 2 (Rittel, 1972). Therefore, a more active interface needs to be found. 

The connectionist system described by Coyne and Y okozawa (1992) does 

provide some rudimentary inter-activity by replying to changes in the input layer, 

but the initiative of defining the problem-solution is always from the designer. 

An alternative way of implementing an auto-associative connectionist system in 

design would be to keep it in the interface's background where it would act to 

support Cortex's algorithm (1990, 1993). The KBS would thus act as an 

intelligent front end, by providing an interactive interface where the initiative 

would not be taken only by the user. 

This architecture will also result in the filtering of the user's input by guiding him 

or her through the most promising relationships, based on the knowledge of 

previous cases. This will not necessarily pre-empt or inhibit the emergence of new 

schemes, as it will be shown in the experimentation described in Chapter 8. Since 

Mustoe's algorithm usually finds solutions with few questions, this provides 

enough flexibility for new combinations of features, given the small set of user 

selections in relation to the total set of descriptors. 

The architecture proposed here would also provide a more automatic procedure 

for the emergence of new solutions, for their incorporation into existing 

knowledge-bases and for the reuse of previous knowledge. 

Therefore, an outline algorithm can be established as follow: 
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1 - The user's input is controlled by the knowledge-base system and 

formatted as a binary one-dimensional array in the following way: for each 

question answered 'yes' set it to 'one' and to the status 'clamped'. For each 

question answered 'no' set it to 'zero' and to the status 'clamped'. For each 

question answered 'don't know' set it to 'zero' and to the status 

'unclamped' . 

2 - Run the the user's input one-dimensional array as many times as 

necessary in the network to reach a stable state, that is to say, a state in 

which additional runs do not bring any further changes. This process in 

Coyne and Yokozawa's (1992) experiment was undertaken manually by the 

user's manipulation of the network input layer. 

In the present case an alternative procedure is adopted in which this process 

is automated. As already mentioned, the Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) will 

find a solution using only few of the questions in the set in most situations. 

This amount of initial settings will represent very often an insufficient input 

for the network to perform pattern completion. 

Therefore, the running of the user's input on the network only once, rarely 

produces interesting results. However, if the output of the first or previous 

run is again entered as input, and this process repeated several times, the 

network will progressively settle down on a more complete and interesting 

pattern. As shown in the previous chapter, this process is stopped when it 

reaches a state where no more changes are verified from one run to the 

next 

Clamping is achieved by checking the status of each clamped unit, after 

each run, and by resetting it to its initial state if there was any change. This 

has the objective of preserving the user's initial selections. All the other 

unclamped units' status are accepted. This experimental procedure has 

produced promising results and they will be shown in Chapter 8. 
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3 - If the output matches with the knowledge-base system's solution, and if 

the user's initial selections are preserved, then it must also match with a 

classifier already in the knowledge-base. In this case quit the connectionist 

system and return to the knowledge-base system Show the solution 

available in knowledge-base. 

If the output does not match with the knowledge-base system's solution, 

and if the user's initial selections are preserved, then it also does not match 

with any of the classifiers already in the knowledge-base. Bring the new 

instance one-dimensional array description to the screen. 

The conceptual consistency of the new solutions will be verified in Chapter 8. If 

those solutions are consistent and reliable, and I think it will be experimentally 

demonstrated so, then the foundations of a precedent-based, self-extending, 

innovation-supportive environment will have been laid. 

This algorithm outline will be described in more detail in Chapters 7 and 8 

through a prototype implementation, where a loose coupling strategy will be 

adopted for the purposes of this thesis verification. 
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Chapter 7 

Prototyping 

7.1 Introduction: 

The proposed environment may have several implications and benefits for the 

design process. For instance, it inherently minimises the dependency on 

knowledge engineer intervention. This was demonstrated in Chapter 6. It also 

supports innovative design by augmenting the designer's creative thinking. In the 

long term, it may also yield an incremental evolving model in which the system's 

behaviour changes over time adapting to new situations. 

The integration of different paradigms may also raise several expectations about 

the issues that may be addressed. For instance, the integration of a knowledge

base system, such as Cortex (Mustoe, 1990, 1993), with an auto-associative 

connectionist system may raise expectations about the reliability of the new 

solutions. The provision of explanations for the network's reasoning and 

decisions, and the process of building representations for the new solutions (one

dimensional arrays of binary values, textual descriptions or even graphical 

representations) may also be taken as relevant issues to be addressed. 

However, due to the time constraints related to the development of the research 

described in this thesis, the main issue tackled, by experimentation, was the 

support to innovative design. Therefore, the focus was placed in the consistency 

and reliability of those so called new solutions. This issue was chosen because the 

relevance of anything else mentioned above is dependent on the successful 

emergence of reliable new solutions from the environment described in chapters 5 

and 6. If this fails everything else becomes unworkable. 
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7.2 Prototyping strategies: 

The development of new computer models and systems faces the difficulty of 

assessing their impact in the environment they are to fit in before they are actually 

built and put into use. 

Sommerville (1989) suggests the existence of two possible approaches: first, an 

exploratory system development where an executable system is presented to the 

user knowing that it is incomplete. The system is then modified and refined so 

that the user's real requirements become apparent and may be met. 

A second approach is a widely used one. It is based on building a 'through-away' 

prototype. In this case a prototype is built to identify initial problems and, after 

experimentation, an improved specification is formulated. The prototype is then 

discarded and a production-quality system built (Sommerville, 1989). 

The second approach has been adopted in this thesis. A prototype, that is 

described in the next section, was built for the specific needs and objectives of the 

experimentation that will be reported in Chapter 8. Some of the conclusions 

found in Chapter 9 may contribute to the future development of improved 

specifications for building a stand-alone executable system. 

Another important aspect of the proto typing described in this Chapter is the 

character of the hybrid system involved. Liebowitz (1993: 114) suggests a 

hierarchy of hybrid approaches in which four possible levels of integration can be 

distinguished: first, at the bottom of the hierarchy, would be the stand-alone 

models with no communication passing between them At a higher level in the 

hierarchy would be the loose coupling architecture where communication is 
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achieved through data files being transferred between the two applications. At the 

next level above, would be the tight coupling architecture in which the straight 

communication between the modules is achieved through parameter passing. At 

last, at the top would be the fully integrated model that is so unified that the 

distinction between the modules is blurred. 

The loose coupling model satisfies the needs of this thesis since it provides the 

means of data exchange between KBS and connectionist system and because the 

proto typing does not aim at a production-quality system. 
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7.3 A loose coupling prototyping schema: 

The prototype scheme described in this section was developed primarily with the 

objective of providing an environment for experimental thesis verification. 

Therefore, it is not yet intended for the end users and it does not have a complete 

graphical interface. It does not produce graphical representations of new 

solutions, but one-dimensional arrays of binary values, since those arrays provide 

enough information to assess the consistency and reliability of the new solutions. 

The prototype is not built on a stand-alone executable code, but is based on the 

loose coupling between two existing shells, Cortex 1.5 (Mustoe, 1993) and the 

neural network development tool BrainMaker 3.0 (California Scientific Software, 

1993), which were linked through Excel 5.0 macros (Microsoft Corporation, 

1993). 

Cortex 1.5 (Mustoe, 1993) is a knowledge-based system shell developed by 

Mustoe as an outcome of his research (Mustoe, 1990), as already mentioned. It 

was written in Pascal for DOS operating system. 

BrainMaker 3.0 (California Scientific Software, 1993), is a Windows 3.1 

(Microsoft Corporation, 1992) based neural network shell, which allows the 

design of connectionist systems without conventional programming. The default 

system operates as a feed-forward back propagation network in which a sigmoid 

transfer function is adopted producing a continuous output. 

However, BrainMaker's shell offers several types of customisation resources, 

with different types of transfer functions, that are, Linear Threshold, Step, 

Sigmoid and Gaussian. This allows the design of either binary networks 

resembling single layer perceptrons (Rosenblatt's, 1962), standard back 
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propagation networks with continuous output, recurrent networks and hybrid 

models. 

The main task was thus to link the two shells so that the main procedures of the 

outline algorithm described in the previous chapters could be implemented and 

tested. The Excel 5.0 macro language (Microsoft Corporation, 1993) was used 

for three reasons: firstly, the previous knowledge I had about the language, which 

would allow some sort of workable implementation without the need of mastering 

another development tool. 

Secondly, it would allow fast verification of application logic and algorithms' 

reliability, without too much concern either in building a complete and elegant 

interface or in writing code from scratch. 

Thirdly, it would produce one-dimensional arrays of binary values as outputs and, 

as already mentioned, those arrays provide enough information to assess the 

consistency and reliability of the algorithm's results. 

Cortex 1.5 (Mustoe, 1993) was built as a DOS application, while BrainMaker 3.0 

(California Scientific Software, 1993) and Excel 5.,0 (Microsoft Corporation, 

1993) are Windows 3.1 (Microsoft Corporation, 1992) based applications. The 

solution was then to set up and run Cortex 1.5 as a DOS window in a 

multitasking environment. OS/2 3.0 (ffiM Corporation, 1994) was the chosen 

operating system because it provides a more reliable support to DOS multitasking 

then Windows 3.1 (Microsoft Corporation, 1992), while also running native 

Windows applicactions. 
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Figure 7.1 shows an overall structure of this loose coupling prototyping scheme. 

The boxes in it represent components, while the arrows represent the basic 

actions in the program flow. 
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Actions' l' to '5' are Cortex proprietary built-in procedures. '1' and '2' represent 

the basic interaction with the user. '3a' and '3b' represent the inference engine 

searching for a solution using the algorithm described in the Chapter 3, section 

3.2.2. As an outcome it offers a precedent solution represented in the flow-chart 

by the action '4'. Cortex then writes an ASCn trace file, through the procedure 
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'5', reporting what questions of the question set were used, what were the user's 

answers, and the ID of the solution presented. 

An Excel macro, represented in the flow-chart by action '6', then reads that 

ASCII trace file and converts the user's input into a one-dimensional array of 

binary values. Another macro, represented by actions '7a', '7b' and '7c', gets the 

Cortex solution ill from the trace file, retrieves its correspondent one-dimensional 

array from the 'Copy of domain' and stores it in a separate 'record' . 

A copy of the domain stored in Cortex, with a matrix representation, was 

necessary because the knowledge-base in that system is stored in a proprietary 

binary file. It was thus faster to duplicate the domain rather than write a 

procedure to overcome file format incompatibilities. 

The user's input converted to a one-dimensional array of binary values is then 

stored in a 'Record' of previous inputs to the network, and sent to BrainMaker's 

input ASCII file through the macro represented in Figure 5.1 by actions '8a' and 

'8b' . 

Actions '9a', '9b' and '9c' represent BrainMaker's built-in procedures. '9a' is a 

procedure that gets the input from BrainMaker's input file and enters it to the 

input layer of the trained network. '9b' represents the trained network running 

process. '9c' is a procedure that gets the output from the trained network output 

layer and writes it to BrainM aker' s output file. 

Actions 'lOa', 'lOb', 'IOc' and 'lOd' are performed by an Excel macro. 'lOa' 

gets the output from BrainMaker by reading in its output file. It then checks if 

any of the clamped units, that is, those representing the user's basic choices, have 

had its status changed. It then re-sets the changed clamped units, if any, to its 
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original state. 'lab' sends a copy of that corrected array to the 'Record of 

previous input to BrainMaker'. The macro then checks if the solution presented is 

stable through action 'lac'. This is achieved by comparing the last result with the 

inputs in the 'Record of previous inputs to the network'. 

'10d' is an 'if ... then ... ' statement. If the solution is unstable, action 'lla' is 

performed, that is, the corrected array is sent to the BrainMaker's input file for 

another running cycle. If the solution has reached stable state, action '11 b' is 

performed, that is, the macro checks again if the solution does not contradict any 

of the user's basic choices. Then it checks whether it matches with the one found 

by Cortex, by comparing with the separate record created by actions '7a', '7b' 

and '7c'. 

Cortex presents only the solution not falsified by the user's input. The acceptable 

network solution is that one in which the user's input is not contradicted. Thus 

these solutions must have in common at least the same settings regarding the units 

related to the user's basic choices. If the acceptable network's solution is in one 

or more other units different from Cortex solution, it will also not match with any 

other solution in the existing knowledge-base. Therefore, it will represent a new 

solution. 

If the network's solution is not new or contradicts any of the user's input, action 

'12a' is performed, that is, the network solution is discarded. If the network 

solution is new and does not contradict any user's basic choices, then action '12b' 

is performed, that is, its one-dimensional array of binary values is converted into 

textual description. 

This description is recorded in the 'Copy of domain' through action '13a', and 

presented to the user through action' 13b'. Action' 14' represents a hypothetical 
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link, not written yet, in which the new solution would be converted to the 

proprietary Cortex format and added to its knowledge-base domain. 

The algorithm and prototyping scheme describe in this chapter has no inherent 

mechanism of checking for the conceptual consistency of the new solutions. As 

mentioned in Chapter 6, it is a basic assumption in this research that if an initial 

knowledge-base domain is consistently set by knowledge-engineers and experts, 

and provided that the conditions described in Chapter 6 are fulfilled, the 

integrated environment proposed here will consistently self-extend through the 

emergence of also consistent new solutions. However, this consistency can be 

experimentally verified, as it will be described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

Experimentation and Data Analysis 

8.1 Methodology: 

The verification in this thesis was developed by experimentally inspecting the 

consistency and relevance of the new solutions, regarding architectural 

knowledge, and also by verifying how often they occur. It was necessary to build 

a knowledge-base into the loose coupling prototyping scheme that could test the 

logic and potential of the hybrid approach. 

It was not the objective in this experimentation to include a representative sample 

of all possible user's answers to the knowledge-base system built on a 

combinatory basis. The input sample shown in this experimentation was not built 

by combining 'yes' and 'no' at random, but through a conceptual analysis of the 

architectural meaning of each question presented by the system in the context of a 

particular design task. 

The same approach was adopted in verifying the consistency of the new 

combinations of features emerging from the neural network. The checking of the 

absence of mutually exclusive features is part of this methodology. However, it is 

the architectural meaning of each of those new combinations that is actually taken 

into fmal consideration. 

There were no pre-set conditions of what might be architecturally acceptable or 

not. I have tried to use, on a case by case analysis, my designer's knowledge, 

which is a result of my own previous experience in architectural design practices. 

Only afterwards some generalisations were drawn from this case by case analysis. 
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The efficacy of the procedures stated in the algorithm outline and proto typing 

scheme, as described in Chapters 5 to 7, were verified by executing its actions 

into the loosely integrated modules and by keeping track of its results. 

The 'small domain' used in Chapter 3 and 5 was concise enough to provide easier 

understanding of application logic. The focus in those chapters was on procedure 

rather than on the relevance of results. The objective was to show that the 

proposed integrated model was workable and able to produce consistent results. 

However, the design problem description in the 'small domain' and its results is 

not rich enough to represent a real design task. The capability of producing 

results that are not only consistent but also relevant needs to be demonstrated 

through the experimentation with a much larger domain. 

Therefore, it was necessary to set up data, create a new knowledge domain in the 

Cortex shell, identify general trends in this domain for analysis purposes, train and 

validate a connectionist system in BrainMaker, explore Cortex's inputs-outputs, 

collect network output and analyse the results. 
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8.2 Data preparation: 

A new domain, which I will call 'extended domain', was built from a set of 122 

instances of entrance doors collected from buildings in the University of 

Strathclyde, Glasgow city centre, Glasgow University and architectural magazines 

(see Appendix 1 for their photographs). No pre-set conditions were established in 

this task. The only constraints were the technical and legal possibilities of 

photographing them Apart from this, the selection of instances was undertaken at 

random Despite the similarities, the resulting sample has only the theme in 

common with the one used by Coyne and Yokozawa (1992). Besides the 

obviously distinct instances, the description of the problem was intended to be 

more extensive than the one used by Coyne and Yokozawa. 

The resulting sample of 122 instances was described in binary according to 80 

features. Figure 8.1 bellow shows a partial view of the resulting knowledge 

matrix, which has a knowledge representation scheme similar to the 'small 

domain' used in earlier chapters of this thesis. The complete matrix can be found 

in Appendix 2. 
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Instance Number » 1 2 3 4 5 ••• 118 119 120 121 122 

1 main entrance 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 secondary entrance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 public access 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

4 restricted access 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

5 exit only 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 gives access to: air lock, vestibule or foyer 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

... . . . . .. ... . .. 
75 retangular, squared or trapezoid handle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

76 lever handle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

n long horizontal static handle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

78 long vertical static handle 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

79 short vertical static handle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

80 curved static handle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 8.1 - Partial view of the 'extend domain' knowledge matrix. 

Features can represent either abstract concepts, such as 'flow function' (main or 

secondary entrance), or geometric characteristics such as 'top flat moulding'. It 

may be argued that the majority of the descriptors in this sample are geometric 

features. However, I believe that this is appropriate. Firstly, this is appropriate to 

the design task at hand and its level of abstraction. It is a well-known trend that 

design moves away from a high level of abstraction to a low level as the process 

moves from conceptual design to detailed design. Therefore, an entrance door 

generally represents a task closer to detailed design than conceptual design. 

Secondly, sub-sets of geometrical descriptors in this set can represent implicit 

non-geometrical concepts. For instance, the sub-set of descriptors consisting of 

'flat door top', 'top flat moulding', 'triangular pediment', 'lateral cylindrical 

section column', 'lateral vertical moulding' and 'leaf: panelled opaque', 

represents the non-geometrical implicit concept of 'classical entrance'. The 

following is the list of the 80 descriptors used to classify the sample. It was 

designed with the concerns described in Chapter 6, section 6.2. 
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Flow function: 
1 main entrance 
2 secondary entrance 

Flow control: 
3 public access 
4 restricted access 
5 exit only 

Flow connection: 
6 gives access to air lock, vestibule or foyer 
7 gives access to corridor or aisle 
8 gives access to shop or working room 

Formal insertion: 
9 aligned to the facade 
10 pulled out from the facade 
11 pulled in from the facade 

Door top shape: 
12 flat door top 
13 semi-circular door top arch 
14 segmental door top arch 
15 pointed door top arch 
16 round trefoil door top arch 

Top complements: 
17 top flat moulding 
18 top curved moulding 
19 triangular pediment 
20 semi-circular or segmental pediment 
21 squared fanlight 
22 fanlight with undulate top 
23 pointed arch fanlight 
24 semi-circular or segmental arch fanlight 
25 pointed arch tympanum 
26 semi-circular arch tympanum 
27 tracery or steelworks on fanlight or 

tympanum 
28 stained glass on fanlight 
29 flat rectangular porch 
30 flat semi-circular porch 
31 pediment porch 
32 segmental ( concave) porch 
33 convex porch 

(continued) 

Lateral complements: 
34 columns supporting porch 
35 walls supporting porch 
36 cables supporting porch 
37 lateral squared section column 
38 lateral cylindrical section column 
39 lateral vertical moulding 
40 window in one side 
41 windows in both sides 

Other complements: 
42 vertical glass tower 
43 angular connection with glass tower 
44 decorative sculptufes 

Surrounding materials: 
45 glass 
46 brick 
47 smooth stone 
48 rough stone 
49 concrete blocks 
50 concrete exposed 
51 timber 
52 smooth plasterwork 
53 rusticated plasterwork 
54 tiles or small tiles 
55 metal 

Door operation type: 
56 swinging door: one single 
57 swinging door: two singles 
58 swinging door: one double 
59 swinging door: triple, two doubles or more 
60 revolving door (with four leaves) 
61 sliding door (one or more leaves) 

Door leaf type: 
62 plain opaque 
63 plain transparent 
64 semi-opaque plain with one or more light 
cross panels 
65 panelled opaque 
66 panelled semi-opaque with one or more light 

cross panels 
67 framed with one or two light cross panels 
68 framed with three or more light cross panels 
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(continued) 

Door leaf materials: Door handle, if any: 
69 steelworks leaf decoration 
70 non-stained glass 

74 round knob or ring handle 

71 stained glass 
72 metal 
73 timber 

75 rectangular, squared or trapezoid handle 
76 lever handle 
77 long horizontal static handle 
78 long vertical static handle 
79 short vertical static handle 
80 curved static handle 

8.2.1 General trends in the chosen sample: 

Before gomg further in reporting the process of data preparation and 

experimentation it is important to provide some means of visualising the general 

trends in this particular sample. This will help to understand the sample itself and 

it will provide some criteria for validating the number of hidden units in the neural 

network design. 

A frequency table reporting the presence of feature 'y' given that 'x' is present 

can be found in Appendix 3. A partial view of this table is shown in figure 8.2 

bellow. 
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Figure 8.2 - Partial view of 'extended domain' frequency table. 
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This is a matrix of 80 columns and 80 rows. Each row represents the frequencies 

of each column's feature given that the row's feature is present. The probability 

values in that table were normalised to values between 0 and 1 to facilitate the 

comparison with the network settings later. For instance, if the feature 'Flow 

function: main entrance' is present, the features 'Flow function: secondary 

entrance', 'Flow control: public access' and 'Flow control: restricted access' 

have a probability of 0.0%, 60.78% and 39.22%, respectively, of being present. 

Another instrument that could be used in the understanding of the sample's 

general trends was the clustering of cases into categories. However, the 

hierarchical clustering that leads inevitably to a knowledge structure where upper 

classes' descriptions act as labels of descriptors in lower levels was not used here. 

This knowledge representation resembles conventional rule-base systems and that 

is exactly one of the things avoided in this thesis, for the reasons already 

explained in Chapter 3. 

The important relationship tested was not the association of case labels with 

features' descriptors, but features with features. Figure 8.3 shows a graph with 

the percentage of occurrence of each feature in the sample. Its sole purpose is to 

inform the richness and diversity of the sample. 
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Figure 8.3 - Percentage of features' occurrences. 

However, the most important instrument of analysis is the frequency table 

contained in Appendix 3, since it is the association of features with features, 

rather than cases with cases or cases with features, that are important. 

8.2.2 Domain knowledge set-up and data collection: 

The feature's descriptors were converted into questions in the setting up of the 

'extended know ledge-base domain' in Cortex. These questions are listed bellow. 

lIs it supposed to be the main entrance? 
2 Is it supposed to be a secondary entrance? 
3 Is it supposed to allow public access? 
41s it supposed to allow restricted access only? 
5 Is it an exit only entrance? 
6 Does it give access to an air lock, vestibule or foyer? 
7 Does it give access to a corridor or aisle? 
8 Does it give access to a shop or working room? 
9 Is it aligned to the facade? 
10 Is it pulled out from the facade? 
11 Is it pulled in from the facade? 
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12 Does the door leaf have a flat top? 
13 Does the door leaf top have the shape of a semi-circular arch? 
14 Does the door leaf top have the shape of a segmental arch? 
15 Does the door leaf top have the shape of a pointed arch? 
16 Does the door leaf top have the shape of a round trefoil arch? 
17 Does the entrance have any kind of flat moulding on its upper part? 
18 Does the entrance have any kind of curved moulding on its upper part? 
19 Does the entrance have a triangular pediment on its upper part? 
20 Does the entrance have a semi-circular or segmental pediment on its upper part? 
21 Does the entrance have a squared fanlight on its upper part? 
22 Does the entrance have a fanlight with undulate top on its upper part? 
23 Does the entrance have a pointed archfanlight on its upper part? 
24 Does the entrance have a semi-circular or segmental fanlight on its upper part? 
25 Does the entrance have a pointed arch tympanum on its upper part? 
26 Does the entrance have a semi-circular arch tympanum on its upper part? 
27Is there any tracery or steelwork on fanlight or tympanum? 
28 Is there stained glass in the fanlight? 
29 Does the entrance have a rectangular flat porch? 
30 Does the entrance have a semi-circular flat porch? 
31 Does the entrance have a pediment porch? 
32 Does the entrance have a segmental (concave) porch? 
33 Does the entrance have a convex porch? 
34 Is there a porch supported by columns? 
35 Is there a porch supported by walls? 
36 Is there a porch supported by cables? 
37Is there any lateral squared section column? 
38 Is there any lateral cylindrical section column? 
39 Is there any lateral vertical moulding? 
40 Is there a window in only one side? 
41 Are there windows in both sides? 
42 Is there a vertical glass tower above the entrance? 
43 Is there an angular connection between the entrance and a vertical glass tower? 
44 Is there any decorative sculpture? 
45 Is there glass in the surroundings of the entrance? 
46 Are there bricks in the surroundings of the entrance? 
47Is there smooth stone in the surroundings of the entrance? 
48 Is there rough stone in the surroundings o/the entrance? 
49 Are there concrete blocks in the surroundings of the entrance? 
50 Is there concrete exposed in the surroundings of the entrance? 
51 Is there timber in the surroundings of the entrance? 
52 Is there smooth plasterwork in the surroundings of the entrance? 
53 Is there rusticated plasterwork in the surroundings of the entrance? 
54 Are there tiles or small tiles in the surroundings of the entrance? 
55 Is there metal in the surroundings of the entrance? 
56 Does the entrance have one single swinging door? 
57 Does the entrance have two single swinging doors? 
58 Does the entrance have one double swinging door? 
59 Does the entrance have a triple, two doubles or more swinging doors? 
60 Does the entrance have a revolving door? 
61 Does the entrance have a sliding door (with one or more leaves)? 
62 Is the leaf plain opaque? 
63 Is the leafplain transparent? 
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64 Is the leafplain semi-opaque with one or more light-cross panels? 
65 Is the leafpanelled opaque? 
66 Is the leafpanelled semi-opaque with one or more light-cross panels? 
67 Is the leafframed with one or two light-cross panels? 
68 Is the leafframed with three or more light-cross panels? 
69 Is there steelwork decoration in the leaf? 
70 Is there non-stained glass in the leaf? 
71 Is there stained glass in the leaf? 
72 Is there metal in the leaf? 
73 Is there timber in the leaf? 
74 Does the door have a round knob or ring handle? 
75 Does the door have a rectangular, squared or trapezoid handle? 
76 Does the door have a lever handle? 
77 Does the door have a long horizontal static handle? 
78 Does the door have a long vertical static handle? 
79 Does the door have a short vertical static handle? 
80 Does the door have a curved static handle? 

The knowledge-base matrix, as shown in figure 8.1 and Appendix 2, was the basis 

of the domain knowledge-base settings. A '1' setting was interpreted as a 'yes' 

answer while a '0' is a 'no' answer. 

As explained in Chapters 5 to 7, the user's inputs to the knowledge-base system 

are sent to the neural network and the solutions of both sub-systems compared. 

Therefore, it was necessary to generate a representative sample of users' inputs 

and Cortex output. A set of 46 'user types' was built covering a wide variety of 

different concerns and contexts. Figure 8.4 shows a partial view of those user 

types. The complete sample can be found in Appendix 4. 
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Figure 8.4 • Partial view of the user types table. 

Each row in this table represents how a user of a particular type may answer the 

questions from the system If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer should be 

'yes', while having a 'd' setting would require an answer 'don't know'. A blank 

cell would require an answer 'no'. 

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, this sample of user's concerns or 

expectations was not built at random, but on the basis of the architectural 

meaning of each question presented by the system in the context of a particular 

design task. 

A second aim of this set of 'user types' is to demonstrate the richness of the 

knowledge represented in the domain. The 'user types' show that, with the set of 

descriptors used in the sample, it is possible to construct a wide variety of 

prototypes representing different concerns. 
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Is also important to emphasise that it is possible to build combinations of features 

mapping into categories and concepts not explicitly represented in the sample, 

such as 'modern high-tech', 'tight environmental control' or 'high flow 

function' . It may be argued that it is difficult to distinguish a 'modern high-tech' 

entrance from a 'modern functionalist' one. 

However, the 'user types' were not built with the intention of providing a 

complete description of what 'modern high-tech' architecture or 'modern 

functionalist' architecture may be. They were built with the intention of providing 

a description of how a designer, of any of those 'types', would answer those 

questions constrained to the boundaries of the specific design problem 'entrance 

door' . 

8.2.3 Neural network design, training and validation of hidden units 

configuration: 

A series of experimental methods of designing and validating the neural network 

sub-system was developed. The objective was not the classification of unknown 

cases in the light of known ones, as it is common in other applications such as 

computer vision. In most domains, a series of cases, that is, a 'testing set', is 

presented to the trained neural network, which have seen only a 'training set', to 

verify if it is able to associate a particular existing pattern with the correct concept 

or label. 

However, a performance phenomenon, called 'memorisation', is often mentioned 

in neural network's literature (Lawrence, 1993; Rich and Knight, 1991). This 

phenomenon may be associate with the training time, the levels of noise in the 

input, or with the number of hidden neurons. 
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Noise is not considered here since is more relevant in applications in which the 

input is composed of non-structured information, such as the recognition of 

photographic information. Controlling the training time is more relevant in 

networks of continuous output where the network reaches a trained state when it 

surpasses a pre-set error tolerance, which is by definition a variable. In the present 

case the trained state is not dependent on a error tolerance, since the output is 

binary: all the pairs of input-pattern should match at the end of training, otherwise 

the network is considered untrained. 

Therefore, the number of hidden neurons is the most important factor in 

controlling the network performance in the present case. Figure 8.5 shows 

graphic illustration of the relation between the number of hidden neurons and the 

networks performance. 

Training set 

Perfonnance 

Testing set 

Number of hidden neurons 

Figure 8.5 - Relation between performance and the number of hidden neurons. 

As the number of hidden units increases, the performance on the training set 

improves, while performance on the testing set also improves. After the addition 

of a number of hidden units, the training performance may reach a plateau before 

finding a path of further improvement. However, the performance on the testing 

set gets constantly worse. This happens because the network has begun to 

memorise the individual input-output pairs rather than settling for weights that 
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generally describe the mappmg for all cases. With enough hidden units, the 

network could store entire training sets. 

In this thesis the objective was to train the neural network to 'create' the new or 

unknown cases themselves. Therefore, there is no testing set. Yet, the 

memorisation phenomenon must still be avoided. An unconventional validation 

method, not based on testing unknown cases, should be found to determine the 

optimum number of hidden neurons. 

A total of 19 neural networks were created and tested. All of them had in 

common the auto-associative design of 80 feature's descriptors mapping into 

themselves, that is, 80 input nodes and 80 output nodes, as shown in figure 8.6. 

Input Units Hidden Units Output Units 

Main Entrance Main Entrance 

Secondary Entrance Secondary Entrance 

Public Access Public Access 

Restricted Access 

CUlVed Static Handle 

Figure 8.6 The training time network for the 'extended domain'. 

The variation in their design resided on the amount of hidden neurons or units. 

The training started with 10 hidden neurons. In the next stages the number of 

hidden neurons was progressively increased, from 10 units to 130. 

The neural networks unable to reach the learning rate were discarded. This was 

the case with two of them: those with 10 and 20 hidden nodes. Therefore, 17 

remained to be tested, with the following configurations: 
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Network number 
Number of bidden neurons 

Figure 8.7 Configuration of trained networks. 

The knowledge of each network is stored in matrixes of connection's weights. 

Networks with one hidden layer have two matrixes. For instance, figure 8.8 

shows a partial view of the matrix of weights between the input and hidden layers 

of the trained network with 50 hidden nodes (see Appendix 5.1 for a complete 

matrix). 
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Figure 8.8 - Partial view of the matrix of weights between the input and hidden layers of 

the trained network with 50 hidden nodes. 

The matrix has 81 columns and 50 rows. Each row represents the 80 connection's 

weights between a hidden node and every node in the input layer. The 81 st value 

in each row represents the threshold of each hidden node. 
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The second matrix has 51 columns and 80 rows. Each row represents the 

connection's weight between an output node and every node in the hidden layer. 

The 51 st value in each row represents the threshold of each output node. Figure 

8.9 shows a partial view of the matrix of weights between the hidden and output 

layers of the trained network with 50 hidden nodes (see Appendix 5.2 for a 

complete matrix). 
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Figure 8.9 - Partial view of the matrix of weights between the hidden and output layers of 

the trained network with 50 hidden nodes. 

As already explained in Chapters 4 and 5, the connection's weight matrix of a 

network with no hidden layer provides a good idea of what features might be 

mutually e:x:citatory or inhibitory. This is due to the fact that there is only one way 

through which each input unit can influence each output unit. The higher the 

weight the more mutually supportive are the units connected. The lower the 

weight the more mutually excluding are the units connected. 

However, the interpretation of the weight matrixes for the networks with one 

hidden layer becomes much more complex and less straightforward. An input unit 

can influence the status of an output unit in as many ways as the number of 

hidden units. Besides, each hidden unit is influenced by not only one but all the 
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units in the previous layer. The meaning of the weights thus becomes blurred. It is 

not possible to verify which input-output pairs are either mutually supportive or 

exclusive. 

Therefore, it is difficult to verify if a one hidden layer network has generalised 

well by simply reading from its weight's matrixes. It is then clear that a better 

method of validation of hidden units configuration is necessary, either to 

determine which network is the more reliable or at least to provide some criteria 

for distinguishing the differences in the networks' behaviours. 

This phenomenon of memorisation could be translated in the case of this thesis by 

the networks with fewer hidden units being prone to activate a greater number of 

output units for each input unit made active. The networks with a number of 

hidden nodes closer to the number of patterns in the training set, that is, 122, will 

tend solely to reproduce the existing cases and thus to make fewer units active in 

the output layer. 

For this reason, a test was undertaken with each of the trained networks that 

consisted of making active one input unit at a time and counting the number of 

resulting active output units. The procedure was repeated for each unit in the 

input layer and the number of activated output units added altogether. 

In this experiment a table of active units was generated for each of the 17 

networks indicating what output units would be made active for each one of the 

80 features made active at a time. The overall results of this experimentation are 

show in Figure 8.10, below: 
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Figure 8.10 The relation between number of hidden nodes and the number of output units 

made active. 

The chart in Figure 8.11 shows the relationship mentioned above more clearly. 
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Figure 8.11 A graphic representation of the relationship 'hidden nodes and number of 

output units made active' . 

This is evidence that the different networks do have vanous behaviours. 

However, in spite of confirming the relation between the number of hidden nodes 

and the memorisation phenomenon, these results do not provide ~y criteria for 

choosing the more reliable network 

Another method was then applied to verify the similarities and differences among 

the networks by measuring the distance' of each one of them from the frequency 

matrix found in Appendix 3. The validity and use of this method will be discussed 

later in the section. 
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In this approach, tables with values of support varying between '0' and '1' were 

produced, for each trained network, by using a sigmoid transfer function instead 

of the step function, and by making each input feature active at a time. The result 

were matrixes with 80 rows and 80 columns for each of the 17 trained networks. 

Figure 8.12 shows a partial view of the matrix for the network with 50 hidden 

neurons (the complete matrix can be found in Appendix 6). 
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Figure 8.12 - Partial view of the levels of support for the 50 hidden neurons network. 

With such transfer function configuration the network will present a continuously 

valued output, which represents a the levels of support between each feature and 

all the others. If the input neuron number 3 is made active the network will 

respond by making active, in different varying levels, the output units. For 

instance, output number 3 will be almost fully active (0.9993) and output number 

4 will be almost fully inactive (0.0003). The closer the output is to 1 the more is 

the input-output pair mutually excitatory. The closer the output is to 0 the more is 

the input-output pair mutually inhibitory. 
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A proximity rate was then calculated, for each network, by subtracting from each 

value of level of support found in the previous tables, the correspondent 

frequency show in figure 8.2 and Appendix 3. The sum of all the absolute values 

of those subtractions was then divided by the total number of operations (that is, 

the number of cells in the matrixes) in order to find an average. A network that 

tends to activate a unit with low frequency will receive a higher rate then another 

that does not. A network that tends to inactivate a unit with high frequency will 

also receive a higher rate than another that does not. Therefore, the lower the rate 

the closer is the network to the statistical trends in the sample. The results are 

shown in Figure 8.13, bellow. 

NumlJero{ 

HidlkllNodn 30 40 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 120 130 
Proxiitati nUt: 0.1340 0.1160 0.1155 0.1162 0.1195 0.1193 0.1258 0.1267 0.1265 0.1236 i 0.1312 0.1260 0.1347 0.1243 0.1382 0.1353 0.1494 

Figure 8.13 The relation between the number of hidden nodes and the proximity rate when 

using the sigmoid transfer function. 

Figure 8.14 shows the relation between the number of hidden nodes and the 

proximity rate, when using the sigmoid transfer function, more clearly. 
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Figure 8.14 A graphic representation of the relation 'number of hidden nodes and 

proximity rate', when using the sigmoid transfer function. 

This test may give a more precise idea of the similarities and dissimilarities among 

the trained networks. However, this method suggests that a clear correlation 

between output tables of levels of support and the frequency table will never be 

strong. At best, it will be moderate. This may be illustrated by the chart in Figure 

8.14, in which the curve never got really closer to the axe X after a certain 

gradient 

Therefore, an underlying assumption of those tests is that the most reliable 

network, or at least the one less prone to contradictions, should be the one with 

likely results closer to the frequency table of 'y' feature given that 'x' is present 

(Appendix 3). 

However, this assumption is difficult to sustain or to be verified for some reasons. 

Firstly, it is difficult to establish precisely the probabilities of results for each 

network, as shown in the tests above. Secondly, the activation of an input unit at 
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a time to observe the output results may give some indication, of what output 

units are more likely to be supportive. Yet, this technique represents an unusual 

situation for an auto-associative network, because it has been trained with 

complete patterns, that is, with multiple input units made active, while in the tests 

above only one input unit was active at a time. 

Secondly, although the tables produced in the last experiment may show some 

resemblance to that frequency table, there is at least one significant difference 

between them: the gradient among levels of support seems to be sharper in the 

tables from the networks than those values found in the frequency table. An 

explanation may be the fact that the frequency table reports statistical occurrences 

as they are, while the tables of levels of support report attempts from the 

networks to discriminate among features during training. This phenomenon has 

been described by Coyne and Yokozawa (1992: 164) in their experiments. 

Nevertheless, the method is useful in certain respects: it provide means of testing 

similarities and dissimilarities among networks' behaviours. It thus show that 

some networks in the range tested have very close output behaviour, particularly 

those ranging from 40 to 65 hidden units. It also provides an approximate 

selectivity criterion for choosing the best network. It permits at least the 

monitoring of the memorisation process. The downwards slope between the 

networks with 30 and 50 hidden neurons may be interpreted as an increase in 

performance, while the relatively constant upwards slope between the networks 

with 50 and 130 hidden neurons may be interpreted as a memorisation process. 

Therefore, the network with 50 hidden nodes was selected for experimentation 

for two reasons: firstly, because it was within that middle ground range, with 

several networks with similar behaviour. Secondly, because it has the lowest 

proximity rate in the set of trained networks. 
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8.3 Experimentation and result analysis: 

As explained in Chapter 5, two main obstacles to the integration of Cortex and 

auto-associative neural networks were identified: the first was related to some 

differences in knowledge representation and clamping control The second 

obstacle was related to the way in which the neural network is trained and the 

amount of information provide by Cortex. 

It was also argued that we could overcome both obstacles if we used a plain feed

forward multi-layered network at training time and a semi-recurrent network, 

with limited feed-back, at running time. A recurrent element between each output 

unit and its correspondent input unit is added at running time causing each output 

to be checked against a clamping criteria and to be sent back to its correspondent 

input unit. The running time neural network for the 'extended domain' could then 

be described as in figure 8.15 bellow. 

Input Units Hidden Units Output Units 

Main Entrance Main Fntraoce 

Secwdaty Entrance 

Public Acress Public Acress 

Curved Static Handle Curved Static Handle 

Figure 8.15 The running time network for the 'extended domain' . 
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The user types found in the Appendix 4 were used for collecting data from the 

system's prototype. Those data is composed of the questions' traces, the user's 

answers, as well as the solutions offered by the system. 

The network was tested by reproducing the procedures described in the algorithm 

found in Chapters 5 to 7. The overall experimentation results are shown in 

Appendix 7. It includes the user types, the respective traces of questions and 

answers (which corresponds to the problem's partial descriptions), the 

knowledge-base system solutions, and the neural network solutions for the 46 

tests undertaken. Figure 8.16 shows a summary of these results. 

Summary of neuraJ network results 
Unable to Able to reach a stable solution 

reach a Solution Solution does not match with KBS's 
stable matches Total Not compiJil12 with user's input (2) COniPIYIiii! with user's input (3) 

solution KBS's (1) Total CoDSisleot h_ ...... ot Total CoDSisleDt IDaI ... ioteot 

#l % #\ % #1 % #1 % #\ % #1 % #,1 % #1 % #1 % 

01 0 01 0 461 100 37\ 8004 32\ 69.5 5\ 10.8 91 19.6 91 19.6 01 0 

(pl2'centages arc m reiauoo to the total numbec of tests: 46) 

Figure 8.16 Summary of network results. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the problem's partial description run into the trained 

neural network can provide three possible outcomes: the output matches with 

Cortex's (which corresponds to the data under the label (1) in the table above), 

the network cannot find a solution that is consistent with the partial description 

(the area under the label (2) in the table above), or the output is a new solution 

(the data in the area under the label (3) in that table). 

It is important to notice that the network always reached a stable solution. This 

demonstrates the validity of the procedure described in Chapters 5 and 7, through 

which the last output is re-entered in as input as many times as necessary to reach 

a stable solution. 
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Another important thing is how often new solutions emerged. At the outset of 

this research the possibility of new schemes emergence was thought to be 

something likely to happen rarely. It was believed that the neural network 

outcome would generally match with a solution already in memory, and only 

exceptionally would produce a new case. However, this did not happen to be the 

case. As seen in the table above, in all the 46 tests none of them resulted in a 

neural network's solution matching the knowledge-based system's. An inspection 

of Appendix 7 allows the conclusion that in several of these cases the neural 

network solution was very similar to the KBS' s one, but never having exactly the 

same settings. 

l 

It is also true that several of those cases were unusable for the user's because the 

network was unable to reach a solution without contradicting at least one of the 

user's inputs. Yet, this does not mean that those solutions were also mostly 

inconsistent from the point of view of architectural knowledge. As it can be seen 

from figure 8.16, for each inconsistent case there were more than six consistent 

ones among those discarded by the proposed algorithm. 

However, what is more important to notice is that the rate of new acceptable 

solution's emergence in the present sample was almost 20%, and this does not 

suggest that the occurrence is just exceptional. Besides, the rate of inconsistency 

was zero. The reason for this may be that these acceptable solutions are produced 

with a more rigorous criterion than the rejected ones, which makes this sub

sample more selective than the total sample. 

I think there are two main reasons for the high incidence of new solutions, and 

moreover for the consistency of the acceptable new solutions: first, the solution 

found by the knowledge-base module is based on the closest match of existing 

unique cases with the user's request, which may have features that represent 
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exceptions. Second, the solution presented by the connectionist module is based 

on generalisation, which takes into consideration the strongest trends in the 

sample that are compatible with the user's request. 

Appendix 8 shows a table similar to Appendix 7, but with information related only 

to the 9 situations in which new solutions emerged. These situations are those 

satisfying all the conditions controlled by the proposed algorithm, that are: first, 

the solution provided by the neural network should be different from the one 

retrieved from the knowledge-base; second, the solution provided by the neural 

network should not contradict, at the end of the running process, any of the initial 

user's choices. The third criteria of evaluation, not explicitly controlled by the 

algorithm was the architectural consistency of the new solutions. But this is 

exactly one of the main aims of this research: to experimentally verify the ability 

of the proposed system to implicitly control those inconsistencies. 

The table in Figure 8.17 shows the occurrence of new solutions in the whole 

testing sample and among those user types with and without uncertainty. A type 

with uncertainty is that one in which the user answered at least one question with 

a 'don't know'. A type without uncertainty is the other way round. 

Whole Sample (1) Among cases with Among cases with 

Category no uncertainty (2) 

# % # % 

Total of new solutions 9 19.6 6 28.6 

Solutions inconsistent 0 0.0 0 0.0 
(1) New solutions m the whole sample of 46 user types. 

(2) New solutions among the 21 cases in which the user did not answer any questions with a 'don't know'. 

(3) New solutions among the 25 cases in which the user answered at least one question with a 'don't know". 

Figure 8.17 New solutions and uncertainty. 

uncertainty (3) 

# % 

3 12.0 

0 0.0 

These results do not provide conclusive evidence about the relationship between 

the occurrence of new solutions and the presence of uncertainty in the user's 
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answers. However, there seems to exist some sort of relation between the user's 

uncertainty and levels of innovation in the new solutions, as shown in Figure 8.18. 

Questions from KBS Level of Innovation 

User New Total Number of Percentage Number of Number of Innovation 

Type Solution Number of Don't Knows of Active Nodes I differences Percentage 

Generator NlUIlber ~ Questions Uncertainty in union set: fromKBS of (d) out of 
I 

(aUb)=c* solution (d) (c) 

Gothic 1 11 C 0.0 17 6 35.3 

Art Nouveau 2 2 11 3 27.2 19 4 21.1 

Modern (functionalist 1) 3 13 0 0.0 15 3 20.0 

I Modern (brutalist 2) 4 15 0 0.0 14 1 7.1 

Modern (high tech 1) 5 10 0 0.0 23 12 52.2 

, Modern (high tech 2) 6 l3! 2 15.4 22 11 50.0. 

, Modem (high tech 3) 7 13 0 0.0 16 3 18.8 

Post-Modem (eclectic 2) S 13 C 0.0 17 4 23.5 

Environmental control 4 (loose) 9 31 2A 77.4 22 IS 68.2 

(*) Where' a' IS the set of present features in KBS solution and 'b' is the set of present features in new solution. 

Figure 8.18 Uncertainty and levels of innovation. 

The levels of innovation in the table of Figure 8.18 are the results of a 

measurement formula to assess different levels of newness. It is not intended as a 

definition of innovation, but as a tool for visualisation of its different degrees. It is 

based on the number of different descriptors found between the KBS' s solution 

and the neural network solution. Evidently, it is a crude analysis tool, since there 

may be situations when only one different descriptor can have more significance 

in terms of innovation then two or more, depending on their architectural 

meamng. However, it is used here just as a means of establishing analytical 

distinctions. 

The chart in Figure 8.19 confirms more clearly that there is at least a moderate 

relationship between the level of uncertainty in the user's answers and the level of 

innovation in the new solutions. 
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Figure 8.19 Uncertainty and levels of innovation as a chart. 

However, rather than being a problem this may be taken as another parallel with 

the real world of design, where certainty can lead to very conservative solutions, 

while uncertainty or, let us say, openness can lead to more innovative behaviour. 

The descriptions of the 9 new solutions suggested by the connectionist module, 

together with their knowledge-base system counterparts, are show in Figures 8.20 

to 8.24, bellow. 
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Gothic 1 (case 14) New solution 1 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, 

vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade Formal Insertion: aligned to the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 
Top complements: top curved moulding Top complements: top curved moulding 

pointed arch tympanum 

tracery or steelworlcs on 
fanlight or tympanum 

Lateral complements: lateral cylindrical section Lateral complements: lateral cylindrical section 
colmnn colmnn 
lateral vertical moulding lateral vertical moulding 

Surroundln~ materials: smooth stone Surroundin~ materials: smooth stone 

Door operation type: swinging door: two singles Door operation type: swinging door: one double 

Door leaf type: panelled opaque Door leaf type: panelled opaque 

Door leaf materials: timber Door leaf materials: timber 

Door bandle, if any: round knob or ring handle Door handle, if any: round knob or ring handle 

Art Nouveau 2 (case 103) New solution 2 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 

Flow control: restricted access Flow control: restricted access 

Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, 
vestibule orfoyer vestibule or foyer 

Formal insertion: aligned to the facade 

Door top sbape: flat door top Door top sbape: flat door top 

Top complements: top flat moulding Top complements: top flat moulding 

squared fanlight squared fanlight 

stained glass on fanlight stained glass on fanlight 

Lateral complements: lateral vertical moulding Lateral complements: lateral vertical moulding 

window in one side 

Surroundi~ materials: glass Surroundin~ materials: glass 

timber timber 

smooth plastelWork smooth plastelWork 

Door operation type: swinging door: one single Door operation type: swinging door: one single 

Door leaf type: panelled semi-opaque with 
one or more light cross 
panels 

stained glass Door leaf materials: stained glass Door leaf materials: 

metal metal 

timber timber 

Door handle, If any: round knob or ring handle 

Figure 8.20 KBS's solutions and new solution 1 and 2. 
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Modern (Funcionalist 1) (case 3) New solution 3 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: restricted access Flow control: restricted access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, 

vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: aligned to the facade Formal insertion: aligned to the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 
Lateral complements: window in one side Lateral complements: window in one side 
Other complements: vertical glass tower Otber complements: vertical glass tower 
Surrounding materials: glass Surrounding materials: glass 

rusticated plasterwork: metal 

metal 

Door operation type: swinging door: one single Door operation type: swinging door: one single 

Door leaf type: framed with three or more Door leaf type: framed with three or more light 
light cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door handle, If any: long vertical static handle 

Modern (Brutalist 2) (case 52) New solution 4 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 

Flow control: public access Flow control: public access 

Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. 
vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 

Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade 

Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 

Top complements: squared fanlight Top complements: squared fanlight 

Lateral complements: windows in both sides Lateral complements: windows in both sides 

Surrounding materials: glass Surrounding materials: glass 

concrete exposed 

Door operation type: revolving door (with four Door operation type: revolving door (with four 
leaves) leaves) 

Door leaf type: framed with one or two light Door leaf type: framed with one or two light 
cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door bandl~ if any: long vertical static handle Door handl~ if any: long vertical static handle 

Figure 8.21 KBS's solutions and new solution 3 and 4. 
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Modern (high tech 1) (case 48) New solution 5 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, 

vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade Formal Insertion: aligned to the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 
Top complements: squared fanlight 

! 
Top complements: squared fanlight 

flat rectangular porch convex porch 
Other complements: columns supporting porch Other complements: cables supporting porch 

vertical glass tower 
Surrounding materials: glass I Surrounding materials: glass 

smooth stone smooth stone 
metal tiles or small tiles 

metal 
Door operation type: swinging door: two singles 

revolving door (with four 
leaves) 

Door leaf type: framed with one or two light Door leaf type: framed with one or two light 
cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door handle, if any: long horizontal static handle Door handle, if any: long vertical static handle 

Modern (high tech 2) (case 63) New solution 6 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 

Flow control: restrict access Flow control: public access 

Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. 
vestibule or foyer vestibule orfoyer 

Formal Insertion: pulled in from the facade Formal InsertIon: pulled in from the facade 

Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 

Top complements: squared fanlight Top complements: squared fanlight 

flat semi-circular porch 

Other complements: walls supporting porch Other complements: vertical glass tower 

Lateral complements: windows in both sides Lateral complements: windows in both sides 

Surroundi~ materials: glass Surrounding materials: glass 

smooth stone metal 

metal 

Door operation type: swinging door, one single Door oper.ation typc: swinging door, one single 

revolving door (with four 
leaves) 

Door leaf type: framed with three or more Door leaf type: framed with one or two light 
light cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door handle, if any: rOlUld knob or ring handle Door handle, if any: long vertical static handle 

Figure 8.22 KBS's solutions and new solution 5 and 6. 
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Modern (high tech 3) (case 73) New solution 7 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. 

vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade Formal Insertion: pulled in from the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top Door top shape: flat door top 

Top complements: squared fanlight 

Lateral complements: windows in both sides Lateral complements: windows in both sides 

Surrounding materials: glass Surrounding materials: glass 

metal metal 

Door operation type: swinging door: triple, two Door operation type: swinging door: one single 
doubles or more 
revolving door (with four revolving door (with four 
leaves) leaves) 

Door leaf type: framed with one or two light Door leaf type: framed with one or two light 
cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door handle, if any: long vertical static handle Door bandle, If any: long vertical static handle 

Post-Modern (Eclectic 2) (case 1) New solution 8 

Flow function: main entrance Flow function: main entrance 

Flow control: restricted access Flow control: restricted access 

Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. Flow connection: gives access to: air lock. 
vestibule or foyer vestibule or foyer 

Formal insertion: pulled out from the facade 

Door top sbape: flat door top Door top sbape: flat door top 

Lateral complements: windows in both sides Lateral complements: windows in both sides 

Other complements: vertical glass tower Other complements: vertical glass tower 

angular connection with 
glass tower 

Surrounding materials: glass Surrounding materials: glass 

bride bride 

metal metal 

Door operation type: swinging door. one double Door operation type: swinging door. one single 

Door leaf type: framed with three or more Door leaf type: framed with three or more light 

light cross panels cross panels 

Door leaf materials: non-stained glass Door leaf materials: non-stained glass 

metal metal 

Door handle, if any: long vertical static handle Door bandle, If any: long vertical static handle 

Figure 8.23 KBS's solutions and new solution 7 and 8. 
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Environmental Control 4 (loose) (case 13) 

Flow function: 

Flow control:. 

Flow connection: 

Formal Insertion: 

Door top shape: 

Top complements: 

Lateral complements: 

secondary entrance 

public access 

gives access to: corridor or 
aisle 
pulled in from the facade 

flat door top 

top curved moulding 

pointed arch tympanum 

tracery or steelworks on 
fanlight or tympanum 
lateral cylindrical section 
colmnn 
lateral vertical moulding 

Surroundl~ materials: smooth stone 

Door operation type: 

Door leaf type: 

Door leaf materials: 

Door bandle, If any: 

swinging door: one double 

panelled opaque 

timber 

round knob or ring handle 

Environmental Control 4 (loose) (case 61) 

Flow function: 

Flow control: 

Flow connection: 

Formal insertion: 

Door top shape: 

Top complements: 

Lateral complements: 

Surroundl~ materials: 

Door operation type: 

I Door leaf type: 

Door leaf materials: 

Door handle, If any: 

secondary entrance 

public access 

gives access to: corridor or 
aisle 
aligned to the facade 

flat door top 

top curved moulding 

pointed arch tympanum 

lateral vertical moulding 

smooth stone 

swinging door: one double 

panelled semi-opaque with 
one or more light cross 
panels 
steelworks leaf decoration 

non-stained glass 

metal timber 

round knob or ring handle 

New solution 9 

Flow function: 

Flow control: 

Flow connection: 

Formal insertion: 

Door top shape: 

Other complements: 

Surrounding materials: 

Door operation type: 

Door leaf type: 

Door leaf materials: 

Figure 8.24 KBS's solutions and new solution 9. 
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secondary entrance 

public access 

gives access to: corridor or aisle 

pulled in from the facade 

flat door top 

vertical glass tower 

glass 

smooth stone 

metal 

swinging door: one double 

framed with one or two light 
cross panels 
non-stained glass 

metal 
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Firstly, it is important to notice the absence of architecturally absurd combinations 

of features. It is clear that some of the new solutions have an incremental 

difference in relation to its KBS' s counterparts. The new solution 3 is an example 

of this, with very small differences. 

However, whatever is the level of innovation the important thing is that the 

system will be able very frequently to suggest solutions without being limited to 

those precedents in memory as it happens with conventional knowledge-base 

systems. 

Secondly, all the new solutions are eligible to be added to the existing knowledge

base because their Boolean knowledge representation does not impose risk of 

inconsistency addition. This was demonstrated in Chapter 3. 

Thirdly, if there are solutions with just an incremental difference, there are 

solutions with significant innovation such as new solutions 5 and 6, which provide 

some interesting suggestions. 'New solution 5', for instance, suggests the 

presence of some features such as 'cables supporting porch' and 'vertical glass 

tower' that make it closer to the user's type generating it than the solution 

suggested by the know ledge-base system. 

It is evident that the neural network does not know this. However, the importance 

of this kind of suggestion is an ability to augment the designer's creativity that is 

beyond conventional systems. 

The same happens with 'New solution 6', with the proposed absence of 'smooth 

stone' in the surrounding materials, the replacement of 'round knob' by 'long 

vertical static handle' and the suggested presence of 'vertical glass tower' and 

'revolving door' . 
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It is interesting to notice that the network did not simply replace 'swinging door: 

one single' by 'revolving door' but it kept them both. This is important evidence 

that the network captured in its connection's weights the knowledge that a 

'revolving door' generally is accompanied by at least a conventional 'swinging 

door: one single', even if those schemes happened a few times in the training set 
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6.4 Conclusions: 

It was not a goal in this thesis to provide an algorithm for radical changes, but for 

a rudimentary incremental self-extending model, to minimise substantially the 

knowledge engineer intervention dependency, and to provide interactive support 

to innovative design thinking. 

Therefore, I believe that the experimentation described in this chapter strongly 

suggests that the necessary conditions to implement such model have been 

achieved: the ability to generate reliable new solutions in a knowledge 

representation scheme that allows the continuous extension of the knowledge

base while at the same time preserving its consistency. 

In the next chapter I will summarise the contributions and potential of the 

described hybrid environment. I shall describe different scenarios of how one 

could potentially interact with the system in realistic design situations. I will also 

develop a series of recommendations of what may be relevant regarding further 

research. 
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Chapter 9 

Contribution, Applications and Further Research 

9.1 Contribution to knowledge: 

The relevance of the proposed environment resides in its potential as a framework 

for innovative thinking and designing. It can support the designer's creativity by 

suggesting solutions he or she has not thought of at the outset of the design task. 

Its contributions are thus evident through its results. 

This integrated environment offers an incremental self-extending feature, as 

shown by the empirical evidence reported in the previous chapter. The self

extendibility can potentially minimise substantially the dependency on knowledge 

engineer intervention, as demonstrated in chapters 3, 5, 6 and 7. Moreover, it 

provides support to innovation by augmenting the designer's creativity. 

The results are an important evidence of the hybrid model's contribution. 

However, they cannot be separated from the system's architecture adopted. The 

unconventional knowledge-based system shell (Mustoe, 1990, 1993) with its 

ability to accept new knowledge, without becoming inconsistent, whatever are the 

acquisition procedures, was a vital part of the system's architecture. Yet, 

contribution was built upon that system by adding learning capabilities it does not 

inherently have. 

The connectionist model operating in the background of the environment and 

receiving input controlled by the knowledge-base system, provides an important 

tool not only for knowledge-acquisition, but also for the discovering of innovative 

solutions. It does draw inspiration from the work of Coyne and Yokozawa (1992) 
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and Coyne et al (1993). Yet, emergence in their experiment was undertaken 

manually by the user's manipulation of the network input layer. 

The stand-alone model and its direct manipulation provide freedom that may 

allow the user to 'force' solutions out of unusual combinations of input units. It 

can also be implemented through a simple multi-layered feed forward network. 

The environment proposed here builds upon Coyne and Y okozawa (1992) and 

Coyne et al (1993) research by providing a better interface and an automated 

procedure for the emergence of new solutions. 

Firstly, within the proposed model, the user does not have to undertake a trial 

process in which he or she may become lost due to the lack of inherent trace 

facility. The choices are made prior to their entering into the neural network, 

through Cortex, and the system itself keeps track of the previous actions, as 

demonstrated in Chapters 5 to 7. Secondly, there is no risk of getting into a dead 

lock since Cortex filters features of high incompatibility. Infinite loop situations 

are controlled and terminated by the integrated model Thirdly, the system always 

reaches the most possibly stable solution because the process cannot be 

terminated arbitrarily before all viable possibilities have been tested. At last, the 

system offers active and plain English interfaces at both input and output 

operations, which are obvious advantages. 

The procedure for automating emergence, as implied above, has as its main 

drawback the impossibility of direct network input layer manipulation. It also 

requires a neural network architecture more complex than a simple feed forward 

model, as explained and described in earlier chapters. However, the benefits for 

automation and interface are worth the price. 
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9.2 Applications: 

The proposed integrated environment may find several applications. For instance, 

it may be used with educational purposes in architectural schools. It would lead 

the design students towards 'repertoire' acquisition through the exploration of 

precedents and encourage re-thinking and re-invention through the suggestion of 

new combinations of features. 

The system may also find application as a design support system in architectural 

practices. In such context, the system may favour the emergence of solutions the 

designer has not thought of at the outset of the design task. I shall soon provide 

some illustrations for this potential. 

The 'small domain' described in Chapters 3 and 5 provided a good illustration of 

the internal procedures of the proposed integrated model However, its reduced 

number of precedents (9 cases described by 27 features) did not represent a 

sample large enough for a neural network learning process. Also, the fewer the 

number of precedents in the knowledge-base the greater the possibility of 

retrieving unsatisfactory solutions because a case-based reasoning representation 

is adopted in Cortex and this system operates by searching for the closest match. 

However, the 'extended domain', as described in Chapter 8, has a much larger 

number of precedents (122 cases), described in much more detail than in the small 

domain (80 features), which provides an environment much closer to a realistic 

design situation. 

For instance, suppose that I am given the task of designing an entrance door in an 

existing historical building, which is being partially restored, but needs some 

upgrading to accommodate new functions. The original door entrance has been 
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destroyed and information about it is not available as a source of design 

inspiration. 

I approach the 'extend domain' with the following basic constraints: it is a 19th 

century stone building with mixed features. For instance, some of its windows 

have gothic characteristics such as pointed arch and stained glass. 

However, all the remaining existing doors have classic features such as a flat top 

with a semi-circular moulded arch on its upper part and lateral cylindrical section 

column. The building is going to be used as an antiques showroom The entrance 

being designed gives access to a small vestibule in which a check out desk will be 

fitted. 

The system starts by bringing to the first question to the screen: 

Does the door leaf have a flat top? 

For a matter of consistency with the rest of the building I answer 'yes' to the 

above question. The system will then ask me the next question: 

Does it give access to an air lock, vestibule or foyer? 

Considering my initial constraints, my answer to this question is 'yes'. The next 

question is then brought to the screen: 

Is it supposed to be the main entrance? 
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Since a check out desk is going to be placed in the vestibule just beyond the 

entrance I imply that this is the main entrance to the building. Therefore, my 

answer is 'yes'. The system then brings the next question: 

Is there glass in the surroundings of the entrance? 

This is a 19th century stone building. All its existing doors have only stone in its 

surroundings and I have not been given freedom to intervene in the whole 

building. My answer to the above questions is 'no'. The next question is: 

Is there timber in the leaf? 

The client has asked me to provide, as much as possible, a solution consistent 

with the whole building. Since all the remaining doors are made of timber my 

answer is 'yes'. This causes the system to bring the next question to the screen: 

Does the door have a round knob or ring handle? 

For the same reason of the previous question, my answer is 'yes'. The system 

then asks me the following question: 

Is there smooth stone in the surroundings of the entrance? 

Considering the whole building features I answer 'yes' to the above question. The 

system then brings the next question to the screen: 

Is it supposed to allow public access? 
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The building is going to be used as an antique showroom. The entrance is also the 

main access to the building. Therefore, my answer to this question is 'yes'. The 

next question will be: 

Is the leaf panelled opaque? 

All the remaining doors have a panelled opaque leaf. My answer to the above 

question is thus 'yes'. The next question is: 

Does the entrance have any kind offlat moulding on its upper part? 

This kind of element is not present in the existing doors, which have some sort of 

curved moulding, but not flat. Therefore, my answer is 'no'. The system then 

brings to the screen the following question: 

Is there any lateral cylindrical section column? 

Considering my initial constraints, my answer to the above question is 'yes'. The 

system will then bring a solution to the screen: 

The most likely solution in the Extended domain is: 
The closest match is Case 14, which has the following features: 
Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top 
Top complements: top curved moulding 

pointed arch tympanum 
tracery or steelworks onfanlight or tympanum 

Lateral complements: lateral cylindrical section column 
lateral vertical moulding 

Surrounding materials: smooth stone 
Door operation type: swinging door: two singles 
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Door leaf type: 
Door leafmaterials: 
Door handle, if any: 

panelled opaque 
timber 
round knob or ring handle 

The solution's description is followed by the notice: 

Retrieve illustration number Case14.pcx in the Illustration's folder. 
Double click the icon More.xls in the Project's folder to see if a 
suggestion of new solution is available. 

The following illustration will come up on the screen: 

Figure 9.1- Case 14. 

The system will then propose the following new combination of features: 

A new solution may be possible with the following features: 
Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, vestibule or foyer 
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Formal insertion: 
Door top shape: 
Top complements: 
Lateral complements: 

aligned to the facade 
flat door top 
top curved moulding 
lateral cylindrical section column 
lateral vertical moulding 

Surrounding materials: smooth stone 
Door operation type: swinging door: one double 
Door leaf type: panelled opaque 
Door leafmaterials: timber 
Door handle, if any: round knob or ring handle 

The first solution is retrieved because it is the closest match in the case-base. It 

satisfies all the conditions verified by the questions presented to the user. The 

second solution, which is a result of the neural network computation, also 

satisfies all the conditions verified by the questions above. 

However, it provides more interesting features regarding the initial constraints, 

than the solution retrieved from the case-base, such as: the absence of 'pointed 

arch tympanum' and 'tracery or steelworks on fanlight or tympanum'. This makes 

the second solution a more classic-like solution rather than gothic one. 

However, more interesting applications of the proposed model can be found in 

situations were the whole building is being designed. For instance, suppose that I 

am now given the task of designing an entrance door in a non-existing building. I 

approach the 'extend domain' with the following basic constraints: firstly, the 

materials should be, as much as possible, industrialised and non hand-crafted. 

Secondly, it is supposed to be a single door and to give access to a reception 

desk. Thirdly, an emphasis should be placed on natural heat conservation in the 

winter. 

The system starts by bringing to the first question to the screen: 
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Does the door leaf have a flat top? 

Since the presence of a flat door top favours industrialisation, I answer 'yes' to 

the question above. The system then brings to the screen the next question: 

Does it give access to an air lock, vestibule or foyer? 

This entrance door is supposed to give access to a reception desk, as mentioned 

above. In these situations it is usual to have a foyer where people can make 

enquires and meet other people. Therefore, I answer 'yes'. The system then 

brings the next question to the screen: 

Is it supposed to be the main entrance? 

I know that the entrance being designed is an important one. However, as I am 

not aware yet of the situation in the remaining of the building, the answer is 

'don't know'. The system then asks me: 

Is there glass in the surroundings of the entrance? 

I interpret the presence of glass, as a dominant surrounding material, as a means 

of favouring natural heat conservation in the winter. Therefore the answer is 

'yes'. The next question is: 

Is there non-stained glass in the leaf! 

Since the presence of non-stained glass in the leaf can also be interpreted as 

favouring natural heat conservation in the winter, the answer is also 'yes'. The 

system then brings to the screen the following question: 
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Is there metal in the leaf? 

Since metal favours industrialisation, the answer is once again 'yes'. The system 

then asks me: 

Is there metal in the surroundings of the entrance? 

Once more, the industrialisation factor drives me to answer 'yes'. The next 

question is: 

Are there windows in both sides? 

Since I have decided at an earlier stage that glass was going to be one of the 

dominant materials in the surrounding of the entrance to provide natural heat 

conservation, I decide to use windows in both sides of the door. The answer is 

therefore 'yes'. The system then asks the next question: 

Is it supposed to allow public access? 

Although I am aware of the importance of the door, I do not know yet about the 

type of flow control for this entrance. The answer is thus a 'don't know'. The 

system then brings to the screen the following questions: 

Is it pulled in from the facade? 

I did not have a prior opinion on this matter, but I am now inclined to think that 

the feature above may give some protection from the flow of people in the street 
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and from bed weather. Therefore, the answer to the question above is 'yes'. The 

next question is: 

Does the entrance have a squared fanlight on its upper part? 

Since glass is going to be one of the dominant materials in the surroundings of the 

door entrance, I think of a squared fanlight as a means of increasing heat loss in 

the summer. Therefore, the answer is 'yes'. The system then brings the next 

question to the screen: 

Does the entrance have one double swinging door? 

Considering the initial constraints, which call for a single door, I answer 'no' to 

this question. The system then brings the next question to the screen: 

Are there bricks in the surroundings of the entrance? 

Bricks are nowadays industrialised construction materials. However, they do not 

favour a mechanised construction process to the same extend of their own 

manufacturing, particularly due to their dimensions and to the need of manual and 

careful bricklaying. Therefore, I answer 'no' to this question. The system will 

then bring a solution to the screen: 

The most likely solution in the Extended domain is: 
The closest match is Case 63, which has the following features: 
Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: restrict access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top 
Top complements: squared fanlight 

flat semi-circular porch 
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Other complements: walls supporting porch 
Lateral complements: windows in both sides 
Surrounding materials: glass 

Door operation type: 
Door leaf type: 
Door leafmaterials: 

Door handle, if any: 

smooth stone 
metal 
swinging door, one single 
framed with three or more fight cross panels 
non-stained glass 
metal 
round knob or ring handle 

The solution's description is followed by the notice: 

Retrieve illustration number Case63.pcx in the Illustration's folder. 
Double click the icon More .xIs in the Project's folder to see if a 
suggestion of new solution is available. 

The following illustration will come up on the screen: 

Figure 9.2 - Case 63 
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The system will then propose the following new combination of features: 

A new solution may be possible with the following features: 
Flow function: main entrance 
Flow control: public access 
Flow connection: gives access to: air lock, vestibule or foyer 
Formal insertion: pulled in from the facade 
Door top shape: flat door top 
Top complements: squared fanlight 
Other complements: vertical glass tower 
Lateral complements: windows in both sides 
Surrounding materials: glass 

Door operation type.' 

Door leaf type: 
Door leaf materials: 

Door handle, if any: 

metal 
swinging door, one single 
revolving door (with four leaves) 
framed with one or two light cross panels 
non-stained glass 
metal 
long vertical static handle 

The first solution is retrieved because it is the closest match in the case-base. It 

thus satisfies all the conditions verified by the questions presented to the user. The 

second solution, which is a result of the neural network computation, also 

satisfies all the conditions verified by the questions above. 

However, it provides some more interesting features regarding natural heat 

conservation in winter, than the solution retrieved from the case-base. These 

features are: 'a vertical glass tower' (instead of 'walls supporting porch'), only 

'glass' and 'metal' among the surrounding materials ( no 'smooth stone'), and the 

addition of a 'revolving door' (instead of just a 'swinging door: one single'). 

There may be several possible graphic interpretations of the new solution, but the 

textual description above already provides some illustration of how the proposed 

model may augment the designer's creativity. In the example above the 'vertical 

glass tower' and the 'revolving door' represent features not thought by the 
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designer at the outset of the design task. Yet, they comply with the initial set of 

constraints, which were that the materials should be, as much as possible, 

industrialised and non hand-crafted, and an emphasis should be placed on natural 

heat conservation in the winter. 

Several domains could be implemented in the proposed model representing 

different levels of abstraction for a particular design task. At the end of each 

section I may accept the proposed solution and move towards its detailing, or 

decide to go back to the beginning and start another section at the same level of 

abstraction. 
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9.3 Further research: 

The proposed model represents a significant improvement in relation to the 

interfaces of conventional stand-alone neural networks. It also delivers learning 

capabilities to a knowledge-base system. However, there is a series of issues 

related to learning performance, interface and implementation that need to be 

addressed. I shall try to point out some of these issu~s in the coming sections. 

9.3.1 Learning performance: 

As observed in the experimentation described in Chapter 8, 100% of the solutions 

compatible with the user's input (see in figure 8.16, the data under the label 3) did 

not present architectural inconsistencies. However, as the sample of new solutions 

was relatively small (9 cases), the reliability might decrease in larger samples. An 

additional underlying problem may suggest the need for searching improved 

performance: the architecturally consistent new solutions that are compatible with 

the user's input show different levels of completeness. A careful examination of 

those new solutions (figures 8.20 to 8.24) shows that not all sets of features were 

present in all examples. This may be an indication of neural network's inability to 

handle class exceptions. Therefore, the search for improved performance should 

proceed. 

Among the new solutions not entir,ely complying with the user's input (see in 

figure 8.16, the data under the label 2) 32 out of 37, that is 86%, were 

architecturally consistent. Although they did not fulfil all the requirements in 

relation to the user's input, they may become useful knowledge. They may be 

interpreted as if the network were trying to 'say' that the output should be a 

certain one, that does not entirely satisfy the user's input, but it provides a new 

solution that raises important issues the user had not thought of at the design 
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task's outset. However, 14% is still a too high rate of unreliability. Therefore, if 

improved learning performance could somehow be reached and those solutions 

incorporated to the set of acceptable ones, then the system would see a dramatic 

expansion in the number of useful new suggestions. 

An unexplored territory, which may provide the performance nnprovement 

mentioned above is related to the number of hidden layers. A geometric 

interpretation of this (adopted and modified from Lippmann, 1987; and Jain et al., 

1996) is presented in figure 9.3 bellow. 

Structure 

No hidden layer 

One bJdden layer 

Two bJdden layers 

CRI = region I; R2 = region 2) 

Description of 
decision 

Half plane 
bounded by 
hyperplane 

Arhritrary 
( complexity 
limited by 
number of 

hidden units 

Arhritrary 
( complexity 
limited by 
number of 

hidden units 

Exclusive-OR Classes with General region 
shapes 

R2 

Figure 9.3 - A geometric interpretation of the role of bidden layers in binary networks 

(Lippmann, 1987; Jain et al., 1996). 

The networks without hidden layer, or perceptrons, make the learning problem 

much simpler, but are very limited in what they can represent, as already 

mentioned in Chapter 4. They can only learn linearly separable problems, that is, 

those classes that can be separated by a decision region comprising a half plane 

bounded by a hyperplane such as in the first row of figure 9.3. 
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Networks with one hidden layer can represent continuos' functions, that is, they 

can solve all problems where the argument space is divided into convex open or 

closed regions of arbitrary shape, as seen in the second row of figure 9.3. The 

complexity of those decision regions is limited by the number of hidden units. 

Networks with two hidden layers can represent even discontinuous functions, that 

is, they can solve problems in which the argument space need not even to be 

continuos or simply connected. This is shown in the third row of figure 9.3. The 

complexities of those regions are also determined by the number of hidden units. 

Regardless of how abstract this illustration may be, it is important to emphasise 

here that there is significant theoretical evidence suggesting that a two hidden 

layer network may perform better than a one hidden layer network. This may be 

particularly important in design classification problems such as those represent by 

the 'extend domain' where meshed classes and exceptions are common. 

Therefore, an experimental analysis of potential performance improvements 

delivered by two hidden layer's networks should be taken into consideration. 

9.3.2 System's explanations: 

No emphasis was placed in this research on the aspect of providing reliable 

explanations to the connectionist system's reasoning and decision processes, due 

to the time constraints. Therefore, this issue remains as a major research field in 

AI and CAAD. Cortex has a modular scheme for representing and storing 

explanations that is worth while investigating, since it may facilitate the provision 

of explanations for neural network's behaviour. 
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9.3.3 Controlling architectural libraries, multimedia and virtual reality 

resources: 

The solutions presented by the system, either those retrieved from the case-base 

or those computed by the neural network, have no graphic representation that 

may ease the user's understanding and the transition between a textual 

representation and a graphically designed one. 

Two lines of further research are foreseeable on this matter: firstly, the intelligent 

management of improved representations of design components and design 

solutions. The use of the proposed model to control libraries of unstructured 

representations of architectural components is perhaps the most obvious one. 

However, other sources of unstructured information are worth mentioning, such 

as multimedia. Hedberg (1993a, 1993b) has insisted on the integration of 

conventional knowledge-base systems and multimedia resources as a means of 

providing 'alive interfaces' to first ones and intelligent management over the 

second ones. 

The second line of further research is related to the intelligent management of 

structured representations. The control of libraries of architectural components 

represented as parametrised types, is one of the possible leads towards the 

transition between a mere textual description and a graphically designed one. 

Hedberg (1993a, 1993b) has also insisted on the intelligent management of virtual 

reality by knowledge-base systems as a means of providing improved interfaces to 

intelligent systems. The same should be considered in relation to the model 

proposed in this thesis. 
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9.3.4 Implementation models: from a loose coupling prototyping to a stand

alone executable. 

As mentioned in Chapter 7, the adopted loose coupling model of prototyping 

satisfied the needs of this thesis since it provided the basic means of data 

exchange between KBS and connectionist system. It was developed primarily 

with the objective of providing an environment for experimental thesis 

verification. It was not intended for the end users and it did not have a complete 

graphical interface. 

The prototype was not built on a stand-alone executable code, but is based on the 

loose coupling between two existing shells, Cortex 1.5 (Mustoe, 1993) and the 

neural network development tool BrainMaker 3.0 (California Scientific Software, 

1993). However, it provided enough information to assess the consistency and 

reliability of the new solutions, which was one of the main objectives of this 

thesis. 

Nevertheless, regardless of the short term research benefits of that prototyping 

scheme, serious problems may arise if considered for widespread and medium 

term research or end use. For instance, the incomplete interface may result in 

confusion to the user. Also, for being based on a macro, the present scheme is 

highly insecure because it allows the user to either accidentally or intentionally 

tamper with the application code. For the same reason, the system performs much 

slower than it would a stand-alone application because all actions, otherwise 

invisible to the user, are performed visually on the screen. 

Therefore, the proto typing of a tight coupling scheme, through a stand-alone 

executable code, perhaps in Pascal or C++, seems to be a necessary condition for 

proper further research development. 
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Appendix 1 

The 122 instances of the 'extended domain': 

This appendix contains the photografies of the instances of the so called 'extended domain', 

which was built from a set of 122 entrance doors collected from buildings in the University 

of Strathclyde, Glasgow city centre, Glasgow University and architectural magazines. No 

pre-set conditions were established except the technical and legal possibilities of 

photographing them. Apart from this, the selection of instances was undertaken at random. 

The resulting sample was described in binary according to 80 features, producing a 

knowledge matrix, which is shown in Appendix 2. 
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 
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Case 10 Case 11 

Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 

Case IS Case 16 Case 17 
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Case 18 Case 19 Case 20 

Case 21 Case 22 Case 23 

Case 24 Case 25 Case 26 
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Case 27 Case 28 

Case 29 Case 30 

Case 31 Case 32 
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Case 33 Case 34 

Case 35 Case 36 

Case 37 Case 38 Case 39 
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Case 40 Case 41 

Case 42 Case 43 Case 44 

Case 45 Case 46 
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Case 47 Case 48 

Case 49 Case 50 

Case 51 Case 52 Case 53 
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Case 54 Case 55 

Case 56 Case 57 Case 58 

Case 59 Case 60 Case 61 
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Case 65 Case 66 Case 67 

Case 68 Case 70 
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Case 71 Case 72 

Case 73 Case 74 

Case 75 Case 76 Case 77 
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Case 81 Case 82 Case 83 

Case 84 Case 85 Case 86 
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Case 93 Case 94 Case 95 
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Case 101 Case 103 
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Case 107 

--

Case 109 Case 110 
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Case 113 Case 114 

Case 115 Case 116 
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Case 119 

Case 120 

Case 121 
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Appendix 2 

Knowledge-base matrix of the 'extended domain' 

Mustoe (1990, 1993) proposes a knowledge representation that adopts a Boolean 

classification structure. This appendix shows the 'extended domain' in this kind of 

representation. This representation may suggest a relational database. However, there are 

substantial differences. The relationships represented are actually encoded in the system as 

true bit-strings and not as rules. Moreover, the control system will not operate on them 

through 'if-then' statements or a query language, but through a direct bit-string 

manipulation, as explained in Chapter 3. 

Each column represents the description of an instance where a feature present is encoded as 

a bit of value' l' while a feature not present is encoded as a bit of value '0'. 

Once the matrix is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into 6 small 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 

258 259 260 261 262 263 
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gm, IICC'" 10: rhop or 1I'Orti.., roolll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

aligned to the facade 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
puI1ed out from the facade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

puI1ed in from the facade 0 1 0 
flatdoor lOp 1 1 1 1 

SllIIkirCllllr door fOp arch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"g •• nIlIldoortop arch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

poinIId door fOp arch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rolllld tnftHl door lOp arm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

top flat mouldiug 1 0 0 0 0 
topaJl'Wdmoolding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
triangular pediment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

semi~ular II segmenlal pediment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rq-.dfrUlllghl 1 0 0 0 0 

llIIIIIfltl ",illllIIId .. kip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
poiIrUd arm flUlligIU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"IIIWlTCIIlar or ,.,..nIlIl arch frUIllglrt 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

painted mb tympanum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
semi~ular mb tympanlDl\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

frau,., or IInl1l'OrIc Otl IlIrrlighl 01' IJIIIptutaa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

uaiaaf IlGI, 011 /lUllilhl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
flatretangul.ar poo:b 0 0 1 1 1 0 

flat Mmi-<iIl::nlarp<Eb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pediment poo:b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

segmental (cOOC&Ye) p<Eb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
COIIYeltpc:Gb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

coluIJI", '1If1PO'1UIr porclt 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
lI'G/b ,gppon;n, porelt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ctlbk, ,"fIpoIfitt, porcl& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lalllDhqll&lfldsectioncdnmn 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
la~c~ca1~uouoOOwmn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lalilDl wrtk:al moulding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
window in 0IIII side 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

windows in bod! sides 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F,11ktIl ,,..,, lOw,,. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

atIf" COtlMctioll wiIIt glaI, 1O""r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
dtcOndiN ,ClIIpIwll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SlID'OIIIIdingI material: gl.asa 0 0 1 1 1 0 
SUIlOOIIdinga mataial: brick 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SlIIJOnndinga material: smooth stooe 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SIlJlI:MIIIdings mat.lal: 100gb stooe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SlIIJOnndinga material: COIJCIeIe blocks 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SlIDOIIIIdinga mataial: coo.=te expoed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Smmaodingr mataial: timber 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SIIIJOUDdinga mataial: smooth piuaen.uIt 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Smroandinga mataial: I1lBIi.caled ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Snnouodinga mataialJ: tilea II .JDBllIilea 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUIroIIIIdings mataial: metal 0 0 0 0 1 0 

"""""" door: OM .,11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

"""""" door: lIFO .gIu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
".",., door: OM tIollbll 1 1 0 0 0 1 

1WiII,u., door: tripil, 111'0 doable, 01' mor, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,.,~, door (1IIitJI lorr ,"",) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

rlidUIf door (Oft, or 1110'" II..",) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

leaf: pl.ain apaqne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
leaf: pl.ain lla.niIpIJeut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

leaf aemi~ptilUe plain with 0IIII II IIIOIe ligbtaoa pand.I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
leaf: paneled "I*JUO 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

leaf: paneled aemi-clpaqne with 0IIII II mmdightcroa panaIa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
leaf framed with one II two 1igbt Clall panek 0 0 1 1 1 0 

leaf: framed with tIuee II IIQe light C1'OII puelr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

md1l'OrI""'f"'~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
leaf maL: IIOIHIained glua 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

leaf maL: Itained gl.asa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
leaf mat.: metal 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

leaf mat.: Umbel" 1 1 0 0 0 1 
rolMd blair or Mg IttutdlI 0 1 0 0 0 0 

reIM, .. , IIJIIIII'Id orllTlplZDid IttutdlI 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

IINrIrtuldU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10.., Irorizorrtlll Italic IttutdlI 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10", nrIkIIJ Italic IumdlI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.Ito" nrfiul Italic Iuutdlc 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ClUrId IIIIIk Iuutdlc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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lostanee Number» 64 65 
lllaUt ,nlnJna 1 

"eo." ,ntnuae, 0 0 

poW!: access 1 0 
resllicted MX:eSII 0 1 

ellitooly 0 0 
,i.", "",,, 1rJ: lIir Wet, ."rtib .. or fo"r 0 1 

,i.", /Ut:I" 1rJ: corridor or aUu 0 0 
,i.", au,,, 1rJ: "rop or lfOran, RJOJII 0 

aligned to the flCadD 1 
pulled out from the faeadD 0 0 
puUed in from the faadD 0 0 

j1IIJdoorlrJp 1 I 
StJlli-dreflllar door lOp arm 0 0 

",.,1IIal door IrJp arell 0 0 
polntId d«w IrJp arm 0 0 IV"'" Infoil d«w IrJp arm 0 0 

tap flat moolding 0 0 
tap curwd moolding 0 0 
Iliangular pediment 0 0 

semi-cm:ular CJ[ aegmenlal pediment 0 0 

If--flmIiIlII 1 1 
IlIIII4l11 witIt IIIIIllliIIU top 0 0 

poiIad arcla lanil,1II 0 0 
I,mi-dreflllar or """.1IIal an:1I flmIiIhI 0 0 

painted mh t}'llllJUUlm 0 0 
semi-cm:ular mh tympuuJm 0 0 tnu:I,., til' *lIwork 011 llUIIi,1U til' ".~ 0 0 

IIlIbutI ,IaI, (1ft lanIl,1U 0 0 

flat I1IIaugu1ar pClI:dt 0 0 
flat ...u..QJcular pClI:Ch 0 0 

pediment pClI:dt 0 0 
segJllllDlal (COIIC&w) pcxdI 0 0 

convex pClI:Cb 0 0 
roIIuIIIII '1If1Pt1I1inI porcla 0 0 

-u. 'tIpJIOIfiII, po,1:II 0 0 
ClIbu, llIpfIOnin, porcla 0 0 

lallelalllquu",hedioocdwnn 0 0 
la IeIal cylindricahection colulllD 0 0 

laleIal ~ mooldiug 0 0 
window in one adD 0 0 

windowI in both sides 1 
)',t1iul ,IaI, IOw,r 0 0 

a,.,""'" coIUIIClioIl witIt pal IrJw,r 0 0 
dlt:«'IIIi." 't:lI/pIwn 0 0 

SIlIIOUDdinga maIIIial: gIaII 
SIIll'OIIIIdinglIlllJa'ial: brick 0 

Sonoundings IIIIJa'ial: amooth ItOIIe 1 0 
SIlDOIIIIdinga mataial.: rough 8IOIJe 0 0 

SIIImUIIdiuga mallml: COIX:leIe blocb 0 0 
SUDOIIIIdiDgIIlIIIJa'ial: COIICI1Ite ~ 0 0 

S1IJlOOIJdingI1IIIJa'ial: timber 0 
SIIlmIIIICIinga IIIIJa'ial: amooth ~ 0 

SImOUIIdings material: I118tica1ed pluIeIwa:k 0 0 
Sonoundings matAiIWI: tilea <r amalllilea 0 0 

S1IDOOIIdingllllllJa'ial: mecal 1 0 
~ Dr. 0111 rin,u 0 1 

~ Dr. two rill"" 0 0 
~ Dr. 0111 tIoubil 0 

mn,;,., tItJor.lripU.1wo IIoabIn til' .... 0 0 
r,YOhiIt, door (willi fa",. ua",,) 0 0 
rliJbIf door (DIU or .or. ua.",) 0 0 

leaf: pain ~ 0 0 
leaf: pain ID.llllplleot 0 0 

leaf: IIIlmi-opaqDe pain with one <r IOOIe lightaca pauela 0 0 

leaf: paIIeIed ~ 0 0 
leaf: pallllledllllmi-opaqoe with 0IIII <r mcu Iightc::roapaneIJ 0 0 

leaf: framed with one <r two light crOll paneIa 0 
leaf: framed with three <r JDCD light c:roa paneIa 0 

IUdwort'-/dleorrtIiotI 0 0 
leaf maL: DIlII-IWned gIua 1 1 

leaf maL: Itained gIaII 0 0 
1eaf maL: _tal 0 

leaf maL: timber 0 1 IV"'" bob or rille 1ttuIdU 0 0 
rellul''''''''.1IJ1ItIMl ortmptZllillllandU 0 1 

UHrIrlutdU 0 0 
10,., IrorizD"ltlIIk hIzndII 0 0 

ro", wniealltlllk ,..,.",. 0 
,/ron wrliulltlllk IuuIdlI 0 0 

curnd r/Qde ItaIldU 0 0 
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n " H " ~ n ~ n ~ M M ~ U 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
000 1 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix 3 

Frequency table 

This appendix shows a frequency table, for the 'extended domain', reporting the presence of 

feature 'y' given that 'x' is present. It is a matrix of 80 columns and 80 rows. Each row 

represents the frequencies of each column's feature given that the row's feature is present. 

The probability values were normalised to values between 0 and 1 to facilitate the 

comparison with the network behaviour. For instance, if the feature 'Flow function: main 

entrance' is present, the features 'Flow function: secondary entrance', 'Flow control: 

public access' and 'Flow control: restricted access' have a probability of 0.0%, 60.78% 

and 39.22%, respectively, of being present 

Once the matrix is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into 6 smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 

265 266 267 268 269 270 
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0 t t = .. e ~ ~ ~ .X v 0 .D .~ '" ~ ~ v ~ '" 'roS: .~ te i :a l Ii 

1 .. ... 0) co ... ... .. 
rmia.-- Qam OBJ78 n3922 omn ~ o.oo;s 0.01% 0A412 0ffi92 

.. .. 
o.sl% Q9118 o.oo.B o.oo.B 2 scaJIIByalmlm o.ClXD 0A00l 05333 OJY£l 03313 0.6XD 3 OJY£l 0.4661 01XXD o.sm rum> 0IJ:ijl • OJY£l 

~~ 0.9118 0.0l82 o.o:m 01XXD 0.9118 011588 01J29t o.m 01J29t Q66l8 0.897l o.ot47 01XXD 4 mIlIdfrI..- 0.8313 0.1667 OIDXl 01XXD 0.87:i) o.too ODD 0.62'il 0.0417 03m Q.9167 ODD ODD 5 ~aiy (lam 0.1667 o.ocm o.o:m 0.1667 0.1il67 0.1667 Q.Iil67 Q1667 0.1667 0.8333 o.o:m 0.1667 6 sr-_lD:lIirilat; ........ f~ !l.9W ().()O) o.sws Q.4OO) o.ro1i o.o:m o.o:m 0.41'l> ODa o.s:m Q9143 7 giJw_1D: CfII'J'irir .... om(J} O.om OYJTT 0.3846 o:nn o.ro1i 0ID.lS o.o:m o.o:m o.538S 0.ClXD 0A615 0.7OlJ. 0JT7(J} 0ffl(J} 8 giJw-to: IhopcrJAriirw n.- o.5IXD 015(D o.5OOl 02Sm 0.2S(J) o.o:m 01XXD l1XXD O.ClXD 0.ClXD l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 9 ~totmlilr:lldo 0.8182. 0.1Z7l 03818 ~ 0I1T1J rum> 0.1273 0JJTZ7 o.o:m 0.ClXD 09Z73 o.ot82. O~ 10 idkdaafran imlilr:lldo 0.800) o.am 0A00l OACm o.DD 11XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD o.o:m 11XXD o.o:m 0.ClXD 11 puiI«Ilntr-iMf __ 0.8548 O.12'l> O.'ml o.2'i81 0.0161 O~ 0DJaI o.o:m 01XXD 0.ClXD 0.8710. o.ot61 01XXD 12 ftJI ... top ~ o.t09l !lli45 0.4(0) 01l45S 01fTlJ Olro) O~ 0,4636 O~ OASU) o.o:m o.o:m 13 ~emlqlm G.5IlD G.5IlD G.5IlD G.5IlD o.o:m 05(0) G.5IlD omn o.5IXD o.oon 0.5(0) 01XXD 01XXD 14 legtta/IIIl"'topl6r:lt G.5IlD G.5IlD o.o:m o.5OOl o.5IXD 0.5(0) 0.5(0) 01XXD 11XXD 0.ClXD 01XXD o.o:m O.ClXD 15 pWicdem IqJ 11th 11XXD O.ClXD 0l!00) o.DD o.o:m l1XXD o.o:m o.oon O.ClXD 01XXD l.ClXD 0.<XXD o.o:m o.o:m 16 rcudldW em Iqlllth 0.(fJjf 03313 Q.Iil67 03333 o.o:m 0Hl)7 03:m o.o:m 03313 o.o:m Q.Iil67 o.o:m o.o:m o.o:m 17 topftJl~ 0.89'B m07l Q.468 053S1 0.ClXD 0.968 o.am o.o:m o.ron 0.!BS7 03S7l l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 18 top--~ 0.7667 02m 0.700) 02f:Jjl o.am 0.7667 OnD o.om 0ACm o.o:m o.am Q.6ID o.om 0IJ:ijl 
19 tJiawD~ l1XXD 0.ClXD 1.ClXD o.o:m o.o:m 1.ClXD 0.ClXD o.o:m o.5IXD 0.ClXD 0.500> 1.ClXD o.o:m o.o:m 
~ ~a~~ 1.!lXXl O.<XXD 0500l o.5<XD o.o:m l1XXD 01XXD o.o:m 1.!XXD 01XXD o.o:m l1XXD o.o:m 01XXD 
21 rqwntJ~ 0.8936 0i8Sl 0611l 03617 em.13 Q.914J O.!a o.m.13 0A255 0D213 0.5532 l1XXD e.ClXD o.o:m 
Z2 fl1lt/lt9tl R1t ........ top 1.!lXXl O.!XXD 0.00D 1.ClXD o.o:m 11XXD O.!XXD o.o:m 11XXD o.o:m 0.ClXD 0.5(0) o.o:m 0.500> 
23 pWicdadt~ 1.!lXXl 0.!XXD HXXD 0.<XXD 01XXD l1XXD O.!XXD o.o:m 03333 o.o:m QHl)7 11XXD o.o:m o.o:m 
~ smi-OIaiara~lIthfidint Q.l!89) 0.1111 0.1il67 03313 o.o:m Q.l!89) 0.1111 e.!XXD 0.1il67 0.!XXD 03313 l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 
25 ~adI~ Q7OO) (13OJ) o.~ 0.100l o.o:m 0.700) o.DD 0.100l 0.4(0) o.o:m o.am rum> o.o:m o.OOD 
~ smi-OIaiar 1Ith~ 01XXD l1XXD 01XXD o.5<XD o.5<XD 01XXD 11XXD o.o:m 0.5(0) 01XXD 0.5(0) G.5IlD o.o:m 0.5(0) 
Zl tIlmyalEr!~oofiriillJta ~ Q9167 01KD 0.8313 0.1667 O.!XXD Q.9167 01KD 0.!lXXl rum 0.!XXD 0.1il67 0.8313 o.o:m 0003 
28 --,.. .. f~ 1.!lXXl 0.!XXD 03:m 0f£G1 o.o:m 1.!XXD o.o:m o.o:m 0f£G1 01XXD 03313 l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 
29 flat nDIpIbr ptIIdt 0.9111 <l.flrn Q.I!6!K) O.In o.o:m 09S6'i 0.D6'i o.o:m o.In 0.D<aS 0.8261 1.!XXD 01XXD o.o:m 
30 flat~ptIIdt l1XXD o.o:m rum QHl)7 o.o:m l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m o.o:m o.o:m 1.ClXD l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 
31 p:dDat p:adJ 1.!lXXl 01XXD 0.1XXD 11m 0.ClXD o.5<XD 0.5(0) 0.!XXD o.5<XD 01XXD 0.5(0) 1.ClXD o.o:m o.o:m 
32 SCfJJalli (<JDaIC) pcadJ 0f£G1 03313 03313 0f£G1 O.IXXD 0Hl)7 03313 o.o:m 03313 o.o:m 0Hl)7 QHl)7 03313 O.IXXD 
33 car.m.lXRil LClXD 01XXD 11XXD o.o:m O.IXXD 1.IXXD 01XXD 0.ClXD 1.IXXD o.o:m O.IXXD 1.IXXD o.o:m O.IXXD 
34 a:iJmB~JXIth 0.9167 0.<1133 05S33 0.4167 o.o:m 0.8313 0.1667 o.o:m 0.1667 o.o:m 0.8313 1.IXXD o.o:m o.o:m 
3S wiIs~JXIth 0.8667 0.1313 0.1il67 0.3333 o.o:m Q8667 0.1313 o.o:m O.IXXD 01XXD 1.ClXD 09333 0.0667 01XXD 
36 o&illWJlinglXRil 1.IXXD o.o:m 11XXD O.IXXD o.o:m 1.IXXD o.o:m o.o:m 1.!lXXl o.o:m 01XXD 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
J7 IaWolIqIIIInd MtiM cdI-. 1.!llD O.<XXD 0.5714 ().4'l3) o.o:m 11XXD o.o:m 0.!llD o.6W 0.!llD 03S7l 092Iti o.o:m o.o:m 
38 IdlJnIl CJIbwbiaIIMtiM colle. 0.84Q o.l5lI 0.9231 0JT7(J} o.o:m 0.9231 0ffl(J} o.o:m 0.23(11 O.IXXD 0.7(JJ). o.om o.o:m o.o:m 
39 IaWolNltia.ll~ 0.828S o.t714 0.5714 Q.4OO) o.£I2ai o.&57l Que o.£I2ai OS143 o.£I2ai 0A57l 0.74'B o.o:m o.am 
40 

"'-'-bl __ 
0ID1i o.lG 0.4762 0.47Q ().()O) Q.SOI! o.o.m o.o:m 03810 ().()O) 0.5714 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 

41 lMdIIR.both Iida ~ 0.Q5(D 0.62'il ~ ~ CJ.!lj(J) o.ClXD o.osro Q.4OO) O.om <l.52S) 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
42 w:diaI. jiJalOlTG 0.7647 0.11l'i 0.2941 058S2. o.nl'i 09412 011588 o.o:m 02941 0.1765 o.529l lillD o..IXXD. o.o:m 
43 ~axndiaI \1i1b JiIIIfII k/IIa' 0.7500 o.o:m o.5<XD Q.2S(J) Q.2S(J) 1.IXXD o.o:m o.o:m o.o:m 0.500> 0.500> 1.!llD o..IXXD o.o:m 
44 ~~ o.~ 0.100l 0.700) o.DD 0.100l o.~ o.tOOl o.o:m o.am o.o:m Q.4OO) 0.1IXD o.o:m o.DD 
4S ~mmistjiJa o.88'.)l 0.(R)l 05412 0A2lS o.<IW Q.91l'i 011588 01J235 0.4353 O.om OS1l'i 0S882 o.o:m o.ot18 
46 ~n:&a:Ut bidt 0.8S37 o.!m) Q.3!X2 Q.S610 011488 0.92t:B o.om o..IXXD IJ.36.j) o.<m> 053(6 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
If1 ~maut 1IIIOb*m 0DI6 0.1754 QHl)7 Q.3~ o.ot'Z5 Q.842l 0.1Z28 01BSJ. 0.4385 o.ot'Z5 o.s.m 0.8S'li o..IXXD 01BSJ. 
48 ~n:&a:Ut 1tJII1II*m o.5IXD 03IXD (13OJ) 0A00l 03IXD Q5OO) 0.4(0) 0.100l rum> o.o:m o.DD o.5<XD anD Q100l 
49 SI~n:&a:Ut <X:U2&liodla UXXD o.o:m QS(JJ) Q5OO) o.o:m 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m o.5<XD o.o:m 0.500> 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
50 ~n:&a:Ut <X:U2&cqxKd o.m Olro) 0.7Z73 0I1Zl o..IXXD 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD 0.3636 o.o:m o.63(;J 1.!llD o..IXXD o.o:m 
51 $Imvxirw. UHcIirt tinizr Q.87:i) Q.(J)38 G.5IlD 0.4GlII 01B13 Q.87:i) o.t2!l o.o:m Q5OO) o.o:m 0.500> 1.!XXD o..IXXD o.o:m 
52 SlmnriDJ1llmmist 1IJIlOIh~ Q.9167 0.0417 I>.3n) 05S33 0.0417 o.sm 0003 o.om 0f£G1 o.o:m 03313 095IB o.o:m o.o:m 
53 ~n:&a:Ut IUIIiaIIcd~ 0f£G1 0.<XXD 03313 03313 03313 0f£G1 0.33l3 o.o:m 0f£G1 01XXD 03313 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
54 Sluwdu» IIIlIaiIk tilts a srmIl tilca UXXD 0.!llD 1IDXl o.o:m o.o:m 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD lillD o.o:m o.o:m 1.!llD o.o:m O.IXXD 
55 ~n:&a:Ut JJECi 0.875) 01KD 0.5417 0.4167 011417 0.89:58 QOO2S 011417 o.Jm 0003 05417 09792 o..IXXD ODD 
56 ~IM: <IIC.,. Q.85OO o.osro 0.1500 0.7500 0.100l o.sm 0.100l ~ o.ssoo o.osro Q.4OO) 09m ~ o.o:m 
57 8'o1iIPIM: bwSQ!Jca IlXXD o..IXXD 0.87:i) 0.12'D o..IXXD 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD 02Sm o.o:m 0.7500 o.sm o.o:m o.o:m 
58 ~IM: <llCd:dic 0.7'151 0.1~ 0.7143 Q.2SI) 01B17 0ID1i 0.14:09 ().()O) 0.4762 ().()O) 0.4762 Q.8413 Q.01j) 01B17 
59 8'o1iIPIM: Iridc. bw<btir:sa_ 1.IXXD o.o:m 1.IXXD o.o:m o.o:m 1.!llD 01XXD 0.!llD O.1G O.IXXD o.&57l 1.IXXD o..IXXD o.o:m 
ro ~em(v.ithflDkaIaI) 1.!llD o..IXXD 1.1XXD O.!XXD OlXXD 1.!llD 0.!llD 0.!llD o.o:m 0.!llD 11XXD 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
61 sIidq( em (<IIC a nm:1t:aIa) o.o:m 1.!llD 01XXD 1.!llD o..IXXD 1.!llD o..IXXD 01XXD o.o:m 0.!llD 1.IXXD 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
6'2 IcEPain~ 1.IXXD o.o:m QS(JJ) o.5<XD OlXXD l1XXD o.o:m 01XXD 0.500> 0.1XXD G.5IlD 1.!llD o..IXXD o.o:m 
63 kIE PSnIllllllPm't IlXXD o..IXXD l1XXD o.o:m o.o:m 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m o.DD o.o:m rum> 1.!llD o..IXXD o.o:m 
64 IcE ~ Pain -MIb <IIC a~lijittatrllpmds 1lXXD 01XXD 03:m QHl)7 o.o:m 1.!llD o..IXXD o.o:m 0f£G1 o.o:m 03313 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD 
65 1cEl&dcd~ O.81!il 0.1316 o.5IXD 0.4211 01J7I9 o.s~ 0.15'i9 0112tD Q.51S o.o:m o.ifm 0.'001 0112tD 0112tD 
66 lcEl&dcdaJi~wlb<IICa~lijittatrllpmds 0.7333 02f:Jjl OBXD Q.4OO) o.o:m rum> 0.1313 Q0667 0f£G1 Q0667 01fli1 0.8£Rl Q0667 0IJ:ijl 

67 IcE bml WIb <IIC a bwlijitt atrII prda G.843II 0.12'D 09153 QOO2S 01B13 0.801 Q.(J)38 QOO2S Q.2813 01B13 Q.6B7.5 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
~ Jai: fraJM -MIb ItIIlC a _lijitt atrII prda 0.84W o.am 0.1&D 0.7&D o.am Q.9;m o.am o.o:m Q.4OO) 0.l3D 0.4IUl 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD 
(J) stdvoakbi <Iccm!icm 0.84Q o.l5lI onm 0JJT1 o..IXXD 0.84Q 0JT7(J} OJT7(J} 053&S 0.!llD 0.461S o.om o..IXXD 0JT7(J} 

'iU klioa: IDHDimdjiJa o.sns 0.12'D o.am 0362S 01B'Z5 o.sm 011!'25 01B'Z5 0.4(0) QOO2S 053iS 09m 0.0125 o.ot25 
71 kliDli.: IllimijiJa 1.!XXD o..IXXD o.o:m 1.!llD o..IXXD 1.!llD o..IXXD o..IXXD 11XXD o.o:m o.o:m 1.!XXD O.IXXD o.o:m 
72 bioa:m:cai o.sm 0.l3D 05867 Q.3867 0JJ)Ji/ 0.8IlD OlBD Q1l4(l) o.1T.D o.am o.sm o..sqn QJJlGl o.ot13 
73 Iai DIi.: tinizr Q.8OS6 0.1528 osm 0.4167 ~ Q.819t 0.1528 01J2ll 05139 0.0139 QA1]2 0.8472 0.lJZ]8 Q.0139 

74 IWJdmm aling lade 0.800) o.DD 0.5400 0Ml) Q.(OO) 0.84W o.t400 Q.(OO) o.5ElD Q.(OO) Q..aJ) 0.761) o.om o.om 
75 ~spKda~1ade 1.!llD 01XXD 0.5(0) o.5<XD o.o:m 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 03125 0.002S 0.62'il 1.!llD o.o:m o..IXXD 
76 ba-Iade 1.!llD o.o:m Q1ro) o.m o.o:m o.m Q1ro) o.o:m QSofiS O.IXXD 0.4545 1.!llD o.o:m 0.!XXD 

77 lwg b:Ii2rr.a IfIticIade fJ.(£J;J 0.!XXD QHl)7 o..IXXD 0.33l3 0Hl)7 03313 0.!llD 0.1667 o.o:m 0.8333 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
78 lwg'talitallfltic lade O~ ().()O) 0.7143 0.2381 01l4l'i O.!mt 0.00D ().()O) 03333 O.lG 052lI 1.!llD o.o:m o.o:m 
79 aim 'taIital1fltic lade 0.8571 O.1G 0.6429 Q.3S71 o.o:m 0.9285 0.D714 o.o:m 0.357l o.o:m 0.6429 1.!llD 0.!llD o.o:m 
ro aKWAi-x: lade 0.7500 0.25(1) 0.7500 015(D 0.00D 0.7500 o.o:m 015(D o.5<XD o.o:m G.5IlD 1.<XXD 0.!XXD o.o:m 
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II 3' ~ :s It 1 's 1 e IA lir IS!, l .. .1 a "........,. 0.04~ 0.01% G:1AS1 Il225S 0.01% 0.Ql% 0.4118 o.m% Q.(J]9l 0117St o.oor; 01XXD 0.1<m1 2 Q.(J]9l ~~ OlXXD 0.0f67 ().200) 0.4667 0.!XXD 01XXD 01f:JjJ 0.!XXD 01XXD 0.0f67 Q.3lD 0.1333 om;, 01XXD 3 JVIIe-- O.!l'iIm 0.0294 0.1912 0Jal8 Q.(J]9l 0.0147 o.~ O.!XXD 0.0441 011182 o.m. 01XXD 0.1471 o.m47 4 mtrided_ o.an o.an 03125 0.1667 O.!XXD 0D2OJ ~ 00117 OlXXD O.0c.2S Il.<mI Il.<mI 0.0417 0.1)417 5 e1Iitaiy 0.!XXD O.!XXD 0.00D 0.1667 01XXD 0.!XXD 0.1667 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD O.!XXD Q.l667 01XXD 01XXD 6 giJW_t«1lIir1rd; ..... fo1fr o.~ 0.Ql!J> Q.2571 Q.21!J> o.m!J> 0.01!J> 0.400S 0.01!J> 0.<J285 Q.07& om;, 01XXD 0.10r8 01J2ai 7 gjIw_t« tmtir.4irIr O.!XXD 0.07f9 Q.07f9 0A61S OlXXD 01XXll Q23(JJ 01XXll OlXXD 0JJ1(1) 0.l538 0.l538 Q.07f9 01XXD 8 giJW_t« rIrop,..~_ O.!XXD O.OOD 01XXD 015m OlXXD 01XXD 0.2500 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 015m 01XXD 9 ~lotmlilaKb 0.!XXD 0.01& O.3OOl Q.21& 01XXD 01XXD o.m& Il.!I3M 0.3636 Il.!I3M o.m& 0.1001 0111Z1 0D1& OIfTlJ WB64 10 Jdbiaalian tmlilaKb 01XXD o.!XXD ().200) 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD Q.3lD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 0.001) 01XXD 01XXD 11 JUW itlfrrNnllwfaa.J. O'!w) 0.tB23 0.1613 OBB 0.0161 01XXll 0.41~ O.!XXD Q.tB23 0.018:1 O.oocB 0D161 0.}2CJ) o.m61 12 /bIdtNrtqp 01XXD 0.!XXD 0154S 0.1'727 o.m& o.m82 0AZ73 oro.n o.am O.cB18 OmzT o..roJl G.Iro} o.om 13 ~dca~1IdJ 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 14 s ...... doortqplrdt 0.!XXD 01XXll 01XXD l1XXD 01XXD 0.!XXD O.!XXD 05(0) 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD (J.5(XJ) Q.SOO) 01XXD 15 JXiJ*ddca IqJ IIdJ 01XXD 01XXD l1XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 16 romd tI::fW dca ~1IdJ 0.!XXD 01XXD l1XXl1 01XXD 01XXD o.!XXD 01XXll 01XXD O.!XXD 0ffGI 01XXD Il.3333 01XXD 17 tqp/bl ...... 0.!XXD 01XXD O.l7lli 0D714 01XXD o.42lti 01XXD o.!BS7 Q.l429 0D714 01XXD 0.14'B o.1an 18 tqp--....... 0.1667 o.UID 01667 01XXD Q.Of67 o.UID o.am 0.11lD 0.1667 Il.3333 om;, 03667 o.am 19 IIilrPlICdnat 01XXD 01XXD l1XXl1 01XXD 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD ::0 ~a~JDinat OlXXD OlXXD 01XXD l1XXl1 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXll OlXXD 05(0) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 21 .... fIIIIIigN OlXXD o.!XXD 025S3 WXiIJ 011213 011213 01XXD 01XXD o.oa; 01XXD 01XXD 011213 IJ.()Q; 22 f~IIiJI"""'tqp OlXXD 01XXD 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXD 01XXlI OlXXD 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXD l1XXl1 01XXD Z3 pcirDllldJflllli._ 01XXD 01XXD 03333 l1XXl1 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 0ffGI Il.3333 24 smi<ilaUa~lIdJfIIIIi.IIll o.!XXD 01XXD 0A444 Q55$ 01XXD 00111 022:7l OlXXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 022:7l 01XXD 25 JXiJ*d1ldJ~ OlXXD 0.3XD ().200) IlXXD 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXlI 0.!XXD OLro) 01XXD 26 ~1IdJ~ 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD IlXXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 71 tIaJ:aya~(I\faiilka~ 01XXD 01l!D Q.3333 Q.9167 01XXD 01XXlI 01l!D Q.l667 0.1667 0.1667 O!AXD 01XXD 01l!D 28 --"'Clllf~ OlXXD 0.!XXD 1.!XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 0ffGI 01XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 03333 29 /bI~ponII 01XXD 0.!XXD o.om o.otl5 01XXD O.!XXD 0.6522 O.!XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 30 /bI~ponII 0.!XXD 0.!XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 0ffGI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 31 JDinat lXItb o.!XXD 01XXD O.OOD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXll 01XXlI 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 32 ~(G:IlCIIIoIe)lXItb o.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD Q.3333 oam 01XXlI 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 33 aIMlI.lXItb OlXXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD o.!XXD 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXD o.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 34 a:iamB~JXItiI 01XXD 01XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI O!AXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD O.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 35 v.ti1a~JXItiI o.IDI) 01XXD 0fX£I 0.1333 01XXD 01XXlI 0.7333 01XXlI 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD oron 01XXlI 36 caIica~JXItiI O.!XXD O.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 0.7S(]) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 37 1IWrIIl.",.1«tiCIII 00II-. 0D714 01XXll U57l4 Q.21.o 01XXD 0D714 05(0) 01XXD 01XXlI Q.28S7 01XXD 01XXD 0D714 01XXD 38 1IWrIIl~1«tiCIII00II-. 0.1Sl! 0.1Sl! 0.4615 0.76}2 Q.07f9 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 0.(06) 0JJ1(1) 0A615 01XXD 0A615 01XXD 39 1IWrIIl-**..,..,. 0.1429 01l57l Q3429 0fB51 0.<J285 0.<J285 ().200) 0.QS71 01l57l 0JB51 0.2857 0.QS71 028S7 0.QS71 40 
lIVdJwitl ___ 

01XXD o.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 03810 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 41 ~ .. ..",. .... OlXXD 01XXD 0.1500 Q.05OO ()J}}S) O.!XXD 0.8lD oam 01XXD 0.11lD 01XXD 01XXD Q.05OO 01XXD 42 valial_1cMcz 01XXD O.!XXD OlXXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 02941 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD .0 qWanzaim w.1b" DIIa' 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 44 d:aJlIIM8aIIpgca 0.11lD 01XXlI Q.3IlD 0.'lIlD 0.11lD 0.11lD 0.4IlD 0.11lD 01XXD ().200) 01XXD Q.l1lD ().200) o.lllD 4S SI ........... 1Idairt .. 0.!XXD 01XXD 0.1882 o.~ 0.0118 0D135 ()j412 o.om o.am Q.lQ.7} 01XXD 01XXD 01Jl0) o.am 46 ~1Idairt bid OlXXD 01XXD o.om 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 0.4(U4 011J44 01XXD 011J44 01XXD 01XXD 011J44 01XXD 47 s, ...... " ... mm:iIII: Imx:Gllllmo ~ ~ 0350J 0.456} 01B51 01B51 02S1l2 0.0115 ~ 0JJm 0.1754 01B51 0.191) 0Dl15 48 ~1Idairt IIlII1lIIiaIo 0.11lD 0.11lD QIIlD (J.5(XJ) 01XXD 01XXlI 0.11lD 01XXD 0.11lD 01XXD 01XXD UlIlD 01XXD 01XXD 49 SmroJinJIJ!mmi:t a:ume tilXb O.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 50 ~1JII8:IiaI: CIDl'eCcgqx:sed OlXXD OlXXD o.o:x9 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 0.61(4 01XXD 01XXD o.o:x9 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 51 ~mmiri: Iinm 01XXlI 0.!XXD ~ 0D1l8 01XXD 01XXlI ~ 01XXlI o.am 0.00 01XXlI 01XXD Il.OO15 0D1l8 52 &atwdiwmmiri: 1IDJOIh~ 0.1)417 01XXD (J.5(XJ) 01l!D 01XXD 01XXlI 0.4W 0.1)417 01XXD 0.1)417 01XXD 01XXD 0.1)417 01l!D 53 ~1JII8:IiaI: I18iaDiPanak OlXXD OlXXD 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXlI 01XXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 54 ~ IIIfaUis: tilma IIIIIlIl tilr8 o.am 01XXD oron 0.!XXD 01XXlI 01XXlI (J.5(XJ) 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 55 ~1BIilt nrAIi 01XXlI OlXXD o.an Il.OO15 01XXlI 01XXD 0.43'25 0.1)417 01XXlI Il.OO15 01XXD 01XXD 01l!D 01XXlI 56 ~cbJ: Ims.r.;o OlXXD 01XXll ().200) Q.07j) 01XXll 01XXlI 0.4500 01XXll O.l1m Q.05OO 01XXlI O.!XXD O.l1m Q.05OO 57 ~cbJ:l'Ml~ oam 0.1ZD 03750 o.ti13) 01XXlI 01XXD o.lZD 01XXD 0.1ZD 01XXD Q.SOO) 01XXD ~ 01XXD 58 ~cbJ: (ll)cbtic ~ 01B17 02381 03492 tl.Om 01B17 0.3492 01B17 o.o~ 0.1111 o.o:m 01B17 ~ tl.Om 59 ~cbJ: lliPe,l'MlcbiDallDC 01XXD 01XXlI 0.1429 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXlI 0.42lti 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD ro ~dca(\liIbfarlcMs) 01XXD 01XXlI 0.1429 01XXD 0.1429 01XXD 0.71.0 01XlD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 61 ~dca(UIIalllRlaMa) 0.!XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXll 01XXD 01XXlI O.!XXD 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 62- la£dain~ OlXXD 01XXll (J.5(XJ) 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXlI 05(0) (J.5(XJ) 01XXlI 01XXD OlXXD 01XXD Q.SOO) 01XXD 63 la£Pain~ 01XXll 01XXll 01XXlI 01XXlI 01XXlI o.!XXD OLro) o.!XXD 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 64 la£ ~ PainWtblmallDCliIIIt_pn:Ia 01XXD 01XXlI 01lXll 0.1661 01XXD o.!XXD Q.SOO) 01XXlI o.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD liS la£llIRZd~ 0.1316 01J7!l} 0011 057!9 o.!11S ~ 0.1841 01XXD ~ 0D7l9 0.1841 ~ 0.1841 01XXD $ la£ llIRZd.m~ Wtblma IIDC liIIIt<mllpn:la 01XXD 01XXlI OAOOl 0AIlD 01XXD 01XXD 03333 0JY:Gl 01XXD ().200) ().200) 01XXlI ().200) 0.1333 01 la£ frlIml Wtb (II) a l'Ml1iJ!It atlIIpnU 01XXlI 01XXD O.0c.2S 01XXlI 01B13 o.!XXD 0593J 01XXD 01XXD 0D1l8 01XXD 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD ffi la£ frlIml Wtb "-allDCliJ!ltatlll1Bda 01XXD OlXXD o.t:;m 0D400 01XXlI o.!XXD 0AIlD 01XXD o.om 01XXlI 01XXlI 01lXIl 0D400 o.om (f) stdIlatlcli cbxaIim Q.07f9 O.1Sl! (J][JT7 0.84Q 01XXD 01XXD Q.07f9 0.1Sl! 01XXlI o.l538 Q.S3&S 01XXlI Il.61S4 01XXD 'iU Wild.; 1DHillimd" 01XXlI OlXXD 0.1125 0.11lD 0D125 01XXD 0A6ZS 0.0125 0D125 Q.07j) 01B7S 01XXlI 01liCD 0D125 71 Wild.; 1IIiIIld" 01XXD OlXXD 1.!XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXlI l1XXD 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 11XXlI n Wild.; m:IBl Off}f;l 0D4(J) 0DJ33 02113 0.0133 01XXD Q.4133 Off}f;l 01XXD 0D400 0.1067 0D133 o.t067 o.m67 73 Wild.; Iinm O.ooJt 0.1)417 ~ 038If) CJ.OU) o.oz78 03333 o.!XXD 0.1)417 01J1l2 o.l3I9 o.oz78 0.1ZD 0.1)417 
74 II:OIdIlolb aling bIoIo 0.11lD rum> 0A2ID o.sm o.am 0D4(J) ().200) 0D4(J) 0D4(J) 0.11lD ().200) 0D4(J) o.zm o.am 
75 ~QB:da~1Inlo 01XXD 01XXlI oron 0.113) oron 01XlD (J.5(XJ) 01XXlI 01XXD Il.OO15 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 
76 lco.a-lInlo 01XXlI OlXXD ozm O.!XXD 01XXD 0.!XXD 0Zl7J 01XXD 01XXD o.o:x9 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 
77 l<Dl! lDi2J:mIliaic lade 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXlI 01XXlI 0.!XXD 01XXD 0.8333 O.!XXD 01XXlI 0.!XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 
78 1<D1!~ ataic lade OlXXD 0.!XXD !l.!la 01XXlI o.on; 01XXD 0ffGI 01XXlI 0.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXD 01XXlI 
7) sIut~stiiclade 01XXD O.!XXD 021.0 011714 01XXD 01XXD U57l4 O.!XXD 0.0714 0.1429 01XXD 01XXll 0D714 0.1429 ro ~ataiclade OlXXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXlI o.am O.!XXD 015m 01XXD 01XXlI 01XXll 01XXD OlXXD 01XXlI 01XXD 
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8 S ~ .~ .. 1 I;::l Ii:: 
'!i "..,. ..""",. 0.207) IlO2.9t 001% 0D1% 001% 0.1CJl8 o.rns 0ill92 0.1373 0.1078 02843 0.1667 03627 2 

0.1ZZ5 seonDy~ 0.1333 o.oon o.oon 0D667 O.oon 0D667 0.1333 Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 0.1333 0.400) IWD 0.1333 0.1333 3 p&iJ1e_ 02941 0.0147 o.oon 00147 4 (l(l2C}I 0.10:9 0,1471 01lS88 0.11~ 0.17~ 0.2941 0.1471 ~ 01J73S ratIitad_ 0.<Xi25 0.0417 0.0417 Q.0417 01XXD 0.100 0.100 01XXD o.m> 0.(001 Q.2917 IWr3 Q.2917 5 IWr3 ClIitaiy o.oon 01XXD Q.<XXl) o.oon 01XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 01XXD 01XXD 0.lXXD 0,1667 0.1667 0.1661 0.3333 6 
gha-to:fliTlod; ~ r'""" 0.nl5 0.!J2SS 0.001i UOl~ OD1~ 7 omsz 0.1238 01I381 0.1333 0.1143 028S7 0,1810 03619 o.IDI ghw_to: awridr .. IIi.fIt 0J17f9 O.oon Q.WtP 0JJl6) 01XXD 0.1538 0.1538 Q.<XXl) o.oon 0.!J76) 0::mJ 0.1538 0.lXXD Q.<Y7(g 8 ghw_to:shop .. -tiw_ o.oon o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 01XXD Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 01500 01XXD Q.S(XD o.oon 9 ~totmf'al:ah 0.0StS o.oon 0.0182 0D182 01B64 01ll6J Q.<XXl) 0JJTZl 0,1636 0.!lS4S 0.3Z73 O,14SS Q.2CjQ) OJro) 10 pjlr:datfnm tm faaIb 0.Dl) o.oon Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.oon 01XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.ron 0.lXXD 0.Dl) IWD O.QXl) Q..QXI) 11 pIIW IIIftom11w fa-* 0.300) 0.0484 00161 o.am 0.lXXD 0.1613 0.2419 Q.<XXl) O.<m; 0.1613 0.2581 0.19lS 03387 12 ftItdDtrtop a.m 0.0273 0.1<m 00182 00182 0D182 0.1001 0.l273 01B64 0.1182 01Bl8 <l.236J 0.1!XJJ 03636 0.154S 13 smi<itailrcb:rlqladl o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.S(XD o.oon 0.lXXD Q.S(XD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.ron 01XXD o.ron o.ron 14 ~dDtrtoplftll Q.oon o.oon o.ron o.oon Q.<XXl) 01XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 1.lXXD o.oon o.ron 15 o.oon JXiJ*dcbrlq) ad! O.oon Q.<XXl) O.!XXD O.oon o.oon o.ron Q.<XXl) o.ron IWD 0.4(0) 1.lXXD 0.lXXD o.ron o.oon 16 rcud tdW cbr Iqlad! o.ron o.ron o.ron o.oon Q.<XXl) o.ron Q.<XXl) o.ron o.ron 0f:fGl 0f:fGl o.ron 0.lXXD o.ron 17 top/tlt--*"w 0D7l4 01BS7 WXXD o.oon o.oon 0.14':9 01BS7 Q.<XXl) 028S7 02143 0.428) o.ron 02143 o.ron 18 topt:WNl RIIIIIIw O.am o.ron o.oon o.am o.oon Q.<XXl) 0D667 Q.<XXl) O,1IlD 0.3333 0Jm) o.ron O.oce o.oon 19 1Iiaw*lrpcdm:u o.oon o.oon o.mn o.oon o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.S(XD 0.500) 01XXD Q.S(XD o.oon 20 ~<r~JDimn 0.lXXD o.oon Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD o.ron o.oon o.ron 0.lXXD Q.S(XD o.oon Q.S(XD o.oon o.ron o.ron 21 ...... ~ 0.3191 o.oa; WXXD Q.0213 Q.0213 0.1Z77 023«J ()ffiB 0,1489 0.lXXD 0.1489 0.1'J0l o.51Q; 0.1~ Z2 ,arr/igMJIItIa ....... top o.oon 0.<XXD WXXD o.oon 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) o.ron Q.<XXl) o.ron 0.lXXD 1.lXXD o.oon o.ron 0.lXXD 23 pci.dcdadl~ 0.<XXD O.<XXD 0.lXXD 0.lXXD o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.<XXl) o.oon 0.3333 Ofll!il 0.lXXD 0.lXXD o.oon 24 ~<rqunaladl~ 0.<XXD 0.<XXD O.!XXD 0.1111 O.<XXD o.oon o.oon Q.<XXl) 0.4444 0.1111 0.3333 0.lXXD 0A444 o.oon 25 p;U1I:dadl~ 0.<XXD Q.<XXl) 0.<XXD o.oon o.oon o.oon o.ron Q.<XXl) o.oon Q..QXI) 1.lXXD 0.lXXD o.oon 0.lXXD 26 ~adll)n1Hml o.oon o.oon O.!XXD o.ron o.oon 0.<XXD o.oon 0.lXXD o.oon 0.lXXD 1.lXXD o.oon o.ron o.ron 27 b:Kay<rIEd~a\fIrli$<r ~ o.oon o.oon Q.<XXD 0.lXXD 0.lXXD 0.lXXD o.oon Q.<XXl) 011133 0.500) o.sm 0.lXXD 0.1667 o.oon 28 

SIlIbt«I W-an''''' 0.lXXD 0.lXXD O.!XXD o.oon 0.lXXD 0.lXXD o.oon 0.<XXD 0.lXXD 0.lXXD 0f:fGl 0.lXXD o.ron o.ron 29 fbI~pI1IdI 0.lXXD Q.<XXD 0.lXXD o.oon Q.3OO 0A783 O.orn O.oos O.oos o.oos 034lJ 0A341 o.orn 30 Ji1I~pI1IdI 0.<XXD 01XXD 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) 0f:fGl 0.3333 Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.<XXl) o.oon o.ron 0f:fGl 01XXD 31 pedmnlXld1 0.lXXD O.<XXD 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) 1.lXXD Q.<XXl) 01XXD o.ron o.ron o.ron 01XXD o.oon o.ron 32 ~(amar.oe)p;nfJ o.oon 0.lXXD 0.<XXD o.ron Q.<XXl) 0f:fGl Q.<XXl) 0.3333 o.oon Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 0ff:G1 o.ron 33 
UIJIIe.X \XIdI 01XXD 0.<XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.<XXl) 1.!XXD o.oon o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.S(XD o.ron 34 a::hDu~padi 0.5833 0.1667 0.1667 o.oon 0.<XXD 0.1661 Q.<XXl) 011133 011133 o.oon 011133 0.3333 o.oon 35 v.Bls~padi 0.7333 0.1Yl67 Q.<XXl) 0.1333 o.ron 0.1333 Q.<XXl) 0D667 0.lXXD 0D667 0.3333 o.sm o.ron 36 allieslqJlDling\Xldl 0.500) Q.<XXl) O.!XXD Q.<XXl) 05IlD 0.lXXD o.oon 01500 0.lXXD 0.lXXD 01500 05IlD 01500 TI IdmJlIqfMnII NdiOII~ 0D114 o.oon Q.<XXl) 0D7l4 o.oon 0D7l4 0D7l4 0D1l4 o.ron 02143 0D1l4 0.2851 0D114 38 IdmJl CJlintb'IaIl..aian coli-. o.Wf9 0.<XXD WXXD 0.<XXD o.oon 0J17f9 o.oon Q.<XXl) o.oon omB o.oon o.ron o.oon 39 1dmJl1'trtit:Gl~ OiTl.lli 0.lXXD o.oon o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.!J2SS o.OOD <l.IBS7 Q.2571 o.ron 0.14':9 o.ron 40 lfiIdIIrlll_ .. 03810 o.oon o.oon o.oon o.oon Q.04'J) 01381 Q.04'J) Q.04'J) o.oon o.ron o.ron 03810 41 M>iIdM .. both __ 

01500 01l.'i(l) o.oon 01l.'i(l) Q.(J]S) 0.11lD IlDIl 01l.'i(l) 0.11lD o.oon o.m> o.oon rum 42 YC:IIial._1Ooa 0.11~ 0.<XXD o.oon o.oon 0.<XXD o.oon Q.<XXl) 01lS88 011588 o.oon o.oon 0A'i'0S GAllS 43 ~anJ:IdiaI Wtb _ i:I\ta 0.2500 o.oon o.oon o.ron 0.lXXD o.oon o.OOD Q.<XXl) o.oon 0.lXXD o.oon 01500 0.750} 1.lXXD 44 ~~ O,1IlD o.oon o.OOD o.oon o.oon o.oon 0.11lD o.OOD IlDIl 0.11lD 0.'iUD o.oon 0.11lD o.oon 4i s. ........ 1IIIkIiIt _ 01A71 O.ons 01XXD rums 0D118 (),(D 0,1647 01BS3 O,107J rums 0,1882 01A71 0A'i'0S IlDIl 46 SUQuui1l1lll1lllklilt bid!; 026113 0.041II 0.041II 01l'J44 o.oon 0.146J O,146J 0DI88 0IJ7l2 o.oon 01l'J44 0.3171 0A634 0.341S 47 ~1IIIkIiIt IJJIXlIb IfI:m 0.19lJ 0D17S o.OOD 0.lXXD ODl7S 0.1!l53 0.1!l53 0D17S o.m 0.19lJ 0A912 O,1!l53 Q.211l5 ~ 48 So~mmiaI: lWlIblfl:m 0.lXXD o.oon o.oon o.UlD 0.<XXD 0.<XXD O,1IlD Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.<XXl) 0.4(0) 0.11lD O,1IlD o.ron 49 s. ......... 1IdCIirt ~ticxb 05IlD 01XXD o.OOD 0.lXXD o.ron o.oon 05IlD Q.<XXl) 05IlD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.oon 05IlD o.oon so ~1IIIkIiIt ~ClIpaI:Id Q.3636 Q.<XXl) WXXD Il1ro} Q.<XXl) Il1ro} 0.1818 Il1ro} Q.3636 o.oon o.oon Q.3636 o.s.m Il1ro} 51 SomuuinaI mmiaI: tiJdJcr Q.2188 00i15 01B13 01B13 o.oon 0.00 0.2500 Q.<XXl) 0.2500 o.ron 0.00 0.2500 Il.m) 01B13 52 ~1IIIkIiIt 1JJIXlIb~ 0.2500 Q.0417 o.OOD Q.0417 Q.0417 0.1667 0.1667 Q.0417 o.m> o.m> Il.m) 0.1667 Q.2911 Q.0417 53 s.~1IIIkIiIt nSiaed~ 0.3333 0.lXXD o.OOD o.oon 0Jm) o.oon 0.3333 Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) o.oon o.oon 0ff:G1 0.3333 0.3333 54 ~aBcIUIs: tika<rllllll1 tiIcs 0.<XXD o.oon 01XXD o.oon I.lXXD 0.<XXD o.oon I.lXXD Q.<XXl) o.oon 01XXD Q.<XXl) 05IlD o.oon 55 SouumrinIIIIIIIIkIiIt IIEIIi O.27{ll 0.(001 Q.0417 Q.0417 Q.0417 0.100 0.1667 00i15 00i15 0.<XXD 00i15 01500 Q.S62S Il35<a 56 ~00a: <mlill'io 01l.'i(l) 01l.'i(l) 01l.'i(l) Q.(J]S) Q.<XXl) o.m> 0.11lD Q.<XXl) ODm Q.(J]S) o.tm 0.2500 032!0 Q.27j) 57 ~OOa:t\1o" Il.m) 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) 0.2500 o.m> Q.<XXl) 0Jm) Q.6'2i) Q.6'2i) Q.<XXl) o.m> o.oon 58 ~00a: <mlb:& O.2l)i} O;m,:) 0.lXXD 0lB17 01B17 O~ 0.tzX) Q.04'J) 0.15S7 0,111l 0.3492. 0.tzX) o.317S ~ 59 ~00a: IliPc.lv.od:dias a uxm 0.4286 Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 028S7 0.14':9 0.14':9 o.ron o.OOD 021157 05714 0.14':9 ro ~cbr(Wthf<U'Jcaoa) 0.428) 0.lXXD WXXD o.oon o.oon 028S7 0.14':9 Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 0.lXXD 0.14':9 0.14':9 05714 o.oon 61 sIi~cbr(cm<r~kaa) l1XXD 01XXD 01XXD Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD o.oon Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD o.oon 0Jm) 0.lXXD l1XXD 0.lXXD 0Jm) 
62 IcEPainqBJZ 0Jm) Q.<XXD Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD 0.lXXD Q.<XXD Q.<XXD O.lXXD 05IlD 0.lXXD 05IlD Q.<XXD o.ron Q.<XXl) 
63 laIf Pain IIlIIIpIat 0.4IlD Q.<XXl) 01XXD 01XXD o.oon o.oon Q.<XXl) O.DD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXD o.oon 0.400) Q..QXI) IlDIl 64 IcE ~Pain...alb <m<r_Iij!J&QlBJBdI 0.1667 01XXD 0,1667 o.oon 0.1667 0.1661 0.1667 0.1667 o.oon o.oon 0,1667 0,1667 0.500) 0,1667 
65 IcE po:IcdqBJZ O.!&i 01l'16J o.oon 0D2ti3 Q.<XXl) 0.1!l53 ~ 01XXD 0,1842 0.3Ci! OS7lJ} 01l'16J 0!J1S1) o.ron 66 kat': po:Icdaui~...a1b <ma -lij!J&aIlIIJBdI 0.1333 O.<XXD 0.<XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 0.1333 01XXD 0.1333 0D667 o.sm 0.1313 0.1333 o.oon OJ kat': fDm:d \\ilb <ma lv.o~aIlIIJBda 0.4688 Q.<XXD o.OOD 01B13 01B13 0.00 Q.2188 O.06'ZS 0.Q938 0.lXXD 01B13 o.312S Q.5313 o.m> 
ffi IcE fDm:d v.ilh dEC a lIIIIe~aIlIIJBda nom o.CIlD Q.04(D nom Q.<XXl) 01BD o.um 0.<XXD nom Q.<XXl) 01BD 02<KD 0.4Im 0.44(1) 
(fj Sb:hIakIcri cbaaim Q.<XXl) Q.<XXD Oroll Q.<XXl) Q.<XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 0IJ7(J} 03846 09Z31 0.lXXD 0.23(JI 0.lXXD 
~ lei mt.: rmtCIiD:d_ 0261S O.am Il.OlS) Q.(J]S) Q.(J]S) 0.11lD 0.1615 01l.'i(l) I>.O'B) Q.012S o.m> 0.2500 0A6lS 0212S 
71 lei mt.: 1Iflimd_ Q.<XXD Q.<XXl) 01XXD Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.<XXD Q.<XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXD o.oon l1XXD 0.lXXD Q.<XXD Q.<XXl) 
72 lei lDIl: uml Q.2133 Q.0133 OD133 nom 0!I2Q 0D667 0.1313 o.om 0D667 0D667 02<KD IlDIl M2Q Q.2133 
73 lei mt.: tiJdJcr o.m> o.om 011278 0D1J) Q.<XXD o.m> o.U11 Q.<XXD 0.15'll 0.18Q; 0A1(l) oom 0.18Q; o.om 
74 rcudlDil <rring~ O.om nom 01XXD o.o:m o.o:m 01BD 01Wl o.o:m Q.14OO Q1(fi) IlS&D o.o:m 0.1400 o.o:m 
7S ~QDIld<r~~ 0.Jm O.06'ZS o.OOD 00i15 Q.<XXl) 00i15 Il.m) 00i15 00i15 o.oon O.1Zil 0A37S 0.4375 0.2500 
76 ~Iadc Il1ro} 0.lXXD 0.1818 Q.<XXl) o.ron 0.1818 Il1ro} Q.<XXD 0.1818 o.ron 0.1818 ozrzr 03636 Q.3636 
77 loog JoiDiIj It8IicIadc 0.(£G/ Q.<XXl) WXXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 05IlD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) 0,1667 0.3333 0.1667 
78 lalgWlliai It8Iic IadD 0.1'Xl5 0.<XXD Q.<XXl) Q.<XXl) O.og; 01XXD omsz Q.04'J) Q.<XXD 0.<XXD O.og; 01381 0.7143 0.3333 
79 sInt~ It8IicIudc 0.4286 O.oon Q.<XXl) 0D1l4 Q.<XXl) 0.14;9 0.14;9 0D1l4 02143 Q.<XXl) 0.0714 0.2851 Q.3S11 o.oon 
00 analli3ic lade Q.<XXD Q.<XXD o.OOD 0.lXXD Q.<XXl) o.oon Q.<XXl) Q.<XXD 0.2500 0.<XXD o.oon Q.<XXl) 05IlD 0.2500 
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(y) Output » 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
t !! ~ ~ !it !! ~ ~ ~ .. ~ .9 .9 1 .9 -5 

"'a G ~ ~ 
-5 ~ 

bQ ! ~ g 
~ c c g 

.~ ~ '3 :§ :.8 e e 8 8 ·il Ii ~ .!t .. 
!it .. 

1 1 -;; -i;j -iii -;; 
~ 1 1 ~ .~ IZ ~ '!:I .~ 'j 'j 1 .. . ~ i ~ ~ 

'!:I .. 
" os .9 IZ .. Ei Ei a a e e El os 0 

E = ~ a e e E i.: g), ., t1 g), t1 ., .. 00 00 t1 ., 
t1 t1 ~ ~ -; 0 

t :a :a i .. :a :a :a '1 11 " 1 ~ CI, .s c 13 .. 
11 I 

'9 J .. 
~ 

.. .. 13J1 8 13 - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v 0 

~-! ~-! ~ I " ~~ v {; 
1 

'3 VI VI VI VI VI VI U (I) ~ 
11IM __ 

O~ 0.(882 0.7353 03431 0AtU! o.om ODl% 
VI 

2 oo.m 0274S 021S7 0.01% 0.01% 0.4118 0.1m soam.yaDlle o.IXXD 0.0CJ67 0.4667 01fJ)/ 0.(£61 o.DD 01XXD ONlil 0.200) ONlil Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01f:£1 ~ o.un 3 iU*-- 0.029* O.llm O£l~ 013S3 o.ssss 0.0W1 0.0147 0.1l~ ozm 0.l3l$ 0.0147 O~ 0.3II:N Q.C882 4 ratridtd __ 
01ml o.om 0.7500 0.4792 0.37.'il o.om O.on 0ili/5 03125 02917 01ml 01XXD OAl61 Q.6'2:!) 5 exitaiy Q.1667 0.1667 0.500) 0.1m Q.1667 0.500l O.IXXD 01XXD 0.1667 Q.1667 0.1667 Q.!XXD 0.1m 0fH51 6 si--I«alrlod:, ...... orf",.- 0.!B81 0!8S7 0.74:9 03619 0.457l ~ 0.019:1 0.100 01fJ)/ 0.200) 0D19:1 0.019:1 7 si-_U1: ta"rldororab,. o.IXXD 01J7(9 0J846 023C8 053&'i o:mr o..ms 0.1m 

Q.!XXD 01XXD o:mr 0.l538 Q.07m 01XXD 0.23(JI 0!JJT7 8 si-_U1:.por~_ O.IXXD O.IXXD 0.500l O.IXXD 0.5(0) 02500 O.IXXD O.IXXD 01XXD 01500 01XXD 01XXD 0.500l 0.25(1) 9 alipdro tic fa:ab 01XXD Q.1001 O.om 0ITZ1 0A'i(i 0.1~ 0.0182 0fJTI1 02S(9 O.2SO) G.lBM G.lBM 0.3Z73 0.4(0) 10 pdIcd aafian tic fa:ab 0.4(0) Q.!XXD 0SXll 0SXll 0.200) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD OIDD 11 0.4(0) fdW lnJr-thljiIaIM 0.0323 0.0C4S 0.7rJJl 03548 0.5(0) Q.0323 0.0161 0.11:9 0.2S81 0.l29l 0D161 Q.!XXD 0.41~ 02S81 12 /bIdoorUlp O.<II6$ O~ 0.7636 03TZI 0.44SS o.oos ODl82 O.1IXD O.2SO) 0.a1Jl o.om 0DlS2 0.4273 03S45 13 ~lbrq,sdl Q.!XXD 01XXD o.IXXD O.IXXD o.IXXD l1XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD O.IXXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD 0.500l 14 ~doorUlptfl'h O.IXXD l.IXXD 0.500l Q.!XXD l1XXD 0.500l 01XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD Q.!XXD 0.500l Q.!XXD 15 pim:dlbrlqJ 11th Q.!XXD 0.200) 01XXD Q.!XXD O.lMl o.DD 01XXD o.IXXD Q.!XXD o.DD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 16 KUId IIdi:i1 Ibr q, sdl Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD lIDD 0.1m 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD OIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 17 UIp /bI1rIIlIIIafIw o.IXXD 0.1071 05714 Q.1071 0.7108 Il.!BS7 Q.!XXD Il.!BS7 ()A('i<3 G.42Iti OIDD Q.!XXD Q.IBS7 028S7 18 UIfI--.,."... Q.!XXD 02333 03667 Q.!XXD o.s6G7 0.1667 O.IXXD OIDD 0.11XD 0NIil 0.lXlD 01XXD QIIXD O1llD 19 ~JXdnat o.IXXD 0.500) 0.500l Q.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.lXlD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 20 ~a~JDinat Q.!XXD o.5OOl l1XXD Q.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD OIDD Q.!XXD o.IXXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD Q.!XXD 21 .... ~ OIDD 01l!S1 0.CJ7fr1 OAOO 03617 o.D213 o.D213 0.1419 O~ 01J.l) 011213 o.D213 0.44(B 038J) 
Z2 fadlgMWh-*,,*UIp o.IXXD 0.5(0) l1XXD 0.500l o.5OOl Q.!XXD Q.!XXD OIDD OIDD 0.5(0) OIDD OIDD l1XXD Q.!XXD 
23 JXidcdsdlf~ Q.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD l1XXD 0.1m Q.!XXD OIDD 0.1m OIDD OIDD Q.!XXD 0.lXlD 0.1m :'A ~a~sdl~ Q.!XXD 0.2212 l1XXD 0.1111 0.55$ Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.1111 0.55$ 0.1111 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.1m 0.2212 25 pim:dsdl~ o.IXXD Q.!XXD 0.IDIl Q.!XXD lIDD 0.IDIl Q.!XXD 0.lXlD 0.IDIl Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 
26 ~1Ith~ o.IXXD 0.500) o.IXXD o.IXXD l.IXXD o.5OOl Q.!XXD Q.!XXD OIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD OIDD Q.!XXD 
27 tIaayalRd~ooflriiWta~ O.IXXD 0.1667 0.500l 01B33 09161 OIDD OIDD Q.!XXD 0.1667 o.om 0.lXlD Q.!XXD 0.1m o.om 
28 --".. -flllllit:M O.IXXD 0.1m l.IXXD Q.!XXD 0.1m Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD 0fH51 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 0fH51 
~ /bI~pon:It o.ous o.oos 0.91:0 G.47lB 0.471[3 Q.!XXD ODm o.rrn 0300 01.r0) o.oos OIDD G.SIm <l.!lrn 
30 /bI~pon:It o.IXXD Q.!XXD Q.(£61 Q.(£61 0.1m Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD 0fH51 0.1m OIDD Q.!XXD 0.1m 0fH51 
31 p:dmnJDdl o.!XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD OIDD Q.!XXD 0.5(0) O.IXXD o.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD lIDD 
32 ~(an::aIIe)JDdI O.IXXD Q.!XXD Of££! 0.1m Q.!XXD 0.1m O.IXXD 0.3333 0.1m 0.1m OIDD o.ocro 0fH51 O.1m 
33 cancxJDdl o.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.500) OIDD 0.500l OIDD OIDD OIDD o.!XXD 0.500l OIDD lIDD lIDD Q.!XXD 
34 a:tmB~J)IEh O.IXXD O.IXXD 0.5833 0.500l 0.500l OIDD Q.!XXD o.om MI61 0.1m Q.!XXD Q.!XXD MI67 MI61 
3S wils~-padJ 01XXD 0NIil 09333 0.4(0) MIXD ONlil 0NIil O.un o.S333 01f:£1 ONlil O.IXXD o.S333 01fJ)/ 
36 <.:alXa~JDdI o.IXXD OIDD 0.7500 0.500l 01500 Q.!XXD OIDD 0.25(1) Q.!XXD 01500 OIDD 05(0) 0.7.5(1) Q.!XXD 
37 ,.,.1tpIIIIWl Jdoa cdI.- Q.!XXD o.IG Q.64:9 02108 o.5OOl o.IXXD 01J714 028S7 05714 02108 OIDD O.IXXD 0214J 02108 
38 ,.,.CJIlintIrlaIl .... cdI.- 01XXD OJflm 0.1538 Q.!XXD Il.84& Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD 023C8 01XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD 011i'W 
39 kRrrIlMtictll..,..,.. o.IXXD o.DD 0A571 G.028S 0SXll 0.1l4J o.IXXD o.!XXD o.lG 02S71 o.IXXD Q.!XXD 0f8S7 0100) 
40 wildlwln_ JiM 0.00i Q.!XXD lIDD G.619:1 028S7 ~ Q.!XXD o.lSUS 0.3810 o.l'XlS nom Q.!XXD 05714 Q.47Q 
41 wiIdIIIIII '" btJtA PIa ODm 01J1S) l1XXD <l.4m 03(lD o.am O.lJ1S) O.lSOO 03llD 0.1'm o.am o.am OEm 0Jm 
42 WIIialIilllllItMa" 013S3 OIDD lIDD oms o.IW Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01lS88 01l58B 011588 0.Q588 OIDD lIDD Q.6f7l 
43 qja'CXIRdi<ll Wlb J1laB kNa" OIDD lIDD 0.'MJ o.5OOl OIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01500 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD 01500 
44 dca:nInoe~ O.IXXD 0.')00) Q.!XXD o.9IXD 0.11XD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 03llD O.lIXD OIDD Q.!XXD o.DD Q:.mJ 
4S ~1IdI:Ii:t J1laB o.om OlD 0A2.1S 03882 QlBS3 rums 0.11~ Q.3412 o.DD QlBS3 0D118 ().529$ 0.4(0) 
46 s.~1IdI:Ii:t bide 011732 o.!XXD Q878J Q.(9l) Q.!XXD O.!XXD 0.1ZD 0341S 0.1ZD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD G.6.'585 o.sm 
.f7 !mao:il"" IJJiI:IUI: IIIIXG Smo O.£BSJ. 0.lS?J 057lJ) ().(mZ 0JJm o.!XXD Q.!XXD 021a5 0.lS?J Q.!XXD 0D175 0228l 0.lS?J 
48 ~1IdI:Ii:t JDIIiIJ Smo Q.!XXD O.lIXD Q.3IXD Q.!XXD 05(0) Q.!XXD OIDD o.tlXD mlXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 05IXD 
49 ~ IIdI:Ii:t CIDlac liodca o.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD 05(0) Q.!XXD o.5OOl Q.!XXD 05(0) o.5OOl 
50 ~ um:.i.rt CIDlacClqlCllCd o.!XXD OIDD o.m 0AS4') Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 0ZlZI Q.!XXD o.IXXD OIDD 0AS4') 0.1818 
51 ~1IdI:Ii:t tinm Q.!XXD 0.0011 ~ 0.4375 <l.Jr.i) 01B13 01B13 0DJJl 02S00 01B13 Q.!XXD 0.1875 <l.Jr.i) 

52 ~1IdI:Ii:t IIIIXG~ Q.0417 01)417 Q.'Joo 02JB <l.Jr.i) Q.0417 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.1m 0007 Q.0417 025(D <l.Jr.i) 

53 ~1IdI:Ii:t 1IBiaIbi~ Q.!XXD OIDD l1XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 03313 Q.!XXD 0.1m 03313 01XXD 0fH51 0.1m 
54 ~1IDI:rirk tikaasmll lib O.IXXD o.!XXD 0.5(0) Q.!XXD 0.500l OIDD Q.!XXD o.!XXD Q.!XXD o.5OOl o.!XXD UDll Q.!XXD 
55 ~nBaiItrma 01B33 o.om 09375 Q562S 02'iIB Q.!XXD 0.02£8 0.100 o.m> 0.12S> Q.0417 0.0417 0.4161 
56 ~cbJ: <IIC Ii.qijc o.am o.Q'i(I) Q.85OO 052iI 0.mJ o.l2il 01J1S) 01l5OO 03llD 022.'J) (l(}'13) o.!XXD 05IXD 
57 ~cbJ:t\Io" o.IXXD Q!XXD <l.3'm Q.!XXD G..8?iJ Q.!XXD 0.J.2il o.IXXD Q.!XXD o.m> o.m> Q.!XXD 01500 Q.!XXD 
58 ~cbJ: <IlCcb& 01B17 0.1111 0.5873 02011 05714 o.Di'9I Q.!XXD 0.1111 028S7 IlDiJ o.ot.1) 01B17 0.3175 Q.!XXD 
59 ~cbJ: IIidc. t\Iocbiba noe o.lG o.lG IIDD 028S7 0.423> Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 028S7 o.IG o.IXXD Q.!XXD 0.7108 Q.!XXD 
t1) ~Oxr('t1ithfarJraoa) Q.!XXD o.IXXD IIDD Q.!XXD 0.423> Q.!XXD mG 028S7 o.IXXD 01XXD o.IG O.IXXD 0.423> 0.1G 
61 ~1br(<IIC a nuek:Ms) o.!XXD Q.!XXD l1XXD l1XXD OIDD Q.!XXD O.IXXD lIDD Q.!XXD Q!XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD lIDD Q.!XXD 
62 Icaf Pain qupI OIDD 0.500l IIDD 05(0) 0.500l Q.!XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 05(0) o.5OOl Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 05IXD Q.!XXD 
63 leE Pain IIBII!pml 0.200) OIDD lIDD OAIXD o.DD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.IMl Q.!XXD Q!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.DD o.DD 
64 Icaf ~ dIin\1llh <IIC IXnoeli$_JlIIds Q!XXD 0.1667 0iI333 OU£I Q3333 Q!XXD o.!XXD O.!XXD 0.1m o.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.1667 0.(£61 0.(£61 
~ Icaf prdodqupl Q.!XXD 0.1316 03lSl! 0JflfJ} 0.'OO! o.m 0.IDIl 0.IJ26J 0.lS?J 026J2 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD o.m 
66 leE prdod s:ni~ \1llh <IlClXnoeliJ!Jt_JlIIds Q.!XXD o.DD 0.IMl 0.1333 0.7333 0NIil 0ffGI Q.!XXD 0A667 0.1333 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.DD 0.1m 
61 leE bmd \1Iitb <IlCatvooliJ!Jt_ JBda 01B13 OIDD ~ 0.3115 0.3125 o.!XXD 01B13 0.1875 01500 02188 0ili/5 01B13 0.7188 0.12il 
68 leE bmd \1Ii1b dJr:e a J1DIelijttaaBpida 0L8D O.IXXD 0.B&1l 0.76D O.1® Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01Bll 0.33D 0.1® 0D400 Q.!XXD 0.6«D 0.7:m 
(J) RdvoaItW dccxsaim Q.!XXD 0.l538 0J846 Q.07m o.9Z31 Q.07m 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.07m o.l538 Q.!XXD o.IXXD o:mr Q.076) 

iU leaf mL: o:ncaiJallilllll 011500 01B7S M625 0.4675 0.3S00 0D125 O.om 0.12il 02875 0.1375 01B7S O.am 0.5875 0367.S 
71 kIi JOt; tUiD:d IilIIII OIDD 05IXD IIDD 0.!XXXl Q.!XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD lIDD l1XXD Q.!XXD o.!XXD o.aDl lIDD 
72 leaf mL: uaal 011533 O.om o.7® 03867 03733 01lS33 0fJ}Jj] 0.1333 0.1467 mm 0fJ}Jj] 0fJ}Jj] 0.6133 0.1m 
73 W mL: tiIIilcr OIDD 0.1111 05718 Il.DB o.6U1 o.13ID Q.OU} 0:0ZJ8 0A161 ()25(D o.om Q.!XXD o.om 02917 
74 ltUldm:bcrrioRlado Q.!XXD 0.14D 0.4(0) 01Bll 0.7® o.t® Q.!XXD 01J21l) O.llm 0.l400 Q.!XXD 01J21l) 0.1400 02200 
7S ~acpllCdcr~/ado Q.!XXD 0.J.2il l.IXXD 0.6'231 Q.1875 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.J.2il Il.3'm 01500 o.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.56ZS 05IXD 
76 ~Iado Q.!XXD O.IXXD 0.7273 0.7ZT3 0ITZ1 O.IXXD Q!XXD Q.!XXD 03636 0.1818 O£OO) o.!XXD !l.6364 o.st82 
77 l~lDimDll!I3iclado Q.!XXD OIDD l.IXXD o.5OOl 0.1m o.!XXD OIDD 0.1667 0.1667 Q.1667 0.1667 o.IXXD 05IXD 0.1667 
78 I~WIticalI!l3ic /ade O.1G Q!XXD l.IXXD OA7Q 0238t Q.!XXD o.IXXD 02381 Q.1G 0.00i 0.00i o.OOi 0.7619 0238t 
79 slat WItical &I3it;: /ado o.IXXD 0.0714 l1XXD 05714 028S7 01XXD Q.0714 O.lG 05714 0.0714 OIDD Q.!XXD ~ G.42Iti 
80 cmvcd&l3it;: /ade Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.500l 0.500l 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01500 Q.!XXD 0.2S(l) Q.!XXD O.IXXD 05IXD 0.25(D 
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(y)~» 57 58 59 ro 61 6Z 63 64 65 ~ 61 68 It) 70 
~ S § S t' 0;- S 8 :c 

° 
,l;l 00 1 • ~ 8 s 00 

;.:= 
{I J J ° ;.:= a i ~ oS .~ 

0 
.Q .. II ~ .~ g ! s 

B ::s ~ S II .5 ~ ~ s 
~i ~i 

~ i .. .:i 

! ~ 
011 .. ~ .~ ~ t; g g 

1 a .. ~ " !l J 'S! ° a i.: ~ i.: II 

t~ .:; .:; ~ t .. i !Jl~ B ~ .. '- g .~ .~ 

! 
.. 

~ ~ ~ t go 

1 c .. 
'!,l;l lj ] ]1 ° 

.. .r .r I I ~ .~ j <:: a. .., i:! ;.; !1 .r .r I" 
110 i3. I>. .... I>. .. 01 V 

It Is .. ~ ] ] .. 2 
j 1~ 11 ]~ 

.a e v 
~ $I: t lo " ] 1 .. .. s .. _5 .... 5 ~ "..,.,.",.,. 0.!1184 _I>. .. 2 0.4~ 0.00l6 Orot; O.IXXD ODl'Xi I101ID Q.Q5mI ()J(IJ) 0.1078 O.26f1 0nJ) 0.1078 ().6S9) scaaByail3e o.IXXD Q.8OO) o.IXXD Q.!XXD 0f8:)l oron 01XXD 01XXD 03333 01flj1 01flj1 0.l3l3 0.l3l3 .. Offlj/ 3 

II'II*IImIIJ O.1Im 0.6618 0.11m o.llm Q.!XXD 0.0147 0.Q1j5 0Ll29a 4 02i'94 O.l314 O.4'lm o.a5I§! 0.l3:M 0.7(6) """"1ImIIJ o.an 03333 o.IXXD o.IXXD 0.Q2(B O.on 01XXD 01lB3 03333 0.l2!l o.om 0393! 0.003 OJD(Z 5 
exitcriy oron 03333 01XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD O.llXXJ Q.!XXD oron o.san O.IXXD 0.1661 03333 O.llXXJ O.5OJ) 6 gAwllmllJ 14: air~ IIatIJuN w/o,.. 0.Q76Z 0.4857 Q.IYi67 Q.IYi67 <lOOl5 ODlSO 7 giIw IImIIJ 14: -ndor wtlbltl O~ 01l57l 029S2 0.1143 01S7l O21ID 0.1011 0ffIjJ o.llXXJ 0.6913 o.oxo Q.!XXD o.oxo oron Q.!XXD o.mn 0A61S 0.1538 023iB OJSlI 0IJ1(9 ~ 8 giIw IIMID 14: shopw-*ilrg r-. 01XXD 0:75W o.IXXD Q.!XXD oron Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 02'ifl) 02'ifl) O.5OJ) Q.!XXD 0.2500 0.7.500 9 ~to~faad" 0.Q3(4 054SS 0.0182 o.mn Q.!XXD 0.0182 QOl82 0JJ7ZJ 03636 0.1818 o.lta6 0.1818 10 JdW<ttfron~ faad" 0.1273 Q.58]8 o.oxo O.tml Q.!XXD Q.!XXD oron o.llXXJ Q.!XXD oron Q.!XXD 02lD 02lD o.tml Il.IXXIl Iron 11 fUW 1IJ/ioIIIIIrI facad- 0.0068 !l48J) 0.0068 0.1179 QOl61 ODI61 ~ 01B23 Q1IXB O~ 0.3S41 0.1935 <l.IOOI ~ 12 /bttl«rtop O.!ai 0A8l8 o.!ai o.!ai o.roJl 0.0182 O.~ 0.054S 0254S 0.1182 02XJ) 01273 (l(618 o.m 13 ~<b:r~adi oron 05(XJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD O.OXO 01XXD O.5OJ) o.san 01XXD O.llXXJ oron o.san 14 Uf/JIIII*ll cIoortopfftla o.cxxn tam o.oxo Q(XXl) 01XXD 01XXD o.cxxn o.cxxn o.san o.san ()£OJ) Q(XXl) QSOCD QSOCD 15 Irim:d<b:r IqI adi Q.!XXD l1XXD o.oxo Q(XXl) o.IXXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD l1XXD oron ()£OJ) Q(XXl) 02lD Il.IXXIl 16 rom:ltIdW d:u~adi 03333 Offlj/ O.llXXJ Q.!XXD 01XXD O.llXXJ oron oron Iron Il.IXXIl ()£OJ) Q.!XXD 0ffIjJ Q.!XXD 17 top/ill ........ UlO71 0.5357 01BS7 01BS7 QIXXD 0.1BS7 o.IXXD Q(XXl) 05714 0.2143 01J7l4 0.1071 0.1479 0.3214 18 topan«J~ Ul661 0.7333 Q.!XXD 01XXD Q(XXl) Q.!XXD 01XXD 011333 0.7333 02lD Q.!XXD o.am 03661 01f£l 19 IlillPpecimtt Q.!XXD O.5OJ) 01XXD QSOCD 01XXD oron Q.!XXD 01XXD QSOCD 01XXD O.5OJ) 01XXD 01XXD O.5OJ) 3) 

SCIJi.<:Uaiao a~ IDim:tt o.IXXD l1XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.IXXD o.cxxn Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Iron Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Il.IXXIl 21 .,....f~ 0.0213 0.400 0Ia 0.10C4 O.IXXD 0.0213 0.0i38 0.0i38 0.14f9 0.10C4 OAOO 0.2118 o.om 0.7872 22 f~wtIa ....... top o.IXXD WID 01XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 05(XJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD QSOCD Il.IXXIl Il.IXXIl I1IID QSOCD 23 JXiI1cdaditididt 03333 03333 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0ffIjJ oron Q.!XXD 03333 01lXD 03333 24 SCIJi.<:Uaiaoa~ adililii.lh U!lXD 0.7TTd 01XXD 01XXD O.IXXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 03333 03333 03333 01XXD O~ 0ffIjJ 2'5 lrim:dlld!~ 0.4(0) o.tml Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD U!XXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD o.'iml 03(XJ) 01XXD U!XXD OJIID OJ(XJ) 26 ~adi~ U!lXD l1XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD U!XXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 11lXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD Zl tIa:aya!Edv.akmfaii.lUa ~ 0.4167 05(XJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0.!lXD Wll33 Q.!XXD 01XXD Il.58l3 02'ifl) 01XXD 01lB3 Offlj/ 03333 28 --gItID -{aItIighI o.am 03333 01XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 01XXD 01XXD Q!lXD ()£OJ) Offlj/ 01XXD 03333 01XXD 03333 29 flat,....,pon:h o.~ 05652 o.~ o.~ o.oos U!XXD D.!lro o.oos 01J!'X) 01J!'X) 0JiSZ2 o.oos 01XXD 09Ul 30 fbt~pon:h 0.!lXD 03333 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD U!XXD o.llXXJ oron 03333 01XXD 01XXD 0fIi!il Il.IXXIl 0ffIjJ 31 peduatJDdl 0.!lXD 01XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD oron Q.!XXD 05(XJ) 01XXD 01XXD 01XXD O.5OJ) Q.!XXD 1.!lXD 32 ~ (CXXJaIIIe)pm:b 01XXD 0fIi!il 0.!lXD 01XXD Q.!XXD 0.!lXD 0.!lXD 0.!lXD 03333 01XXD 03333 03333 01XXD 0ffIjJ 33 <aM:Xpm:b 0.!lXD l1XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01lXD 01XXD 05(XJ) 01XXD 01XXD 0.50D Q.!XXD 0.!lXD 11lXD 34 amn.~path 0.1661 03333 01XXD 0.1661 oron 0.!lXD Q.!XXD Wll33 03333 Q.(lXJ) 0.4167 0.1661 o.IXXD 0ffIjJ 35 w&~pcrdJ o.lXi67 05333 0.1333 00i67 o.IXXD 0.!lXD o.llXXJ 00i67 0.1333 0.l3l3 0.4667 0100) ()£OJ) ON:GI 36 aIIb~pm:b 0.!lXD 0.7500 0.2'500 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 0.2500 02'ifl) 01XXD 01XXD QSOCD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 1.!lXD 37 ldmllrqrllllrdl«tlotl ~ 01XXD 0.7143 0.0714 Q.!XXD U!XXD 011714 U!XXD Q.!XXD QSOCD 0.1479 0.2143 011714 011714 0A.?ai 38 IdmJIey/ItrdIicttl .... cdr-. 03846 05385 U!XXD o.llXXJ oron U!XXD oron Q.!XXD 09231. 0IJ1(9 01XXD Q.!XXD Q3846 0IJ1(9 39 ldmll MtIcaI nxMIiw Ul479 0.6'285 U!XXD Ql12Ir; U!XXD !llI28S Q.!XXD Ql12Ir; 01i'2ai o.ms Ql12Ir; 01l57l Q.3479 018S7 40 Il'ildDwbl_ .. 0.!lXD 03810 (l(J)52 ~ ~ Q.!XXD Il1l'.m ~ ~ Il1l'.m ~ 018S7 o.am Q.95)l 41 1I1PdNr.bodI Ala 0D2'D 05(XJ) Ul(XJ) 0.1(XJ) Q.!XXD 0.!lXD o.om ODm o.om 01l5(D o..m> 03(XJ) o.om 09Zi) on -.aliai I/JlllllIoI1er o.!lXD 0294} O.llS88 Q(XXl) Q(XXl) U!XXD OllSllJ o.a5I§! o.am o.am o:zm Ohm o.am 1.!lXD 43 ~a:m:di<D lilil~ 0\Ia" o.llXXJ 05(XJ) 02'ifl) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 02'ifl) U!XXD o.am U!XXD 02'ifl) o.san o.am Iron 44 dI:anrNe~ oron o.'iml 0.1(XJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.UID Q.!XXD o.UID o.san 03(XJ) U!XXD Q.!XXD IWIl QJ(XJ) 4S ~1IDI:Iirt I/JIIIII o.am 0.00 01m4 O.lml 0.0118 o.mlS 011588 011588 Q.1412 0.1<l'9 03647 01588 o.a5I§! 08118 46 ~1IBCIirt bilk 0.!lXD 0.4146 Q.O:I88 Q.!XXD 0.17244 0D1A4 o.oos O.lm; o.om o.oos 024J) 0A634 01DI4 ~ 47 s,~1IDI:Iirt IIIJlah mz o.lDB Q.6316 01l5~ 01lS'li U!XXD ODl7S QOl7S 01BSl 0.4912 0.19.D 0.1754 0DiUl 0.2105 U4912 48 SoI!l"Qkinat DBaiI£ lOII!h mz Q.(lXJ) 05(XJ) oron Q.!XXD U!XXD U!XXD U!XXD Q.!XXD IJ.SOO) Q.1(XJ) U!XXD Q.!XXD QUID Ul(XJ) 49 ~oPaiIt ax:r:me tiodal 0.5(0) Q.!XXD U!XXD 0.5(0) o.am o.OOD U!XXD o.!lXD o.am o.san QSOCD Q.!XXD o.am 1.!lXD 50 ~1IDI:Iirt ~~ 01XXD 0.6364 Q.!XXD 0.1818 OLroJ U!XXD 0Il1J Q.!XXD 0Dm Q.!XXD 054S5 0.1818 o.am o.m 51 s,1Ir'Qrinaq oPaiIt Iinta- o.IXXD 05625 00i2S Q.!XXD o.am 01B13 U!XXD 0001S 0.1875 0.21lJ8 02'ifl) 02'ifl) 0lB13 0.71lJ8 52 ~1IIIIaiaI: 1IIJlah~ U0417 05417 o.om Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 110117 o.cxxn 01XXD 0.4167 01IB3 02917 0.1661 01IB3 0A5&3 53 ~nDaiJI: II*-d~ 03333 03333 01XXD 03333 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 01XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0ffIjJ 03333 Q.!XXD 1.!lXD 54 ~1lIiI:2ilk tilraalllllil lib 0.!lXD l1XXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 0.!lXD U!XXD 05(XJ) o.am Q.!XXD 0.50D o.am o.am 1.!lXD 55 ~1IIIIaiaI: m:tIl 011417 0.4167 0.100 QOOZ5 01J2(B 01001 01001 01IB3 o.am QOOZ5 0A792 03333 01IB3 09792 56 ~cbJ:cnc~ o.cxxn o.!lXD Q.!XXD 0D2'D o.am 0.!lXD 0D2'D Q.1(XJ) o:zm Q.121) o.l(XJ) 0A500 0D2'D o.71Sl 57 ~cbJ:tw>" Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 02'ifl) 0.!lXD 0.!lXD U!XXD Q.!XXD 0.7.500 o.am 02'ifl) Q.!XXD 037.iJ 02500 58 ~cbJ: cnclb& Q.!XXD o.am Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01)1j) 01517 01B17 03651 0.1587 028S7 nUll o.t479 Q61ID 
59 ~cbJ: ttQio, tw><btir:aIXlIXB:l 01XXD Q.!XXD 0.1479 Q.!XXD 0.1479 01M1 U!XXD Q.!XXD 01XXD 05714 Q.!XXD o.am o.s571 ro ~<b:r(\lirhf(D'a-) 028S7 01XXD o.t429 o.am U!XXD o.t479 Q.!XXD o.am Q.!XXD 1.!lXD Q.!XXD o.am 1.!lXD 61 sIi~<b:r(<m a_1rao:s) Q.!XXD 01XXD 0.!lXD 01XXD U!XXD U!XXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD o.am l1XXD o.am o.am 1.!lXD 
6Z Ia£ Pain qupI 01XXD O.5OJ) O.5OJ) Q.!XXD oron o.cxxn U!XXD o.am Q.!XXD 0.!lXD Q.(lXJ) O.5OJ) Q.!XXD 63 laEPain~ o.llXXJ 0A00l ()A(XJ) 0100) 0.!lXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD o.am ()£OJ) 02lD o.cxxn o.am 1.IXlD 64 1aE ~ Pain \IiIh m: am:mlil1kaaBp!Ida oron 03333 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD oron U!XXD U!XXD o.am Q.!XXD U!XXD Q.!XXD o.cxxn 1.!lXD 65 1aE pu:biqupl 0.l5i9 o.t:m3 Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD 0.!lXD Q.!XXD o.am 01XXD Q.!XXD Ul&Q o.am 
~ la!f pneJr:da:m~\IiIh cnc IXlIXB:llil1kaaBp!Ida oron OfHJI Q.(lXJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U!XXD U!XXD U!XXD o.am o.am Q.!XXD 03333 02Ril 
61 1aE fIImDi lilil m: <X t'AOlil1k aaB):BlU o.OO2S 056lS 0.121) 02188 0lB13 U!XXD Q!B13 U!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD o.am o.am 1.IXlD 
68 1aE fIImDi WIh dRC IXm:mlil1kaaB):BlU Q.!XXD 02!ID Q.(lXJ) Q.!XXD 0.!lXD U!XXD U!XXD o.cxxn o.am Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 1.!lXD 
It) sa:d'Mllk.lc;i cbxuIiaJ 023(8 ODJD U!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 0IJ1(9 01lXD 0.!lXD ~ 03846 01XXD Q.!XXD Q3846 
Xl lcillllt: oncan:d ~ 0D2'D 0.4875 01J750 01B'l5 0.0125 0.!lXD o.OO2S o.om Q.!XXD o.t6'25 OA(XJ) Q.3125 o.OO2S 
71 1cri DB.: ar.in:d I/JIIIII Q.!XXD Q.(lXJ) Q.!XXD Q.!XXD Q.!XXD 01lXD U!XXD o.cxxn o.am l1XXD U!XXD U!XXD U!XXD Q.!XXD 
72 1cri DB.: urAIl Om;] 0A3J) Q.IYi67 o.om 0Dl33 o.ot33 011533 (1)1(0 0.1461 0.l3l3 03733 02SD 0.17.B 0B133 
73 lei DB.: Iinta- o.am 0$Tl 0;()1J) ().01J) Q.!XXD 0DlJ} U!XXD 01l5S6 O.ml o.llDi 0I1112 0.l2!l 0.139) 0.43a) 
74 lWIdlloOO aDng IadD 0.1200 0.6400 0D200 Q.(lXJ) Q.!XXD o.om 01lXD 0D200 Il£6]) 02200 01JllJ (1)1(0 02tID 02!ID 
75 ~ lIJI!II:Cia~1ado U!XXD 0.4375 00i2S Q.(lXJ) U!XXD Q.!XXD 0001S 0.l2!l QOOZ5 Q.(lXJ) 03125 0.437S o.am 0937.5 
76 ~Irnto 0.!lXD 0.1818 Q.!XXD Q.(lXJ) 0.!lXD 01lXD 0.!lXD o.<roJ 0.1818 Q.!XXD 0.1818 054SS o.am OBI82 
77 l<ng IxmmI!i Ii3ic Irnto 0.1661 0.5(0) 0.!lXD 03333 01XXD U!XXD Q.1661 GOOD Q.!XXD oron Offlj/ 0.1661 o.am 1.!lXD 
78 1<ng'4tic:al sIIbc lade 0.!lXD 0.476Z 0.19:15 0.19:15 U!XXD U!XXD 0.1(;9 ~ Q.!XXD Q.!XXD U476Z 03810 0.!lXD l!lXD 
79 sb:It \IIItiaJl sIIbc lade o.am 0.42a; 01J714 Q.(lXJ) 011714 U!XXD 0.0714 0.0714 oron 01M1 O.42lr) 0.1479 o.llXXJ 092lfj 
80 ~aIIiic Im:Io 0.!lXD 0.7500 Q.(lXJ) 01XXD 01XXD o.OOD U!XXD oron o.am o.am 0.50D 0.50D o.am lron 
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0.0196 0.6ZZ5 0.5G!6 039Z2 0.150) 0.1078 0.0392 0.1863 0.1176 0.<1294 2 soa:l'IBy~ 0.<XXXl o./ID) 0.7IB 0.«£1 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.rJ:fi1 0.1333 0.rJ:fi1 3 ~Ie_ 0.<XXXl 0.001 0.5588 03971 0.1176 0.0147 0.Q588 o.z;n; 0.l324 o.OWI 4 rtltrid«lIlCCCII 0.0417 0.IDr2 0.6250 0.4583 0.1667 IUI!3 0.!XXXl 0.100 0.100 0.0201 5 c.Utaiy 0.00l> 03333 0.«£1 0.1667 0.00l> 0.!XXXl 03333 0.1667 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 6 gw. IICUa 10: airlock, IlUlibu#trfa,. o.Olro 0.6286 0.5619 0.4<XXl 0.1.S7A 0.00S2 0.0381 O.1cn5 O.lZ38 0.0286 7 gWa ~ 10: e«ridor(Jll"abI# 0.00l> 0.4615 0.8462 0.5385 0.!XXXl O.ff1fIJ 0.1538 o.am o.ff1fIJ 0.!XXXl 8 gWa_IO:lhopt1r~_ 0.!XXXl 0.7500 0.5(XX) o.rm 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl o.am 02500 0.!XXXl 0.2S00 9 ~1o~Jaa.b 0,(1364 o.5<m 0.67Zl o.5<m o.am 0.100'1 0.0182 0.1Z13 o.am 0.0364 10 Jdlrdcn frcm ~ faado 0.00l> 01IXXl 0.2!XX) o.DXl 01aD o.am 0.!XXXl O./ID) 0.!XXXl o.am 11 tJfI/IId IIIft""u_ fa-u 0.00l> 0.6)35 0.5484 03387 0.1613 o.on; o.on; 0.1774 0.14S2 o.am 12 ""'''-Iop 0.0182 0.ID)} 0.5545 0.3<m 0.14SS o.UID 0.Q54S O.l~ 0.1Z13 0.0364 13 ~chIq,sdJ o.am l.am l.!XXXl l.!XXXl 0.!XXXl o.am 0.!XXXl 0.00l> 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 14 IfPIIII*Il door,.", ... 0.00l> 0.5(XX) 0.5(XXJ l!XXXl 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 0.00l> 0.00l> 0.<XXXl o.am 15 JXiJ*d chI *I> sdJ o.am o.«m l.am l.am o.am o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.!XXXl o.am 16 n:oxllld'al chI tcp sdJ 0.00l> l.!XXXl l.am lam o.am 0.!XXXl o.am o.am o.am o.am 17 WfJ"'" .-IdiIg 0.0714 0.2500 0.9643 0.7500 0.<XXXl 0.1071 o.am 0.<B57 0.1071 o.am 18 Iopa.wrt~ o.am Q.5333 0.9333 0.!XXXl 0.rJ:fi1 0.!XXXl o.am o.am o.am 0.<XXXl 19 ~peIiIrat 0.00l> 0.5(XX) 0.5(XX) 0.5<XXI o.am 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 0.5<XXI o.am 0.!XXXl 
~ ~<I'a::11JIDial p:Qm:u o.am o.am 1.!XXXl l.am 0.<XXXl 0.!XXXl o.am o.am 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 
21 .... flZlllltP 0.006 0.6596 0511Xi 02128 o.l'm 0.1.X:i38 0.1<Xi4 0.2'119 0.1'lO2 0.0213 
22 f~ WlIIIIfIIIIIIU Ulp o.am l.am 0.<XXXl 1.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am o.am o.am 0.<XXXl 
23 JXiJ*d sdJ tiDiJIa o.am o.am 1.am 0.«£1 o.!XXXl o.am o.!XXXl o.am 03333 o.am 
24 ~<I' a::I1JIDial.-dllidilk o.am 0.3333 0.7778 o.55S6 0.1111 0.1111 o.am 0.<XXXl Q22Z2 0.<XXXl 
25 JXiJ*dsdJ lyIi1InID o.am 01IXXl l.am 1.!XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 
26 ~sdJ lyIi1InID o.am 0.5<XXI 1.am 1.am 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 
27 tIa:rIV <1'8101:1\101( 00 tiriint <I' ~ 0.<XXXl 0.«£1 0.7500 0.9161 o.am 0.<XXXl o.am o.am 0.003 o.am 
28 ""gtm .. fllllligM 0.«£1 0.«£1 1.<XXXl 03333 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.«£1 0.<XXXl 
29 Jk~pon:Ja 0.<XXXl 0.@S7 0.3913 0.1ll'7O Q.2(D:) o.oes 0.1739 0.1739 Q.2(D:) 0.!XXXl 
30 Jk~porr/I 0.<XXXl 03333 0.(£1;7 0.«£1 03333 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 
31 ~lXIdt 0.<XXXl 0.5(XX) l.am 0.<XXXl o.am t<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am 
32 ~ (ancae)lJCIth 0.<XXXl 1.!XXXl 0.3333 03333 03333 o.am o.am 0.<XXXl Q.3333 o.am 
33 o;mcx JlCIdJ 0.<XXXl 1.am o.am 0.5<XXI 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 0.5<XXI o.am o.am 
34 cd_~lJCIth 0.<XXXl 0.4161 0.7S00 03333 0.003 0.1667 o.rm 0.<XXXl 0.1667 0.<XXXl 
35 v.oIIa~JlCIdJ 0.<XXXl 0.«£1 0.5333 01aD O.«m 0.rJ:fi1 o.am 0.1333 0.1333 o.am 
36 c&I~lQth 0.<XXXl 0.7:'500 0.!XXXl 02500 o.rm o.am 0.<XXXl 02500 o.rm 0.<XXXl 
37 1cNal1lJl&wl Jfdioft CIIIII-. 0.<XXXl 03S71 0.7857 0.5(XX) 0.0714 0.1429 o.am 0.<XXXl Q.2143 0.0714 
38 1tMal~..aIott'*'- 0.<XXXl 03846 t<XXXl tam 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am o.am o.am 
39 ItMalN1lall~ 0.0571 Q.5143 0.88S7 <l.8286 0.0571 0.0571 o.am 0.1J286 0.0286 o.am 
40 ,....1II_1id6 o.am 0.7143 0.3333 0.006 03333 0.1429 0.006 Q.Z381 o.lcn5 0.!XXXl 
41 lMdIrw III bIIth rido o.am O.lm) 0.3150 0.1750 0.1750 0.1(XXJ 0.0500 0J7S0 0.1250 0.0500 
42 ...miaI. ~ bIIa' 0.<XXXl 0.9412 0.1176 0.Q588 Q.23S3 0.23S3 0.Q588 0.4118 0.<XXXl 0.Q588 
43 ...,wcx:m:oioo...alb ~ lOla 0.<XXXl l.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 0.!XXXl o.am 0.7500 0.!XXXl 0.!XXXl 
44 ~~ 0.1(XXJ Q.3(XXJ 0.&XXl 0.'imI 01aD 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am O.l(XXJ o.am 
45 :mnm~IIIIIIII:Wi:" 0.023S o.~ 0.4471 Q.23S3 0.1882 0.<941 o.~ 01471 0.1647 0.023S 
46 :mnm~lIIIIIII:Wi:bidt o.am 0.'m3 0.36S9 0.<1116 Q.2IC9 0.1951 o.om Q.2IC9 0.1951 0.0488 
47 ~1IIIIIII:Wi: IIIOOOIhIke 0.00l> 0.4912 0.7719 0.«£1 0.0526 0.0526 o.IBSI o.rJm o.om 0.!XXXl 
48 ~lJIIIbia: IWI1hIlkm 0.<XXXl 0.4(0) UXXXl 01IXXl 0.00l> o.am 0.!XXXl 0.00l> 0.!XXXl o.am 
49 :mnm~ lJIIIbia: ctnIdIo lia:b o.am 1.am 0.5(XX) o.am o.am o.am o.am o.am 0.5<XXI o.am 
so ~1IIIIIII:Wi: ctnIdIoCllpCJllCd MID o.~ 0.1818 0.0000 0.1818 o.am o.am 0.4545 0.1818 0.0000 
51 ~1IB::Iirt tioh:r 0.0025 0.3438 0.9375 0.2813 0.1875 0.1250 0.0313 0.0038 o.rm o.am 
52 ~1IB::Iirt1llOOOlh~ 0.003 0.4161 0.7:'500 0.5<XXI 0.1667 0.003 0.0417 0.0417 0.0417 0.0417 
53 ~'W'1IB::Iirt I1IIIi<*d~ 0.<XXXl 0.«£1 03333 o.am o.am o.am 03333 03333 0.<XXXl o.am 
54 Slmuri~~ tilca<l'!IIIaIl tilca 0.<XXXl l.am 0.00l> 0.5<XXI o.am o.am 0.<XXXl 0.5<XXI o.am o.am 
55 ~lIIIIIII:Wi:m::Ial 0.<XXXl 0.9583 0.1250 0.1458 0.1875 0.1458 0.0025 03333 0.1250 0.0417 
56 ~cbx <R IinJ,je 0.0500 0.62S0 05250 o.zm 01aD Q.22'j() 0.02S0 0.1250 0.1500 0.02S0 
57 ~cbx t\\O&i.o$lJeI o.am 0.62S0 0.7500 0.7:'500 o.am 0.<XXXl 0.1250 o.am o.am o.am 
58 ~cbx<R~ 0.<XXXl o.57I4 0.6R2S Q.5079 o.Ull 0.0317 0.0476 0.1587 0.0052 0.006 
59 ~ cbx IIiPc. t\\Oclat.a<l' nne o.am 0.7143 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 o.am 0.!XXXl 05714 0.1429 o.am 
ro ~chI(v.llhfaIlaM:a) o.am 1.am 0.1429 o.am o.am o.am 01857 o.57I4 o.am o.am 
61 sIi!i.nR chI «(II) <I' nne lema) 0.<XXXl 1.am o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl o.am o.am tam 0.<XXXl 
62 Iai:PaiD~ 0.<XXXl 0.5(XX) 0.5(XX) l.am o.am o.am o.am o.am o.am 0.<XXXl 
63 Iai: PaiD IDiIJIIHClt o.am O.llXXl o.am o.am 01aD o.am 01aD o./ID) 01aD 0.<XXXl 
64 Iai: ~ pan \1oiIb (II)(r1llllC1iIk atIB JXRD o.am 0.5<XXI 0.«£1 0.1667 0.3333 0.1667 o.am 0.1667 0.1667 0.!XXXl 
6S laf. JIIlIdcd~ o.am Q.289S 1.am 0.8684 0.<00 0.0526 0.<XXXl o.am o.am o.am 
66 Iai: pu:Ied~ \Iilh <R <I' IIkJrllilkaall pn:Ja 0.1333 0.«£1 0.8667 0.7IB o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl CJ:lfG/ o.am 
07 Iai: ~...aIb (II) <l't\\Olif/Jaal:lll pru:U o.am Q.87SO 0.2188 0.0313 0.00 0.0025 0.1250 Q.3125 0.1875 0.0025 
QJ WI'Drmd...alb tbIco<l' nnelilk aaII pula o.am 0.76Xl 0.36XI 0.<BD 02JD) 0.2400 0.0400 0JnI 0.<BD 0.<BD 
(J) Rdv.ak.1ai ~ o.am 1.am 0.7912 lam o.am 0.WX) o.am o.am 0.WX) o.am 
iU Ic!i DIll.: 1IIXHbiDed", 0.<XXXl 0.7625 03875 0.1750 0.1875 0.1125 o.mso Q.26'ZS 0.1625 0.0500 
71 Ic!i DIll.: 1IIliJm", 1.wx) l.am 0.5<XXI o.am o.am o.am o.am 0.5<XXI 0.!XXXl 
7}. Ic!i DIll.: meta o.fOG1 0.3467 Q.2933 0.1467 o.<BD 0.rJ:fi1 02JD) 0.1D) 0.0533 
73 W DIll.: tinixl- 0.0Z78 03611 0.62S0 0.003 0.003 0.0Z78 0.0417 o.wn o.am 
74 xanlkmb <l'DDg baoIo 0.<Lm 0.4«XJ 0.!XXXl o.am o.am o.am o.am o.am o.am 
7S JIetIlDIdar.IIPEd<l' ~baRIo o.am 0.QJ7S 03750 o.am 0.1875 o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 
76 levabaRlo 0.WX) o.54SS 054SS o.am 0IlZ1 o.am 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 
77 loogbclimtJi lllalic IBdo o.am G.8333 0.3333 o.am o.am o.am 0.1667 0.1667 0.<XXXl 
78 loogVClliallltltic IBdo o.am 1.wx) 0.1429 o.am o.am o.am 0.0476 o.am o.am 
79 slut VCIIial &laic baoIo 0.0714 0.6429 0.5(XX) o.am 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl 0.0714 0.<XXXl o.am 
ro wwdlllalic lade o.am t<XXXl o.am o.am 0.<XXXl 0.<XXXl o.am 0.<XXXl 0.!XXXl 
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Appendix 4 

User types 

It was necessary to generate a representative sample of users' inputs and Cortex output. 

Therefore, a set of 46 'user types' was built covering a wide variety of different concerns 

and contexts. 

This appendix shows a table with the description of those user types. Each row in this table 

represents how a user of a particular type may answer each of the questions from the 

system. If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer should be 'yes', while having a 'd' setting 

would require an answer 'don't know'. A blank cell would require an answer 'no'. 

Once the table is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into 5 small 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 

272 273 274 275 276 
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Type 

ClassIc 1 
Classic 3 
Classic 4 

Classic 5 
Classic 6 
Classic 7 
Classic 8 
Gothic 1 
God,ic 2 
Art Nouveau 1 
Art Noupeau 2 
Modem (functionalist 1) 
Modem (functionaust3) 
Modern (junctiona/ist 5) 
Modern (brutalist 1) 
Modern lbrutalist 2) 
Modern (brutalist 3) 
Modem (orltanlc 1) 
Modem (organic 2) 
Modern (orKanic3) 
Modem (high tech 1) 
Modem (high tech 2) 
Modem (high tech 3) 
Modem (hi~lltICh 4) 
Post-Modern (neo-classic J) 

Post-Modem (neo-classlc 2) 
Post-Modem (neo-classlc 3) 
Post-Modern (neo-classic 41 
Post-Modern (tlCletic 2) 
Post-Modern (ecletic 3) 
Post-Modern (ecietIc 41 
Post-Modern (edetic 5) 
Environmental con/roll (fight) 
Enpironmen/al control 2 (Tight) 
Enpironmen/al control 3 (loose) 
Environmental control 4 (loose) 
En'lironmental controlS (no control) 
EnJlironmental control 6 (no control) 
Function I (High/low) 
Function 2 (High /low) 
Function 3 (MediumflowJ 
Function 4 (MediumJJowJ 
Materials I (lndustria/iud) 
Materials 2 (I ndustria/iud) 
Materials 3 (Hand-crafted) 
Materials 4 (Hand-crafted) 
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Appendix 5 

Weight matrices examples 

The knowledge of each neural network is stored in matrixes of connection weights. 

Networks with one hidden layers have two matrixes. The first ,contains the weights between 

each input neuron and each hidden neuron. The second contains the weights between each 

hidden neuron and each output neuron. This appendix shows those matrixes of weights of 

the trained network with 50 hidden neurons. 
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Appendix 5.1 

Weight matrix of 50 hidden neurons network: input to hidden 

layer connections 

This appendix shows the matrix of weights between the input and hidden layers of the 

trained network with 50 hidden neurons. The matrix has 81 columns and 50 rows. Each row 

represents the 80 connection's weights between a hidden neuron and every neuron in the 

input layer. The 81st value in each row represents the threshold of each hidden node. 

Once the matrix is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 

279 280 281 282 283 284 
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Input#» 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
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Input#» 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

~ 
... § 
~ ~ ;::a 0;: ;:: e 

t '5 ~ ~ 

"8 ~ l ~ = 001:: 8. - §;:: 
c l: '3 ~ s s ~ ... 
C..;::: ~ c ~ a a. ;:: ~ 

i t I .~ i .~ t :0 t t ~ i til = ... ::: "'0 g :.a ... ~!ij) _M ...... .s r;. A. 

I» ~ ~ "3 I';j ~ '" - 001::... ... 'S .... 
~ ~ "5. "'0 ~ .'l:: ~ .. -8 ]'" -. oS ~ ~ e ~ ; ~ ~ ;t ~ ~ a ~ Co 
:E] ~ <c;J ~ "3 '0 l i, ] .~ "'0 '(.) ~ 1 
v·5 § ~ (.) W '8 li ~ .5 '§ .~ '8 ~ .5 
v 2. e s ~ ·s ~ ~ ~ 2. ;:; 8. ~ g ! 
1 -3.2396 -7.9998 0.7844 -0.4270 2.0256 4.7052 5.2508 -1.6522 0.9794 -3.9324 -1.7692 2.5114 -0.5664 1.9970 
2 -1.0246 4.4186 0.4982 -0.1474 -1.3314 -4.5872 -1.5734 5.4274 5.8330 -0.7380 0.5734 -2.6834 2.2850 4.0910 
3 2.4802 0.0162 2.0604 -1.4570 -0.7642 -3.0890 0.0560 2.1690 -3.0526 -0.9942 0.1516 -6.4410 1.2320 -2.4614 
4 1.1586 4.1690 -1.5890 -0.5614 -5.8960 -3.2842 -2.3114 -2.3472 -3.4396 2.6876 -0.5734 -1.0702 -1.6876 -2.8274 
5 -3.6252 4.9012 -1.3000 -0.9354 -2.3008 -0.0902 -0.6652 1.4846 -1.0350 -6.5340 2.6506 -2.0784 -2.3312 -0.9146 
6 0.6750 -1.6826 0.2800 -0.7614 2.4810 6.6564 -0.7022 -3.4426 -1.6892 -2.6006 0.9414 1.3752 -3.0324 1.7310 
7 0.1184 0.5250 0.8734 -2.0430 1.7092 -5.8164 -0.9084 0.3762 -4.0572 -2.7908 1.7008 3.2512 -4.7166 -0.0990 
8 -1.0912 -6.5734 4.3450 -0.7064 4.5066 -3.8622 -2.4400 -5.0462 -0.6082 4.5252 1.5440 -0.9960 0.9714 -0.3356 
9 3.9394 -5.6374 0.1008 1.9952 4.8514 -2.6108 -0.1960 -1.1204 0.3856 2.2754 2.7704 1.7902 -1.6546 0.0890 

10 1.0912 -0.1864 0.7160 -0.7580 2.2456 -4.0380 -0.9808 -1.3662 -2.2742 -3.6776 3.5496 0.9064 -2.5180 -4.5962 
11 3.0312 -0.8800 -1.2706 1.1930 -5.2008 -0.5890 0.0176 -1.4842 -2.2764 -1.8690 1.0944 2.8466 1.5950 -0.3306 
12 -3.9492 -7.4532 -1.2400 0.5814 1.5804 -2.1572 -1.2502 -2.7264 5.3212 1.8784 1.1352 -3.8994 1.4334 0.0194 
13 4.5644 -4.9514 -1.4872 1.4830 -2.3220 2.0200 -0.8582 -3.9904 4.0682 2.5216 -1.0460 -0.6262 -2.0036 -2.8950 
14 3.0274 1.9580 0.8208 -0.9770 0.2596 -4.8704 -0.6182 -4.5606 -1.8626 2.7606 0.6802 -5.3772 -1.2354 -1.0994 
15 1.5940 5.3682 -0.6486 -0.5442 -4.7932 -0.5752 0.4590 -1.8714 -1.3264 -2.6422 5.1140 1.3176 -1.2052 0.4274 
16 0.4530 -6.3570 0.3400 -0.9302 -4.1106 1.3302 -0.7592 2.2382 0.8810 2.5526 -3.8852 0.4482 0.2172 0.8012 
17 0.1306 -2.5092 -1.3110 2.1264 -0.4908 -1.5074 -0.4672 -4.3706 1.3234 -0.0996 0.6956 3.6556 -0.2480 4.6020 
18 -4.0632 -4.5596 -0.1760 -0.4286 2.0304 2.1984 2.2830 5.3570 -0.0122 0.0020 0.3332 -4.0624 -0.6734 -1.1880 
19 -3.0508 -5.6812 0.1940 -2.9612 -3.1394 -1.1010 2.9790 -2.6042 -0.1794 -4.6242 -1.9710 2.9520 -3.8414 -0.6102 
20 -2.0394 -5.8104 1.7430 -1.2704 -2.7526 -4.%50 0.0942 -2.8346 3.4046 1.9750 -2.3700 2.8650 -0.1300 2.6712 
21 -4.2682 -5.2556 -0.5808 -2.9896 -3.2900 -3.3700 -0.6814 1.9982 2.0310 0.4292 -2.5060 0.6846 -1.7582 -1.9786 
22 4.8382 0.5884 1.8146 -1.7036 4.8360 1.5732 3.1452 -0.4826 -1.6612 -4.6250 -2.5660 3.0164 -3.0670 -2.5782 
23 0.1476 3.9536 -0.9396 0.1172 -7.2350 3.5480 0.4840 3.6756 2.0332 -5.7734 -1.0432 0.1094 0.5486 -1.4670 
24 2.8620 -2.8752 2.5312 -0.0872 -3.0334 3.6350 3.8594 -5.3056 6.8012 -0.8240 -3.3486 0.7120 2.7990 -0.9436 
25 2.5514 -0.0162 -1.2482 -0.5454 -3.9932 -0.4956 0.7720 4.1064 -3.2292 -0.7292 -1.0484 0.1756 0.7510 -1.8266 
26 0.4404 3.9474 -1.7454 -0.4980 -1.5632 2.0162 -2.7144 2.1330 -3.0060 0.8264 1.0994 -5.1308 -1.7102 -3.2912 
27 -1.8304 -5.4560 1.8770 -2.4132 3.5634 -0.6214 0.1864 3.1990 -0.0142 -1.2064 -3.5806 2.8412 -1.8172 -0.1130 
28 -3.6122 4.1234 1.8136 0.6534 6.6042 -1.8442 0.4120 -1.1316 0.8296 1.3932 2.1684 -1.0244 1.2374 -2.6384 
29 5.7520 6.0122 -1.8894 1.8196 -4.4512 2.1596 -2.8064 -2.2456 -0.8474 -0.6256 0.9472 4.8914 0.5020 -2.1592 
30 6.0926 -1.0922 -1.4670 1.1408 -4.4336 -0.8916 -2.2294 2.7362 -1.5262 1.5074 1.0580 5.0094 0.5090 -2.6210 
31 3.5772 -3.9506 -1.0508 0.8756 -7.4962 -2.0056 -0.4046 -7.3206 2.8390 1.8946 -1.7686 1.7292 -1.2890 -1.2354 
32 -4.5400 -3.9742 -0.4972 0.8194 -7.2446 2.7470 -0.7334 -0.2144 -1.8796 1.2144 0.7116 1.7140 0.4172 -5.1026 
33 -6.3584 -1.9194 2.2820 -1.4344 -7.2316 1.7554 0.8006 -4.5076 -1.5266 4.5386 1.0364 -3.0100 0.3316 -5.5080 
34 -1.7942 -4.0496 -0.9262 -1.5944 -4.5804 -0.9304 -0.2900 -4.6976 -3.0290 -3.6744 1.8884 -0.5526 -2.2652 -1.5734 
35 1.6632 2.5614 0.8692 -0.0780 2.7972 3.2974 -2.5162 4.8108 -2.7554 -0.4582 0.7808 5.7164 -1.3332 -0.5124 
36 -1.0234 -6.3984 -3.2166 -2.2426 -5.6084 -3.6014 -1.0470 3.6322 -3.1872 -1.0960 -1.0108 -1.0342 -1.6020 -2.4166 
37 -1.7150 -6.2490 -0.0782 -0.8524 -5.4210 4.5792 -0.4408 3.3602 2.7194 2.7066 -0.3040 0.3544 -1.9920 -2.4470 
38 -1.0372 4.3722 0.2382 0.1256 4.2504 2.4486 -0.3740 -6.4164 -0.8596 2.5180 -1.3176 2.9104 -1.9574 -2.1846 
39 -0.1824 -2.2500 0.9006 0.2430 -5.3430 -2.9710 -3.3842 -4.7466 2.5282 -0.5376 3.4220 0.1650 0.5994 1.4390 
40 -3.4554 5.8304 0.6866 0.0202 1.5794 0.9950 -3.9116 -5.6250 6.4210 0.9592 3.1014 -0.5682 3.0662 1.6916 
41 3.4422 0.0066 -0.6126 -0.9854 -6.1972 -2.1546 -0.0054 -0.2322 0.0170 -3.4120 -1.1674 -2.0144 -2.7874 -4.7982 
42 0.2152 0.6790 -2.6332 0.0052 -7.1496 -1.2870 -2.4402 2.0920 -4.6052 -0.0852 1.2252 0.5942 -1.2082 0.8550 
43 -1.8908 -6.7184 1.9060 -0.2162 3.5662 4.5022 -0.3872 -1.4234 -1.1016 2.6394 -0.8592 -0.6402 -2.0360 0.9530 
44 -1.4992 -0.8090 0.7842 -0.2572 -3.2994 -3.7766 -2.7790 2.3416 2.9400 1.1974 -0.2254 2.1144 1.8706 -0.9550 
45 0.9834 -3.3256 -0.5716 -0.4312 -0.5774 5.1252 0.3466 -5.0602 1.4460 -2.5886 -2.4986 3.3610 -2.9926 -1.3140 
46 4.5060 3.9434 -3.6190 -0.2094 -4.2026 -4.5652 -0.6134 -0.3674 2.4750 -1.7902 1.2440 -2.6360 1.2414 -1.6506 
47 -6.3806 3.1526 -1.0890 -1.0580 -4.3972 2.8324 0.0454 -5.4226 4.4646 2.0784 -0.2372 1.8746 1.5016 -0.4750 
48 0.6456 -6.4150 0.6812 -0.6772 -5.2206 -2.5884 -2.3846 6.2976 -2.1354 1.3472 -3.7334 -0.7514 -0.4102 -1.6344 
49 2.0770 -5.3780 -0.1932 0.5092 2.7246 3.4220 1.5736 1.8954 0.1552 2.3486 -1.9544 -2.0914 2.5590 0.0480 
50 -3.0966 -4.7592 1.6460 -1.8232 0.2210 -4.0336 -0.4704 0.8608 -0.8506 -1.5102 -1.6894 3.0836 -3.0546 -3.3740 
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Input#» 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

a.. 
Q,) 

5 ~ = ""= ~ -8 
: ] ~ ""=]8 
... i:i 8. ~ ~ l:! .~ OJ) e '" Q" ~ I:) § .... .S 
=] 8. ~ .~ l ~ ':;1 ~ ~o ~ t; 
~ 8.; ~ i ~ .SO ~ 11 a i '" ~ 
5l ; ] ] f ] 2: .~ i ]:a §] i 
:g 1 :~ ~ "3 8. : ~ ~ §. ~ 1 .S .: i., ==!3 c:: ~ c:: ~ II:: ~ ... -. CJ > ~ ~ _ 

v i ~ .S ~ ~ ] ~ ~ e e e_~ .g .g .~ 
v t;:: t;:: 8. ~ 8 a ~ : ! .! ". .; .~ ~ 
1 -0.9144 -4.5570 -7.0008 0.2224 2.5242 -1.2244 0.7194 2.6400 1.8304 -3.6664 -0.6924 -3.3346 0.8936 -3.7444 
2 1.2202 1.1210 -0.3646 -4.6676 -1.7932 -1.2810 -1.2274 -4.4824 -2.8646 1.0642 0.7204 1.2550 -1.6420 -1.2132 
3 -0.7994 -1.7694 -0.8150 -1.0290 3.7124 0.0076 0.3970 2.1134 2.9464 0.5294 -1.8064 -2.3206 0.2832 -0.8462 
4 -2.4014 -2.1406 3.9924 2.6186 4.3886 0.4722 -1.7994 -4.1372 -5.3114 2.1116 -2.6882 2.1564 -1.8446 -0.1816 
5 -0.5440 -2.6276 5.0010 -5.8690 2.2720 -1.5502 -0.5544 0.4690 -0.0962 -2.5586 0.3356 0.6524 -4.6472 0.1892 
6 -1.0652 -2.0182 -5.9664 -4.5282 -2.2464 -1.6456 -2.6214 -4.8996 -2.3262 -1.3716 -0.1250 0.7250 -1.6534 -3.4370 
7 0.0976 3.9712 -2.2504 1.5210 1.5002 1.1114 -1.8622 -4.4896 -4.0194 -0.3782 0.8074 0.6732 -2.4916 -6.2004 
8 -2.4508 -1.4624 -2.5408 -3.3246 -6.1274 0.4880 -4.1576 0.2660 2.1616 1.5974 1.8336 -5.5174 2.1850 -2.5766 
9 -1.0726 -0.4164 -5.9116 -3.5250 -1.5054 -3.9266 1.3646 -4.4382 -3.7496 -0.9300 -0.5844 3.1060 -0.1532 -2.1410 

10 1.6984 -3.0180 -6.2036 -3.4214 4.5804 -2.4256 0.2142 2.3252 2.5776 3.0514 -0.3430 0.9580 -0.7516 2.2196 
11 0.7866 1.9056 -1.2900 2.1092 0.1250 1.3052 0.5032 -0.4282 0.0792 -2.6726 0.3290 -1.7612 -0.1370 -0.3216 
12 0.7330 -0.6920 -4.0296 -4.9464 -3.4382 -1.7780 -0.6524 -1.2810 0.1822 -2.1162 -1.6686 -0.9710 1.2634 -3.5566 
13 -1.7356 -3.5454 -1.7584 -1.3364 -1.1006 0.6066 -1.8122 -0.8032 0.2864 0.6454 -1.1040 0.4852 0.1632 -3.0044 
14 -1.5012 -0.1746 -2.8264 0.9712 1.1010 1.8022 2.8884 -0.4504 -1.9066 0.5156 -1.6864 -1.7882 2.1166 -1.3102 
15 -2.1152 -0.4874 4.2952 0.0896 -3.5054 -1.8342 -0.4722 -1.3250 1.6356 0.2660 1.7344 0.2712 -1.1406 0.0472 
16 -0.0056 -5.3890 -3.1230 1.0944 0.6546 -4.4454 0.5534 -1.5440 0.4632 0.1020 -1.2154 2.9556 0.5154 1.5374 
17 -3.4182 -1.2894 -3.7766 0.2000 -4.1134 -4.3926 -2.5616 -5.6536 -4.0090 -0.9344 1.5522 -1.8510 -0.6342 0.9394 
18 -0.5244 -1.0740 -3.4530 3.8160 -0.5774 -1.4772 0.4122 -1.3552 -2.0730 -0.7746 2.6092 -0.0420 2.7552 -0.9760 
19 2.1390 1.7196 -6.5412 -3.7574 -0.9152 0.6562 -2.4122 2.8212 -4.6654 -1.8990 -1.1622 2.5412 -1.9746 -1.8866 
20 -2.5176 0.9422 -1.6664 -2.6454 -4.3876 -2.1260 -2.5280 -1.0142 -2.0408 0.1506 -1.1070 -1.1992 -0.0870 1.9394 
21 1.1182 2.3810 1.1722 0.3144 -5.7852 2.4160 2.0536 -3.0640 -3.0066 -3.2904 -1.4330 1.8834 2.4186 -1.9310 
22 0.6774 -3.1154 0.3408 -5.5220 -5.8730 -0.2260 -1.1802 -4.4620 -2.6086 1.1206 -0.1826 -1.0000 -1.0806 2.8830 
23 0.7006 3.9930 -1.3594 1.7406 -0.1152 -0.6254 -0.1182 3.2612 2.5482 -3.7782 -2.2360 1.0302 -3.0616 -0.4734 
24 -0.3116 2.8200 -4.4542 -5.7650 6.2332 -0.6764 -0.8364 -1.4050 -1.0704 0.9482 0.6124 -1.3644 1.3466 0.6936 
25 1.5254 0.1520 0.5090 -1.0492 -0.6860 -0.0364 2.1764 0.6826 -4.2056 -2.9480 -1.7490 -1.4984 0.5008 -1.6824 
26 -2.7956 -3.4820 -2.2606 -0.5190 6.5004 -2.6564 -3.6894 -0.8646 -3.8794 0.0602 0.7624 0.2926 -0.4492 -1.5014 
27 1.6734 -2.6622 -6.6306 -3.7972 0.6750 -1.2490 -1.6430 1.8508 -3.1314 -1.3856 -1.7016 2.4800 -2.9404 -0.3842 
28 -2.6952 -0.0530 -3.7304 -7.6106 -2.1212 -2.3310 -3.1660 -0.8276 -4.5856 1.9472 0.7082 0.3170 -0.0124 0.9800 
29 -0.8886 -1.3230 -1.9208 -4.6694 -0.5314 -3.6670 -0.6784 -1.9064 -3.3896 3.1496 2.7256 -0.8404 -1.5794 -2.3864 
30 -3.1160 -2.3396 0.3442 2.2992 -4.5140 -1.5354 -3.4210 -2.0542 -0.8954 -0.3780 3.3442 -3.3276 -0.4214 0.2720 
31 -0.7480 -0.8674 -2.5176 2.7542 0.4730 -1.1554 1.1064 -0.4206 -0.1344 -0.6074 -0.2400 -2.2362 0.7254 0.0012 
32 1.2360 -3.7050 -4.6234 -5.6364 3.4800 -1.3780 -3.1626 -0.4532 -2.1302 -2.6664 -1.0286 -1.0612 0.6234 2.2908 
33 0.4336 6.0166 -4.3870 -0.4580 -4.6054 -1.5930 4.5114 -3.0172 -1.9320 -1.9586 -1.4654 0.0250 -0.5084 -2.9712 
34 1.0246 -3.3876 4.9560 2.6456 2.2960 3.6940 1.7706 -2.1696 0.9192 -0.9422 -3.6346 0.7712 -2.2730 0.2270 
35 -2.9104 3.5024 -1.6592 4.9630 -0.5916 -0.4794 -1.7664 -2.6716 1.8136 0.0480 -0.9246 -2.0680 0.5896 1.2162 
36 1.0616 1.4108 -1.1384 3.3892 -2.3066 -0.6554 -1.0894 -2.3360 -1.9592 -2.0290 -2.8432 -0.0766 1.1970 -1.4124 
37 0.2296 -5.2180 -4.8972 2.5084 1.4946 -1.6384 -2.8576 3.0362 0.7536 -3.4054 -1.1394 4.0216 -1.6000 4.0400 
38 -0.1510 1.3396 2.7162 -1.5704 1.2162 1.9442 0.0060 -1.8334 -0.6642 0.7350 -1.8384 -0.9084 -0.4574 -2.3676 
39 -0.3572 -1.0984 5.2820 0.6764 -3.2116 1.2676 -0.9382 -1.5652 -1.9970 0.7584 0.7432 0.3744 -0.5334 -0.6714 
40 -1.4980 5.0950 -6.9008 1.9464 -1.9864 -2.0540 -1.2064 -1.6402 -1.0302 3.9770 -0.3340 -0.4706 0.2970 -0.4608 
41 1.3922 -0.2344 -6.9602 0.4166 0.6730 -0.8690 1.8876 1.1354 -0.8634 0.2642 0.6974 -1.9396 0.1020 -5.2476 
42 -3.4960 -1.0012 5.4326 0.0602 3.9656 -0.1810 -5.5244 -1.7102 -4.9650 -1.8056 -0.3664 -1.6414 0.3736 -0.6322 
43 -0.2790 -4.5542 3.5222 -2.7654 -5.2090 -0.5066 2.0860 -3.9040 3.2576 -0.9482 -0.2226 2.6574 -3.3202 -2.0864 
44 0.1722 3.0030 0.2194 -1.6580 5.6434 3.5396 -2.3124 1.0254 1.9394 -0.0590 0.1244 -2.8836 1.5210 -3.8260 
45 -0.8292 1.0356 -1.3544 -6.0494 -1.3040 2.5426 -2.0276 5.0954 2.6940 -1.4322 -0.3222 -2.7932 2.1352 -1.6580 
46 -2.2992 1.0536 1.1260 -0.6592 -7.8802 0.7142 -0.8234 -2.1844 -0.7696 -0.1860 -0.7732 -3.3294 1.7326 -1.4206 
47 1.1902 4.6856 2.8542 -4.8320 2.4196 2.5752 -3.0092 -3.3026 -2.3216 -0.6354 -3.3956 -1.7136 -1.1156 2.2292 
48 -1.8442 -3.7086 -3.6314 -0.0966 -4.2620 -0.6596 -3.5540 -2.5422 3.1500 -3.2362 -0.2774 0.0926 0.5440 -0.1762 
49 -1.3724 2.8114 -4.9592 2.1582 4.5834 -3.5694 0.2390 0.7862 2.4276 -1.1086 1.1602 -0.9286 0.8136 0.9856 
50 -0.4276 0.1746 -1.7010 -3.9642 0.3312 0.7374 -1.6956 1.0924 -4.3444 -3.7384 0.2562 -3.8666 5.5584 0.7960 
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Input#» 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
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§... ~]] § ~ ~ ~ 
c ~ ~ ~ '" ~ :€ ~ S E: 

§ .~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ a 5 .~ 
~ ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 8 a § ~ ~ - ~ .... .:: -!. ~ Q) Q) sr.~ -s .... 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ ! [ i §- ~ l l ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 g ~ "B 11 -0 11 ! 
"0 .[ .SC ~ .SC ~ .~ .~ '8 ~ ~ ~ ~ i! 
EO ~ ~ .~ .:= ~ Q. Q. ~ a a ~ .B .B .~ ~ 
~ .~ .~ '! ~ ~ ] ] ] ] ] l ] ] ] ] 
1 -0.4220 1.0556 -4.2196 -0.3836 -7.9998 -3.4772 -0.4812 -0.9316 -0.9262 0.4708 0.4044 0.6210 -2.7220 -0.7326 
2 5.0276 -1.7236 -2.7476 2.5506 2.9656 -1.3192 -2.1708 -2.6008 -1.1752 1.8672 0.8940 0.0294 2.6100 -0.3460 
3 3.7562 -1.4646 2.6790 1.2824 -4.7880 5.1784 -1.4622 -1.2816 -0.2770 1.4502 1.4750 -0.1220 1.7022 -0.5400 
4 -1.0124 0.2824 -0.8940 -2.7194 -4.9466 -4.8680 -2.5808 0.8700 -0.6372 -1.9912 1.3724 1.7284 -1.0804 0.2512 
5 -0.6642 -0.8462 2.2412 3.4784 -7.3772 3.6716 1.0460 3.6064 -1.5620 3.0686 -0.1440 -0.9060 -1.2966 0.4980 
6 0.3734 -0.2434 2.9624 1.5702 -3.5326 1.2620 -1.9100 -2.7644 1.9944 -0.9302 1.3308 -1.6608 -3.6650 0.2180 
7 -0.6760 2.0244 -4.0850 0.6154 6.1594 -2.7432 -1.5736 -2.7892 -0.3716 0.8172 1.3746 -1.2590 -2.9086 -0.6394 
8 -1.7426 -1.5892 -1.0926 0.0770 -5.5096 1.5474 -0.5390 -3.2102 0.2986 2.0304 -0.1996 -1.7354 0.0104 -1.1014 
9 -5.2440 4.0266 -1.1164 -0.4826 -4.4006 -3.1222 -1.5434 -0.9956 -3.3722 2.0510 0.7424 1.5810 2.3674 1.2142 

10 0.6516 1.6666 1.0874 -2.1674 -5.5306 -0.4936 -0.2772 -1.0834 0.0042 0.0040 -1.8462 -0.5962 1.2146 0.6230 
11 2.6134 1.5712 -2.0180 -2.6020 -5.3272 1.5172 -4.1876 3.4814 -1.2190 0.9726 0.7902 1.0920 1.1772 -0.0274 
12 -1.1756 1.3072 -1.0250 3.0036 -2.4964 -5.1208 2.4084 4.8362 -0.9560 0.8234 -1.1186 -2.4564 -0.7414 0.9908 
13 -2.0332 -0.1954 1.9596 2.1412 0.5634 -1.0544 0.9710 -3.3520 -1.1912 -2.4444 3.3412 -2.6404 -3.4222 1.4770 
14 -0.9766 0.5390 1.8930 0.9986 -5.2452 -1.9302 -1.1322 -3.3656 1.0280 -1.9050 0.0406 0.2710 3.4756 -0.8016 
15 -4.2644 0.8704 -0.6942 -2.6860 -5.3950 4.9950 -1~6504 -2.1730 3.0174 -0.8520 -1.9056 2~0962 0.9162 -0.5400 
16 -0.2514 -0.2304 3.9392 -0.8234 0.0862 2.3036 -1.3266 -1.4762 -2.2594 2.8556 1.6954 -3.4412 -0.2730 -0.4336 
17 -4.3672 -1.5634 -2.4086 1.4136 -0.0594 -7.4600 0.3462 -3.8962 -0.6746 1.7706 0.7440 3.2012 -0.7160 0.4664 
18 -1.5816 -1.8860 -2.8616 0.1144 -6.8996 -2.1246 0.4116 -0.9030 0.6604 -1.8034 -1.3680 -1.0172 1.1714 -2.0606 
19 1.4216 -1.5216 2.5790 -0.3482 -2.1424 4.6562 4.6602 -2.8324 -0.8452 1.6326 -0.4334 -0.4666 -2.3066 -0.3434 
20 -3.0942 -0.6632 -2.7254 -3.1780 -4.9652 1.8166 -0.0546 -1.5202 -0.5772 3.3186 -3.8126 2.5876 -0.8264 0.2594 
21 -0.4314 -1.4122 5.2746 4.4050 5.3232 -1.3882 1.6840 -0.2484 -1.6156 -0.7294 1.5662 1.9206 -2.0910 1.7534 
22 -0.5340 -0.0276 -0.5856 0.7624 6.0152 1.0096 -4.7444 0.8936 -0.1090 -3.0562 1.3070 -2.3436 -0.0166 -2.3782 
23 1.3402 -0.2546 -3.3214 -1.6070 5.6080 -2.5596 1.5134 1.5780 0.0020 -1.0350 -2.5886 1.7144 -1.3470 -0.1180 
24 0.0434 -0.0066 0.4530 2.1562 -7.6132 3.5942 1.4946 2.0126 0.2856 -1.1196 -0.4026 -1.8024 -1.3430 -0.3996 
25 -1.2154 -2.0354 0.0820 -2.1342 -2.3736 2.8766 -0.4832 1.0414 -1.4876 -0.3924 -1.0272 1.9064 1.0426 -1.3190 
26 -2.0704 0.5294 0.3190 -0.3370 -7.3054 0.2032 -1.5116 2.2882 0.6094 -0.6640 0.0882 -1.9824 1.9572 0.4006 
27 -4.5024 1.0200 4.6604 -0.1170 -1.4672 7.2310 -0.7794 1.2184 -1.6294 0.0220 -0.0284 -1.2054 -4.9432 0.1340 
28 3.5982 -1.9530 2.1274 3.3696 -4.9120 -4.9762 3.5552 1.5334 0.3932 -1.3804 0.1024 -0.1096 0.3972 1.3264 
29 4~0854 -1.2980 3.5140 1.2340 -3.5082 -0.2114 -1.7724 2.6542 1.6026 -1.2570 1.1730 -2.3484 0.6146 -1.0008 
30 0.2426 -0.4502 -0.6274 -1.4500 4.1420 2.3980 -0.6230 -1.9786 2.9926 -2.5994 -0.3342 -0.9574 -1.2890 -2.1904 
31 -3.8522 1.2512 -5.0854 -2.7644 -5.4360 -1.6476 -4.0006 1.9472 0.0942 1.2386 0.0062 -2.2146 -3.5946 -0.6054 
32 -2.1162 2.2762 -0.5556 -2.6496 0.4666 -3.7874 -1.2774 -3.3896 1.4334 -3.1222 0.3186 2~9856 -0.7530 0.4152 
33 -1.7974 0.0476 -1.1862 -3.3376 1.6310 -1.6342 -2.8834 -0.6960 -2.2608 3.1730 -0.5990 -0.5704 2.7224 0.4692 
34 -0.4990 0.8594 -2.8092 3.4636 6.2564 -1.9136 -3.8654 -3.1246 -0.6904 -0.7854 3.1372 -0.9604 -4.7880 0.3774 
35 -2.7770 2.4182 0.2432 -5.1292 -0.3122 2.7872 -1.6336 -3.8470 0.8366 0.8840 -1.9624 -0.3646 3.9232 -1.7970 
36 -4.7254 0.1782 0.2056 -3.5854 7.8394 1.6512 -2.0416 -2.5446 -3.3624 1.6346 0.6216 2.1760 -2.7704 2.4854 
37 -5.8010 1.2114 -1.6180 0.0276 4.4142 -4.3740 2.7020 -3.4410 0.9704 -3.7994 1.9900 1.7034 -2.2356 0.2560 
38 -2.0908 1.3844 -2.8512 -3.4322 -2.9856 -1.5834 -3.5742 2.2850 2.3744 -1.1436 -0.2512 -2.0092 -2.9012 -1.5720 
39 -0.8696 -1.7660 -3.2574 -3.2902 0.3050 -1.8840 -2.0060 3.4656 0.9264 -1.4990 -1.8842 0.6090 -0.2450 -0.4082 
40 2.0754 -1.4986 3.8182 -2.2514 -1.3912 4.8246 3.3366 -3.7632 1.1382 -2.5470 -3.1472 1.4156 -0.7254 -0.2530 
41 0.2308 -0.0886 1.2302 -4.1484 -5.2220 -1.0464 -1.2174 0.0476 1.4382 -0.7482 -0.8436 0.0360 -3.2500 0.1482 
42 -3.6780 -1.1076 -0.3104 -2.1550 -3.7256 -1.5652 -0.2046 2.8992 -1.9020 2.0190 -0.1516 0.0600 1.1446 0.9954 
43 0.6756 -1.9742 3.9022 3.2784 -1.6590 -3.0282 1.6722 -3.3294 -1.2220 -0.8362 2.2004 -0.8850 -3.8040 0.7832 
44 1.8344 1.9866 -5.4260 -0.3396 -1.5534 2.0404 -3.9314 1.3834 2.5820 -4.8404 0.6450 2.4450 -0.6732 -1.2012 
45 -0.8326 -1.0170 3.9494 -1.8224 -7.2532 -4.1614 4.3896 2.4870 2.2532 -3.7342 -1.0026 -1.5826 -3.2442 -0.7654 
46 0.1964 -2.8926 1.3462 1.2550 -4.3776 0.5346 2.1996 -5.4312 -0.29'00 -1.4586 -0.2010 1.7200 -1.5750 0.1592 
47 -1.8262 0.0974 1.7902 -0.8554 -2.6132 0.6702 -0.9282 -3.8382 -0.2620 -1.6610 0.3652 1.9630 -5.0564 0.4320 
48 -2.9540 1.3892 -2.5426 -4.9050 -0.3390 4.0080 -2.4294 -1.5996 -0.5594 0.6200 -0.4380 -0.9322 1.2524 -0.8482 
49 -2.7664 0.9844 -1.0196 -0.6154 -7.1652 1.2956 -2.8014 0.0954 -0.1652 0.6254 -0.2484 2.1044 -0.2780 0.0146 
50 -0.6212 0.5372 0.0476 1.4304 -2.3442 -4.3884 -0.4016 1.9296 -1.0346 -3.4496 0.3046 1.4930 -0.7042 0.4792 
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Input#» 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
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"0 <;i ~ <;i ~ ~ = 't 'f 1:: ~ s:: s '" s 1 ~ l ~ ~ ~ 1 
v ~_ ~_ ~_ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
v a:s ~ ~ ~ oS oS ~ ~ 
1 4.7122 1.2510 -0.3260 -2.0120 0.1634 -2.1916 2.8382 2.0650 0.1784 2.5712 
2 4.4902 0.8224 -0.3432 -0.0546 -2.3374 3.2486 1.8952 -2.1972 4.2240 -3.1242 
3 -0.9642 0.9870 -2.5894 -0.2720 -4.4442 -4.4662 -0.9076 2.2600 -0.1604 -2.9230 
4 -4.0686 0.5680 -0.6666 -1.3226 1.0982 0.9650 -1.1820 0.4464 0.0600 -0.0904 
5 0.9052 1.0282 0.4874 -0.9012 -0.6536 3.1434 -0.2322 -0.8312 -1.4000 0.0980 
6 2.5252 -0.1092 1.1496 0.1472 -1.3070 -5.7966 0.8726 0.2076 -1.2976 3.3356 
7 2.2630 1.2334 -0.7262 -0.9508 -0.9344 -6.3766 1.6614 1.0424 0.4236 2.9024 
8 1.3724 -0.6910 -1.5120 1.7664 -5.0290 0.2176 -2.9382 -3.0730 5.3212 5.3436 
9 -2.3542 0.5612 1.3706 -0.1754 1.1530 -3.4420 -0.9382 4.4506 -1.6740 -1.1286 

10 -4.1282 -0.3892 0.0456 -0.2400 1.3140 -5.5100 -1.9362 0.5354 -4.6820 4.5386 
11 -0.8608 -0.2284 0.0142 0.0294 1.1376 -3.6814 4.7422 -3.4134 0.5080 0.9142 
12 -3.1320 1.0450 -0.6180 -1.5762 1.4832 -1.3154 0.4776 1.3236 2.6034 3.7344 
13 -6.3010 -0.8706 0.4566 -1.6094 -1.7408 -0.3724 0.8130 0.0850 2.1592 3.2934 
14 0.1706 1.4030 0.5182 1.6010 0.2204 -2.5194 3.0386 1.7252 -1.9600 -4.9912 
15 3.5906 -1.8622 3.3464 -1.1964 -2.7756 -0.4940 -3.1954 0.8706 2.5986 -1.1624 
16 5.6734 0.6122 -1.7150 -0.4486 1.0064 2.2350 -5.1774 1.8766 0.0614 -2.5566 
17 4.7646 1.3592 -2.1556 -1.2226 -0.5100 -0.1010 -0.4784 0.1290 1.4712 6.4944 
18 6.1066 1.0808 -0.7760 -0.3344 0.5632 -0.0774 -3.0526 1.5290 -2.7560 -0.6652 
19 1.0804 -0.6764 0.5956 0.4826 -2.1096 -2.7730 1.7624 3.7774 0.8716 -6.5502 
20 4.5426 -1.1762 1.0426 0.8852 0.9960 -2.8966 -1.1094 -1.3054 -0.8194 2.6672 
21 -6.8862 -0.3412 -0.8122 -1.8344 2.2016 -1.0672 -1.3572 0.9596 1.2780 -2.4312 
22 3.8436 0.5434 -0.6064 -0.1180 -0.3520 0.9386 1.3400 0.2890 1.0526 2.0144 
23 -6.1192 0.7042 -1.5010 0.8396 -0.3408 -2.7290 3.3444 0.1784 3.6916 -1.1732 
24 -0.7560 -1.2106 0.2950 -0.4406 -0.2194 -0.2220 0.8040 0.8736 -2.8550 -5.4534 
25 -0.4604 -0.3684 -1.9710 -2.2344 0.4270 3.3612 0.3374 -0.9224 0.9154 1.7204 
26 0.3732 1.2222 -1.4316 1.0042 -0.2130 -0.4344 -3.6336 0.8670 -4.2924 2.8752 
27 0.7272 -2.1864 -0.0182 -0.3064 4.8808 -0.1052 -0.9002 -2.2710 3.9162 -1.5106 
28 -3.2026 0.6506 -1.8480 -0.3830 0.7592 -0.2244 0.2314 2.2932 -2.4732 -4.0108 
29 -2.8684 -0.0916 0.5500 0.4842 1.0322 -1.5126 0.1906 -0.9316 -0.4250 -0.7140 
30 -2.2030 0.3474 -0.8542 1.4900 -0.6942 -1.9194 0.4776 -4.2812 0.2650 4.7386 
31 1.0496 -3.4020 4.2110 0.9704 -0.5434 -2.1970 -2.3312 -2.0630 2.2892 1.7246 
32 -5.0000 0.5864 -0.8086 -0.3746 2.5686 4.9554 -0.8446 -0.7560 -3.3534 2.9316 
33 -4.0172 0.2326 0.4042 1.4670 -1.3436 -1.1882 -4.1060 -1.7880 -1.1700 -0.7076 
34 -0.1296 -0.5162 0.1450 1.0350 -0.1344 -0.9022 3.0108 -2.4804 -3.6550 0.1222 
35 1.7282 0.7492 -0.7936 2.4136 -4.3044 -2'.6792 -1.5130 1.5908 0.5422 -1.5300 
36 -3.6666 0.2042 -0.7700 -1.8714 0.8042 0.5936 0.4660 -1.8284 3.1844 3.7392 
37 -4.8364 0.5106 -1.0154 -0.8776 1.3480 1.5900 2.1656 1.0486 1.0192 0.3430 
38 -2.2364 -1.4506 2.1866 0.6682 0.9402 1.2192 -0.8126 -1.8656 -0.4074 -0.0652 
39 0.7946 -1.2814 1.5232 0.1202 3.2982 4.5536 -3.0190 -3.4896 1.5434 -1.2780 
40 -2.4110 -1.1580 0.7982 2.3820 -1.6996 -5.2416 -1.0264 -2.3452 -1.0550 0.8654 
41 -4.5182 -0.6736 -1.3332 -0.2804 0.8310 1.6608 -2.9230 -2.4832 0.9392 -0.0274 
42 2.6804 -0.4602 -1.6644 0.2532 -1.1280 -0.2410 -2.2256 -1.2132 1.8304 -3.3790 
43 -0.5862 -0.8740 0.4324 -1.5074 2.2780 2.0626 -2.4406 0.0470 -0.3174 0.1224 
44 -4.1174 -0.2562 -0.8560 -0.5656 -1.3692 0.3600 0.5692 -1.2844 -0.8466 0.9330 
45 -3.9210 -2.0134 0.2340 -0.5260 0.8304 1.1050 2.7016 0.4350 1.0514 -3.1056 
46 -2.5962 0.2502 0.3352 -0.5320 1.8840 0.6776 2.1356 -0.0440 -1.6508 1.0244 
47 -5.7092 -1.4846 0.1562 -0.1340 -4.6804 1.4744 2.9444 2.8376 0.2072 1.0706 
48 -1.9750 -0.7040 0.4730 -1.3694 2.4136 2.3864 2.6760 -3.6796 1.5002 4.5670 
49 1.9830 1.4192 -0.8874 -0.6250 4.8246 -1.8286 -2.4276 1.0230 -1.3672 -2.6166 
50 -2.2850 -0.4684 -0.4882 -1.8012 2.3520 5.6322 2.0760 0.7002 -2.3196 3.1490 

~ 

1 
E-c 

-0.4236 
-0.7234 
0.6946 

-1.0014 
-0.2030 
0.4054 
0.6284 

-0.4136 
-0.6652 
-0.9394 
-0.9320 
-1.2440 
-0.1974 
-0.3952 
-0.9152 
-0.6154 
0.3974 

-1.3750 
-0.3612 
-0.1762 
-0.1190 
-0.5624 
0.2112 

-0.7552 
-0.0046 
-0.7632 
0.7066 
0.1906 
0.8064 

-0.7076 
-1.2100 
-0.1530 
0.0344 

-0.3044 
-1.6736 
-0.1956 
-0.4410 
-0.1164 
-1.2824 
-1.4754 
0.3292 

-0.3516 
-1.0594 
-1.0450 
-0.6366 
0.3394 
0.5642 
0.2166 

-1.0980 
0.3694 
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Appendix 5.2 

Weight matrix of 50 hidden neurons network: hidden to output 

layer connections 

This appendix shows the matrix of weights between the hidden and output layers of the 

trained network with 50 hidden neurons. The matrix has 51 columns and 80 rows. Each row 

represents the 80 connection's weights between an output neuron and every neuron in the 

hidden layer. The 51st value in each row represents the threshold of each output neuron. 

Once the matrix is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 
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21 
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28 
29 
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31 
32 
33 
34 
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39 
40 
41 
42 
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44 
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47 
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51 
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56 
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Hidden neuron number» 1 ~ 3 • 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
main entrance 3.4826 0.7642 3.7852 -1.2554 3.4920 -0.7760 -0.9526 0.4366 -1.8200 0.7986 

secondary entrance -0.9574 -3.6062 -7.9998 -1.8436 -1.6302 0.8114 0.6036 0.1892 1.2592 -0.2342 
p~blic access 1.5960 -2.0806 0.2800 -3.3236 0.6672 -0.8086 -1.2284 1.0120 1.1904 2.6246 

restncted ~ccess -1.3434 1.5934 -1.2836 0.4180 1.0630 0.2006 1.l008 -0.3612 0.1816 -2.7796 
• exIt only -3.7262 -7.9998 2.9850 -1.7544 0.1464 5.2484 -5.4324 -7.9998 -4.6836 -0.1276 

givesacces~to:arrlock,vestibukorfoyer 0.7314 7.0644 1.1232 0.1066 2.6192 -2.0970 0.2864 0.4700 -1.3444 4.9612 
. grvesaccessto:corrldororaisle -1.7030 -5.3602 -7.9998 1.9194 -1.3504 -0.5672 -3.6580 -4.0190 -2.2976 -4.1794 

glvesaccessto:shoporworlcingroom -1.1676 -7.4240 2.9214 -1.8364 -3.0762 2.0270 6.4516 -2.1936 -1.4596 -5.7692 
aligned to the facade 0.9766 0.3372 0.1104 -0.1194 -0.5236 0.2544 -2.1472 1.6430 0.5156 0.0220 

pulled out from the facade -0.5030 -7.3660 0.1176 -0.9794 1.9056 -0.7232 2.5512 0.6646 -0.5684 0.2574 
pulled in from the facade -2.0676 0.3632 -0.6654 -0.4674 1.4842 -1.5220 0.0408 -1.1162 0.8190 0.4286 

jlatdoortop 1.7876 -1.5208 -1.4104 -0.7970 -1.5734 2.2354 -2.3386 1.6508 0.2056 -0.7100 
semi-circul4rdoortoparch 5.3104 -7.0654 3.0440 3.8122 -1.2906 -6.7732 4.2314 -3.2584 -3.4576 -7.9998 

segmenl4ldoortoparch -7.4142 4.7724 -7.4792 -7.9998 -5.2980 1.4810 -6.7930 -7.3302 -2.9940 -7.9998 
polnteddoortoparch -7.9998 -1.6824 -3.0742 -6.3704 -3.5692 0.2692 -4.5716 0;0160 1.6326 0.1084 

roundtrefoUdoortoparch -7.9998 1.5756 -1.1216 -0.3556 3.5092 -3.0692 1.7832 -7.8636 -0.7976 1.3894 
top flat moulding -1.7746 0.5208 1.7662 -1.8550 -2.1732 -0.1340 -0.2216 2.1016 0.6590 -0.4420 

top curved moulding -3.8984 0.2224 -2.3660 1.4712 -0.2236 -1.7816 -3.0352 -1.0182 2.2252 -1.2884 
triangular pediment 3.3852 -4.8182 0.9400 -7.9998 1.8126 2.0724 -2.6636 3.4200 2.8274 -1.1584 

semi-circularorsegIIlflltalpediment 2.2076 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.7960 -7.9998 5.6282 -7.9998 -5.2490 -7.9998 -7.7222 
sqlUl.ndfanliglrJ 3.1694 -1.5174 0.0822 -1.5400 -0.0308 0.3194 -0.6792 -0.7276 -0.2856 -0.6210 

fanlight with undulate top -7.2820 1.8580 5.9508 -6.9220 2.1514 -7.3640 1.7308 -6.7936 0.9464 -7.9998 
poinUdarchfanliglrJ -3.5410 5.2166 -7.9998 -7.9998 -1.1694 -3.4894 -6.5986 1.7530 2.1956 -7.5340 

semi-circu/4rorsegmentalarchfanliglrJ -5.0154 -1.3292 -3.5024 2.0306 -7.9998 -1.1634 -3.2514 4.0822 1.5570 -7.8540 
pointed arch tympanum -7.9998 -0.4484 1.5304 -7.9998 3.4796 0.5954 -2.8596 2.3954 0.3754 3.6186 

semi-circular arch tympanum -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.6794 1.4664 2.8070 -5.5226 0.3700 -7.4734 
tracery or steelwork onfaniight or tympanum 1.6706 2.6208 3.2332 -5.7160 -3.0974 -1.0996 -4.6840 0.4320 -1.5696 -1.0970 

st4ined glassonfaniight 2.1794 1.6706 -7.5072 -7.9998 -0.4184 -2.8592 -1.0886 -0.8790 -2.3474 -7.9998 
flat retangular porch -0.5074 2.6604 0.0754 -5.8394 1.4292 1.2032 -0.4462 -2.3740 -1.0692 0.5912 

flatsemi-circularporch -7.9998 -1.4932 -1.1914 -7.5870 -7.9998 -7.9998 1.9936 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 
pedimemporch -7.9998 2.8756 -7.9998 5.7380 0.0064 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 

segmental (concave) porch 1.9570 -5.0912 0.1962 5.2450 -7.1646 -7.6074 2.7894 0,4724 -6.0076 -7.9998 
convex porch 1.3746 -7.6992 0.4080 2.9370 -3.0720 -7.9998 4.2044 -7.9514 -7.9998 2.0530 

columns supporting porch -0.6310 0.9026 0,4902 -0.8394 -0.7994 -2.2682 3.7960 -1:9784 -4.4944 -1.9566 
waUs supporting porch 0.1474 -0.9822 0.3610 -0.2930 0.2164 -3.8260 -2.8942 -7.9998 0.6066 1.2660 

cableuupporting porch 2.2916 -7.9998 4.6600 2.2750 2.5356 -7.9998 1.8894 4.6422 -7.9998 3.3162 
lata"al squared section colunm 1.0654 -2.0776 1.9660 -7.9998 0.8180 -1.4084 -3.8460 1.2256 -2.5192 0.9984 

lata"al cylindrical section column -7.8816 1.9152 -0.7972 7.6282 -3.2142 0.6986 -0.3570 1.4294 -2.0666 3.5480 
lata"al vertical moulding -0.8442 1.3780 -0.3594 -6.3200 -0.0544 -0.8700 0.6760 1.3830 0.5982 -1.0652 

windowincneside -2.3366 -0.5892 -1.3500 1.3024 2.9160 1.3876 -0.3756 -7.9998 1.6916 2.0584 
windows in both sides 0.7306 0.2810 -0.3506 -2.0800 -2.3026 -1.3246 -0.6532 1.3392 0.0330 -OA616 

'Vertical glass tower -1.3242 0.1556 -0.9076 -0.3480 0.2536 -7.9998 -7.9998 -5.0974 -1.8342 1.6662 
anguiorconnection with glass tower -7.0696 -3.6730 3.5632 -2.1830 -2.6056 -7.5646 -6.8140 -7.7746 -7.4100 5.7432 

decorall,e sculptures 1.7062 0.8252 -0.9774 -7.9998 -1.3682 0.8996 -1.3450 -0.5970 -2.6344 -1.4380 
Surroundings material: glass 1.2784 2.0096 -1.1790 -0.9406 -1.4214 -0.1672 -2.6282 0.5304 -0.9186 -3.4134 

Surroundings material: brick -0.8970 -0.4516 -2.1936 -0.8400 0.7890 -5.9840 -1.2622 -3.0606 -1.0660 -0.6812 
Surroundings material: smooth stone -1.6980 1.6860 -1.0490 -3.4384 1.6524 1.4022 -0.6592 0.5990 0.8350 0.0650 

Surroundings material: rough stone -6.7116 -5.8492 -3.8712 1.4186 -0.4844 -2.2146 -1.4456 -2.8162 -3.6100 -7.9998 
Surroundings material: concrete blocks 3.1764 5.4104 5.2464 -7.9998 3.1452 -0.8834 -7.1912 2.7886 -7.9998 -4.9500 

Surroundings material: concrete exposed 1.3100 -OAI64 -0.4690 -7.9998 -2.1680 -1.0532 1.7260 -3.0256 1.6676 0.4796 
Surroundings material: timbec 0.4520 -2.1712 -0.5416 -0.7154 2.5506 -0.0864 1.6340 -0.5604 2.4724 -2.1084 

Surroundings material: smooth piasterwork 2.0392 -0.8066 -0.4072 0.4908 -0.7190 -0.2580 0.4380 -0.6792 -2.6680 1.8176 
Surroundingsmate:rial:rusticatedplasterwork 2AI86 6.5322 3.4052 2.0912 -7.7152 4.4422 -3.1896 -7.9998 2.5976 -3.9402 

Surroundings materials: tiles or small tiles 2.9624 -7.9998 2.0510 -2.9306 4.3236 -7.6862 -6.6790 -7.3872 -7.8192 3.2656 
Surroundings material: metal -0.9160 2.3022 -0.0946 1.3084 -1.3750 -2.6852 -2.1674 -1.1862 -1.7594 0.7310 

swinging door: one single -0.8334 0.9284 -0.4860 3.6042 0.5930 -2.3060 -0.5240 0.8526 -3.6726 -3.6608 
swinging door: two singles 0.2404 2.3766 4.6136 -7.3202 -0.9352 0.4286 -1.2902 1.2008 -7.6214 -1.9574 
swingingdoor:onedouble 0.3472 -1.4186 -1.1070 -0.5100 -1.8962 -0.3230 1.8344 -1.3106 3.9846 1.2844 

swingingdoor:trlple,twodouble.ormore -1.2016 -7.9998 2,4784 -1.2660 4.8336 3.2330 -7.1916 1.3822 -3.7408 lA870 
re,oMng door (withfotll' leaves) 0.5730 -1.2582 1.8342 -7.9998 1.7902 -0.3990 1.1720 0.0744 -1.0472 0.7706 
sliding door (one or more leaves) -7.7508 5.9324 -7.9998 -7.2290 -7.9998 -7.5680 3.1212 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.6894 

leaf: plain opaque -5.2774 -3.2934 2.0602 0.4676 2.1022 -0.5484 -7.0194 0.3156 -7.9998 -7.9998 
leaf: plain transparent 1.7240 -7.7262 -3.8286 -7.9998 5.5708 -7.9998 3.1674 5.4496 0.3792 -1.0806 

leaf:semi-opaqueplainwithoneormarelightcrosspanela 1.3250 -1.7130 2.4950 3.8910 2.4822 -6.7810 -6.7830 -5.7102 -0.2826 0.5464 
leaf: paneled opaque -3.3630 -1.8064 -4.9422 -0.9540 -2.8066 0.3442 1.8416 -1.6594 -2.8584 -2.3260 

leaf: paneledsemi-opaquewith one or mare lightaosspaneis -2.2952 0.6714 0.7754 -4.5902 3.5102 -0.3192 0.7764 3.1322 1.5962 3.1440 
leaf: framed with one or two light cross panela 0.6974 -0.2886 1.3606 -0.1754 -0.8444 -1.9326 -0.9346 -1.1826 -0.4164 -1.3604 

leaf: framed with three or mare light cross panela -1.5752 0.1070 -0.5464 2.6952 -1.2940 -0.1472 -0.0008 -0.8702 0.6570 -1.3432 
steelworkleafdecoralion -7.4510 3.1460 4.8856 -6.1786 -2.5154 -1.3982 -1.9670 -0.8180 lA762 0.5040 
leafmat.: non~inedg1ass 0.8006 -0.1554 -2.0676 1.8062 1.4592 -1.8970 -0.5300 0.1172 2.1202 1.2808 

leafmat.: stained glass 6,4704 0.2814 -7.9998 -6.3102 5.1910 4.0264 2.0408 -2.1736 -7.9998 -7.7010 
leafmat.: metal 1.0586 1.9150 0.4192 1.2892 0.7590 -0.3512 0.6826 -0.3284 0.1570 0.7576 

leaf mat.: timber 1.1126 -2.3552 -2.3172 -2.2976 0.7532 0.4124 0.9272 0.3592 2.5166 -0.9720 
round knob or ring handle -1.8410 -0.5536 0.6254 0.7706 -0.1674 1.8074 0.7216 1.3954 -0.9282 -0.0534 

retonguior, squared or trapezoid handle 0.2456 -3.6362 -6.0486 1.2062 -1.3416 -4.7942 -0.5060 -6.9676 0.1892 0.0120 
leHrluuulU -2.3102 1.5550 -7.9998 2.0560 1.0140 -5.3734 -7.9998 1.0810 -1.5982 -7.9998 

long horizontal stalk handle 3.2326 0.8150 -2.2702 3.4606 -1.0572 1.5486 -0.7272 -7.9998 -0.0470 1.1210 
long vertical s1IlJk IuuuIU -0.0532 -3.3392 3.6840 -0.7160 -0.3920 -0.0636 1.2220 .3.3756 3.3282 -1.1262 
short vertical static handle 0.7732 2.6340 0.5144 -1.9386 -1.2630 -3.1708 -2.2420 1.4792 -1.8202 -5.1016 

Curled static handle -0.3602 -5.6880 1.8774 -1.5342 0.2808 0.4612 1.6162 2.4014 -4.0860 4.6000 
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Hidden neuron number » 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
main entrance OA834 -0.6842 -1.6876 2.1262 05544 1.7920 -2.4642 1.2962 -1.6974 03466 

secondary entrance 0.7296 05686 2.6056 -3.7766 -0.1266 1.1784 1.2550 -0.9232 -1.1196 -2.2060 
p~blic access -1.7080 3.2836 1.9380 1.9702 -0.3582 0.7362 05284 -2.2456 -1.7330 -2.1324 

restncted ~ccess -0.6040 -1.9726 -1.8482 -1.9902 05272 -0.0910 -1.2464 25392 -0.5352 2.1000 
. e:ut only 0.6672 0.9480 -6.6546 -1.3446 -7.9998 -2.9408 1.2752 -5.4692 45384 -3.2202 

grvesaccessto:airlock,vestibukorfoyer -2.8596 5.6566 OA314 0.6046 -0.3108 0.3110 -1.9082 lA546 15700 3.2442 
gives access to: corridor or aisle 2.0572 -3.5180 lA912 -1.7930 1.7626 -7.9564 1.2702 -7.9998 -0.6296 05966 

gives access 10: shop orworldngroom -1.7094 -5.4874 2.3042 -7.9998 -6.9414 -1.2346 1.7622 5.0276 -0.6604 -7.9998 
aligned to the facade -2.2440 0.1126 -2.6824 -1.0726 -0.1308 1.1294 -0.0734 2A186 0.7764 0.7734 

pulled out from the facade -7.9998 -0.4154 -7.9998 -0.7752 -7.9998 -1.4714 -0.2690 -4.7724 -0.1916 -1.7940 
pulled in from the facade 2.9844 -0.6060 1.8900 2.1000 -0.6892 -1.4192 0.0354 -2.4882 -0.4644 -0.8284 

flatdoortop -1.3020 0.8596 -1.6214 -4.4184 -0.2656 35572 0.8164 7.9994 4.3812 -0.5640 
semi-circulardoortoparch -1.1986 1.0208 -7.2434 3.4172 -7.8814 -7.9998 -3.4006 -7.9998 1.2362 0.7386 

segmentaldoortoparch 15266 -7.9356 -7.5402 -7.9998 45082 -0.4354 -0.2220 -7.9998 -7.1954 -7.9998 
poinUddoortoparch 1.8120 -7.9998 3.8600 0.8514 -1.4280 -7.1372 -6.5512 -7.9412 -7.9998 -7.9998 

roundtrefoildoortoparch -1.3480 -6.4032 -7.6324 0.4386 1.8204 -7.9998 -3.3074 -7.8270 -7.5736 -7.9998 
top flat moulding -1.5250 -0.7356 -2.0702 3.1824 OA394 -0.8556 -1.0266 0.1650 -0.2736 1.6082 

top curved moulding 4.9514 1.6310 0.1508 0.1744 -0.6024 -1.5044 3.3684 0.0546 -6.7384 -2.4922 
triangular pediment -7.7336 -0.4406 -1.6806 -3.2150 -7.9998 -7.6536 -0.8480 4.5882 -7.7224 -7.5990 

semi..wcular <r segmental pediment -7.1294 -6.7360 -7.9998 -7.3706 -3.7600 -6.9610 -7.9998 -1.9132 -7.9998 -7.9998 
sqwuedfan/lght 0.2612 0.2570 -0.2976 OA086 0.8724 -0.4234 0.2586 1.6230 1.6294 05324 

fanllghlwithunduIQUtop -0.9840 -5.9192 -7.5282 -7.4316 -6.8092 4.0356 2.0114 1.6064 -7.9998 -0.0584 
pointed archfan/lght -2.8484 35040 -6.3754 -7.8206 2.6166 -7.9998 3.8202 13132 -7.9942 3.2634 

semi-circularorsegmentalarchfan/lght -2.8734 0.6394 3A602 1.9292 -1.9842 1.8842 -0.5380 -1.4666 -7.9998 -0.2150 
pointedarchtympanum 2A724 -3.3166 -1.8222 0.0908 25900 -7.5810 15172 1.1460 -7.9998 -7.9998 

semi-Wcular arch tympanum 1.1302 -7.9998 2.0154 -7.9998 -4.6584 -7.9998 4A334 -7.8154 -7.9998 -7.2614 
lraceryorsteelworkonfanlighlortympanum 2.0014 lA336 1.2096 -1.0986 0.0372 1.8074 05356 25042 -7.9998 -0.6162 

stained glass onfanlighl 0.0412 -4.6566 -6.0126 -7.9998 -1.5672 3.1680 -0.1320 -1.9254 -1.7952 35464 
flatretangularporch 2.1756 0.7394 -2.4004 0.2794 -4.1386 0A430 -6.9204 -1.2346 1.8050 -75256 

flatsemi-circularporch 2.1312 -7.9998 -7.7976 -0.1080 -1.6142 -7.9998 -7.9998 0.6434 3.7742 2.8386 
pedimmt porch -6.9342 -1.7552 -7.5286 -7.4074 1.7362 -7.8742 -7.9564 -7.9998 -7.9998 -0.1974 

segmental (concave) porch -5.2012 0.0270 4.0914 1.1982 -7.4396 2.3800 0.1336 1.1444 -7.9998 -25810 
convex pocch 4.8092 -3.6830 -5.4062 -2.0100 -7.9998 -0.9614 -7.8262 -7.2102 -2.4600 -7.9998 

columns supporting porch 25934 -2.9074 05214 0.7450 -2.2606 -7.9998 -7.9998 -1.1796 ..0.7508 -1.6602 
wails supporting porch 2.3784 -0.8484 -2.8442 2.2196 -3.2802 1.2484 -3.3472 1.2914 0.3562 0.1026 

cablessupporting porch -6.8560 -3.3544 -2.2014 -2.6614 -7.5180 1.0244 -7.9998 -7.3742 35520 -7.8202 
lateral squared section coluum 1.0146 -0.8094 0.7896 -1.1414 2.1994 0.8726 -1.6706 -2.1604 -4.3334 1.0470 

lateral cylindrical section coluum -0.8606 -4.9912 05380 -0.0224 -0.9340 -0.8270 -5.1396 -2.5074 -6.9156 -2.6614 
lateral vectical moulding 1.3890 -2.3020 0.1894 -2.9406 1.6244 -1.3772 -0.1532 2.0772 -1.4086 -1.0264 

window in one side 0.3002 0.2614 -0.4790 -0.6734 OA908 1.7154 -1.6280 -0.7604 1.1242 0.7292 
windows in both sides -1.5284 0.6792 0.7214 lA254 -0.4304 05752 0.1732 0.8260 -1.7196 -0.2100 

,ertical gkus tower 05508 -2.3074 -3.0182 1.0232 OA854 0A472 33794 -0.3286 -3.7476 2.2276 
angulal'connectionwithglas,tower 0.0190 -5.7930 2.0142 -7.9998 -7.4572 4.0534 -5.6802 -5.7034 -4.8350 -1.3464 

d«orali,e sculpture. 0A480 -2.7776 -2.1574 -6.9732 -1.2340 15872 OA810 -3.9570 -1.8364 -2.8054 
Surroundings material: glass 0.3422 1.8342 -1.1806 -0;9622 -1.5570 3.2706 -1.8660 25026 ..0.8626 0.7894 

Surroundings material: brick 0.3302 0.7012 -1.7984 -0.9032 0.9080 -0.3212 -0.2022 0.2852 1.6692 0.0702 
Surroundings material: smooth stone 1.3840 -0.3396 -0.5830 -1.3186 -0.0794 -1.2090 -1.4240 -0.6236 -1.2504 -1.5504 

Surroundings material: rough stone -3.5292 0.4146 3A880 2.7594 1.2884 -7.9998 1.7760 0.6744 ·1.7076 -1.7416 
Surroundings material: conccete blocks -7.9998 -3.6536 -7.9998 -0.8286 -1.4446 lA320 -7.9998 -3.5742 .7.9998 3A564 

Surroundings material: concrete exposed -7.9998 1.6690 -0.8504 0.9040 -0.6432 0.2620 0.1826 0.4034 OA536 -1.3408 
Surroundings material: timber lA336 0.8832 -2.3626 -0.5636 2.8012 0.7574 -2.0234 -1.1274 .1.3632 lA214 

Surroundings material: smooth plasterwork 0.9262 -7.4200 1.3030 -0.3562 0.1632 1.2830 -2.9260 1.7894 1.7582 0.1526 
Surroundings material: rusticated plasterwork 03306 1.9790 0.6284 -0.9320 -7.5074 1.7192 -4.5102 lA004 0.3406 1A254 

Surroundingsmateria1s: tiles or small tiles -7.9998 1.6716 -6.6274 -6.0236 -7.9998 3.0892 -7.7672 -3.8520 0.6886 -7.8174 
Surroundings material: metal OA620 -0.3424 -0.7636 0.7232 -1.4680 2.7082 ..0.1384 -0.2242 -1.0406 -0.6680 

swinging door: ont!llingie -3.2236 -0.5108 -0.1974 -0.8786 -0.3776 -1.2440 25410 lA892 0.3790 2.1706 
swinging door: two ringle, 2.0672 1.8030 -2.2232 -1.2046 -1.9022 1.0696 -7.9998 1.1516 -0.0704 -7A524 
swingingdoor:onedouble 2.2584 1.1908 OA792 0.1516 1.3976 -0.8412 -1.3036 -0.7630 -1.0470 -2.0434 

swingingdoor:trlpk,twodoubksormore -6.1664 -0.1760 0.3708 1.1692 0.1972 -0.1450 -7.9998 -7.0140 0.9462 -7.9998 
re,ol,ing door (wah four leaves) 1.3404 0.3874 0.1542 0.9134 -7.9998 -0.4596 6.1470 2.8084 05124 -7.4846 
slidlngdoor(oneormoreleaves) -7.9998 3AI04 -4.5084 -7.9998 -7.9998 1.6524 1.7360 -7.9998 -0.2476 -7.9998 

leaf: plain opaque -5.3342 -7.9998 -6.1104 -7.9998 -0.2902 1.7544 -7.9998 2.1934 -0.6384 -5.2840 
leaf: plain transparent -7.9998 2.3720 3.9642 -3.9402 -7.9998 -1.5094 lA776 ·1.5420 1.0204 -7.9912 

leaf: semi-opaqueplainwith CIle or more light cralSpanels 25744 -0.0544 -6.3674 -4.3792 -7.9998 -1.3808 -7.9998 0.2644 0.7742 05682 
leaf: paneled opaque -0.3306 -2.1144 -2.9194 3.9344 15740 -6.2440 -0.6740 OA262 0.1030 -1.4104 

leaf: paneled semi-opaque with one or more light cralS panels 0.8796 0.9122 -2.3466 -0.8386 -0.8490 OA112 2.2016 -1.7246 2.0370 3.0272 
leaf: framed with one or two light cross panels -0.7708 0.3894 lA344 0.7326 -3.1950 1.6760 0.3364 0.6400 -0.6082 -5.6796 

leaf: framed with three or moce light cralS panols -0.8052 -1.2900 -2.7982 -1.4622 1.2816 -4.1864 2.8506 0.8902 -1.2212 25862 
steelworkkafdecoration -0.9016 -2.3902 -6.2660 5.6264 -0.3664 2.8564 1.6622 3.0270 -5.1792 -5.7114 
leaf mat.: non-stainedglass 1.6836 3A402 2.3126 -1.9036 -2.5726 0.7762 -0.6900 -1.7376 -0.4624 0.9334 

leaf mat.: stained glass -7.8710 -7.9998 -7.9860 -7.8004 5.1584 -0.3046 -0.1296 -2.1292 2.1396 3.2400 
leaf mat.: metal 0.0226 0.4164 -0.9390 23204 -0.2922 1.7814 2.2082 0.0012 0.2136 -1.0736 

leafmat.: timber -1.1684 -0.7532 -2.6050 0.7320 5.2426 -1.4980 -2.6460 -1.9152 lA874 2.0024 
round lenobor ring handle -1.1606 -2.0716 -3.0662 1.6792 -0.4204 OA8oo -1.6022 15604 -1.1732 1.6264 

retangular, squared or trapezoid handle 2.8702 1.3792 -0.8906 0.2992 -6.1622 0.0794 -1.5830 -0.1394 -4.4622 -0.6862 
lell.rluuulk -7.9998 -2.5160 1.7924 -22464 -26646 1.6232 -1.8904 -1.0514 -3.2502 -23032 

long horizontal static handk 4.2514 -1.3608 1.1826 0.6076 -7.9998 -7.9998 -1.6262 .2.9976 35504 2.3684 
wng lIerticai static handJe -6.2392 -0.9044 -0.9286 -0.3202 -1.6210 1.6814 -0.0396 1.0216 15590 -0.9476 

short ,ertical static hatulk -0.4064 1.1024 25584 -1.9546 25556 -0.9370 0.8616 -1.0902 0.7624 -0.6260 
curved slotic handJe 1.1040 -0.3542 03060 -7.9998 -5,7710 -3.9482 5.1280 -3.3066 -7.9998 -1.6226 
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Hidden neuron nwnber» 21 22 23 4 
2 2S 26 27 28 29 30 

main entrance 1.5454 0.5692 0.1002 2.8508 -0.7210 3.1704 -0.0456 -2.4200 2.2970 2.2116 
secondary entrance -1.0170 15902 2.4882 -1.4908 -7.9998 -3.1340 -1.3560 -1.3444 -0.8876 2.1922 

p~blic access 0.2520 -0.9476 4.5046 2.1740 -6.8090 0.0086 1.2480 1.3904 0.7702 -1.2234 
restncted ~ccess 0.4056 1.9408 3.5374 -1.9864 1.4720 -0.5970 -1.0934 -2.4124 -0.3182 1.6136 

exit only -0.2970 -2.2084 -3.0982 -3.3350 0.0372 -3.1766 -7.9998 3.2408 -5.7562 -57510 
gives access to: air lock, vestibule Dr joyer -0.4580 5.2592 0.5032 3.9584 -1.1920 0.9592 0.6614 -1.0746 0.5660 0:0462 

. gives access to: corridor Dr aisle 1.8350 -3.0696 0.7400 -3.6494 -0.8064 -7.9998 0.3960 0.2596 0.5060 4.6816 
gives access to: shop or working room -3.9342 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.5884 -0.3842 4.6842 -7.9998 2.6454 -7.9998 -5.0836 

aligned to the facade -0.9310 -2.1110 0.0192 -3.5708 -3.5550 6.0380 -1.2006 -0.4890 -0.1702 -1.8686 
pulledoutfromthefacade 0.1870 1.7306 -2.1404 -0.3808 -0.4644 -5.5156 4.4162 4.0106 -7.9998 -7.7536 

pulled in from the facade 1.2680 2.2074 -0.0046 3.6590 2.1800 4.8374 0.4582 -1.6914 2.6340 2.2812 
jlatdoortop 7.9994 0.7456 -3.8302 1.9790 -2.5140 -0.2540 2.9216 1.3906 -1.7224 -2.1164 

semi-circulardoortoparch -7.9998 -7.9998 2.8134 -7.9998 -0.7300 -1.5902 -5.4094 -7.9998 1.0350 3.6464 
segment4Jdoortoparch -7.9998 -7.8620 -5.2760 -7.3480 0.0024 2.2908 -7.8010 -3.2192 -0.7222 -3.4380 

pointeddoortop.arch -7.9998 3.3992 4.0794 1.6590 0.5874 0.5502 -7.9998 4.1962 1.2876 2.5334 
rormdtrejoildoortoparch -7.9998 0.2852 -1.5172 -0.5956 1.7192 3.1246 -7.3804 2.2272 0.7508 -0.5720 

top flat moulding -3.5934 0.8460 -1.6232 1.0206 -6.0550 -2.0096 2.3274 -0.8324 -2.5780 -3.0016 
topcurvedmoulding -7.1674 -0.6502 -2.9746 1.7808 -6.2794 0.2496 4.8260 -0.1612 4.5796 2.3054 
triangular pediment -1.7064 2.9380 -7.9998 -0.5590 -7.0490 -2.1510 -0.0032 3.3020 0.5076 -7.8756 

semi-circular cuegmental pediment -7.9998 -7.0922 35496 -1.5476 0.2172 5.7326 -5.7286 -7.9998 1.5926 4.2630 
squaredjanJight -0.7012 0.2682 0.8932 1.2940 0.7696 -1.6420 0.0024 -0.1912 -1.9784 -3.1392 

janlight with UMuUue top -7.2512 -7.5914 -7.0570 -7.8060 -7.2732 0.0066 6.9826 -7.9998 -1.3206 3.9224 
pointed archjanJight -7.9998 -7.1126 -5.0354 -2.9372 -1.5474 -1.2856 2.4012 -1.6924 -1.5072 -5.6640 

semi-circuJarorsegmenJalarchjanJight -2.8154 -7.9024 -6.5844 -0.7016 4.0842 -0.2830 -0.6092 0.1176 -0.4870 -0.8550 
pointedarchtympanum -7.9998 -7.3326 -6.8796 -0.5856 -7.2936 1.7070 -7.9998 3.1554 -0.5244 -23940 

semi-circular arch tympanum -7.9998 0.0692 -7.9998 -2.8962 0.0364 -7.9998 -7.9998 -1.7320 3.3194 4.2630 
tracery or steelwork onjanlight or tympanum -7.9998 -3.5824 -2.6912 0.2860 0.9908 -1.8910 -2.9696 -0.3910 -1.3424 2.0146 

stained glass onjanlight -7.9998 -3.3484 -7.9998 0.2710 -0.6516 -7.9998 2.2372 -7.9998 -7.5072 -7.9998 
flatretangular porch 0.4316 1.3770 1.6286 0.0282 1.5332 -7.9998 0.8890 -3.3734 -0.8770 -5.2552 

flatsemi-circularporch -0.2586 -2.2292 0.9374 1.7172 -2.0044 -7.9998 0.4980 -7.9880 -7.9998 -7.9998 
pedimell1porch 1.1586 1.0910 1.4922 -7.9998 1.7314 -6.8664 -7.8242 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.4994 

segmental (concave) porch -1.3984 -7.4622 2.3650 -7.9998 1.2826 -7.7508 -7.7276 -7.9998 -6.5616 3.8584 
convex porch -7.9998 -7.9998 0.2032 4.4636 0.6900 4.2656 4.0332 3.3272 -7.1980 -7.9998 

columnssuppomng porch 1.7220 0.8786 4.1800 1.6154 -1.6376 -7.7832 -0.2174 -5.6154 -5.3056 -7.9998 
walls supporting porch 0.9072 -0.9526 2.0960 -1.5646 5.0576 -7.9998 -0.2582 -7.9998 2.3534 4.5604 

cableuupportingporch 4.6790 -7.9998 5.1142 1.0796 0.1704 1.3624 4.5862 -5.1536 -0.4222 -5.1316 
lateral squared section colunm -1.1786 0.3992 0.5104 -0.0540 -7.9998 -3.2486 -2.1546 -7.9998 -1.2194 0.6474 

lateral cylindrical section colunm -7.9998 0.0586 -7.9998 0.6132 -7.9998 1.5506 0.7444 0.8630 1.0386 -0.3200 
lateral vertical moulding -0.4096 0.8932 -3.0550 0.3424 -0.0554 -0.5714 -0.5850 2.3146 3.5594 5.6490 

window in one side 0.9524 -0.3200 0.2572 -0.8882 -0.7856 1.0730 25710 -0.1022 -3.4124 -6.3872 
windows in both sides 1.2180 -0.1056 -1.8580 -0.3756 0.2224 0.2782 -1.2532 -0.0814 -0.7092 -3.0160 

vertical glass tower -0.8850 1.1804 0.7092 -0.1276 -3.7496 -2.3704 -1.9632 3.2236 -7.9998 2.7090 
angularconnectlon withg/ass tower 0.0080 0.6316 -5.1714 0.9042 -2.4080 -7.7782 4.1090 0.1690 -7.9998 -7.9998 

decorative sculpture, -2.0050 1.8204 -7.9912 05794 4.9094 -0.1036 3.3002 0.9006 0.7960 1.2846 
Surroundings material: glass 2.7404 0.4626 -0.6140 IM50 -1.6072 0.3002 -0.4674 0.0430 0.1680 -1.6516 

Surroundings material: brick: 0.1036 1.4294 -0.7732 -3.0642 2.3120 -0.6634 1.4502 -1.4070 -0.6840 1.3226 
Surroundings material: smooth stone 0.0264 -1.1940 0.0204 2.1936 -1.1640 -0.3336 -1.2110 2.6300 -1.0806 -1.6774 

Surroundings material: rough stone -7.7970 -5.4852 -1.1400 0.4296 0.6316 2.3802 -5.2364 -1.2290 0.0522 1.3656 
Surroundings material: cona-ete blocks -2.3790 -5.8370 4M50 -7.2760 0.1774 -7.9998 -6.3360 -7.9998 0.9246 -7.8162 

Surroundings material: concrete exposed 0.4502 0.6026 2.6900 -0.9710 -7.9998 1.1596 -4.7826 -2.0140 -7.9998 -5.6262 
Surroundingsmaterial:timb« -0.3172 -1.2706 -3.1246 -1.5264 -3.2286 4.0856 0.9602 -7.8820 -0.9164 -7.9998 

Surroundings material: smooth plast«worlc -0.3680 -1.4016 -1.3506 1.6072 -0.3324 -0.1842 0.8070 4.8696 -0.7050 -1.0362 
Surroundingsmaterial:rusticatedplast«work 0.4504 -6.8716 -1.0492 -6.1442 -2.1986 4.8872 -7.9998 -1.2666 7.9994 -7.2236 

Surroundingsmatecials: tiles or small tiles -7.9998 -7.9998 -2.5480 3.3160 0.3014 7.2220 -3.5676 -0.9214 -7.3104 -7.2354 
Surroundings material: metal 0.7412 1.2232 -1.1310 -0.0596 1.2746 0.8516 -1.5472 -0.5542 0.1830 -2.2816 

swinging door: one singk 1.8526 -0.3916 -0.1616 1.7540 1.7894 0.8520 -2.0050 -0.1000 -1.9140 -1.3974 
swinging door: two ringle' 1.1040 -3.1272 -1.5102 -0.0204 -0.1608 -2.9562 -7.9998 3.6326 1.0010 1.6950 
swingingdoor:onedouble -1.4176 -0.9840 -0.7924 -0.8966 -1.3070 1.0506 0.3676 -2.3150 -1.5308 0.3406 

swinging door: triple, two doublelDr more 25742 -0.9540 0.8330 -2.3876 -7.9144 -2.0614 05816 0.7524 1.8602 -7.1286 
reYol,ingdoor(withjourletne,) -0.4322 1.8154 -6.1314 0.1364 -2.6000 4.8574 -3.7644 0.8930 1.5108 -7.9998 
sliding door (one or more letne.) -2.3296 -2.4716 4.3242 -7.9998 -5.8408 -7.9998 -1.9822 -7.6682 -7.9998 3.3422 

lea!; plain opaque -7.9998 4.3964 -7.9826 -3.8224 1.0520 -1.6720 0.4226 -5.9982 -7.3910 3.0146 
leaf: plain transparent -3.3144 -5.0764 3.7152 -1.3656 -1.5580 -7.8726 -3.3004 4.3512 -7.9998 -7.9998 

leaf: semi-opaque plain with one or more light cross panels -0.5552 0.8872 2.6370 -1.1006 -2.3870 1.1236 -1.4754 -1.0280 -0.1846 -3.9842 
leaf: paneled opaque -5.4246 0.6420 0.0400 1.2290 -7.5332 1.2222 -1.2134 0.3714 3.0290 6.3882 

leaf: paneled semi-opaque with one or more light aoss panels -2.36624.3040 -0.7134 -1.0434 -1.2440 -1.4876 -0.3444 14090 -0.2056 -5.1722 
leaf:framedwithoneortwolightaosspanels 0.1456 0.57164.1384 0.1366 -7.9998 0.4696 -0.1894 -1.3240 -0.5960 -1.0094 

leaf: framedwithtbree or rrure light aoss panels 0.4776 -1.8144 0.7064 -0.6416 0.7764 -3.6006 ~.8180 0.8910 -7.9998 -0.4740 
steelwork leajdecoration -7.2544 0.5346 -7.3806 1.0046 05808 2.3030 -0.0826 2.1172 -1.1480 -1.5814 
leafmat.: non-stainedglass 5.5240 -0.0356 1.0880 -0.7008 -1.2356 -0.8696 -0.2792 -0.6862 -2.4710 -5.4394 

leafmat.: stained glass -7.9998 3.8764 -7.9086 4.2320 -0.6072 -7.9998 5.7696 -7.9998 -7.9998 -5.2536 
leaf mat.: metal 0.0894 05086 0.8772 -0.5102 0.1444 0.5690 -1.9470 0.4372 0.7086 -OA884 

leafmat.: tirnbef- -0.5660 05042 -2.6056 15664 -1.1702 -0.9334 -1.4376 -2.7074 0.2252 1.9852 
rormdknoborringhandle -1.3672 05636 1.0956 1.3500 -0.6110 2.0796 -1.3186 -1.3074 0.8912 0.8390 

retanguUu, squared or trapewid handle -0.4412 -0.7476 -0.2046 -1.1594 1.1422 15760 3.1786 -1.2426 1.9674 -1.0172 
leverhant:lle -3.2410 1.0744 -2.4026 -0.3716 3.3900 -2.1040 -1.2580 4.6150 -7.9998 -7.6966 

long horiwnJalB1alic handle -1.2642 -1.7402 0.5392 -0.8856 -1.0710 -7.9998 -0.7784 2.2654 -0.9280 1.7882 
Iong,ertU:alstatlchant:lle 0.1742 -0.3146 -0.2030 05506 -1.4650 0.1602 -3.2482 25146 -1.7270 -7.9998 

shortJertical B1aIic handle 0.1630 05636 2.5422 -1.5004 -1.1270 -7.9998 1.8296 -5.2502 -1.4730 -0.0774 
cuned6llllkhant:lle -1.5412 3.3312 2.7906 -7.9998 -0.4256 2.3774 -7.7682 -7.9998 -7.9998 5.3250 
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Hidden neuron number » 
31 32 33 34 3S 36 37 38 39 40 

main entrance -0.6922 0.3720 -2.8166 -2.9820 -3.1342 0.1846 -0.8022 -0.4850 1.1832 0.8184 
secondary e,!,rance 0.1080 -0.4932 3.3092 3.1726 1.3514 -1.2266 -0.6666 3.4200 0.3114 -1.3072 

p~bbo aooess 0.5216 0.2306 -0.2876 0.6554 -2.7320 1.5976 -1.0172 -0.0226 -1.1836 1.9764 
restncted ~ooess -0.8890 0.1142 0.6102 -0.9410 1.3540 -0.3984 0.7342 0.4550 0.5620 -1.9516 

. . exltonly 5.3324 -2.3946 -7.2500 4.8636 3.7184 -3.4080 -1.2884 -3.4640 1.4810 4.2506 
grves access. to: arrlock, ,estibule or foye,. 0.0726 0.6800 -0.6594 -4.0672 1.0046 -1.1584 2.0620 -2.1924 -0.5754 2.9674 

t:I,esaccess to:corrldororaisk -0.1852 -1.3226 1,4172 4,4632 3.3112 0.5452 0.7250 1.7166 -1.9100 .3.4252 
pesaccessto:shop~rworldngroom ·3.2086 0.2076 -2.5560 0.5612 -0.3806 ·1.4086 ·7.1630 -2.7722 3.7766 -7.0730 

abgned to the facade 1.0850 2.1736 -0.2160 1.3174 -0.7024 -0.8362 0.0604 1.0684 1.2200 -0.4722 
pulledo~tfromthefacade 0.3708 0.5774 -0.3486 -7.7146 5.0840 0.0980 -0.2860 -7.9998 -1.0662 -7.6152 
pulledm frem the facade ·1.9484 -2.1362 0.6734 -0.2274 -1.8264 1.2542 -1.1290 0.1908 -2.2230 1.7624 

jlaIdoortop -0.9414 6.7760 2.6182 -0.8300 ·2.5110 3.9626 5.1484 0.2276 4.5044 -0.7290 
semi-circuJardoortoparch 1.9776 -7.9108 0.8526 2.4500 -2.7440 -7.9998 -7.6096 -2.1710 1.5774 3.0046 

segmenlal door top arch 4.4666 -7.07:12 -7.9998 2.1800 -1.8244 -7.3496 -7.9246 0.1166 -7.9998 -7.9998 
polnUddoortoparch -3.1490 -6.9032 -7.8124 -7.1252 -1.1094 -7.2856 -7.9998 0.2330 -7.0306 -0.9304 

roundtnfoUdoortoparch -7.9998 -3.9770 1.2030 -3.3870 1.7704 -7.9714 -7.8306 1.7146 -4.4990 0.4808 
top flat moulding 0.2636 -1.4804 0.5272 -1.2154 -0.4392 -5.1450 -0.8960 1.2272 1.1152 1.9412 

top curved moulding -0.3376 2.4892 0.3304 -3.2470 -0.5322 -7.9998 -0.9246 -0.2392 2.0720 0.8436 
triangular pediment -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -6.4142 -1.4276 -7.9998 -6.4724 -0.2486 -7.9998 -1.3030 

semi-oiroular oc segmental pediment 1.3776 4.3792 -2.9752 -7.9998 3.7744 -0.5654 6.5866 5.4826 .7.1086 -3.2860 
squaredfanllght -0.8972 0.0694 0.7490 0.2426 -1.8964 -0.4230 -0.9420 0.0806 -1.6590 -0.9842 

fanlight with undullltt! top -7.9998 -6.3012 -7.9998 -7.9998 1.0626 5.2092 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.2522 -7.9842 
polnUdarchfanllght 1.5780 -5.0394 ·3.1456 -7.9346 -7.7280 -7.9998 -5.7530 1.7894 0.2036 3.7756 

semi-circuJaror segmentolarchfanllght 2.0162 0.8984 1.0416 -0.4152 -1.7544 -4.1752 3.2424 1.9260 .1.8810 -0.2396 
pointedarchtyrnpanum -4.6892 -0.6544 13200 -2.0956 1.4542 -7.9604 -7.3346 -3.0980 -0.4786 1.7030 

semi-circular arch tympanum 0.0270 4.9934 -3.4524 1.4684 3.4272 -7.9998 0.7244 2.6076 -0.2736 -7.9998 
tracery or steelwork onfanlight or tympanum -2.5276 -2.1706 -0.3354 -0.2770 -0.5460 -3.4030 -7.9998 -0.9826 2.1656 1.9120 

sl4iMd giassonfanlight 0.7530 -7.9998 -6.1184 -7.3150 -4.3570 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 5.0292 2.9540 
flat retangular porch 0.9936 0.6720 1.0006 1.9244 -7.9998 0.4134 -0.3650 -0.2056 0.9810 -3.3924 

flatsemi-circularporch -0.7082 -7.4180 0.1270 -7.9998 0.5346 3.1132 -7.9998 0.9396 4.2714 1.4326 
pedimem pocch -7.9998 -5.8162 -7.9998 6.0542 -7.7112 0.7044 -1.6082 4.2852 0.9166 -7.9998 

segmental (ooncave) porch 0.6732 -6.8130 0.0224 1.6242 2.0700 -0.3704 3.9632 3.8164 -4.2084 -6.0396 
convex porch 5.9732 -5.9136 -7.9998 5.3394 -7.9998 -7.9998 1.0094 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 

columns supporting porch -0.5434 -1.8174 -1.3872 2.7410 0.9656 -0.3270 -3.7866 3.0490 1.2046 -1.3090 
waU8Iupporting porch 2.8332 -1.6312 1.9844 1.7676 -2.1110 -0.3116 -5.9560 3.5860 -3.1402 -0.0766 

cablelSupporting porch -7.5772 2.9994 -7.0542 3.9166 -7.9998 -3.4122 2.7576 -7.9042 -7.5562 -7.7140 
lateral squared section column -0.6744 -0.1590 0.0310 0.0516 0.6342 -2.4190 0.1572 -0.5094 -0.2812 -05934 

lateral cylindrical section colunm -2.5222 -5.3212 -1.7472 -2.2580 -0.4014 -2.0782 -7.9046 1.5944 1.1936 3.2782 
lateral vertical moulding 0.7556 -1.0092 -1.0174 -3.9284 -1.0682 -3.6866 -1.1502 -1.9606 0.6202 -1.0454 

window in ooe side -0.4890 -1.0536 0.3522 -2.2620 -2.8302 -0.4632 2.0394 -0.4876 0.9036 -4.9032 
windows in both sides 0.0802 -0.1160 -0.6782 -0.6774 -0.5852 1.0674 -1.1808 -1.0946 -1.2286 -0.8102 

,ertical glass tower 1.4042 15884 -3.9922 1.8086 -1.7922 -0.3750 3.6276 -7.9998 0.6510 -2.0966 
anguJarconnection withgiasstower -7.9998 0.8992 -5.3774 0.1212 7.4746 1.4256 2.9080 .7.9998 -4.0024 25676 

tUcorati,e sculptures 0.9184 0.1142 -0.3844 -1.8366 0.1174 -7.9998 -7.9998 -2.3342 -4.3300 -1.8092 
Surroundings material: glass 0.9254 -0.0602 0.7400 -0.7572 -0.6512 0.9756 1.7082 -1.2246 -2.4546 -0.0900 

Surroundings material: brick: -0.8022 0.0992 -0.0342 -1.0480 1.0556 1.6084 1.5652 -0.6194 0.1626 -1.6430 
Surroundings material: smooth stone -1.6308 -0.2532 1.2056 0.8176 1.0312 -1.1440 -0.7310 0.2400 0.1342 1.0580 

Surroundings material: rough stone 2.6992 -55782 -1.5126 15140 -1.3686 -7.9998 2.8402 0.1754 0.3350 2.1784 
Surroundings material: concrete bloc.k:s 5.3232 -7.9998 -1.8814 5.2466 -6.4252 -2.6080 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.8746 

Surroundings material: conaete exposed 1.8424 0.5990 -0.4132 1.3856 -1.3120 -0.5052 1.6256 -1.4262 -7.7108 2.2374 
Surroundings material: timber 3.2176 -1.9450 0.9726 -1.3874 -1.1540 -0.2966 -0.8122 0.9640 0.7496 -3.1280 

Surroundings material: SIOOOth plasterwork -0.4546 -0.4326 -0.5386 -0.6416 0.4364 -0.1000 -0.0770 -0.7756 0.6280 -0.7090 
Surroundingsmaterial:rusticatedplasterwork 5.7720 -0.6236 -7.3254 3.6544 -6.7592 -4.6166 2.9332 2.2790 -7.5282 -7.9998 

Surroundings materials: tiles or small tiles -7.3544 -2.8724 -7.9998 -5.6646 -7.9998 -7.9998 -4.2566 6.2356 -7.7342 -7.7860 
Surroundings material: metal -1.9760 0.4756 -0.3486 0.2076 -0.3340 2.6454 -0.0460 0.2500 -0.8690 -3.0074 

swingingdoor:one8ingle 2.2020 -1.1166 -0.6472 -2.2008 -5.6808 0.5730 -1.2196 1.3896 1.7662 -2.4040 
swinging door: two ringles -7.5180 -2.2462 -0.6022 0.7714 -3.5860 -7.9998 -7.9998 -2.9372 0.9272 2.1164 
swingingdoor:onedouble 1.1076 1.6112 0.0554 -0.5910 3.7414 0.4612 0.9602 1.0212 -1.8806 -0.2014 

swinging door: triple, two double80r mon -5.6892 -6.6762 -2.9452 -3.5590 -6.0482 15506 .1.0392 -7.9998 -7.9998 2.6284 
nvolvingdoor(withfourleave8) -7.9998 -7.5626 -7.9998 4.6594 -7.9998 -4.8006 -0.6944 -7.6026 -7.9998 -7.7446 
sUdingdoor(oneormoreleave8) -7.9800 3.0008 -2.1914 -0.7456 -1.6574 -1.1808 3.1340 -7.9998 -7.0682 -7.9820 

108& plain opaque -6.8436 -6.9570 -3.4886 -7.3206 0.8800 4.5606 -7.9998 -7.9998 -1.8904 3.6364 
leaf: plain transparmt -7.9998 1.8872 -7.8456 -7.9998 -7.5104 -1.1740 4.8274 -7.9998 -7.7052 7.9994 

leaf: semi-opaque plain with ooe or more light aosspanels 1.1256 -5.0354 -0.6922 -6.8800 -7.9998 -1.4102 ·5.5444 0.7176 3.5056 -7.9998 
leaf: paneled opaque 1.4260 1.8620 -0.6934 -3.8744 05040 -7.9998 -0.6414 4.4156 1.8910 0.7286 

leaf: paneledsemi-opaquewithooeormoceligbtaosspanels 0.6836 -1.9340 0.7416 0.2754 0.2330 0.8022 -4.7344 -1.5362 -2.4316 -0.6110 
leaf: fraIDl'd with one or two light aoss panels -0.4780 -0.6722 -0.4934 5.5114 -4.6216 -0.0172 -0.5984 -0.9374 -4.9492 -7.9998 

leaf: fraIDl'd with three or moce lightaoss panels -2.6952 2.1054 0.9512 0.3502 -2.7050 0.6766 0.1822 -4.8652 -0.0906 1.4570 
steelwork Ieaftkcoration -3.9170 -3.3672 0.2722 -1.2866 3.9570 -0.2814 -4.6194 -4.1274 -0.2724 -0.2922 
leafmat.: non-stainedglass -0.2960 -0.2866 1.4466 1.0034 -0.5916 0.8016 0.0936 -2.7014 0.1012 -1.4710 

leaf mat.: stained glass 4.1844 -7.9998 -7.6496 -7.7592 15564 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 4.4474 -7.2420 
leaf mat.: metal -2.8406 -0.6296 -0.0276 1.5632 1.6024 1.2636 0.0470 -2.1754 -0.8974 -0.8106 

leafmat.: timber 6.8954 -0.9800 0.9474 1.4230 -0.8040 -1.2976 -3.6014 5.1322 7.9994 3.6030 
roundknoborrlnghandle 0.9524 -1.2092 0.6244 0.6922 2.7992 -1.6862 -1.1750 -0.9226 0.2934 2.5030 

retangulal', squared or trapeZ!lid handle -0.0644 -0.6174 -0.9140 1,4512 -7.9998 0.1690 -0.6584 -2.8880 3.8456 1.8872 
18NrluuulU -1.3312 3.0410 ·1.0682 -0.3176 -2.7796 -1.6456 0.9172 1.8174 2.8730 -7.6772 

long horiZ!lntol sUUic handle 0.8270 -0.7834 -7.9998 2.8470 -7.9998 -1.7110 1.1270 -0.4106 -7.9998 -6.4140 
Iong,ertkalsUUichandle -2.4544 -0.1762 -0.2414 -3.7204 1.2136 -0.8486 -0.3414 -7.8264 -7.9998 -3.7250 

shorherticalsUUic handle 1.0162 -2.7344 -0.8282 -1.1404 0.4022 1.4824 0.5620 -4.8636 -1.9394 -1.6876 
cunedsUltkhandle -1.0622 1.3636 -4.8434 0.9004 -7.9998 2.5206 1.7622 -7.9998 -7.2384 -3.2334 
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main 'ntT'anu -0.2144 0.2504 0.8490 7.2342 1.3854 0.2036 -0.4716 -3.5042 5.0184 0.2350 

s,conda""~nc. -3.7452 0.1316 -3.3450 -5.1272 -1.3042 -5.1776 -1.7992 -0.2536 -6.8616 0.5586 
public aCCC8S 1.8180 0.4316 -1.0660 -0.9086 0.1126 1.4586 2.7256 -2.6272 0.5544 -2.2390 
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• • . eXIt only 4.0294 -5.2064 -7.9998 -7.1684 3.7640 5.1808 4.1342 5.5682 -3.5850 -1.8710 
gl""acc,,~ to: air lock, ""lib"u or joy,r -0.0460 -3.2440 0.1380 1.1870 -1.1002 -1.1382 -2.8022 -1.3756 3.4732 1.1344 

. gl"'saCC", to: corridor or aisu -5.6456 2.6740 -1.6630 -2.6122 0.5374 -0.1266 2.1254 1.2512 -7.9998 -1.8696 
glPlsacc,ss to: shop or working room -1.2840 4.2994 -7.8510 5.9832 -0.5566 -3.9136 2.0020 -2.9946 -2.6494 -0.7574 

aligned to the facade 1.9382 3.8696 0.1730 -0.0642 1.3846 -0.6790 -1.2006 1.6926 -1.6242 -0.6106 
pulledoutframthefacadc 0.3576 -6.7402 -7.6346 2.6492 -7.9998 -1.2620 -0.5606 -7.6084 1.7376 1.7312 

pulled in from the facade -3.1206 -2.7942 1.6720 -1.8156 -1.2524 0.9734 0.5314 -1.5042 0.3302 -0.3562 
jIaldoor top -1.1146 -2.0866 7.9994 2.6970 0.3672 -3.0286 0.2122 -1.8402 -0.8906 -2.2132 

s'm~iTcuiardoortoparch 5.2336 4.6776 -7.9998 -6.7576 -7.9230 7.6894 -7.9998 -7.8880 -7.9998 -7.9998 
sIgm'ntaldoortoparch -6.1070 4.4890 -73308 -7.9998 4.2814 -7.0950 -7.0710 4.8246 2.0350 4.0142 

poinuddoortoparch 5.1506 -7.6844 -7.9998 0.5290 -3.9254 6.6122 -7.9998 -3.6708 4.1734 -7.9998 
roundcr'joildoortoparch 4.7876 4.9042 -7.9998 0.0440 -7.9998 3.3260 -0.7494 -7.9998 -7.9826 -7.9998 

topf1at moulding 0.3256 -2.1302 2.2306 1.4636 -1.1190 -2.2476 -0.9814 0.7556 -1.0140 1.6552 
top curved moulding -2.3322 0.3980 -0.4100 1.3208 0.6582 -1.6144 -1.4210 -2.7116 0.5474 -2.9060 
triangularpediment -7.9866 4.6660 0.7308 -7.7480 3.9984 -6.8446 -7.9998 -6.9752 2.7746 0.5572 

semi-circular or segmental pediment 4.6804 -7.2590 4.6674 4.9212 4.7736 -7.9998 -0.5474 -6.4174 1.4852 -6.6536 
squar,djanlight 0.1236 0.0792 0.1132 -2.1896 0.8980 -0.7392 0.2744 0.1602 0.8690 0.2210 

janli,htwith undulautop -7.1654 5.3246 -7.6644 2.0990 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 3.6256 -0.4600 -7.9998 
poinudarchjanlight 0.6244 -7.2640 -5.6112 2.8632 0.1766 6.4704 3.6030 -7.9998 4.4360 -7.9998 

s'm~iTcuiarorSlgm'nIIIlarchjanlight -7.2566 -0.5136 1.6444 1.9208 -1.8620 -2.8610 -0.9044 2.1286 1.86704.6892 
~archtympamun -2.0342 1.7554 -7.9998 -1.5676 -7.9998 1.1408 -1.92824.6562 -5.7306 -7.6520 

semi-circular arch tympanum -5.0122 0.2166 -7.9636 -1.9532 2.5966 -6.0184 -0.2732 -1.5484 -7.9998 5.7908 
trau,., or ""/work olljanli,ht or "mpanum -5.2944 0.1214 -6.0522 4.9516 -7.2152 -0.6266 2.3086 1.5572 3.0234 -7.9998 

Sf4i111d ,Ia" onjanlight -7.9998 -0.6582 -1.7974 -0.3662 -7.9998 -7.9998 0.2554 -0.2334 3.2174 -7.9276 
flatretangularporch 3.1762 -7.9998 -0.3716 -0.5744 1.4824 -2.0344 0.3408 -1.7172 0.9526 -0.9334 

flat semi-circular porch -1.7780 -0.9514 4.8410 1.1614 -0.8000 -3.8090 2.8120 0.2634 3.2224 4.4054 
pedimentporch -7.9998 3.3974 1.0560 2.5280 1.9416 2.1882 5.9192 -5.5100 -7.9998 2.1416 

segrnc:mal (concave) porch 2.2916 -73800 -1.2376 -1.1670 -7.9998 0.4544 -7.8760 -2.2212 1.8370 -2.3840 
convex porch 2.7206 7.1514 -7.9998 4.4186 4.5204 -7.9998 -7.7724 -7.9998 3.2434 2.9990 

columru n'Pporting porch -2.9446 2.1624 0.2936 3.6366 1.5076 4.2810 2.1796 -1.7692 -2.7746 -1.0292 
wallswppoTting porch 0.0008 -7.9998 2.1790 -3.6266 4.5104 0.3012 -1.0354 -7.9998 0.7502 -2.8184 

cabhuuppoTtillg porch 1.9272 6.3814 -5.6390 5.0530 5.8186 4.6616 -5.3862 -5.9150 -1.2116 4.7072 
lateral S<jUa11:d section column -0.4252 -7.9998 1.7280 1.9284 1.5332 -0.1252 -0.9884 3.7662 1.7670 4.3330 

lateral cylindrical section column -2.0374 -7.9998 4.4540 -0.1246 -3.4436 -0.1414 0.6734 -3.4820 -0.6362 -7.9998 
lala"al vertical moulding 0.5306 -0.3314 0.6372 -0.7492 -1.5222 -2.5214 4.0406 0.6396 0.5612 1.2608 

windowinoneside 4.1794 -2.1624 1.3966 -6.6108 -2.5356 -1.9636 -1.9102 -0.6364 -0.4806 -1.8000 
windowsinbothsidcs -0.3994 0.0580 -1.5506 0.2992 2.0362 1.4160 -0.1944 -0.9276 0.1334 2.9784 

""tical glass tow,r -7.9998 0.5006 -2.0452 -3.0330 -2.4236 -0.6890 0.5806 -0.2912 -0.6636 1.2074 
angular cOlllllction with glasuow.r -0.6236 -7.8512 -7.9998 4.5616 2.1502 -0.7980 2.1230 -7.7700 3.4594 -0.8714 

d,coratiY, ,culptUTII -2.8462 2.0320 0.5510 -7.0604 2.9314 -7.1322 -1.2130 0.4652 2.0374 -3.1890 
Surroundings material: glass -0.0010 -1.1216 0.2050 -2.0040 -0.1232 0.1896 1.8960 0.9962 0.6414 0.2956 

Surroundings material: brick -0.8366 -0.2584 -0.1008 1.5362 1.9506 1.3090 -0.0202 -0.4660 0.0552 0.3194 
Surroundings material: smoodutoJJc -0.2120 1.3044 0.0372 -1.6120 0.6096 -2.8008 0.7994 -1.3156 0.6408 0.9432 

Surroundings material: rough stone -0.0462 -0.1222 -7.9998 -2.1962 3.6482 6.0154 -3.9520 -0.3308 -6.1112 0.0536 
Surroundings material: conaete blocks -7.9998 -5.5826 1.6070 -6.3764 -3.5774 0.1946 -7.9998 4.8706 -2.8114 4.2136 

Surroundings material: concrete exposed 4.7204 -7.9998 -0.0220 1.8396 -0.4910 1.5124 -3.1204 0.1540 -0.4126 -3.9884 
Surroundings material: timber 4.4540 -0.3116 0.6532 0.8508 1.3994 1.1224 1.0564 2.0304 0.0972 -0.7920 

Surroundingsmaterial:smoothp~ork 0.9666 -1.6756 0.2576 1.8240 -5.6552 -0.6192 0.5816 1.5230 -0.2056 -0.5546 
Surroundings material: rusticated p1asterwork -7.9180 -7.4452 3.0942 -5.4512 -7.3690 -5.1506 -7.8356 0.5314 -7.9998 2.1440 

Surroundings materials: tilcsor small tiles 3.0782 7.9994 -7.9998 6.1556 -0.6056 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 3.7334 4.0924 
Surroundings material: metal -1.1746 3.0966 -1.6094 -0.6136 -1.8504 -2.7366 1.2344 0.5826 1.7852 0.8542 

swinging door: onlS,ngu -1.0674 3.4706 0.2046 -1.7036 -1.2092 1.7416 -0.9030 -1.1900 -1.4616 -2.1852 
swillgin,door:twonngh, 1.8070 -7.9998 0.1452 1.9962 0.4072 -0.7616 -1.0354 -5.5908 -5.5120 -0.4630 
swingin, door: on, doubu 1.1830 -0.3166 -1.4852 1.8434 0.3964 -2.1900 0.9302 0.9932 0.9260 0.2532 

swin,;ngdoor:tripu,twodoubulOrmor, 2.5462 4.9386 2.0812 -7.9998 3.4264 -1.2786 0.0576 -3.5108 -1.5694 0.5166 
r,.,olrin,door(withjourua",,) -7.9998 -7.7642 3.4242 -5.6026 4.0330 4.2084 -3.6704 -7.9998 -0.1426 0.5882 
slidin,door(01llormor,uap,,) -7.3750 -7.9998 -3.9400 -5.5520 -7.9998 -7.9998 -6.7734 -7.8980 -7.9998 -6.8824 

leaf:plainopaquc -7.8614 4.3292 -1.6972 0.9824 4.1200 -5.8520 -5.4560 2.8584 2.4134 -7.9998 
leaf: plain tramparcDl 3.0782 -7.4894 -1.7710 -7.0134 4.1634 3.9896 -1.5874 -5.8836 -6.0604 2.1934 

leaf: semi-opaque plain with one or more lightaosspanels -0.9574 6.4484 -0.5390 2.9442 4.0972 -6.1134 -1.2644 -1.7844 -0.8206 -1.1790 
leaf: paneled opaque -1.6904 4.3284 0.7334 3.6400 4.7094 0.4352 -0.2880 -0.2484 -1.4910 -0.5734 

leaf:paneledsemi-opaquewithoncormorelightaosspancls 0.1102 3.9240 -1.1376 -7.9998 -7.1880 -1.0002 -3.1984 0.6160 -1.0204 4.0576 
leaf: framed withoncor two light aoss panels -1.1576 -3.5084 2.3234 1.3012 -2.5716 -1.3130 2.1850 -0.0490 0.8556 0.8366 

leaf: framed with thrc:c or more light aoss panels -1.5232 -2.4590 -0.4660 2.4602 -3.5194 2.0880 -0.0960 -0.4806 1.6208 0.0744 
st,,/woriuajd.coralioll -2.3002 1.1956 -7.9998 -1.4036 -7.9998 -7.0380 -7.6094 0.9154 0.9122 1.9924 
lcafmat.: non-stained glass 0.0684 3.8756 -0.4520 -13808 -3.3892 -0.6936 1.2102 -0.5644 0.8092 1.2392 

leafmat.: stained glass -7.9998 -2.6906 -3.7554 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -7.9998 -2.2696 0.1216 -7.8050 
leafmat.: metal -1.4950 0.8912 0.4326 -0.1822 -1.8372 -0.2192 -1.4684 -0.5602 1.6064 0.4974 

leafmat.: timber -1.0760 -0.1026 1.1860 -0.5702 0.3776 0.1282 1.0802 0.2220 -0.9972 -0.5890 
round bob or rin, handu -0.0046 1.4112 -1.7602 -0.6604 -1.5944 -1.5056 -0.0564 -1.8304 0.1732 -1.8596 

r,tonp/llr,'quaJ"'dortraplZoidhandu 0.4830 -3.3556 3.1322 -1.3910 0.0796 1.0312 -7.6174 3.4824 2.5254 0.2034 
u",r hand" 3.2674 -1.4620 2.0990 -0.9554 2.3752 0.2086 0.6760 2.2946 -1.4896 2.7200 

wn, horizDnIIIl,1IlIie handll -7.9998 -7.6656 4.7402 -0.9990 2.5790 0.3530 1.1108 1.9306 -7.9670 -1.7352 
lonl .",tical stolic handll -2.2670 -0.2308 0.3160 1.5610 0.3856 0.1972 3.1282 -6.8430 0.8144 -0.5816 
short ",rtica/ stIIlk handu 0.3690 1.7432 -0.6966 0.6120 0.2316 -0.8016 0.3854 -0.1184 -0.3616 -1.3144 

cun,dslllliehandu -2.7352 -7.9998 4.1570 0.9364 -7.7052 0.1344 1.1844 -2.4926 -5.1026 4.6256 

Appendix 5.2.Weight matrix of 50 hidden neurons network: hidden to output layer connections 

0.2724 
..().2616 
0.2112 
0.8264 

-0.5412 
0.7156 

-1.9470 
-0.1102 
0.1456 

-1.8010 
1.1734 
2.6040 
0.1554 
-2.8954 
-1.7466 
-2.1852 
-0.6316 
-0.6482 
0.6606 

-1.1502 
-0.5644 
-2.3142 
-2.9810 
-0.6460 
-0.8006 
1.1352 

-0.9676 
-3.D026 
-0.3504 
-1.5782 
-3.1480 
-0.6914 
-1.3236 
-0.0280 
0.0222 

-0.6842 
-0.6262 
-0.6132 
0.1246 
0.1308 
0.1212 

-1.4522 
0.3722 
1.0102 
0.8064 

-1.0420 
0.8366 
0.8850 

-2.2022 
-1.5130 
-0.6480 
-0.6802 
4.1654 
1.4954 

-0.0206 
0.8872 

-0.2606 
-0.3726 
-0.1742 
-1.5012 
-2.2904 
-2.0052 
-2.4746 
-0.4256 
-0.3212 
-0.5752 
-0.6270 
-0.8582 
-0.0014 
1.5002 

4.5836 
-0.9676 
-0.7216 
-0.6184 
-2.5212 
-1.5642 
-1.8352 
-1.0726 
-0.7660 
-0.5524 
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Appendix 6 

Example of levels of support matrix: 50 hidden neurons 

network 

The matrix shown in this appendix is an example of a method applied to verify the 

similarities and differences among the networks by measuring the distance of each one of 

them from the frequency matrix found in Appendix 3. 

In this approach, tables with values of support varying between '0' and '1' were produced, 

for each trained network, by using a sigmoid transfer function instead of the step function, 

and by making each input feature active at a time. The results were matrixes with 80 rows 

and 80 columns for each of the 17 trained networks. This appendix shows one of those 

matrixes, that is, the matrix of the network with 50 hidden neurons. 

With a sigmoid transfer function configuration the network presents a continuously valued 

output, which represents the levels of support between each feature and all the others. If the 

input neuron number 3 is made active, the network will respond by making active, in 

different varying levels, the output units. For instance, output number 3 will be almost fully 

active (0.9993) and output number 4 will be almost fully inactive (0.0003). The closer the 

output is to 1 the more is the input-output pair mutually excitatory. The closer the output is 

to 0 the more is the input-output pair mutually inhibitory. 

Because the matrix is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 

The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 
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Levels of support or each output unit » 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 I 
a ~ ~ 

l' ~ a ~ -8 ~ ~ 
.. ... '1: t <I oI!! ~ ~" 
.. .l:a a ~ '0 g oI!! .. ~ i .. ,,~.... ~ -:I ~ ~ a 

~ :: ~ ~ ~ .. '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ~ 
,g t- § 't1 .. .l! .. ~ g 8 .t: ~ e -
: i .~ .~ ~ : l ! !" ] 'a ~ ~ ·!ai ~ 
'11 :l :c l:I - .. 'C .. .." lib = <I • Ii 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

I! .. ::I :l ';< .~:: .~ .~ ~ ;::; ... :a \1 co 
, .. 0. '" ., co .. 00 ~ .. '" 0. 0. t;; :: ::: 

nunll .nlrrllIC. 0.9998 0.0003 0.1683 0.1055 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 O.TI20 0.0003 0.1394 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
s.COIllLuy.nlrrlIIC. 0.0003 0.9993 0.1204 0.9478 0.0003 0.0101 0.9280 0.0003 0.3345 0.0003 0.6490 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

publica~ 0.9993 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.7413 0.0D03 0.5076 0.9991 0.0D03 ().00()3 

restricted~ooess 0.9861 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9107 0.0003 0.1001 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
. , ,elUtooly 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.9998 0.0003 0.8067 0.0003 0.2286 0.0003 0.1285 0.5621 0.0003 0.0003 

grr .. lICc.~ to: (ZII'lock, nBlibIlh or fo,.r 0.9998 0.0003 0.0916 0.6768 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.2476 0.0003 0.7559 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
, gw • ."cc •• Io:corridorortlUU 0.00420.0101 0.31180.02740.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.3509 0.0003 0.9173 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

gAl., lICC ... to: shop Dr working I'ODIII 0.8521 0.0003 0.0005 0.3807 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.9998 0.9944 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
aligJlld to the meade 0.9895 0.0003 0.0591 0.2679 0.0003 0.7884 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

pilled out from the facade 0.9666 0.0003 0.0003 0.8179 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0071 0.9998 0.0013 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
pilledinframthefacade 0.9998 0.0003 0.70120.0318 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.9949 0.0003 0.0003 

floltloorlop 0.8536 0.0003 0.4441 0.1121 0.0003 0.9380 0.0003 0.0003 0.8558 0.0003 0.0435 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
semWircNlordoorloptll'Ch 0.9983 0.0003 0.9480 0.0061 0.0003 0.9163 0.0003 0.0003 0.0049 0.0003 0.98860.0013 0.9998 0.0003 

segllUnIlIldoorloporch 0.5098 0.0003 0.0003 0.9600 0.0003 0.0794 0.0003 0.0003 0.7273 0.0003 0.1736 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
pomt.d door lop arch 0.9998 0.0003 0.0076 0.0147 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

TOUrtd Infoil door top arch 0.9998 0.0003 0.0101 OAmO 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.6607 0.0003 0.6670 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
top flat IIJJUldiDg 0.9993 0.0003 0.0542 0.2876 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0740 0.0003 0.2908 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

topauvedlIJJUldiDg 0.9717 0.0003 0.5359 0.0464 0.0003 0.8894 0.0003 0.0003 0.3365 0.0003 0.8604 0.9776 0.0003 0.0003 
triangularpedimem 0.9917 0.0003 0.9844 0.0611 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.1202 0.0003 0.2286 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

semi-cirwlar CI' segmemal pediImDl 0.9998 0.0003 0.0538 0.5940 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.6468 0.0003 0.3404 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
slJllllndflllllight 0.9996 0.0003 0.0293 0.1314 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0D03 0.9034 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

fanUght with undWat. top 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9192 0.0003 0.0005 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
poin/itul tll'Chfonlight 0.9998 0.0003 0.9991 0.0005 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0374 0.0003 0.3587 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

semWircuioror segllUnIlIltll'Chfonlight 0.9954 0.0003 0.8870 0.0162 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.9324 0.0003 0.1668 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
pointedardl tympamun 0.9952 0.0003 0.9920 0.0066 0.0003 0.9932 0.0003 0.0003 0.9749 0.0003 0.1517 0.9903 0.0003 0.0003 

semi-cirwlar arch tympamJ.m 0.9969 0.0022 0.0003 0.9595 0.0003 0.9888 0.0044 0.0003 0.0079 0.0003 0.6097 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 true.,., or iU.lworlc on ftltllight or ty"'J'GrDUft 0.9998 0.0003 0.4087 0.0044 0.0003 0;9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.9966 0.9969 0.0003 0.0003 
stDiMd glall onfonlight 0.9964 0.0003 0.2061 0.7183 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.8765 0.0003 0.0935 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

flat relanj1;Ular poo:b 0.9793 0.0003 0.0159 0.3335 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0149 0.0003 0.9637 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
fiat s:mi-cirwlar porth 0.9998 0.0003 0.0022 0.3809 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9988 0.9971 0.0003 0.0003 

pedinaU porth 0.9998 0.0003 0.0010 0.9966 0.0003 0.0030 0.8985 0.0003 0.5264 0.0003 0.9695 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
segnmtal (coo:a'¥C) porth 0.9178 0.0003 0.0003 0.9685 0.0003 OA707 0.0003 0.0003 0.5474 0.0003 0.0181 0.9993 0.0003 0;0003 

cxnvex JXl'ch 0.9998 0.0003 0.9627 0.0035 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9891 0.0003 0.0008 0.9974 0.0003 0.0003 
col_u.ulIpporlUagporch 0.99960.00030.01980.06430.0003 0.00740.00030.0003 0.0318 0.0003 0.8462 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 

walluupponillg porch 0.9991 0.0003 0.1707 0.2278 0.0003 0.8057 0.0003 0.0003 0.0599 0.0003 0.9974 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
cohu.supporting porch 0.9998 0.0003 0.0149 0.0525 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.7986 0.0003 0.0047 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

lateral5QUa1'edsectioo.ooI.mm 0.9998 0.0003 0.2515 0.0562 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9412 0.0D03 0.0140 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 
laten1 cylindrical sectioo column 0.9998 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.1394 0.0003 0.9461 0.7657 0.0003 0.0003 

lateral verticallDOlllding 0.9998 0.0003 0.0586 0.8035 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.8528 0.0003 0.0645 0.9998 0.0D03 0.0003 
window in roe side 0.~09 0.0003 0.0025 0.9085 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.7278 0.0003 0.5166 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

windows in both sides 0.9998 0.0003 0.8748 0.0052 0.0003 0.9993 0.0003 0.0003 0.8194 0.0003 0.0220 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
vem-lglo •• low.r 0.9681 0.0003 0.1531 0.2522 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.IlU8 0.0003 OA358 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

ang.u-conMctiota withglas,lolHr 0.9998 0.0003 0.0066 0.1961 0.0008 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.82S5 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
d.co",,". ,culpbuWl 0.9886 0.0003 0.4068 0.0223 0.0003 0.9559 0.0003 0.0003 o.~ 0.0003 0.8106 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 

SurramdinglImterial: glass 0.9937 0.0003 0.1946 0.1905 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.1949 0.0003 0.8760 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
Sun'alndim>;smaterial: ma: 0.9903 0.0003 0.0013 0.8890 0.0003 0.9993 0.0003 0.0003 0.3565 0.0003 0.1499 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

SwraJDdinp;a material: smoothstooe 0.9664 0.0003 0.9314 0.0313 0.0003 0.8619 0.0003 0.0003 0.8448 0.0003 0.3995 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
SurraJDdinp;a material: rough stooe 0.8570 0.0003 0.0979 0.0874 0.0003 0.1883 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Surrmndings material: cxncrete tiocks 0.9998 0.0003 0.0069 0.9373 0.0003 0.9981 0.0003 0.0003 0.1329 0.0003 0.9275 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
Surroondingsmaterial: cxncrete expoi!ed 0.6783 0.0003 0.3699 0.1722 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.9134 0.0003 0.0149 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

Surrmndingsmaterial: timbez 0.9649 0.0003 0.6170 0.0745 0.0003 0.3013 0.0003 0.0003 0.8045 0.0003 0.3216 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
SurrwndiIlgsmaterial: smooth plasterwCl'It 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.8665 0.0003 0.9581 0.0003 0.0003 0.8384 0.0003 0.0142 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

SurrwndiIIgs material: rusticated plasIerwodt 0.9776 0.0003 0.0003 0.2864 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.0347 0.0003 0.9842 0.7942 0.0003 0.0003 
Sum:mIdings maJeriaIs: tiles CI' small tiles 0.9998 0.0003 0.8536 0.0096 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9751 0.0003 0.0008 0.9983 0.0003 0.0003 

Surrcmxlings material: metal 0.9996 0.0003 0.0064 0.6233 0.0003 0.9463 0.0003 0.0003 0.3628 0.0003 0.6089 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
&wiIIging door: OM Wagu 0.9998 0.0003 0.0010 0.9380 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.8899 0.0003 0.3389 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

6WitJging door: 1w0WagU. 0.9998 0.0003 0.0144 0.1253 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0184 0.0003 0.9891 0.9764 0.0003 0.0003 
~ing door: OM douhU 0.9903 0.0003 OA576 0.0743 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.5845 0.0003 0.0147 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

6WitJging door: Iripk, two daub .. , or "'_ 0.9998 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0D03 0.0003 0.0279 0.0003 0.9959 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
rnolrilagtl_(rihfouru"v .. ) 0.9998 0.0003 0.9983 0.0032 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.9998 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
sliding door (OM or InOr. "UP.,) 0.0130 0.9988 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.9998 0.1509 0.0003 0.D030 0.0003 0.9974 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf:Jiainopaque 0.9998 0.0003 0.0066 0.0755 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9993 0.9991 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: Jiain transpareD1 0.9883 0.0003 0.8914 0.0037 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0357 0.0003 0.9537 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: aemi-opaque plain with roe Cl'III!n ligbt cross panels 0.9998 0.0003 0.0039 O.TI54 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9139 0.0003 0.0708 0.9917 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: paneled opaque 0.9998 0.0003 0.1407 0.0914 0.0003 0.9978 0.0003 0.0003 0.9468 0.0003 0.0037 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf:paneledaemi-<JP8.QUewithroeCl'lDInligbicrosspane1.s 0.9292 0.0003 0.1446 0.5957 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9783 0.0003 0.0633 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: framed with roe CI' two ligbl Q'0iSS panels 0.9969 0.0003 0.6739 0.0279 0.0003 0.9471 0.0003 0.0003 0.0564 0.0003 0.9234 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: framed with Ilree a: n:r:e ligb1 cross paJ:J:Ia 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.6961 0.0003 0.9886 0.0003 0.0003 0.0318 0.0003 0.2493 0.9998 0.0003 0.0D03 
sud_ric u"fthcoralion 0.9837 0.0003 0.0003 0.8909 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9839 0.0003 0.1414 0.0376 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf mat.: DCIHIIained glass 0.7654 0.0003 0.9842 0.0088 0.0003 0.9590 0.0003 0.0003 0.6265 0.0003 0.2664 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leafmat.: staiD:dglass 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9991 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9954 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf mal: metal 0.9998 0.0003 0.0396 OA983 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.6282 0.0003 0.1050 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

leafmat.: timbez 0.8819 0.0003 0.7164 0.0430 0.0003 0.9776 0.0003 0.0003 0.3665 0.0003 0.9002 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
rourtdbwborringluuulI. 0.9808 0.0003 0.2613 0.2278 0.0003 0.99740.00030.0003 0.9817 0.0003 0.1519 0.9248 0.0003 0.0003 

r.fllllguiar, .tpUIl'" ortrap~id hortdu 0.9998 0.0003 0.0184 0.1460 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.6641 0.0003 0.2464 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
In., hondu 0.9944 0.0003 0.0008 0.8235 0.0003 0.9993 0.0003 0.0003 0.9380 0.0003 0.0271 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

long Iwrizotttal rIlItie hortd. 0.9864 0.0003 0.0013 0.0184 0.0003 0.9969 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9996 0.3899 0.0003 0.0003 
long vR1ic1ll rf.tUie IuuuII. 0.9998 0.0003 0.8016 0.0039 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.1114 0.0003 0.0679 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

shortverliclllrllltie hortdu 0.8072 0.0003 0.0020 0.7088 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.2386 0.0003 0.1206 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
ell"'" rIlItie hondU 0.9869 0.0003 0.1629 0.0359 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 OA776 0.0003 0.0938 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
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Levels of support of each output unit » 15 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
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• 1:1, .. g oS • ~ ~ ..!. ~ =..!. 8. ~ <5~ II 
maUl ,nb'aM' 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0686 0.0003 0;0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 00003 00003 

secondary ,'!""nc, 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0091 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0:0003 0:0003 

publicaocess 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.10140.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 60003 
restricted access 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0159 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0 0003 0'0003 

. . . exit wly 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2830 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0:0003 0:0003 
B""~cn~ to: (IU' 1oc1c, II.stiII,:," or fo!,r 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1744 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

. B"'. acc,tiS to: corritJor or 01S14 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0581 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
B"18 OCC'tiS to: shop ~r worlcing room 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0201 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

alipd to the meade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5579 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
pulled ~t from the meade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0201 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
Idled ill from the faeare 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0384 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
.. flatdOOl'top 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1936 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

s'IIU«ITculardoortoparch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
seg .. ,ntoldoorloporch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2190 0.0003 0.0003 0.0076 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.5249 0.0003 0.0003 

poinlld door lop arch 0.0027 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
roundtnfoildoortoparch 0.00030.99980.00030.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.Q003 

top Ilat IIXlU..lding 0.0003 0.0003 0.9986 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5252 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
topauvedmoolding 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 OEln 0.0003 0.0003 0.01300.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
triangular pediIrem 0.0003 0.0003 0.9991 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.1049 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

semi-cirallar (X' segm:ntal pediImD1 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1952 0.9427 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
$1JIUIl'1d fanlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

fonlight willa ruulalau top 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
pow.d arehfanlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0225 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

wnwirclllororSfgm.ntolorchfonlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.00220.00050.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

poinled ardl tympanmn 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0254 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0086 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
semi-cirallar arch tympanum 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0291 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

trac#ry or IlUdwork on fiJnlight or tympGIW_ 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.026l 0.0003 0.0003 0.0198 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 
sfDWd glou on fanlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.1341 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5074 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 

fiat ~laDp;Dlar porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.4318 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
fiat semi-cirallar porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1021 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

pedinr.ot porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0049 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
segmtnlal (C(D;3.ve) porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0041 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

coovex pach 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1043 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
colwtuu npporting porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0852 0,0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

wolU npporting porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.8328 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
cabl4. npporling porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9513 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

lateral squared aec:tioo ooIumn 0.0003 0.0003 0.0223 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5247 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
lateral cylindrical seam cclumn 0.0003 0.0003 0.2552 0.0035 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0;0003 0.0003 

lateral verticalmoolding 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0137 0.0003 0.0003 0.0059 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0:0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
window in ODe side 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0188 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

wimows in both sires 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.4258 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
IIntieo/ g/au tow" 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0889 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

tI"IlrUarcOnnletioll wilIaglll .. lowIT 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0157 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
d.eorvtin .erdpta,.. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2918 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

SurrOOllding:l material: glass 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0A458 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
Surr~ material: brick 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1795 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

~material: smocthSlroe 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1692 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 
Surr~material:roughstooe 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.07520.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Surramdings matetial: au:rete Iiocb 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6390 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
SurrOOllding:l material: au:rete exp<lIIed 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1543 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Surramdings material: timber 0.0003 0.0003 0.0284 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.fIJ71 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
Surr<llIldiDgs material: SlDO<Xh JUsterw(X'k 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1497 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

Surr<llIldiDgs material: rusticated piaslerwod;: 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0101 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
Surr<llIldiDgs materials: tiles (X' srmll tiles 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1912 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Surramdingsmaterial: metaJ. 0;0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0186 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
swinging 46or: one mgl4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1809 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

swinging 460r. two .ing14, 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0098 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
BWi"Iling tWor. on. doulM 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0452 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

BwitIgiIfg door.lripI4, two doubl#ur _or, 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0464 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
,.,.,olnng door (~f"",.l4a .. ,.) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0601 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

sidingdoor(OMorIflOTll4tr".) 0.00030.00030.00030.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf:tuinopaque 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0088 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: tuin 1ranspateD1 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6963 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: I!emkJpaqoe plain with ODe (X' IID'e ligbl cross paIIU 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0393 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf:paneledopaque 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: parded acmi-ope.que with ODe (X' IID'e l.igbt cross pane1a 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 03977 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: framed with ODe (X' two light Q'O!B paW& 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0064 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: framed with tm:e Ir IOOJe light cross panels 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1585 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

slulworlc I4aftkcoratiDn 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0115 0.0003 0.0003 O.oos8 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0066 0.0003 
leafmaL: IICIHltaiDed glus 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leafmal.:staimdglass 0.0003 0.0003 0.0413 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9424 0.00Q3 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leafmaL: metaJ. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0704 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leafmaL: timber 0.0003 0.0003 0.0181 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1563 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
round Icnob or ring IuuatIk 0.0003 0.0003 0.0208 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

TftlulplDr, .qumfd or tropnoid handl4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0538 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
1411" handl4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0079 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

lollg horizontol rtBlie handl4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6763 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
long .,ntieo/ tdatic IuuatIk 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8836 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

shorl .. erticolstotie handl4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0245 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
ClU?" tdiltie handll 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0035 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0Q03 
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nwUa .nJram. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0003 0.0520 0.0003 
s.condary e~nc. 0.0003 0.0003 0.tXl03 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0113 0.0003 

lJI:lblic aa:ess 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0542 c.ooo3 
reslnctedaax:ss 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0064 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 

. . . eXtt ooly 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0684 0.0003 
g,.".,"c .. ~ to: (lIT lock, .. ntib~ or fo~.r 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 

. g""., accns to: corrido~ or au" 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 
gJlfuacce~to:shoporwor/cingroom 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0044 0.0003 0.2610 0.0003 

alipd to Ire facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0342 0.0003 
pulled out from Ire facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1739 0.0003 

pulled in from Ire facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0066 0.0003 
flat door top 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 0.0003 

s8mWircular door top areh 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0071 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
segllUntal door top arch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9856 0.0003 0.2554 0.0003 

poin/Jul door top arch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.4913 0.0003 0.Q022 0.0003 
round Infoil door top arch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0030 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

toptlatIDJUldiug 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0184 0.0003 0.0201 0.0003 
top aJI\ledIDJUlding 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5472 0.0003 O.oosl 0.0003 
ttianguIar pedimctt 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.3831 0.0003 0.2618 0.0003 

semi-ciraliar or segJ.lleDt.aI. ~nL 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0;0008 0.0003 '0;0003 '0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 
StpUlTM fanlight 0.0232 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.D384 0.0003 

fanlight willa IUIdaIaU top 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.158S 0.0003 0.0147 0.0003 
poinl«lllrch/anlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.3326 0.0003 

se..wircalarorugm.1IIDJarch fanlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0208 0.0003 
poinledarcb tympanum 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0125 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 

semi-cirallar arch tympanum 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0162 0.0003 o.oOOS 0.0003 
trucn., or JUelwork on fanlight or tymf1G"lllll 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.D301 0.0003 0.0271 0.0003 

slainet/ gla" on fanlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0061 0.0003 0.0193 0.0003 
lIat relanp)llar porch 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1434 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0049 0.0003 

fiat semi-<:ircularpordl 0.0003 0.3914 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1280 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1060 0.0003 
pediment porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.9991 0'(XlO30.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0,0003 0.0003 O.oooS 0.0003 

segIIQltal (car::ave) porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 
CCIlVeX pardI 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.0003 

co/wruu supporting porch 0.0203 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.sS5S 0.0003 
walU"'Pporling porch 0.9939 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.1001 0.0003 

cabll, .upporling porch 0.8035 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.1228 0.0003 
lateral squaredsec:ticncolunm O.OOOS 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0069 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.02100.0003 

lateral cylindrical sectioo. coJ.unm 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9974 0.0059 0.0003 0.0127 0.0003 
lateral vertical moulding 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0171 0.0003 

window in one side 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 
windows in both sides 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 

ve1ti«Jlglalltower 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0027 0.0088 0.9998 
angular connectiqn willa gla" tower 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 S 0.5393 0.0003 

decoratir •• crdpl.,., 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9856 0.0003 0.4117 0.0003 
SuaOllDdingamaterial: glass 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0127 0.0003 0.2684 0.0003 

SuJramdings material: tnck 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0093 0.0003 
SuJramdingsmalerial: SIIIIXXh~ 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0074 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 

SurrWIldings materia.\: rougb stene 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q039 0.0003 
SuaOllDdingamalerial: coocrete liocks 0.29S7 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.97S6 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.3931 0.0003 

Surrwndings material: ocncrete exposed 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0Q64 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0374 0.0003 
SuaWlldiDgsmaterial: timber 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0281 0.02100.0003 

Surramdings material: SIIIIXXh plaslerwork: 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0057 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 
SuIr<Jllldinv,s ma!erial: rusticated plaslerwork 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5740 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1817 0.2200 0.0003 

SurralDlliDgs matecials: tiles or small tiles 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.993S 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 S 0.0003 
SurrOllDdinga material: IreIal 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2627 0.0003 

6winging door: one mg" 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0047 0.0003 
.winging door. twonng'" 0.3435 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.4397 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 
6winging door. one dOfdlt. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0035 0.0003 

'winring door: tripk, two dordJle, or more 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.(848 0.0003 
rno"';"g door (with four 114.,,,) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0091 0.0003 0.2432 0.0003 
siding door (one or 1110" letn •• ) 0.0252 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 0.0030 0.003S 

leaf: JUin opaque 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0137 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf: plain IraDsparent 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0928 0.0003 

leaf: aemi-opaque pain with one or !IDe ligbl cross panda 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0318 0.0003 0.0069 0.0003 
leaf: paneled opaque 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0599 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 

leaf: paneled semi~e with one or more ligbt cross panda 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 0.Q047 0.0003 
leaf: framed with one or two ligln aQIB paIIlls 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0132 0.0003 

leaf: framed with tlree <r nae ligln aoss paIIlls 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.~04 0.0003 
steelwork llafdecoratiolt 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7488 0.0003 0.2251 0.0003 
leaf mat.: DOIHtaiD:d glass 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0608 0.0003 

leafmat.: SIailI:dglass 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.3936 0.0003 0.0350 0.0003 
leafmat.: IreIal 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0252 0.0003 

leafmat.: timber 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 
rou.nd luwb or ring IuuuIl. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.ooos 0.0003 

retmJpiDr, squared ortrape%oid hand,. 0.0003 0.0003 0;0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0342 0.0003 
14.,,, hand,. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1080 0.0003 

long Iaoriz01llDJ .tatic hand,. 0.0164 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0289 0.0003 
long .,~ I'tatic IuuuIl. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.4026 0.0003 
short.",1kahtatk hand,. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 0.0081 0.0003 

~1I"ed Itatk hand'- 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q254 0.0003 
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,,"wunJrotw. 0.0003 0.0003 0.4092 0.0013 0.0716 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0061 0.0147 
secondO? .ntnJtw. 0.0003 0.0003 O.044S 0.0003 0.3152 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0171 OJlOlS 

publicaocess 0.0003 0.0003 0.1914 0.0003 0.1133 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00320.0003 
resIricIed ~ 0.0003 0.0003 0.4183 0.0862 0.0037 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0669 0.0498 

. , ,elUt ooly 0.0003 0.0003 0.0303 0.0164 0.0098 0.9876 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.9158 
gwn occu~ 10: au lock, nstib,!" or lo!" 0.0003 0.0003 0.2322 0.0003 0.0303 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0027 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0276 

. gw"occn~lo: corridororllu14 0.0003 0.0003 0.2732 0.0047 0.03S0 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0364 0.3611 
g"'.",cc." 10: shop or worldng roo", 0.0003 0.0003 0.0398 0.0003 0.8589 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0906 0.0003 

aliguedtothe facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.6944 0.0003 0.0315 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.OOIS 0.0003 0.0003 0.0352 0.0599 
pulled out from the facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.9537 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0818 0.0039 

pulled in from the facade 0.0003 0.0003 0.1773 0.0115 0.0201 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0108 0.0201 
flot door top 0.0003 0.0003 0.9397 0.0037 0.0101 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0030 0.0003 0.0003 0.0032 0.04S5 

wlli.-circuJar door lop ,,"h 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0057 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
seg",."ttlld_lopllTch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0079 0.2063 0.5816 0.3811 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1502 0.0003 

poinUd door top IITch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 
rOlUldtnloildoorlop,,"h 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0008 0.3243 0.00320.00030.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.Q003 0.0169 0.1768 

top Ilat IDlI11ding 0.0003 0.0003 0.4895 0.0003 0.4893 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q066 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0005 0.0003 
topauvedmoulding 0.0003 0.0003 0.0401 0.0003 0.1177 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0022 0.Q064 
triangularpedimeli. 0.0003 0.0008 0.0279 0.0003 0.9158 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

semkirallar IX segmental pediIrenl 0.CJ003 0.0003 0.9986 0.0003 0.8540 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 0.0057 0.Q003 
si[lUlT_d/llnlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.9268 0.0083 0.0835 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0086 0.0003 0.0003 0.0044 0.0418 

IlInlight wiih IUIlbdaU lop 0.0003 0.0003 0.9632 0.9859 0.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1048 0.0003 0.0003 0.9837 0.0005 
poinUd IIrchlonlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0015 0.0408 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.3533 

s.lfJi.-circuJarorugm_nIlJl,,"hjiJnlight 0.0003 0.0003 0.9942 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2317 0.1490 
poinledardltympauum 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9312 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

semi«aIlar arch tympannm 0.0003 0.0003 0.0037 0.0745 0.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
trtJc.ry or stulwork 011 fonlight or I1mptllUUll 0.0003 0.0003 0.9778 0.0008 OA598 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0~0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0879 0.0257 

sIiIiMd gfou OIIjiuUight 0.0003 0.0003 0.6372 0.Q003 0.2759 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1995 0.0042 0.D003 0.0003 0.0052 0A395 
tlatre~poo:b 0.0003 0.0003 0.6509 0.2376 0.1065 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0489 0.0003 0.0003 0A622 0.0003 

flatsemi«aIlarpcrdl 0.0003 0.0003 0.6980 0.0481 0.9217 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0044 0.0005 
~ pcrdl 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.6631 0.0545 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1983 0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 OA178 0.9998 

segmental (cauve) pordl 0.0003 0.0003 0.6560 0.0594 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2674 0.0003 0.0003 0.0821 0.Q047 
coovex fXI"w 0.0003 0.0003 0.002S 0.0003 0.0220 0.0003 0.D003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9212 0.0003 0.7752 0.9707 0.D003 

COlrurall. nI{Iporting porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.0122 0.0337 0.0162 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0079 0.0083 0.0003 0.0003 0.0201 0.0320 
walU "'PPorMs porch 0.0003 0.0003 0.6526 0.0047 0.0440 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0191 0.0003 0.0003 0.0411 0.0032 

cob14uupponingporc/a 0.0003 0.0003 0.0174 0.5635 0.0162 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0132 0.0003 0.0027 0.0022 0.0003 
lateralsquaredsediOllaiUIIm 0.0003 0.0003 0.1192 0.0037 0.0472 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0503 0.0391 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0010 0.D003 

latera1. cylindrical sectionoolumn 0.0003 0.0003 0.0066 0.0003 0.0406 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.0044 0.0210 
latera1. verticalroouldiDg 0.0003 0.0003 0.0630 0.0003 0.2510 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0220 

wiImw inooe side 0.0003 0.0003 0.6434 O.OOOS 0.0660 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0144 0.0003 0.0003 0.0144 0.0010 
windows in both si~ 0.0003 0.0003 0.9956 0.0027 0.0061 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.IS07 0.0982 

nnicalglo6.lo_r 0.0003 0.0003 0.8362 0.2347 0.1075 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.9229 0.0005 
oR«uJar COIIMcti611 with ,106.Io_r 0.9346 0.0003 0.9949 0.0057 0.5823 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0193 0.0003 0.0003 0.9490 0.0005 

dmnvtip .. culplluu 0.0003 0.9991 0.9253 0.0498 0.1936 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.220S 0.0113 
Sw:rWIldingsmaterial: glass 0.0003 0.0003 0.9991 0.0103 0.0396 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0018 0.D003 0.D003 0.0691 0.0623 

Sw:rwndingsmaterial: tria: 0.0003 0.0003 0.1053 0.9986 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q237 0.0039 
Sw:r0llIldiDp,a material: SIllOCth stme 0.0003 0.0003 0.8140 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0027 0.0003 
Sw:rwndings material: rough SIOOe 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0010 0.0005 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9283 

Sw:r~material: concrete ttocks 0.0003 0.0003 0.9893 0.0003 0.0030 0.0003 0.9229 0.0003 0.0181 0.0003 0.5577 0.0003 0.0057 0.Q315 
Sw:ramdings material: concrete exposed 0.0003 0.0003 0.0987 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 O.013S 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Sw:ramdingsmaterial: timb:r 0.0003 0.0003 0.9414 0.0108 0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0030 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0054 
Sun-amdingsmaterial: srnoah plas/erwIXk 0.0003 0.0003 0.1622 0.Q003 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9981 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0838 0.0350 

SurrOllIldiDp,a material: rusticated liasIerWm 0.0003 0.0003 03006 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0,0054 0.9998 0.0003 O.crrn 0.0830 
SOD'amdiJIjI;smateriaJs: tiles IX smillliles 0.0003 0.0003 0.0042 0.0003 0.1814 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9065 0.0003 0.8975 0.9783 0.0003 

Sw:ramdingsmaterial: IJEtal 0.0003 0.0003 0.9676 0.0486 0.0154 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 OA720 
6winging door: 011 ... ,14 0.0003 0.0003 0.3294 0.0010 0.011 0 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0039 0.9998 

swinging door: twuing14. 0.0003 0.0003 0.1646 0.0003 0.7259 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 
awiIIgiIIg door: 011. dOllb/4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0354 0.0013 0.0201 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0083 0.0079 0.0003 0.0003 O.o10S 0.D003 

Bwinging door: trip14, two doub14.or .. or_ 0.Q003 0.0003 0.7603 0.0003 0.2000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 
,.rowing door (with lour kIIp .. ) 0.0003 0.0003 0.8765 0.0003 0.6792 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0220 

sliding door (011_ or moTl "tn •• ) 0.0003 0.0003 0.9104 0.6409 0.Q235 0.0003 0.0003 0.0044 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.7539 0.0201 
leaf:JUinopaqlle 0.0003 0.0003 0.2879 0.0108 0.0049 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9666 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 

leaf: plain transpaIenl 0.0003 0.0003 0.8750 0.Q65S 0.2881 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.4947 
leataemHlpaqOeplainwith~lXmmeligbtaosspanela 0.0003 0.0003 0.0730 0.1263 0.8484 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1409 0.5918 

leaf: paneled opaque 0.D003 0.0003 0.0027 0.0003 0.0130 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 
leaf:pane1edsemi~ewith~lXmmeligblaosspanels 0.0003 0.0003 0.68020.0005 0.0686 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.2713 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1875 0.1326 

leat fram!d with ~ IX two ligbt a"09S pau:la 0.0003 0.0003 0.7681 0.0003 0.0035 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.1045 0.0005 
leat fram!d with t1ree c:r nne ligb1 aoss panel5 0.0003 0.0003 0.1175 0.3465 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.OOOS 0.0003 0.0003 0.0916 0.Q342 

st.-I_ric 14161 Mcortltio,. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0979 0.0044 0.6612 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9693 0.0003 
leafmaL:JlOIloQajnedglasa 0.0003 0.0003 0.53100.00030.2264 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0362 0.0115 

leafmaL: stairEd glass 0.0003 0.0020 0.6731 0.0003 0.0130 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0618 0.1575 0.0003 0.0003 0.1048 0.8487 
leafmaL: IJEtal 0.0003 0.0003 0.3907 0.0005 0.0054 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0821 0.0025 

leafmaL: timb:r 0.0003 0.0003 0.0686 0.0003 0.0350 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9275 0.0059 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 
round knob or ring IuuuIl. 0.0003 0.0003 0.0650 0.0003 0.2271 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

relDllpltsr, .lJIUITN ortTap.zoid hond14 0.0003 0.0003 0.7959 0.1675 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0~0003 0;0552 0.0008 
kper hond14 0.0003 0.0003 0.9366 0.8909 0.0325 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.9283 0.8843 

Iollg horiz:otllGl.totic hond14 0.0003 0.0003 0.4488 0.0061 0.0091 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 
10", pmic4l JtoJie 1uuu114 0.0003 0.0003 0.8428 0.0003 0.0201 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0081 0.0003 
shortmtkahtatie hond14 0.0003 0.0003 0.6346 0.0433 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0257 0.7771 

","" .totic hond14 0.0003 0.0003 0.0242 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
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t1u,." .nll'tule. 0.0003 0.0130 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.osOI 

secondary .nlTanc. 0.0003 0.7549 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 

publicaoress 0.0003 0.5320 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9270 
restricted aoress 0.0003 0.0310 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2320 

. , . eXIt ooIy 0.0003 0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6053 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 
gwe.lKnss. to: av lock, .,.stib~ or fo~ 0.0003 0.0098 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6351 

. g .... accu. to: corrido~ or auu 0.0003 0.1128 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9703 
g ... ."ceu;' to: rlaop or worldng roo.. 0.0003 0.9966 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.1543 03977 

alipd to the facade 0.0003 0.2437 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1631 
pilled out mmlbe facade 0.0003 0.8902 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9800 0.0003 0.5271 
pulled in frem the facade 0.0003 0.0162 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.5892 

flat door top 0.0003 0.0332 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0027 0.0003 0.9737 
se",wircuJardoortoparch 0.0003 OA512 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8665 

seglfUntDldoortoparch 0.00030.9808 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0076 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.ooos 0.1365 
poW.tJ door top arch 0.0003 0.9910 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

round tnfoil door top arch 0.0003 0.0354 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7615 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.ooos 
top flat IIllIlldiog 0.0003 0.0298 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1333 

top~mouldiog 0.0003 0.7002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0213 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1590 
triangular pedimert 0.0003 0.9832 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0066 0.0037 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0708 

semi-<:iraUar IX segmemal pedim:nt 0.0003 0.8775 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0035 
squ.r.rnd fonlight 0.0003 0.0166 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0AS80 

fanlight with ruubIlaU top 0.0003 0.8081 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7037 
poW.tJ arch fonlight 0.0003 0.0037 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9983 

semi-cireulal"orHg ... nIlIlllrChfonlight 0.0003 O.TI67 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9722 
poinled ardl tympaJmm 0.0003 0.4678 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2681 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.lm 

semi-<:irallar arcll tympanum 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0A060 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0074 
tracny or steelwork on fanlight or tptaptllllUll 0.0003 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0721 0.0003 0.1001 

sllliMd glas. OIIjiudi(Jht 0.0003 0.0113 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7303 0.0003 0.0274 0.0003 0.8953 
.Ilat re~ JUCb 0.0003 0.6170 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9978 

.Ilat aemi.Qrallar pm;h 0.0003 0.8694 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0223 0.0003 0.8956 
pedinaJ1 pm;h 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0025 0.0003 0.9886 

segIIaIlal (ao:ave) pm;h 0.0003 0.9942 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0096 0.0003 0.7359 
COOYeX perm 0.0003 0.9976 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0337 0.0003 0.0003 0.9808 

co"-"UlIfJPorting porch 0.0003 OA349 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.9102 
walht 6lIpportilag porch 0.0003 0.2044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0020 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.9917 

cahu.6lIpportUagporeh 0.0003 03750 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.00030.03320.0025 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1995 
lateral SQUared sectioo oolmnn 0.0003 0.9561 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.1255 

lataaJ. cylindrical seam <Xllumn 0.0003 0.0066 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0447 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0030 
lateral vertical moulding 0.0003 0.0459 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8799 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 

window inee side 0.0003 0.1238 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 
windows in both sid:s 0.Q003 0.2288 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8179 

perlic4lglDutow.r 0.0003 0.1097 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0281 0.0003 0.9275 
anglliarcOIJMctWn withglas.to".r 0.0003 0.0169 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0931 0.0003 0.9922 

d.co,,,ti .. sculpt",.... 0.0003 0.0306 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2664 
SuJramdiogI material: glass 0.Q003 0.0044 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9717 

SwrOllDdiIJp,smaterial: trick 0.Q003 0.8694 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0035 0.0003 03108 
Swr~ material: smxxIl stooe 0.0003 0.8003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9783 

SwrtuIldingsmaterial:roogb.sue 0.0003 0.2373 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00030.00030.00030.00420.00050.00030.00030.00030.0962 
SwramdiDgs material: cxn;;reIe Iiocks 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9996 

SwramdiDgs material: cxn;;reIe expaIed 0.0003 0.9932 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008 0.1739 0.0003 0.8260 
SwramdiDgs material: timber 0.0003 0.9097 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8257 

SurrtuIldingsmaterial: smoc.th !UsterwIXk 0.0003 0.1910 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 Oms2 
SwrtuIldings material: rusticated liasIerw<Xlc 0.0003 0.0061 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9944 

SwrtuIldingsmaterials: tilCSIX smallliles 0.0003 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0476 0.0003 0.0003 0.9944 
SuJramdiogI material: metal 0.0003 0.0130 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.9993 

swiltgiltg door. OM mgu 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0083 0.0003 0.0039 0.0003 0.7662 
swiltgilrg door. two ring"' 0.9998 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0127 
swingiltg door. on. doulM 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9642 

swiltgilrg door. tIip/4, two dOIIiIl •• or .. ore 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2212 
rnobriltgdoor(witlaf(JffU't.a. •• ) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.96100.0003 0.0003 0.9939 
i/idiltg door (on. or -.on • .., •• ) 0.Q003 0.2190 0.0003 0.0003 0.0738 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0357 0.1729 0.0003 0.9964 

leaf: plain opaque 0.0003 0.0957 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf:plaintranspareot 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00100.0003 0.9803 

leaf: 8emklpaqoe plain with ODe IX IIICI'e ligb1 craIS pmU 0.0003 0.0928 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.001 S 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9927 
leaf: paIded opaque 0.Q003 0.8206 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: paneled semi-opaqne with me IX IIICI'e light craIS panels 0.0003 0.1026 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 
leaf: framed with ODe IX two ligbt a09!l paIEla 0.0003 0.0392 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7510 0.0003 0.0003 0.9891 

leaf: framed with tlree IX more ligbt craIS panels 0.Q003 0.5664 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.9988 
sUd_ric IHf,"coratioIJ 0.0003 0.8851 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7183 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.3030 
leafmat.: IDHtained glass 0.0003 0.1268 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.9998 

leaf mat.: staiIJ:d glass 0.0003 0.0030 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9539 0.0003 0.0003 0.0018 0.1307 
leaf mat.: metal 0.0003 0.1075 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 O.TI67 

leafmat.: timber 0.0003 0.7325 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2456 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0730 
round knoborrillg IuuuIU 0.0003 0.2979 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.2674 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0037 

rellulgu./llT"quantI ortrapnoid handu 0.0003 0.1~3 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9961 
uPo handu 0.0003 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.7290 

long horizontDllfDtic handu 0.0003 0.1477 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0445 
long ".rlic4l ~ IuuuIU 0.0003 0.6499 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9664 

shorlmticaillatk handu 0.0003 0.1722 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9913 
cuned IIatk hamlU 0.0003 0.9639 0.0003 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.6084 
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l1IIIin .ntnJnc. 0.0003 0.5545 0.0325 0.1932 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
stcotulary .ntnlllC. 0.0003 0.7840 0.9202 0.0315 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

publioaooess 0.0003 0.2593 0.8724 0.0122 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
restrictedacoess 0.0003 0.9314 0.8916 0.2083 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

. exit mly 0.0003 0.0267 0.8621 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.9986 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
gn· •• acc .. ~ 10: air Ioclc, .estibuu or lo,.r 0.0003 0.7947 0.2515 0.2320 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

. gIl''' acuss to: corridor or auu 0.0003 0.1133 0.9998 0.0035 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
g.,,,., acuss 10: slwp or working roolll 0.0003 0.9859 0.0113 0.1268 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

aligned to the facade 0.0003 0.5240 0.3929 0.1004 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
polled OI1t from the facade 0.0003 0.9490 0.0003 0.0152 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0440 0.0003 0.0003 

pulled in from the facade 0.0003 0.7908 0.6392 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
jllltdoorlop 0.0003 0.2618 0.7435 0.0047 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

sellli.circu/ar door top arch 0.0003 0.8558 0.9998 0.5227 0.01<6 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0049 0.0003 
s.gllUlIIaldoorloparch 0.0003 0.9620 0:0003 0.1585 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 

poinUd door top arch 0.0003 0.7881 0.9864 0.6309 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
round tn/oil door lop III'Ch 0.0003 0.9812 0.9414 0.9991 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

toptlatmoulding 0.0003 0A434 0.9783 0.1563 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
top curved moulding 0.0003 0A849 0.5965 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
triangular pedilreDl 0.0003 0.8934 0.8956 0.1280 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

semi.-c::iraliar or segDll:Dlal pedinrDl 0.0003 0.2139 0.1355 0.2789 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
sqJUJnd/anliglat 0.0003 0.4756 0.3628 0.0061 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 

/anlirlat with undulau lop 0.0003 0.9991 0.0003 0.0972 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q025 0.0003 
poinUd arehfonJiglat 0.0003 0.0086 0.9922 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0901 0.0003 

se",i.circu/arornglll.lIIalarch/anliglat 0.0003 0.2835 0.8738 0.0083 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
pointed arch tympanum 0.0003 0.9922 0.9998 0.8597 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

semi-circular arch tympanum 0.0003 0.0350 0.9998 0.0027 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
trac",orm.'woriconjanliglatortylllptUflllll 0.0003 0.8414 0.0638 0.2000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 

stailudglimonlanJiglat 0.0003 0.9454 0.9983 0.2906 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0686 0.0003 
tlatretangul.arpordl 0.0003 0.4256 0.0184 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

tlalaemi-circularpordl 0.0003 0.4861 0.9869 0.4043 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
pediIIzDl pordl 0.0003 0.4690 0.9998 0.0445 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 

segmental (amcave) porch 0.0003 0.9983 0.3370 0.9778 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.Q044 0.0003 
ccnvex JXXcll 0.0003 0.9693 0.0061 0.6783 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

colwruu supporting porch 0.0003 0.0745 0.9935 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
.... an. "'Pporting porch 0.0003 0.9251 0.9847 0.0564 0.0210 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

cabu .. upporting porch 0.0003 0.1729 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0098 0.0003 
lateral squared section oolunm 0.0003 0.7217 0.2530 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1902 0.0003 

lateral cylindrical section cdunm 0.0003 0.5076 0.9793 0.9644 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
lateral Yertic:almoulding 0.0003 0.8140 0.8934 0.2962 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

window in we side 0.0003 0.9810 0.0103 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
windows in both sides 0.0003 0.5262 0.1228 0.0018 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

m1;'clllgllu.Io ..... r 0.0003 0.9168 0.0030 0.0552 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
angular cOlUUctWn with gllu. Io ..... r 0.0003 0.9788 0.0008 0.3321 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0914 0.0003 0.0003 

decOl'tlti-,ucrUptlln, 0.0003 0.2810 0.0122 0.0015 0.0154 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.1844 0.0003 
SUII'OUIXIings malerial: glass 0.0003 0.7664 0.0267 0.0076 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

SlII10IIDdinga malerial:!rid;: 0.0003 0.0430 0.8965 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0284 0.0003 
S1IIl'OIIlJdingsmalerial: !lIIOOthstwe 0.0003 0.1954 0.8514 0.3531 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

Surroundings maleriaJ: rough stooe 0.0003 0.5950 0.9961 0.0428 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
SllITOUJldings maleriaJ: coocrete b1oc:k:s 0.0003 0.9971 0.0955 0.0120 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0013 0.0032 

SllITOUJldings malerial: coocrete exposed 0.0003 0.8995 0.3753 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 
Surroundings malerial: timber 0.0003 0.0037 0.9998 0.0013 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

S1lITOIlIIdings malerial: smooIh plasterw<n 0.0003 0.5027 0.9766 0.1128 0.Q003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
S~malerial:rusticatedpJ.asterworic 0.0003 0.9881 0.1729 0.1097 0.0003 0.0003 0.0628 0.Q030 0.0003 0.0003 

Surroundings malerials: tiles or small tiles 0.0003 0.9788 0.0025 0.4532 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
SlII1OIIDdingamalerial: ~ral 0.0003 0.9996 0.0003 0.0577 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

.wiltgilw door: OM mgle 0.0003 0.8438 0.8462 0.2515 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
swingillg door: two ringu. 0.0003 0.9637 0.0052 0.1455 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
swingilw door: OM double 0.0003 0.4407 0.9727 0.Q044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

~ door: tripI., two doubleur .. or. 0.0003 0.3775 0.0169 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0032 0.0003 0.0003 
rnolringdoor(withlouru.., •• ) 0.0003 0.9993 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 
sliding door (on. or ilion le".,.,) 0.0003 0.9947 0.0008 0.0047 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.8992 0.8509 

leafplainopaque 0.0003 0.1846 0.9996 0.9505 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0010 0.0003 
leaf plain Irampare:nt 0.0003 0.2989 0.0020 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0022 O.ooos 0.0003 

leaf aemklpaque plain wilb we or more lightaosspanels 0.0003 0.0166 0.9983 0.0191 0.39<J7 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leaf paDcled opaque 0.0003 0.0149 0.9998 0.5408 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf: paneled aemi~que with we or more ligIU cross panels 0.0003 0.9927 0.6153 0.0813 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0088 0.0003 
leaf: ~ with we or two light cross panels 0.0003 0.99a! 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf:~withtbreeormoreliglUaosspanels 0.0003 0.9749 0.0188 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
slnlworlcua/d.cOl'lllion 0.0003 0.9998 0.0120 0.9524 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
leafmaL: noIHlained glass 0.0003 0.8968 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leaf maL: stained glass 0.9956 0;9993 0.9981 0.9935 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0130 0.0003 
leafmaL: ~ral 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0511 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

leafmaL: timber 0.0003 0.0020 0.9998 0.0159 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
round knob or ring handu 0.0003 0.3655 0.9996 0.9988 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

reta"Bular, squ.a1Wd or trapezoid handU 0.0003 0.6797 0.5855 0.Q003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
k •• rhandt. 0.0003 0.1775 0.3511 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 

long horizontal static handt. 0.0003 0.9764 0.0022 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
long I'nPcalstatic handu 0.0003 0.9988 0.0027 0.0064 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 0.0003 

.lwrl .,.rlieal slatic handt. 0.0003 0.2405 0.7286 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 0.0003 
eu,.,ed static handu 0.0003 0.1976 0.8323 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.9998 
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Appendix 7 

Table of experimentation results 

This appendix shows a table with the overall experimentation results. The table is divided in 

blocs of four or five rows. The first row of each bloc contains the user type used in that 

particular test. It represents how a user of a particular type might answer each of the 

questions from the system If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer should be 'yes', while 

having a 'd' setting would require an answer 'don't know'. A blank cell would require an 

answer 'no'. 

The second row of each bloc represents what questions were used by the system and what 

answers were given by the user. It corresponds to the problem's partial descriptions, as 

defined in Chapter 5. If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer was 'yes'. A feature with a 'd' 

means that the answer was 'don't know'. A feature with a 'n' indicates that the answer was 

'no' . 

The third row of each bloc, labeled 'Solution's classifier', contains the knowledge-base 

system solution. A few tUnes, when there were two or more knowledge-base system 

solutions, two or more rows may contain the same kind of information as well, that is, the 

'Solution's classifier'. In these rows a feature present is assigned the value '1' while a 

feature not present is assigned the value '0'. 

The last row of each bloc contains the neural network solution for each of the 46 tests 

undertaken. In this row a feature present is assigned the value '1' while a feature not 

present is assigned the value '0'. 

Once the table is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 
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page in which each table can be found. 
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Appendix 8 

New solutions table 

This appendix shows a table with only the experimentation results that generated new 

solutions. It is similar to the one contained in Appendix 7. The table is divided in blocs of 

four or five rows. The first row of each bloc contains the user type used in that particular 

test. It represents how a user of a particular type might answer each of the questions from 

the system. If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer should be 'yes', while having a 'd' 

setting would require an answer 'don't know'. A blank: cell would require an answer 'no'. 

The second row of each bloc represents what questions were used by the system and what 

answers were given by the user. It corresponds to the problem's partial descriptions, as 

defined in Chapter 5. If a feature has a setting 'y' the answer was 'yes'. A feature with a 'd' 

means that the answer was 'don't know'. A feature with a 'n' indicates that the answer was 

'no' . 

The third row of each bloc, labeled 'Solution's classifier', contains the knowledge-base 

system solution. In one case, 'Post-Modern (eclectic 2), two rows contain the same kind of 

information, that is, the 'Solution's classifier', because there were two knowledge-base 

system solutions. A feature present is assigned the value '1' while a feature not present is 

assigned the value '0'. 

The last row of each bloc contains the neural network solution for each of the tests 

undertaken. In this row a feature present is assigned the value '1' while a feature not 

present is assigned the value '0'. 

Once the table is too large to fit in a single page, it has been broken down into smaller 

tables, each with its own labels of columns and rows. 
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The key map bellow indicates the relationship between tables. The numbers indicate the 

page in which each table can be found. 
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